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ABSTRACT 
 
 Outcrops of the Miocene Marnoso-arenacea Formation in the Santerno River 
Valley record the evolution of basin floor deep-water fan relative to the growth of the 
Coniale anticline in the Apennine foreland basin. This study aimed to address if and how 
multiple scales of deep-water architecture change in response to this process. Collection 
of 1.35 km of measured sedimentological profiles integrated with 4.4 km of mapped 
photopanels facilitated identification of 24 sedimentary facies, 14 event bed, and 7 
sedimentary body types. These attributes characterize outcrops of pre- and syn-kinematic 
strata on the footwall and hanging-wall of the Monte Castellaccio thrust fault.  
 Facies record deposition from different regions of subaqueous flows sourced from 
large-volume Alpine (siliciclastic) and minor Apennine (calcareous) sources. Facies 
assemble into event bed types that occupy positions in facies tracts formed by either (1) 
gradual flow deceleration and transformation during longitudinal flow run-out on a flat 
basin floor or (2) rapid lateral deceleration and transformation onto tectonically-generated 
paleo-slopes where reflected flow beds and remobilized mixed-composition mudstones 
abound. A continuum of amalgamated to non-amalgamated lobeform and thin-bedded 
drape bodies reflect longitudinal and lateral proximity to the channel-lobe transition zone. 
Anticline growth shifts these bodies laterally generating aggradational lobeform 
complexes in basin axes and thin-bedded wedgeforms at basin margins. Mass-transport 
deposits herald major changes in basin configuration due to anticline emergence. 
 Vertical changes in attributes define multiple scales of initiation, growth, and 
retreat stratigraphic cycles that reflect changes in sedimentation intensity and paleo-
topographic basin configuration. Mid-Serravallian pre-kinematic strata exhibit a low-
diversity of sedimentary attributes with minimal high-order cycle modulation in a 
monotonous basin axis succession with beds that correlate across the future site of the 
anticline. Late Serravallian syn-kinematic strata have greater attribute diversity and 
stronger attribute modulation between intermediate and high-order cycles that is 
overprinted on these low-order cycles. Constriction in the wedge-top basin produces a 
sandstone-dominated succession with a higher proportion of amalgamated lobeforms. 
Overlapping processes in the foredeep basin create the greatest vertical and lateral 
architectural variation. High-order cycles correlate to pinchout successions that indicate 
episodic anticline forelimb rotation and changes in basin constriction state. 



INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 Structural deformation is a process that directly modifies gradient which is one of 

the fundamental controls on clastic sediment is dispersal in deep-marine systems. The 

impact of gradient on sediment distribution is severe because the primary sedimentation 

processes mobilizing sediment from the shelf to the basin are gravity-driven subaqueous 

flows including turbidity currents and debris flows. Dynamic structural deformation 

creates considerable bathymetric variability along a shelf-to-basin profile. 

 Spatial variability in seafloor gradient induces spatial variation in gravity-driven 

sedimentation processes. Changes in flow velocity, viscosity, and density affect the 

ability of a subaqueous flow to erode, transport, and deposit its sediment load. Changes in 

these flow processes affect the distribution and nature of deep-water deposits (Kneller 

and McCaffrey, 1999). In small basins filled by large-volume subaqueous flows, the 

confining effects of basin margins also affect sediment transmission and deposit character 

(Pilkey et al., 1980; Ricci Lucchi, 1985). The deposited subaqueous flows stack to form 

deep-water stratigraphic successions. These successions record the composite 

sedimentary response to a multitude of external (autogenic) and internal (allogenic) deep-

water processes that operate over varying spatial and temporal scales.  

 Understanding the link between the process of gradient change and multi-scale 

sedimentary response in the prediction of sedimentary architecture is important to both 

(1) further our understanding of deep-water sedimentary systems, and (2) improve the 

evaluation of potential subsurface petroleum reservoir targets which over the last four 

decades have become increasingly important (Weimer and Link, 1991). 

            1



Statement of Problem 

This research aims to address how sedimentary architecture varies in response to 

changes in paleo-gradient. Sedimentary attributes are organized into a hierarchy of 

stratigraphic cycles do define stratigraphic architecture. This is then used to examine if 

and how the sedimentary system of the Marnoso-arenacea Formation (MAF) responds to 

changing paleo-gradients due to emergence of the Coniale anticline. Through this study, 

predictive relationships between subaqueous sedimentation processes and paleo-gradients 

may be developed to improve current deep-water depositional models shown in Figure 1 

that treat gradient largely as a static variable through time (only changed through 

deposition or erosion). 

The assumption is made herein that the Marnoso-arenacea Formation in the study 

area represents the deposits of an ancient deep-water system (deposition below 200 m of 

water depth). The research does not aim to address the paleo-water depth in the study 

area, yet this remains an important point to establish for this sedimentary system. Most 

previous workers have assumed deep-water deposition on the basis of (1) benthic fauna at 

the base of the formation suggesting a water depth <1000 m, (Argnani and Ricci Lucch, 

2001), (2) δ18O values indicating deposition on paleo-highs within the basin occurred at 

depths not shallower than 200-250m (Aharon and Gupta, 1994), (3) the abundance of 

sedimentary facies arranged in beds (such as Bouma sequences) that are common, but not 

unique to deep-water depositional environments (Amy and Talling, 2006). Several lines 

of evidence point towards relatively shallow deposition. The presence of hummocky 

cross-stratified sandstones in some beds could be caused by wave action (Harms, 1975). 

            2



Figure 1. Comparison of the major allogenic and autogenic deep-water stratigraphic models. All models generally account for
both (1) stratigraphic architectural variation along a slope to basin profile and (2) changes in architecture as a result of changes
in the magnitude and frequency of subaqueous flows. All of these depositional models treat gradient as a static variable that can
only be modified through deposition or erosion. In some models such as the turbidite system or fill-spill model, gradient creat-
ed by structural deformation is inherited and not modified during the depositoinal episode.
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Ichnofacies including skolithos and orphiomorpha found in the MAF are commonly 

associated with (but not exclusive to) shallow water deposition (Seilacher, 1967). 

Regardless of the exact water depth conditions, the MAF is largely considered to be the 

product of subaqueous flows and therefore the relationship between tectonic deformation 

and gravity-driven flow sedimentation may be examined. 

 
Geology of the Romagna Apennines and The Marnoso-Arenacea Formation 

 
 
 The Miocene Marnoso-arenacea Formation (MAF) was deposited in the Apennine 

foreland basin and later deformed as a result of a series of spatially overlapping, but 

temporally separate deformational events in the Romagna Apennines of northern Italy. 

To frame the configuration of the deep-water basin and sediment supply, a broader 

review of the stratigraphic succession underlying the MAF and the Apennine orogeny is 

required. The modern structural configuration of the Romagna Apennines can be divided 

into three main tectonic units that correspond to thrust sheet movement along the major 

décollements of the region (Figure 2). These units deform the Triassic-Holocene 

stratigraphic cover (Kligfield, 1979). 

 
Romagna Apennines Stratigraphy 
 
 Hercynian basement rocks underlying the Romagna Apennines consist of 

greenschist grade meta-sedimentary rocks (Figure 2). The basement is unconformably 

overlain by a thin (<100 m) and laterally discontinuous succession of Triassic continental 

red-bed clastics (Verrucano Formation). Overlying late Triassic evaporites of the Andriti 

di Burano Formation vary in thickness from 1000-2700 m (Barchi et al., 2001) and form 
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Figure 2. Tectonic units of the northern Apennines and lithostratigaphic units characterizing the Romagna Apennines. (A) Gen-
eralized stratigraphic profile of the Romagna Apennines. Thickness and lithologic information compiled from Ricci Lucchi
(1986), Barchi et al. (2001), and Roveri et al. (2003). (B) Tectonic map of the northern Apennines showing the major
lithostratigraphic and tectonic units (from the Servizio Geologico d’Aitalia Geological Map of Italy, 2004). SL = Sillaro Line,
VML = Val Marecchia Line, CBL = Chiente-Bolsena Line, MCT = Monte Castellaccio Thrust, 1 = Romagna Apennines, 2 =
Umbrian Apennines. (C) Schematic diagram from Kligfield (1979) showing the major tectonic units during the late Miocene.
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a major décollement horizon (Bally et al., 1988). Triassic units record deposition during 

the breakup of Pangea and the opening of the Tethyan Sea (Schettino and Turco, 2011). 

 Triassic evaporites are conformably overlain by early Jurassic-Paleocene 

carbonates and marls recording shelf to deep-water sedimentation along the Adriatic 

passive margin. This succession averages 1500 m thick and is not exposed in the 

Romagna Apennines and is quite uniform in thickness laterally. It is subdivided into four 

litho-mechanical units according to Barchi et al. (2001) (Figure 2). The (1) robust 

Jurassic platform carbonate unit (Calcare Massico Formation), (2) late Jurassic - early 

Cretaceous syn-extensional unit (Corniola, Marne del Serrone, Calcari Diaspringi, and 

Maiolica formations) (3) thin-bedded marls of the late Cretaceous – Eocene Scaglia 

subunit (Marne a Fucoidi, Scaglia, Bianca, and Scaglia Rossa formations), and (4) 

Oligocene to early Miocene marly subunit which forms another major décollement 

horizon (Scaglia Cinerea, Bisciaro, and Schlier formations).  

 The marly subunit records the transition from carbonate to clastic turbidite 

sedimentation in the Apennine foreland basin system. The unit is overlain by several 

diachronous (and non-overlapping) deep-water clastic wedges that are sourced primarily 

by siliciclastic sediment from the Alps to the north and that fill an eastward migrating 

Apennine foredeep (Zattin and Zuffa, 2004; Boccaletti et al., 1990a). These include the 

Oligocene Macigno, the early Miocene Cervarola, and the mid-late Miocene Marnoso-

arenacea formations (Ricci Lucchi, 1986; Castellarin, 2001). In the Romagna Apennines 

the MAF is the principal lithostratigraphic unit outcropping at the surface. 
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 In western Romagna over 4000 m of MAF strata is conformably overlain by the 

~80 m of exunic shales and gypsums of the Messinian Gesso-Solfifera Formation (Figure 

2) recording foredeep desiccation (Barchi et al., 2001; Roveri, 2003). Evaporites are 

unconformably capped by a thick Plio-Pleistocene clastic wedge of shallow to deep-

marine strata. In eastern Tuscany and western Emilia-Romagna, Neogene foredeep 

turbidite units are overthrusted by a chaotic assemblage of Jurassic-Miocene ophiolites, 

cherts, marls, deep-water sandstones, and slumps collectively known as the Ligurian and 

Epiligurian units (Ricci Lucchi, 1986; Landuzzi, 1994; Bortolotti et al., 2001). 

 
Romagna Apennines Tectonic Units 
 
 The Romagna Apennines are composed of three tectonic units including the 

structurally highest Ligurian nappe unit, the intermediate Tuscan nappe unit in the 

southeastern sector, and the lower, more foreland-centered Romagna-Umbria unit in the 

central and northeastern sector (Figure 2C). These units are created primarily, but not 

exclusively from NE-SW directed compression during the Apennine orogeny. To the 

northeast of the Romagna Apennines the thrust front plunges into the subsurface of the 

Po Plain (Barchi et al., 2001).  

 The Ligurian nappe unit records Jurassic-late Cretaceous sedimentation and 

deformation in an accretionary prism produced by the consumption of the Ligurian 

oceanic lithosphere below Eurasia (Bortolotti et al., 2001; Di Biase and Mutti, 2002). 

Subsequent late Cretaceous-Eocene Alpine orogenesis caused the obduction of the 

accretionary complex onto the Adrian and Eurasian continents. Subsequent Apennine 

orogenesis created structural elevation on the orogenic wedge that facilitated a period of 
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gravitational sliding of the nappe to the northeast into the northern Apennine foreland 

during the Oligocene-Pliocene (Pini, 1999). Northeastward translation of this nappe 

closed off deep-water sedimentation in the Apennine foredeep and forced the basin axis 

to migrate northeastward (Boccaletti et al., 1990a; Argnani and Ricci Lucchi, 2001). 

 Eastward rotation of Corsica-Sardinia and collision with Adria during the 

Oligocene-Miocene produced a contractional event known as the northern Apennine 

orogeny (Vai, 2001). Thrusting initiated in the Tuscan nappe and metamorphic units in 

western Tuscany and transported Mesozoic-early Miocene rocks in its hanging-wall 

eastward. The main décollement of this thrust system lies in the Triassic evaporites of 

western Tuscany (Kligfield, 1979) and ramps upsection through the Jurassic-Paleogene 

carbonates to a décollement in the Oligocene Schisti Pilicromi Formation in western 

Tuscany (Barchi et al., 2001). Here the frontal imbricate stack overthrusts the MAF and 

forms the modern southwest limit of exposure in the Romagna Apennines (Figures 2B, 

3B). 

 As the Apennine thrust front propagated to the northeast, contraction was 

transferred to the Umbria-Romagna tectonic unit. This unit is composed of two stacked 

duplex structures partially overthrusted by the Tuscan nappe and fully overthrusted by the 

Ligurian nappe, although it is locally uncovered by exhumation (Figure 3A). The 

structurally higher Romagna Apennines Duplex contains short wavelength (1-2km) 

detachment (De Donatis and Mazzoli, 1994; Bonini, 2006) and fault-propagation folds 

(Landuzzi, 1994) related to southeastward-dipping imbricate thrust faults (the Monte 

Nero, Monte Castellaccio, and Civitella thrusts). Imbricate thrusts emanate from a floor 
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thrust décollement in the Schlier Formation and merge into a roof thrust located at the 

base of the Ligurian nappe (Figure 3B) (Feroni et al., 2001). This duplex system is 

exposed in the Romagna Apennines culmination. Here the MAF outcrops form a partial 

eyelid window that has a broad antiformal geometry and an approximately southwest-

northeast axial trace trend (Figure 3C). The eyelid window is overthrusted by the 

Ligurian nappe to the northwest (forming the Sillaro tectonic line) and southeast 

(Marecchia line) and to the southwest by the Monte Falco Thrust forming the Tuscan 

nappe front (Barchi et al., 2001) while the fold-and-thrust structures of the Romagna 

Apennines are buried in the Po Plain subsurface to the northeast. The Romagna 

Apennines culmination is interpreted to be produced by (1) the formation of a deeper 

Mesozoic duplex with southeastward-dipping imbricate thrusts and a décollement in 

Triassic evaporites (Anelli et al., 1994; Feroni et al., 2001) and (2) slight basement uplift 

in the Romagna Apennines (Figure 3A) recorded on gravity surveys by a northeastward-

sloping basement surface along the Sillaro line (De Jager, 1979). 

 Back-arc rifting initiated between Adria and Corsica Sardinia around 20 Ma and 

started the collapse of the Apennine hinterland in western Tuscany (Figure 2B) 

(Malinverno and Ryan, 1986). In the Romagna Apennines, contractional Apennine 

tectonics is overprinted by this more recent extension resulting in an array of closely 

spaced, north-south striking sub-vertical normal faults with dip-displacements < 100 m 

(southwest side of cross-section in Figure 3A). Small-displacement (1-20 m), post-

depositional normal faults are common in outcrops of the MAF in the Santerno River 

Valley that are probably related to this latest extensional phase. 
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The Miocene Marnoso-arenacea Formation 
 
 The Langhian-Tortonian (17-7 Ma) Marnoso-arenacea Formation (MAF) 

comprises one of the deep-water clastic episodes deposited in a foreland basin in front of 

the northeastward migrating, but largely submarine Apennine orogenic wedge (Tuscan 

and Ligurian nappes) from the Oligocene to Pleistocene (Ricci Lucchi, 1986; Amy and 

Talling, 2006). Flexural subsidence from the Apennine orogenic wedge and slab-pull 

from the down-going Adrian micro-plate (Royden et al., 1987) generated a rather narrow 

(60 to 200 km wide), and northwest-southeast elongate (>400 km long) foredeep in front 

of an eastward advancing shallow-marine fold-and-thrust belt (Figure 4) (Boccaletti et 

al., 1990b; Argnani and Ricci Lucchi, 2001). The basin was bounded to north by the east-

west trending Valle Salimbene-Bagnolo sinistral transpressional lineament separating 

Alpine and Apennine contractional regimes (di Base and Mutti, 2002). Bathyal water 

depths existed in the basin floor of the Romagna foredeep ranging from a minimum of 

200 m (Aharon and Gupta, 1994) to 1000 m (Argnani and Ricci Lucchi, 2001). 

 Deep-water deposition occurred during predominant eustatic sea-level rise (Ricci 

Lucchi, 1986) although the Tortonian upper MAF was deposited during a 2nd order fall in 

sea-level according to curves of Vail et al. (1977) Haq (1987) (Figure 5). The location of 

the basin at sub-tropical paleo-latitude illustrated in plate reconstruction models 

(Schettino and Turco, 2011) and a generally warm Miocene epoch is indicated by 

moderate δ18O values (Zachos et al., 2001) suggesting that paleoclimate in both the 

sediment source and receiving basin was quite warm. This warm climate facilitated 
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Figure 4. (A) Palinspastic restoration and paleogeographic reconstruction of the northern
Italy during the Serravallian. The Apennine orogeny generated subsidence that was parti-
tioned along strike by transversal lineaments. VSBL = Valle Salimbene-Bagnolo Linea-
ment, SL = Sillaro Lineament, GCL = Giannutri-Chienti Lineament. Modified from
Boccaletti et al. (1990b). (B) Provenance and detrital mode dispersal patterns in the
Marnoso-arenacea Formation during the two main stages of fan deposition. Modified
from Gandolfi et al. (1983).
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carbonate production in platforms along the shallow marine Apennine foreland basin 

margins (Pomar et al., 2004). 

 Petrographic and paleo-current analysis demonstrate that a majority of the MAF 

sediments were deposited by large-volume subaqueous flows (up to 100 km3 according to 

Talling et al., 2007b) carrying siliciclastic sediments sourced from the Alps to the north 

(Figure 5) (Gandolfi et al., 1983; Chiocchini and Cipriani, 1992; Zattin and Zuffa, 2004). 

A minor amount of sediment was supplied via resedimentation from the carbonate 

platforms along the southern basin margin (Latium-Abruzzi platform) and the western 

Apennine shelf (Gandolfi et al., 1983). Occasional outsized calcareous subaqueous flows 

(>30 km3 according to Ricci Lucchi, 1986) flowing northwestward from these sources 

deposited basin-wide calcareous marker beds including the Contessa and Colombine beds 

(Ricci Lucchi and Valmori, 1980; Ricci Lucchi, 1986). Other sources of smaller-volume 

arkosic subaqueous flows (Gandolfi et al., 1983) were intermittently active along the 

western basin margin (Apennine thrust front) producing event beds with relatively small 

sediment volumes and correlation lengths that do not reach the Santerno River Valley. 

 
 Stratigraphy of the Marnoso-arenacea Formation: Only the distal part of the 

ancient fan system recorded in the MAF is exposed in tectonic windows of the Romagna 

and Umbria Apennines (Argnani and Ricci Lucchi, 2001). Here, the MAF is up to 4000 

m thick and is dominated by large, tabular subaqueous flow event beds composed of 

primarily fine sandstone and mudstone facies. While most beds are unchanging in 

character within outcrop exposures, large-scale thinning and fining of siliciclastic event 

beds occurs down depositional dip to the southeast across 120 km (Amy and Talling, 
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De Jager (1979) Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri (2010)
Thickness Age Description Member Stages Systems Stages Turbidite Systems Informal Units Basin AIGR Phase Time-Space Domain

up to 400 m Tortonian
Thin-bedded mudstone rich body with localized slumping.

Unconformable lower contact with FMA 14. Net/gross sandstone =
20-75%. Localized channelform sandstones

Borgo Tossignano
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500 m Tortonian
Several 30 m thick lenticular channelform sandstones and rare
conglomerates encased in subordinate thin bedded mudstones.
Erosional, abrupt lower contact with FMA 12. No calcareous

mudstones or Colombine beds.

Fontanelice
Member

up to 850 m Early
Tortonian

Thick to very thick sandstone dominated unit with minor thin-bedded
intervals. Localized sandstone channelforms. Net/gross sandstone
ranging from 50-95%. Few calcareous mudstones, no Colombine

beds.

up to 800 m

Late
Serravallian-

Early
Tortonian

Thin to medium beds intercalated with thicker sandstone-dominated
bedsets. Net-gross sandstone = 30-50%. Gradational basal contact

with FMA 9. Few calcareous mudstones, no Colombine beds.

600-900 m
Late

Serravallian
(MNN7)

Thin to thick beds of sandstones. Locally very thick packages in
bedsets up to 20 m thick. Calcareous mudstones rare. Mixed

composition mudstones common. Net/gross ranging from 15-90%.
Sharp contact with Visignano MTD or tectonic contact. Laterally

equivalent to Castelvecchio Marls

Paretaio Turbidite
System

4

up to 400 m
Late

Serravallian
(MNN7)

Chaotic assemblage of various lithologies from extrabasinal to
intrabasinal affinity (Ligurian and Castelvecchio Marls). Marl-

dominated succession. Erosive contact on FMA 8.
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Serravallian
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Mostly thick to very thick bedded sandstones very with net gross
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Base locally defined by Bedetta MTD (up to 40 m thick). Laterally
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II 1, 2
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domains of ana lys is . Domains 1 and 2 examine bas in floor depos its of the Inner s tage Initia tion phase . Domains 3 and 4 are in Growth phase depos its .
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2006, Ricci Lucchi and Valmori, 1980). Large scale (100’s – 1000’s of meters) vertical 

trends in lithology define different stages of deep-water system development. 

 The MAF has been subdivided into several smaller units using both 

lithostratigraphic and chronostratigraphic frameworks that are reconciled in Table 1 and 

displayed in the stratigraphic column and cross-section of Figure 5. The 

chronostratigraphy of the MAF can be divided into two stages (inner and outer stage) that 

contain four turbidite systems (LS, S, T1, T2) (Ricci Lucchi, 1986; Roveri et al., 2002). 

Due to the long correlation length of individual event beds, the lithology of these 

different stages and systems are mapped as lithostratigraphic members across the 

Romagna Apennines (Figure 5). These units are used in 1:10,000 scale mapping by the 

Regione Toscana and Regione Emilia Servizio Geologico (Carmignani, 2009). 

 Langhian-middle Serravallian strata of the lower MAF contains the LS and S 

systems of the inner stage that record deposition of large-volume and highly efficient 

siliciclastic subaqueous flows that were able to reach the distal (southeast) part of a 

generally flat, wide, and unstructured foredeep (Ricci Lucchi, 1986; Muzzi Magalhaes 

and Tinterri, 2010). The lower MAF is dominated by a monotonous basin floor 

succession of tabular siliciclastic sandstone and mudstone beds (Figure 5). Stratigraphic 

correlations using Apennine-sourced calcareous marker beds document thick siliciclastic 

beds have extremely long-distance correlation lengths up to 120 km in down-flow 

direction and 30 km in cross-flow direction (Amy and Talling, 2006). These beds thin 

very gradually in down-flow and cross-flow directions. During this stage, flows scaled to 

the foredeep basin margins creating an oversupplied deep-marine system (Ricci Lucchi 
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and Valmori, 1980; Amy and Talling, 2006; Talling et al., 2012). Non-amalgamated 

sandstone beds exhibit unorganized vertical trends in bed thickness reflecting deposition 

in basin floor environments (Ricci Lucchi, 1975). Calcareous mudstones interpreted to be 

hemipelagic drapes punctuate the siliciclastic event bed dominated succession. Subtle 

variations in the net sandstone, bed thickness, and stratigraphic position within inner 

stage strata has resulted in the breakout of five lithostratigraphic divisions of the lower 

MAF, including the Biserno, Corniolo, Premilcuore, Galeata, and Collina members 

(Table 1, Figure 5). 

 The boundary between inner and outer stage strata was originally placed at the 

Serravallian-Tortonian boundary by Ricci Lucchi (1986). Modification by Roveri et al. 

(2002) and Tinterri and Muzzi Magalhaes (2011) place this boundary immediately above 

the late Serravallian Casaglia and Visignano slumps which form the boundary between 

the lower and middle MAF in the Santerno River Valley (Figure 5). The late-Serravallian 

middle MAF is characterized by thicker-bedded, more sand-rich strata cyclically 

alternating with thin-bedded mudstone-dominated intervals that fill discrete wedge-top 

and foredeep depocenters separated by the Monte Castellaccio Thrust. In the Santerno 

River Valley, the late Serravallian upper Bassana and Nespoli members comprise the 

Firenzuola turbidite system of Roveri et al. (2002) that forms the wedge-top depocenter. 

The late Serravallian Civitella Member comprising the Paretaio turbidite systems forms 

the foredeep depocenter. Beds in these systems are more frequently organized into thin 

and thick-bedded packages that are commonly amalgamated (Ricci Lucchi, 1975; 

Cattaneo and Ricci Lucchi, 1995). Calcareous Apennine-sourced marker beds are no 
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longer present and calcareous mudstones are less abundant. These attributes have been 

interpreted to correspond to a phase of basin segmentation and narrowing (De Jager, 

1979; Landuzzi, 1994; Roveri et al., 2002; Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri, 2010). The 

cause of this morphological reorganization has several interpretations discussed later. 

 Continued basin narrowing heralded a shift to the Tortonian outer stage 

comprising the upper MAF characterized by sandstone-rich bedsets with upward bed 

thickening patterns (Ricci Lucchi, 1975) recording the progradation of outer fan 

lobeforms in the T1 system in the Dovadola, Modigliana, and Castel del Rio 

lithostratigraphic members (Table 1, Figure 5). These are in turn overlain by slumped 

mudstones and large channelform sandstones of the T2 system corresponding to the 

Fontanelice Member (Ricchi Lucchi, 1986). This change in architecture records slope 

progradation and final infill of the foredeep by sand-rich mixed deltaic/turbidite systems 

(Mutti et al., 2003; Roveri et al., 2003). Tortonian slope turbidites are capped by the Late 

Tortonian organic-rich shales of the Borgo Tossignano Member that is capped by 

evaporites of the Messinian Gessoso-Solfifera Formation that records the closure of the 

deep-water basin and cessation of the MAF depositional episode. 

 
Study Area 

 
 
 The northeast trending (~032º) Santerno River Valley exposes a 24 km long and 

more than 4000 m thick succession of the most proximal exposures of the Marnoso-

arenacea Formation. Exposures span from the town of Firenzuola in the SW to the town 

of Borgo Tossignano in the NE (Figure 6). The valley trend is roughly perpendicular to 
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both the main sediment dispersal direction of Alpine-sourced siliciclastic flows 108º and 

sub-perpendicular to the Monte Castellaccio Thrust fault that strikes at approximately 

131º. All but the lowermost MAF (Biserno and Corniolo Members) is exposed in the 

valley. 

 
The Monte Castellaccio Thrust and Coniale Anticline in the Santerno River Valley 
 
 The Monte Castellaccio thrust (also called the Castle Vecchio structure by de 

Jager, 1979 and Landuzzi, 1994) is a low-angle, dip-slip, reverse dip fault that forms in a 

parallel series of northwest striking imbricate faults in the Romagna Apennines duplex 

(Figures 6, 7) (Feroni et al., 2001). The thrust breaches a related hanging-wall anticline 

known as the Coniale anticline by Roveri et al. (2002) (also called the “Castelvecchio 

structure” by De Jager, 1979 and Landuzzi, 1994). The geometry and kinematic 

development of the thrust fault and is not well known, especially in the Santerno River 

Valley. De Donatis and Mazzoli (1994) and Feroni et al. (2002) interpreted the structure 

as a detachment fold in outcrops 40 km along strike to the southwest of the Santerno 

River Valley. Landuzzi (1994) and Barchi et al. (2001) interpret the geometry of the fault 

and related fold as a fault-propagation fold (Figure 3A). Although kinematic indicators 

are not available from the Monte Castellaccio Thrust (MCT) in the Santerno River 

Valley, fault slip data in other thrusts of the Romagna Apennines thrust fault array have 

kinematic indicators including calcitic shear veins and slickenslides that indicate 

northeast (~040º) directed dip-slip (Bonini, 2006). 

 The geometry of the MCT changes greatly along strike (Figure 6). From southeast 

to northwest the MCT changes from a shallowly dipping thrust fault (~27º) in the central 
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Figure 6. Simplified bedrock geologic map of the western and central Santerno River Valley showing the study area and data
distribution in the Marnoso-arenacea Formation surrounding the Coniale anticline (CA) and Monte Castellaccio thrust fault
(MCT). Lithostratigraphic units from the 1:10,000 geologic maps from the Regione Toscana and Emilia Romagna Servizio
Geologico. Inset map modified from Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri (2010). D1 = Domain 1, D2 = Domain 2, D3, = Domain 3,
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Santerno River Wall outcrop, TW = Tirli Wall outcrop.

            



Romagna Apennines with ~4.5 km dip-slip (Barchi et al., 2001), to a steeply dipping 

reverse fault (~47º) in the Santerno River Valley (Figure 7) with 1.5 km dip-slip, to an 

overturned anticline and finally to an upright anticline (0.5 km dip-slip on the MCT) 

where it plunges beneath the Ligurian nappe contact 0.5 km west of Castelvecchio (De 

Jager, 1979; Landuzzi, 1994). The asymmetric anticline has a shallowly southwest 

dipping backlimb, a steeply dipping to overturned forelimb, and a northeastward 

vergence direction. The forelimb contains a locally overturned footwall syncline (M. la 

Fine syncline of Landuzzi, 1994) while the backlimb contains subsidiary northwestward-

trending anticlines and a broad northeastward trending syncline. More detailed deeper  
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structural geometries below the upper Romagna Apennines duplex remain largely 

unknown in previously published cross-sections in the Santerno River Valley (Landuzzi, 

1994; Roveri et al., 2002). Larger wavelength folding in the lower duplex of Jurassic-

Paleogene strata and possible long-wavelength basement folding is inferred based on 

cross-sections 20 km to the southeast by Barchi et al. (2001) (Figure 7). Exact 

determination of the geometry and kinematics of this fault and fold using structural 

techniques is beyond the scope of this study that focuses on the sedimentary record of 

seafloor deformation. 

 In the Santerno River Valley, inner stage strata of the lower MAF are contained 

within the hanging-wall of the MCT surrounding Coniale (Figures 6, 7).These outcrops 

contain the Contessa Bed. Progressively younger MAF strata are exposed to the 

southwest and northwest in the hanging-wall culminating in the sand-rich middle MAF 

members immediately below the contact with the Ligurian nappe (De Jager, 1979). In the 

footwall, cyclically bedded sandstone and mudstone strata of the middle MAF (Civitella 

Member) overly chaotically deformed mudstones and sandstones of the Visignano slump. 

The fault is breached in the Santerno River Valley and deposits on the crest of the 

anticline are not preserved. However, 4 km to the northwest the ~200 m thick 

Castelvecchio Marls, interbedded with the Visignano slump are exposed along the 

northwestward plunging nose of the structure (Figure 6).  
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Previous Work 
 
 
 The ancient deep-marine systems of the northern Apennines house a rich natural 

laboratory that was at first utilized for the definition of the flysch concept by Studer 

(1827), then for the definition of the turbidity current concept (Kuenen and Migliorini, 

1950), and later for the development of deep-water facies schemes and submarine fan 

models (Ricci Lucchi, 1975; Mutti and Ricci Lucchi, 1978; Mutti, 1985; Mutti, 1992). 

More recently, some of the longest correlations of event beds in an ancient deep-water 

fan system have been achieved in the lower MAF (Table 2). This has permitted (1) the 

detailed reconstruction of basin morphology (Ricci Lucchi and Valmori, 1980; Muzzi 

Magalhaes and Tinterri, 2010) and (2) the examination of the evolution of both large and 

small volume subaqueous flows evolution along a generally flat basin floor (Ricci Lucchi 

and Valmori, 1980; Talling et al., 2004; Amy and Talling, 2006; Talling et al., 2007a; 

Talling et al., 2007b; Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri, 2010; Sumner et al., 2012; Talling et 

al., 2012; Talling, et al., 2013a). The results from these numerous studies exceed the 

scope of this introduction and are integrated into discussions in following chapters. 

 Changes in deep-water sedimentation associated with syn-sedimentary growth of 

the Coniale anticline in the Santerno River Valley have been less well studied. 

Characterization of sedimentary architecture in these studies has been limited in detail to 

generalized and unquantified mapped facies associations (De Jager, 1979), generalized  
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(large-scale) stratal descriptions and type sections in unpublished guidebooks (Mutti et 

al., 2002; Apps and Bulter, 2009); and one-dimensional analysis of vertical 

sedimentological profile data with little lateral control on architectural variation (Muzzi 

Magalhaes and Tinterri, 2010; Tinterri and Muzzi Magalhaes, 2011). 

 
Syn-Sedimentary Growth of the Coniale Anticline 
 
 Almost all event beds around the Contessa marker bed can be correlated across 

the Monte Castellaccio Thrust in the early-mid Serravallian lower Marnoso-arenacea 
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Formation (Ricci Lucchi and Valmori, 1980; Amy and Talling, 2006, Talling et al., 

2007b). This has been used as evidence that the structure likely did not form a significant 

barrier to siliciclastic (Alpine-sourced) or calcareous (Apennine-sourced) subaqueous 

flows during this phase of sedimentation. Down-flow and cross-flow changes in 

lithologies, grain sizes, and bed thickness are consistently aligned with the processes of 

flow depletion and transformation along a flat basin floor  in this interval (Talling et al., 

2012; Sumner et al., 2012). 

 De Jager (1979) noted a considerable change in facies associations, bed 

thicknesses, and stacking patterns from early Serravallian strata of the lower MAF 

(Domain 1) to late Serravallian strata of the middle MAF (Domains 3 and 4) in the 

Santerno River Valley. He interpreted this vertical change in submarine fan facies 

associations and interfingering of middle MAF sand-rich strata with a marls on the crest 

of the Coniale anticline (the Castelvecchio Marls) as evidence for syn-sedimentary 

growth during the deposition of the middle Marnoso-arenacea Formation. He argued that 

the marls recorded condensed sedimentation and the formation of an in-situ carbonate 

mud factory on top of the growing paleo-high. 

 Landuzzi (1994) attributed the deposition of the marls and the emplacement of the 

Visignano MTD in the foredeep basin to the gradual encroachment of the Ligurian nappe 

because these units exhibited similar composition and biostratigraphic age to marls on the 

Ligurian nappe (Osteto Marls). Vertical and lateral changes in facies assemblages and 

mass-transport frequency from the lower to middle MAF are instead related to the first 

important acceleration of the nappe into the Apennine foredeep instead of growth on the 
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Coniale anticline. As a result he concluded that displacement along the Monte 

Castellaccio thrust occurred post-MAF deposition. 

 Roveri et al. (2002) document the convergence of two key marker horizons, the 

Casiglia MTD and the Contessa key bed to the northeast onto the western flank of the 

structure. In the hanging-wall, late Serravallian strata of the Nespoli Member (Firenzuola 

system) record an increase in sand content in a narrow syncline whose aerial distribution, 

thick-bedded nature, aerial restriction, and paleo-current data were interpreted to record 

deposition in a confined wedge-top basin. Roveri et al. (2002) and later Apps et al. (2009) 

interpreted that middle MAF forelimb strata (Civitella Member) onlapped the forelimb of 

the Coniale anticline and revived De Jager’s interpretation of the Castelvecchio Marls as 

a drape on the syn-sedimentary Coniale anticline. Furthermore, the eastward termination 

of the Casaglia slump at the MCT trace is used to infer paleo-topographic relief on the 

intrabasinal Coniale anticline that restricted transport of this body (this hypothesis is also 

supported by Lucente and Pini, 2003). The Visignano MTD is interpreted to be partially 

supplied from remobilization off of the anticline forelimb as well as the Ligurian nappe. 

 Cattaneo and Ricci Lucchi (1995) correlate sandstone packages in strata of the 

Civitella Member outcropping in the Santerno River Valley. They attribute random 

lateral and vertical changes in bed thickness and facies as the product of (1) changes in 

bottom topography after large-scale slumping of the Visignano mass-transport deposit 

and (2) random temporal fluctuations in the magnitude of sedimentation events in the 

basin floor. No mention is made to a northwestward-striking paleoslope produced by the 

Coniale anticline or Ligurian nappe front. 
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 Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri (2010) interpret subtle anticline growth to occur 

throughout the early Serravallian based on the presence of five key event bed types, four 

of which they interpret as the product of flow interaction with gradient. More pronounced 

anticline growth and basin segmentation during the late Serravallian corresponds to 

deposition in the Firenzuola and Paretaio system (their stratigraphic unit V). They use 

this evidence to support an inner/outer stage boundary at the base of the Casaglia and 

Visignano slumps. 

 The basin morphological evolution derived from this previous work is 

summarized in Figure 8. During the early Serravallian, a flat basin plain fan 

sedimentation region was bounded to the southwest by the Tuscan nappe front. By the 

middle Serravallian, the Ligurian nappe overthrusted the Tuscan nappe and formed the 

southwestern basin margin. This slope occasionally supplied mass-transport deposits into 

the inner foredeep (Lucente, 2004). Simultaneously, foreland propagation of the 

Romagana Apennines thrust front led to the early incipient growth of the Coniale 

anticline related to the propagation of the Monte Castellaccio Thrust front. 

 By the late Serravallian, accelerated anticline growth created a wedge-top 

depocenter that funneled subaqueous flows while deposition in the outer foredeep was 

minimal. The wedge-top basin was progressively closed by the northeastward 

propagation of the Ligurian nappe shifting deep-water sedimentation gradually into the 

foredeep basin. Anticline emergence was associated with the remobilization the 

Visignano mass-transport deposit from the forelimb slope and Ligurian nappe (Roveri et 

al., 2002). 
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Figure 8. Interpretations of mid-late Miocene paleogeographic evolution of the Apennine
foreland basin along the Sillaro tectonic lineament and Santerno River Valley in the
northwestern Romagna Apennines. Modified from De Jager (1979). Facies association
follow those of Mutti and Ricci Lucchi (1978).
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 By the early Tortonian, the wedge-top depocenter was completely closed and the 

outer foredeep was progressively narrowed by northeastward transport of the Ligurian 

nappe (Roveri et al., 2003). This narrowing corresponded with slope progradation and 

eventual closure of the deep-water basin by the early Messinian. Messinian-Pliocene 

uplift of the Romagna Apennines promoted the erosion of the Ligurian nappe off of the 

top. The Sillaro line between the Ligurian nappe and MAF strata likely corresponds to an 

erosional remnant of a continuous Ligurian overthrust (Zattin et al., 2000; Feroni et al., 

2001). 

 
Time-Space Outcrop Domains 
 
 Using the syn-sedimentary stratigraphic framework of Roveri et al. (2002) and the 

structural geometry of the MCT and related Coniale anticline, outcrops of the Santerno 

River Valley are subdivided into four time-space domains relating spatial position of 

deep-water sedimentation to the timing of deep-water sedimentation relative to 

propagation of the MCT and emergence of the Coniale anticline (Figures 7, 9). Pre and 

syn-kinematic turbidites of the Marnoso-arenacea Formation along an 8.5 km stretch of 

the Santerno River Valley define temporal domains in hanging-wall and footwall spatial 

domains. This subdivides outcrops of the Santerno River Valley into four time-space 

domains that are used to frame multi-scale sedimentary attribute and stratigraphic 

analysis in this study (Figure 10). 

 Domain 1 records pre-kinematic strata exposed in the hanging-wall of the Monte 

Castellaccio thrust fault (Figure 9). It is contained within the Premilcoure Member of the 

lower MAF. Exposures are poor with the exception of isolated outcrops at the Albignano 
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Figure 9. Schematic cross-section restored to approximately Late Serravallian time and
block diagrams showing the four time-space domains that largely discontinuous outcrops
are grouped into for analysis. Domain 1 is contained in the hanging-wall domain while
domain 2 is contained in the footwall. Propagation of the structure beginning in the late
Serravallian creates domain 3 outcrops in the hanging-wall and domain 4 outcrops in the
footwall. Block diagrams modified from Roveri et al. (2002).
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Figure 10. Photopanel, line drawing, and photographs showing the outcrops of the Marnoso-arenacea Formation in the western
to central Santerno River Valley grouped within the four time-space domains. Outcrops of the Albignano Roadcut locality of
Domain 1 are not shown. Not all Domain 4 outcrops are shown in photopanel. Domain 2 strata are not exposed in the footwall
of the Monte Castellaccio Thrust (MCT) in the Santerno River Valley, but are exposed 21.5 km to the southeast in the Lamone
Valley. CS = Casiglia Slump outcrops, VS = Visignano Slump. Photopanel trace spans from BSQ to SRW outcrops in Figure 6.
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Roadcut and along the Santerno River near Coniale where up to 200 m thick by 300 m 

wide outcrops on cliffs occur (Coniale Cliff outcrop) (Figure 10). Long-distance lateral 

changes in sedimentary attributes are difficult to assess for this domain by walking out 

beds due to vegetative cover. The presence of the Contessa Key Bed allows for the 

correlation of strata outside of the valley and throughout the basin (Ricci Lucchi and 

Valmori, 1980). 

 Pre-kinematic strata contained in the footwall of the Monte Castellaccio thrust 

define Domain 2, but reside in the subsurface in the Santerno River Valley. The most 

spatially adjacent outcrops of time-equivalent strata on the footwall are exposed 21.4 km 

to the southeast in the Lamone River Valley (Figure 6 Inset map). A single small 

exposure of 15 m of strata above Contessa Key Bed can be correlated to the Santerno 

River Valley (Amy and Talling, 2006). The outcrop is contained within the Galeata 

Member of the lower MAF. 

 Syn-kinematic strata of the hanging-wall wedge-top basin of Domain 3 are 

contained within the Nespoli Member of the middle MAF (Firenzuola turbidite system) 

between the Casaglia MTD at the base and the Ligurian nappe at the top. These outcrops 

located in the southwestern Santerno River Valley approximately 1-2 km east of 

Firenzuola. Thick-bedded, sandstone-rich outcrops are well exposed as resistant benches 

in the hill tops of the area where the Berti Sisto & Co. quarry expose a continuous 100 m 

thick by 400 m wide stratigraphic succession of this domain (Figure 10). 

 Excellent outcrops of middle Marnoso-arenacea Formation (Civitella Member) 

syn-kinematic footwall strata constituting Domain 4 occur 2.5 km to the northeast of the 
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town of Coniale. High-quality, nearly continuous hill slopes outcrop a >400 m thick 

succession above the Visignano MTD. Two main hill slope exposures define this domain 

which equates to the Paretaio turbidite system of Roveri et al. (2002). The “Santerno 

River Wall” (Figure 10) strikes at ~060º, generally perpendicular to the strike of the 

Monte Castellaccio thrust fault (131º) and the mean paleo-current direction (~108º) 

constitute a depositional-strike exposure where deep-water strata onlap the anticline 

forelimb. The “Tirli Wall” strikes at (140º). This outcrop parallels the thrust fault trace 

and paleo-current trend equating to a depositional dip exposure. Good, but largely one-

dimensional outcrops also exist along the Santerno River from the Santerno River Wall to 

Moraduccio 1 km to the northeast. 

 
Hypotheses 

 
 
 Despite this previous work, no study currently exists documenting detailed 

sedimentological and stratigraphic variation of the lower-middle MAF of the Santerno 

River Valley and links these sedimentary responses to deep-water processes of changes in 

paleo-gradient and variations in sedimentation event magnitude and frequency. 

Conclusively linking deep-water architectural response to gradient change from structural 

growth of the Monte Castellaccio Thrust and related Coniale anticline is important for (1) 

better understanding the evolution of the MAF deep-water system during the transition 

from the inner stage to the outer stage, and (2) documenting precisely how deposits of a 

large-volume basin floor regions of a deep-water fan change at multiple scales of 

sedimentary architecture. 
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 Three fundamental hypotheses address how different scales of sedimentary 

attributes respond to gradient and basinal confinement formed from fault-related folding 

of the Coniale anticline. These include: 

 1) Sedimentology: The spatial distribution of siliciclastic sedimentary facies 

within event beds records changes in flow behavior, concentration, and velocity related 

to either (1) flow run-out on a flat basin floor or (2) flow deceleration, transformations, 

and deflections onto lateral slope margins. Sediment provenance in subaqueous flows 

also varies with the structural growth of the Coniale anticline. 

 2) Sedimentary Bodies: The internal composition, shape, stacking pattern of 

different scales of lobeform and thin-bedded bodies reflects time-averaged changes in 

siliciclastic flow magnitude, basin constriction, and proximity to the lateral paleo-slope. 

The deposition of the Visignano and Casaglia slumps is controlled by or sourced from the 

slopes of the Coniale paleo-high. Smaller scale bodies stack into larger scale bodies that 

reflect either (1) longitudinal progradation of the submarine fan due to temporal changes 

in event bed magnitude or (2) lateral migration of the submarine fan due to growth of the 

Coniale anticline and rotation of its limbs. 

 3) Stratigraphy: All scales of sedimentary attributes are more diverse and exhibit 

more rapid lateral and vertical change in syn-kinematic domains related to the formation 

of Coniale anticline with paleo-slopes oriented nearly parallel to sediment dispersion. 

Stratigraphic cycles in syn-kinematic domains are related to changing basin topography 

that overprints cyclicity caused by fluctuations in sedimentation event frequency and 

magnitude that is common to all domains. 
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Data and Methods 

 
 
 To test these hypotheses, field data was collected and analyzed from outcrops of 

the time-space domains. Consistent classification of data and digitization allowed for 

quantitative comparison of sedimentary attributes such as lithology, grain size, 

sedimentary facies, event bed thicknesses, event bed thickness trends, lateral correlation 

length of surfaces, and stratigraphic cycle hierarchy construction. These responses were 

then linked to subaqueous flow formative processes(s) recording changes in gradient, 

sedimentation event magnitude and flow run-out length. 

 
Field Data and Collection Methods 
 
 Field work was conducted in the field area during the summers of 2010, 2012, and 

2013, totaling 204 person-days. Table 3 shows the distribution of this data by each time-

space domain while Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution and map traces of collected 

data used in this study. A majority of the data comes from Domain 4 which contains the 

best outcrops in the study area. 

 Measured Sedimentological Profiles: Seventeen measured sedimentological 

profiles totaling 1359 m were logged on standardized section sheets at a scale of 1:20 

using a Jacob’s staff to mark every 0.5 meters. Sedimentological profiles were collected 

to describe and measure the thickness of sedimentary facies, event beds, sedimentary 

bodies, and stratigraphic cycles. Depositional and erosional stratigraphic surfaces were 

also recorded. 
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Sample Name Measured Section TS Domain X coordinate Y coordinate
AR06.1m AR 1

1
1
1
1
-
-
4
4
4
4

697873 4891678
AR27.8m AR 697834 4891673
AR06.5m AR 697873 4891678
AR28.0m AR 697834 4891673
AR44.75m AR 697801 4891672

CVm-1 - 693560 4895111
Lm-1 - 692053 4896174

SRWD040.4m SRWD 697498 4893629
SRWD 056.4m SRWD 697508 4893639
SRWD 104.0m SRWD 697537 4893663

TWS 66.3m TWS 699374 4892337

A. Meas ured Sedimentological Sections

B. Mudrock Samples

Measured Section Name
Map

Symbol
Time-Space

Domain
Thickness

(m)
Photopanel

Tied to
X

coordinate
Y

coordinate
Albignano Roadcut AR 1 60.9 AR 697835 4891671
West Coniale Cliff WCC 1 63.0 CC 696399 4892152
East Coniale Cliff ECC 1 51.8 CC 696567 4892422
Coniale Contessa Bed* CCB 1 27.5 CC 696424 4892211
C. Sessana Contesa Bed* SCB 2 14.5 - 716990 4886410
San Pelligrino SP 3 51.1 - 694707 4888030
Berti Sisto Quarry BSQ 3 34.1 BSS, BSN 693666 4886932
Santerno River Wall A SRW A 4 28.4 SRW 697836 4893527
Santerno River Wall B SRW B 4 139.1 SRW, SRC 698033 4893704
Santerno River Wall C SRW C 4 126.5 SRW 697766 4893674
Santerno River Wall D SRW D 4 256.6 SRW 697558 4893708
Santerno River Wall E SRW E 4 150.4 SRW 697860 4893817
Santerno River Waterfall SW 4 31.3 SW 698673 4894322
Tirli Wall North TWN 4 114.9 TWN 698702 4893306
Tirli Wall South TWS 4 182.0 TWN, TWS 699362 4892362
Visignano MTD near Brasile VB 4 27.0 VB 697806 4893380

Totals 1359.1

MudrockFacies
I
I
II
II
II
III
III
IV
IV
IV
IV

C. Interpreted Large-Scale Photopane ls

Photopanel Name
Map

Symbol

Time-
Space

Domain
Length

(m)

Average
Thickness

(m)

Area of
Cliff Face

(km2)
Orientation
(ºAzimuth)

Mean
Paleoflow
(ºAzimuth)

Measured
Sections Tied to

Photopanel
X

Coordinate
Y

Coordinate
Albignano Roadcut AR 1 200 80 0.016 90 117.7 AR 697807 4891670

Coniale Cliff CC 1 325 63 0.020 210 150 ECC, WCC, CBS 6966472 4892238
Berti Sisto Quarry South BSS 3 337 70 0.024 110-24 127-339 BSQ 693610 4886982
Berti Sisto Quarry North BSN 3 100 50 0.005 300 127-339 BSQ 693582 4887087

Santerno River Wall SRW 4 690 355 0.245 60 105 SRW A, B, C, D, E 697765 4893691
Santerno River Canyon SRC 4 360 140 0.050 45 110 SRW B 698038 4893710

Tirli Wall North TWN 4 1400 250 0.350 140 123 TWN, TWS 698958 4893013
Tirli Wall South TWS 4 1000 180 0.180 118 123 TWB 699402 4892343

Santerno River Waterfall SW 4 270 30 0.008 35 100 SW 698606 4894263
Visignano MTD near Brasile VB 4 90 40 0.004 15 - VB 697815 4893382

Total 4772 1258 0.902

Table 3. Summary of fie ld da ta collected and used in this s tudy. A) Measured
secdimentologica l profile s (Appendix A and B). * = Some or a ll da ta modified
from Amy and Talling (2006) B) Mudrock samples for thin-section examina tion of
fabrics and clas t assemblage . C) Inte rpre ted photopane ls (Appendix C).
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D. Large-Scale Stratigraphic Cros s -Sections

Cross-Section
Name Symbol

Time-Space
Domain

Maximum
Length

(m)

Maximum
Thickness

(m)
Area
(km2)

General
Orientation
(ºAzimuth)

Mean
Paleoflow
(ºAzimuth)

Measured
Sections

Photo-
panels

X
Coordinate

Y
Coordinate

Coniale Cliff CC 1 325 81 0.026 90 118 AR CC 696453 4892242
Domain 1 to Domain 2
Correlation

D12 1,2 21478 20 0.430 105 115 CCB, SCB - * 707405 4888917

Santerno River Wall SRW 4 1890 355 0.671 230 105
SRW A, B,

C, D, E
SRW 6981223 4893824

Tirli Wall TW 4 2700 300 0.810 132 114 TWN, TWS TWN, TWS 698738 4893165

Total 26393 756 1.937

Domain Outcrop Number
4 18Vis ignano MTD near Bras ile

G. MTD (s lump) Fold Hinge Data

Table 3. (Continued) Summary of fie ld da ta collected and used in this s tudy. D)
Stra tigraphic cross -sections cons tructed from photopane ls or from marker bed
corre la tion. E) Structura l cross -sections cons tructed from projecting map and sub-
surface da ta . Note tha t the X,Y coordina tes for photopane ls and cross -sections
a re from the approximate cente r. F) Pa leocurrent da ta collected in each domain
and associa ted with s tra tigraphic sections . G) Meso-sca le fold hinge da ta collect-
ed from the Vis ignano MTD body ~2 km northeas t of Conia le . Pa leocurrent mea-
surements can be found in Appendix E, while MTD fold hinge da ta can be found
in Appendix F.

Time-Space
Domain Outcrops

Measured
Sections

Flutes
(n)

Grooves
(n)

Ripples
(n)

Current Parting
Lineations (n)

Totals
(n)

1
Albignano Roadcut, Coniale

Cliff
AR, WCC,

ECC
14 7 9 0 30

2 C. Sessana - 0 0 0 0 0

3 Berti Sisto Quarry, San
Pelligrino

BSQ 7 2 20 0 29

4 River Canyon, Tirli Wall,
Santerno River Waterfall

SRW A, B, C,
D, E, SW,

TWN, TWS
207 95 294 3 599

Total 228 104 323 3 658

F. Paleocurrent Data
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 For sandstones, the mean and the coarsest 5% grain size were recorded using a 

grain-size comparator and a 14X hand lens. Comparators were also used to assess grain 

rounding, sorting, and grading. For poorly sorted muddy sandstones, matrix composition 

and percent were quantified using visual estimation. Intraformational and 

extraformational clast percentage and compositions were recorded in addition to primary 

and secondary sedimentary structures. Mudrock grain-size was estimated from texture 

while primary structures and grading were recorded using the descriptive scheme of 

Macquaker and Adams (2003). Mudrock composition (siliciclastic vs. calcareous) was 

estimated using reactivity with 10% HCl solution and color. These attributes permitted 

the classification of most facies and event beds in the field. 

 
 Mudrock Facies Samples: Identifying mudrock texture and fabric is critical to 

defining formative process and provenance, yet is difficult in the field (Ochoa et al., 

2013). Therefore samples were collected for thin-section analysis to calibrate field 

identification of mudrock facies to microscopic textures, fabrics, and composition. Thirty 

1-2 kg unweathered samples of four key mudrock facies identified using field criteria 

were collected from outcrops in Domains 1 and 4. Sample sites were calibrated to 

measured profile locations except for samples of the Castelvecchio Marls. 

 
 Photopanel Collection and Mapping: In addition to large amount of individual 

outcrop photos (n=4628), large-area ultra-high resolution Gigapan photopanels were 

collected. Detailed sedimentary architecture was mapped on ten large photopanels 

(totaling 4.77 km in length and 900 m2 in map area) in order to correlate highly classified 
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sedimentological profile data along the outcrop and show detailed two-dimensional 

variation in sedimentary architecture. Limited photo resolution facilitated the need to 

generate larger-scale mapped facies to conduct outcrop mapping. Mapped facies reflect 

close similarity in hydrodynamic processes and are reviewed in Chapter 2. Mapped 

facies, sedimentary bodies, and stratigraphic cycles were mapped by walking out strata or 

visually tracing beds on the outcrop and mapped on the photopanel to characterize high-

resolution lateral architectural variation. Sedimentological profiles, map stations, and 

strike and dip information was also recorded on photopanels. 

 
 Geologic Mapping: Geologic mapping documented the large-scale spatial 

variation of attributes and structural geometries at the earth’s surface. A series of detailed 

1:10000 scale lithostratigraphic geologic maps were obtained from the Regione Toscana 

Servizio Geologico and from the Regione Emilia-Romagna Servizio Geologico Sismico e 

dei Suoli. Strike and dip measurements, stratigraphic unit contacts, and faults were field-

verified and modified when necessary. A high-resolution lithostratigraphic and 

stratigraphic cycle map covering a 2.4 km2 area of exposures in Domain 4 was generated 

using 1:10,000 base topographic maps and refined using GPS points at contact 

boundaries to increase spatial resolution to 1:4,000 scale (3 m spatial resolution). 

Measured section locations, photopanel locations, rock sample locations, faults as well as 

strike and dip measurements were mapped as well. To better georeference data, GPS 

points were collected every 10 m for sedimentological profiles and at the ends of 

photopanels. 
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 Numerical Data: Strike and dip measurements were collected from outcrops 

across the field area and tied to geologic maps to supplement measurements on pre-

existing geologic maps. Lineation measurements were collected on flutes, grooves, and 

current parting lineations while the strike and dip of forests of ripple-cross laminations 

were collected (n=658) to document paleocurrent indicators within beds deposited from 

subaqueous flows. Where tectonic dip was >20º, the strike and dip of bedding was also 

collected to enable paleo-current restoration. All paleocurrent measurements were tied to 

sedimentological profile locations. 

 Due to a lack of quality exposures of the forelimb paleo-slope in Domain 4, 

determining the paleo-slope orientation was reliant on derivative measurements. Paleo-

slope orientation may be estimated by measuring the orientation and asymmetry direction 

(clockwise or counterclockwise) of fold axes in slump bodies that have been transported 

down paleo-slopes (the mean axis method of Woodcock, 1979). This method assumes 

that folds internal to the slump body have a predictable relationship with paleo-slope 

orientation. Eighteen measurements of abundant cylindrical or semi-cylindrical fold axes 

and asymmetry directions were made in the Visignano mass-transport deposit at the base 

of Domain 4. 

 
Laboratory Analytical Methods 
 
 Following data collection, digitization and classification of measured 

sedimentological profiles and photopanel maps allowed for quantifiable comparison of 

attributes and architecture between domains. Thin section analysis of mudrock samples 
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was used to identify fabrics and other properties related to formative process and 

provenance. 

 
 Sedimentological Profile Analysis: Measured sedimentological profiles were 

scanned, digitized, and compiled using Canvas 15 software. Profiles were color coded for 

facies, event bed, and sedimentary body types, while stratigraphic cycles boundaries were 

also delineated (Appendix A). Spreadsheets were made of each section numerically 

classifying grain-size, facies, and event bed thicknesses for each profile using the raster 

analysis tool MOST (Modular Outcrop Sampling Toolbox) (digital Appendix G). 

Spreadsheets permitted the quantification of facies proportions and grain-size 

distributions in larger scale sedimentary attributes (event beds, sedimentary bodies, 

sedimentation regions, and stratigraphic cycles). These attributes could then be grouped 

and analyzed across different outcrops or analyzed for trends in vertical sedimentological 

profiles. Some sedimentological profiles (33 m total) were used and modified from Amy 

and Talling (2006) for correlation of strata immediately above the Contessa Bed between 

Domains 1 and 2 to supplement other field measured profiles. 

 
 Photopanel Mapping and Stratigraphic Cross-Section Construction: Field 

photopanel maps were digitized by first drafting measured sections, stratigraphic 

surfaces, and all other mapped data (strike and dips, stations, GPS points, etc.) onto the 

panel using Adobe Photoshop and Canvas 15. Panels were then populated with grouped 

facies, sedimentary bodies, and stratigraphic phases using a different designated color 

schemes (Appendix B). In order to remove photopanel distortion and post-depositional 
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outcrop deformation, digitized photopanels were used to guide the construction of 

stratigraphic cross-sections that illustrated original stratigraphic relationships using a 

selected datum (Appendix C). Thickness variation, correlation lengths, and dimensional 

measurements of sedimentary attributes were quantified from these cross-sections. 

Calcareous marker beds (Colombine and Contessa) were used to constrain correlations 

between Domains 1 and 2 where continuous outcrop exposure was not available. 

 
 Numerical Data Analysis: Paleo-current measurements collected in beds dipping 

more than 20º were restored using the program SteroStat by rotating the paleo-current 

lineation or ripple foreset plane by the same amount of the rotation of the bedding plane 

to horizontal (methods of Collinson et al., 2006) (Appendix D). Restored paleo-currents 

were then grouped by event beds, bodies and stratigraphic cycles and plotted in rose 

diagrams. Vector significance of grouped paleo-current measurement was conducted by 

subjecting the azimuthal trend populations to statistical tests of significance (Kuiper, 

Watson, and Rayleigh tests) to examine if preferred orientation existed in the population. 

This was done using the program EZ-Rose of Baas (2000). If found significant, then 

statistical mean vectors were computed and the strength of vector mean (R) and vectorial 

concentration (K) was also computed using EZ-Rose. This permitted the assessment of 

paleocurrent variation between different types of sedimentary attributes. 

 Fold axes in the Visignano mass-transport deposits were also restored to sub-

horizontal using strike and dip measurements from adjacent strata to correct for post-

depositional tectonic rotation (Appendix E). The mean axis was computed from the 
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trends of fold axes data using the mean axis method of Woodcock (1979) in Sterostat. 

This was used to infer forelimb paleo-slope orientation of the Coniale. 

 
 Geological Map Construction: All field and map data were integrated into a 

geospatial (GIS) environment using an ArcGIS software platform using the WGS 1984 

datum and a transversal Mercator UTM Zone 32N projection. Field and 1:10000 

geological maps were digitized as polygon layers. GPS points helped generate 

georeferenced vector layers of point and line data including sedimentological profile 

traces, photopanels, structural and stratigraphic cross sections, strike and dips, and 

mudrock sample locations (Figure 8, Appendix F). 

 
 Mudrock Thin-Section Analysis: Qualitative mudrock thin-section analysis 

identified microscopic differences in facies texture and composition that could be related 

to depositional process and flow provenance (Talling et al., 2007b). Eleven samples of 

the four mudrock facies were epoxied, cut perpendicular to the bedding plane, and then 

mounted on standard thin-section plates (27 X 46 mm) by National Petrographic Inc. in 

Houston, TX. Four primary attributes were examined in thin-section: (1) Foraminifera 

test abundance, (2) foraminifera test fragmentation state (low or high), (3) relative 

percentage of carbonaceous material using ImageJ software, (4) qualitative silt particle 

fabric description as either preferred or random orientation. 

 
 Stratigraphic Analysis: The consistent classification and measurement of 

sedimentary attributes enabled the quantitative comparison of multiple scales of attributes 

within and between domains. Changes in facies, event beds, and bodies recording 
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changes in system energy were classified into a minimum three-fold hierarchy of 

stratigraphic energy cycles using the AIGR stratigraphic model (Gardner et al., 2008). 

Low, intermediate, high, and in some cases very high-order cycles were identified in 

outcrops of each domain. 
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SEDIMENTARY FACIES 
 
 

Deep-Water Depositional Processes 
 
 
 Multiple processes exist for delivering clastic sediment of various grain sizes to 

deep-water depositional environments. These include (1) en masse movement of 

submarine slides and slumps, (2) sediment gravity or subaqueous flows, and (3) 

suspension settling of pelagic and hemipelagic material (Stow et al., 1996). Of these, 

sediment gravity flows are volumetrically the most significant. Thermohaline and bottom 

contour currents, while an important deep-water flow process, rarely deliver sediment to 

the basin floor and instead are more important for redistributing deposited sediment loads 

from the aforementioned processes. 

 Subaqueous flows have multipartite structure in that they exhibit a range of 

density, rheologies, behaviors (e.g. turbulent or laminar), and sediment support 

mechanisms distributed in longitudinally and vertically arranged regions (Sanders, 1965; 

Fisher, 1983; Mutti, 1992; Gardner et al., 2003; Mutti et al., 2003, 2009). These 

hydrodynamic conditions generate variation in the (1) size, density, and volume of 

particles that can be transported, (2) rate of deposition (e.g. particle-by-particle or en-

masse), (3) type of bedforms produced along the sediment-water interface, (4) amount of 

sediment transported (flow capacity), and (5) coarsest grain size transported (flow 

competence). Sedimentary facies record these flow conditions only at the time of 

deposition (Shanmugam, 2000). They are defined by unique combinations of mean grain 

size, coarsest 5% grain size, sediment sorting, sediment grading, sedimentary structures, 
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and sediment composition. Mineralogical composition and microscopic properties also 

constitute important criteria for recognizing hydrodynamic processes related to gradient 

change from growth of the Coniale Anticline. 

 
Subaqueous Flows 
 
 Subaqueous flow processes can be described as a collection of forces promoting 

or hindering lateral transmission of the flow volume (Figure 11) (Allen, 1997). 

Subaqueous flows mobilize due to the density contrast between a denser single phase 

sediment-fluid mixture and the surrounding ambient fluid (Middleton and Hampton, 

1973; Mutti, 1992). Lateral flow is achieved from shear stress created by gravity acting  

on a slope causing sediment motion which moves the interstitial fluid (Figure 11)  
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(Kuenen and Migliorini, 1950; Sanders, 1965; Middleton, 1993). Therefore subaqueous 

flows are often referred to as sediment gravity flows (Fisher, 1983). The velocity gained 

by the moving sediment-fluid mass on the slope creates momentum that allows the flow 

to be maintained when a near horizontal surface is encountered (e.g. the basin floor). The 

flow density as well as the slope gradient and length form the fundamental controls on 

the longitudinal transmission ability of a subaqueous flow (Gardner, 2012). 

 Two forces counteract the longitudinal motion of a subaqueous flow and promote 

deposition (Figure 11). Longitudinal flow motion is retarded by frictional resistance from 

(1) drag at the base of the flow due to bed roughness (e.g. large particles on the bed, 

bedforms, etc.), (2) drag from stationary ambient fluid at the upper boundary of the flow, 

and (3) interactions between particles within the flow. Gravity acts on individual particles 

in a downward direction causing them to settle at the seafloor which reduces flow 

momentum by decreasing flow density (Middleton and Southard, 1984; Allen, 1997). The 

suspension of sediment in a turbulent flow is a product of the relationship between this 

particle settling velocity (w) and the average shear velocity (U*) of the moving flow. If 

w<U* then particles may remain in suspension and will not settle (Middleton, 1976). 

 Several processes internal to the subaqueous flow may operate to counteract the 

settling force produced by gravity. Support mechanisms hinder the settling of particles 

within a flow and allow sediment to be transmitted longitudinally by shear forces for 

longer periods of time (Hiscott and Middleton, 1980). Support mechanisms vary in 

existence and effectiveness controlled by flow conditions (e.g. density, viscosity, 

velocity, and behavior) (Bagnold, 1954, 1962; Middleton and Hampton, 1973, Lowe, 
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1979, 1982).The effectiveness of the support mechanisms within a flow partially 

determines the capability of the flow to transmit sediment basinward. This concept is 

called flow efficiency (Mutti, 1979, 1992; Gardner et al., 2003). 

 Slope gradient, topography, and flow confinement also control subaqueous flow 

erosion and transport efficiency (Kneller, 1995). Confinement may be produced either by 

(1) channel formation recording self-organization of the sedimentary system to increase 

transport efficiency (Pickering et al., 1989; Gardner and Borer, 2000) or (2) by the basin 

margins itself (Ricci Lucchi and Valmori, 1980; Pilkey et al., 1980). This latter case is 

common in large-flow systems (e.g. the Marnoso-arenacea Formation) that fill relatively 

small and/or narrow basins. Confinement concentrates energy by maintaining parallel 

streamlines that conserves flow momentum and prevents the loss of pore-fluid pressure 

thereby increasing flow efficiency. Likewise, increasing the down-flow gradient 

promotes flow acceleration and convergence of streamlines. Dissipation of momentum by 

divergence of streamlines and loss of pore fluid pressure occurs either when flows 

become unconfined (Mutti, 1992; Gardner et al., 2003) or when down-flow gradient 

decreases (Kneller and McCaffrey, 1999) leading to sediment deposition. 

 
Subaqueous Flow Conditions 
 
 Flow conditions refer to the collective suite of processes operating within a 

subaqueous flow that affect the transmissibility of sediment and deposition of 

sedimentary facies. Density and rheology are primary conditions that affect the behavior 

and sediment support mechanisms of a subaqueous flow. These conditions vary 
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Figure 12. Subaqueous flow conditions of density, rheology, and behavior. (A) Effect of
subaqueous flow concentration and composition on rheology and flow behavior. Numbers
represent depositional stability fields for sedimentary facies illustrated in Figure 20. Mod-
ified from Pierson and Costa (1987). (B) Stress-strain relationships of different flow rhe-
ology types. Modified from Shanmugam (1997).
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considerably by longitudinal and vertical position within the same subaqueous flow 

(Kuenen and Migliorini, 1950; Sanders, 1965; Lowe, 1982; Mutti et al., 2009). 

 
 Density: Flow density is a function of the concentration and density of sediment 

grains entrained in a finite flow volume. Concentration is computed from the volume of 

sediment divided by the volume of the sediment and fluid. Lower density particles such 

as carbonaceous material (1.35-1.95 g/cm3) decrease the overall density of the flow 

compared to other minerals such as quartz (2.65 g/cm3) or calcite (2.71 g/cm3) (Kling, 

2006). Flow density contributes significantly to flow momentum, with denser flows 

travelling at higher velocities than less dense flows on the same gradient (Middleton, 

1966, Kneller and Buckee, 2000). The concentration and density of the flow also 

influence flow rheology and behavior which leads to variation in deposit type (Figure 

12). Debris and hyperconcentrated flows are associated with high flow concentrations 

while turbulent flow is associated with low concentrations (Pierson and Costa, 1987).  

 
 Rheology and Behavior: Fluid rheology is the resistance of a subaqueous flow to 

deformation and can be expressed by the relationship between applied shear stress and 

rate of shear strain (Shanmugam, 2000). Newtonian fluids have a viscous rheology where 

there exists (1) an instantaneous deformation to applied shear stress, and (2) a linear 

relationship between shear stress and strain rate (Figure 12). The onset of turbulent 

behavior in Newtonian flows occurs at a flow Reynolds number (Re) >500-2000, which 

describes the ratio between inertial (density, velocity, and flow thickness) and viscous 

forces (Shanmugam, 2000). Low sediment concentrations (low density), turbulent fluid 
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behavior, and sediment deposition through suspension settling are characteristic of 

Newtonian subaqueous flows. Most flows labeled by the popular term ‘turbidity current’ 

are turbulent Newtonian flows (Bouma, 1962; Middleton, 1993; Shanmugam, 1996). 

 Non-Newtonian fluids do not deform (or flow) until a yield stress has been exceed 

and exhibit a plastic or Bingham plastic rheology (Figure 12) (Johnson, 1970; Middleton 

and Hampton, 1976; Shanmugam, 2000). The onset of turbulent behavior in these flows 

is measured by both the Reynolds and the Bingham numbers which account for cohesive 

matrix strength. Much larger inertial forces are required to induce turbulence; therefore, 

flows with this rheology are commonly characterized by high density, laminar flow 

behavior, and deposition by en-mass freezing. This rheology and behavior is similar 

between both muddy debris flows (Enos, 1977; Pierson and Costa, 1987) and sandy 

debris flows (Shanmugam, 1996; Amy et al., 2005). 

 
 Sediment Support Mechanisms: The ability of sediment to remain in suspension 

as the flow travels longitudinally is critical to achieve the long flow run-out lengths 

required to deliver sediment to basin floor regions. Sediment support mechanisms are 

intimately related to the flow density, rheology, and behavior (Middleton and Hampton, 

1973; Lowe, 1979; Hiscott and Middleton, 1980). Six primary sediment support 

mechanisms exist which may operate independently or in concert during a subaqueous 

flow event. These include: (1) fluid turbulence, (2) upward intergranular fluid flow, (3) 

pore fluid pressure (4) dispersive pressure, (5) cohesive strength, and (6) matrix 

buoyancy (Figure 13).  
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ρfg

ρm

Fluid Turbulence Upward Intergranular Pore-Fluid Movement

Dispersive Pressure Matrix Strength

Buoyant Matrix Lift Pore-Fluid Pressure

Fb

- Grains supported by random motion of turbulent eddies in fluid
- Low flow concentration (density)
- Low matrix mud-content
- Sorting according to hydraulic equivalence
- Low competence, low capacity

- Upper grains supported by upward moving pore-fluids as lower
grains settle
- High concentration (density)
- Low matrix mud-content
- Low competence, high capacity

- Mechanical grain-to-grain interactions under applied shear
- High concentration (density)
- Low matrix mud-content
- Proportional to shear stress; operates on high slopes only
- Moderate competence, high capacity

- Matrix mud cohesion via electrostatic charges creates strength
- Very high concentration (density)
- High matrix mud-content
- Particles cannot settle through matrix
- Very high competence, high capacity

- Framework grain density (ρfg) is less than mud-rich matrix
density (ρm) providing buoyant lift (Archimedes principle)
- Very high flow concentration (density)
- High matrix mud-content
- Moderate competence, high capacity

- Close packing of grains with compressed pore fluids that
reduce grain contacts and friction
- High concentration (density)
- Low to high matrix mud-content
- Moderate competence, moderate capacity

Figure 13. Sediment-support mechanisms operating in a multipartite subaqueous flow.
Black arrows indicate direction of framework grain motion. Blue arrows indicate motion
of fluid. Red arrows indicate pressure vectors. Modified from Anderson (2009).
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 The random vectors of fluid turbulence produce periodic upward velocity 

component that keeps sediment in suspension (Middleton and Hampton, 1973; Lowe, 

1979). This support mechanism operates most efficiently in low concentration (3-20% by 

volume) Newtonian flows with low clay content (Bagnold, 1962; Pierson and Costa, 

1987, Shanmugam, 1996). Turbulence is directly proportional to the applied shear stress 

which is a function of gradient (Figure 13). As a result turbulence is only effective in 

transporting fine grain sizes on low gradients. 

 In high density flows (>50% by volume sediment) sediment can be supported by 

upward intergranular flow, dispersive pressure, and pore fluid pressure (Figure 13). The 

downward settling of grains causes an equal volume of interstitial fluid and fine grained 

mud (if present) to be displaced upward. This upward force of intergranular fluid hinders 

the continued settling of grains (Middleton and Hampton, 1973).  When under an applied 

shear stress, flows with high grain concentrations generate frequent inelastic grain 

collisions that transfer sufficient momentum to disperse grains and keep them from 

settling (Bagnold, 1954). This dispersive pressure support mechanism is only effective 

on slopes >20% and in flows with coarse grain size distributions including pebbles and 

cobbles (Lowe, 1976, 1982). High pore-fluid pressure support grains and reduces the 

grain-contact and bed friction during the mobilization of some subaqueous flows (Major 

and Iverson, 1999). 

 Cohesive strength is produced by a network of bonds formed by surface charges 

between colloidal mud particles in the flow matrix (Figure 13) (Johnson, 1970; Hampton, 

1975). The strength of these bonds and cohesiveness of the matrix is dependent on the 
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mud mineralogy, water chemistry, mud concentration, and shear rate (Talling, 2014). 

Very high flow concentrations (>40% by volume) and at least 0.6 to 14% by volume of 

kaolin (even less clays such as montmorillonite) produce a cohesive strength large 

enough to support fine to medium sand (Hampton, 1975; Pierson and Costa, 1987; Amy 

et al., 2006; Sumner et al., 2009). High matrix clay increases the matrix density relative 

to the framework grains. The decreased density contrast between matrix and grains 

creates enhanced buoyant matrix support of the framework grains (Hampton, 1979). 

 
Subaqueous Flow Structure and Regions 
 
 Almost all multipartite subaqueous flows consist of three regions that are defined 

by vertical and longitudinal changes in concentration, behavior, and sediment support 

mechanism (Figure 14A) (Kneller and Buckee, 2000). These include the (1) head or 

margin, (2) body, and (3) wake or tail (Postma, 1988). These flow regions are 

exceptionally well developed and defined in distal basin floor regions dominated by 

flows with long run-out lengths (Mutti et al., 2003). 

 The basal and frontal region is called the head and contains the coarsest and most 

poorly sorted material in the highest grain concentrations (Figure 14A) (Postma, 1988; 

Kneller and Buckee, 2000). It is the main area of erosion when turbulent, but hydroplanes 

when laminar flow prevails (Mohrig et al., 1998). All sediment support mechanisms may 

operate in the head depending on flow stage; however, high densities cause dispersive 

pressure, matrix strength, pore fluid pressure, and buoyant uplift to be the main support 

mechanisms (Gardner et al., 2003). 
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 The body travels immediately behind and above the head (Figure 14A). It is lower 

density than the head, but may be faster, particularly on steep slopes because it does not 

have to actively displace fluid like the head (Middleton, 1966). The body is relatively 

elongate and is characterized by quasi-steady (minimal velocity change through time) 

turbulent to non-turbulent flow (Kneller and Buckee, 2000). Moderately high sediment 

concentrations cause fluid turbulence, upward fluid flow, and dispersive pressure to be 

the principle sediment support mechanisms in the body (Lowe, 1982). 

 High mud content in the body may promote cohesive strength and pore-fluid 

pressure to become prominent support mechanisms in a debris flow (Haughton et al., 

2009). The slow-moving upper wake region has a low-density and contains the finest 

grain sizes (Figure 14A). This region is characterized by Newtonian turbulent behavior 

and turbulent sediment support. Turbulent shear forces acting on vertically settling fine 

sediments in the wake generate deposited clay mineral fabrics with limited preferential 

orientation or organization (O’Brien et al., 1980). 

 Concentration and velocity thresholds exist between the body and head as well as 

between the wake and body (Figure 14A). Shear at these thresholds create localized flow 

instabilities called Kelvin-Helmoltz waves due to shear across the interface (Allen, 1997; 

De Silva et al., 1996). These interfaces produce (1) high-density tractive (spaced) 

stratification caused by dispersive pressures (e.g. traction carpets of Lowe, 1982) and (2) 

scour-and-fill cross-stratification recording stationary bedform development due to 

oscillatory flow conditions produced by interference of the subaqueous flow and Kelvin-

Helmoltz waves (Gardner et al., 2003). 
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Figure 14. Facies tract produced by a sand and mud-rich multipartite subaqueous flow showing changes in deposited facies along
the run-out length of a single sedimentation event. A) Cross-section of multipartite subaqueous flow illustrating that depositional
sedimentary facies (numbered 1-9) correlate to deposition in different parts of the flow with unique flow conditions. B) Sedimen-
tary response of longitudinal facies transitions recorded from the run-out of a multipartite flow. These facies are found in the study
area (number and color correspond to facies in Figure 15).
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Hemipelagic and Pelagic Suspension Fallout Processes 
 
 Periods of time between subaqueous flow events are dominated by hemipelagic 

and pelagic suspension fallout processes that deposit fine grained silt and mud typically 

enriched in carbonaceous material produced by organisms in the water column. 

Hemipelagic mudrocks are formed from sediments of pelagic biogenic and terrigenous 

sources transported to the site by a variety of processes in which vertical settling may 

have been delayed by subaqueous flows, bottom currents, or other processes (Ochoa et 

al., 2013). Pelagic mudrocks are formed mainly from biogenic production of particles 

that settle vertically through the water column with only minor influence of other 

processes that delay deposition. Since suspension settling is the dominant depositional 

process, hemipelagic and pelagic mudrocks exhibit moderate preferential orientation of 

clay minerals with their long axes parallel to the depositional surface (O’Brien et al., 

1980). 

 
Sedimentary Facies of the MAF Study Area 

 
 
 Twenty-two primary sedimentary facies and two secondary facies were identified 

in the MAF study area. Facies were objectively defined by unique combinations of mean 

grain size, coarsest (outsized) grain size, primary and secondary structures, grading, 

sorting, and mineralogical composition (Figure 15, Table 4). Sedimentary facies record 

unique hydrodynamic flow conditions at the time of deposition including flow density, 

rheology, behavior, and sediment support mechanisms (Figure 14). Grain size, sorting, 

and matrix mud abundance record flow rheology and behavior from which density may 
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be inferred (Shanmugam, 2000). Primary sedimentary structures, sorting, and grading are 

used to interpret sediment support mechanisms. Facies are arranged into eleven facies 

groups according to similarity in measured sedimentary attributes that record similar 

range in flow conditions and provenance. 

 Facies exhibit a limited mean grain size population ranging from clay to coarse 

sandstone (Figure 16) in the study area. The facies distribution is composed of nearly 

equal proportions of mudrock (49%) and very fine to very coarse lower sandstone (51%) 

based on the cumulative thickness of 1370 m of measured sedimentological profile data. 

Muddy matrix-supported pebble-cobble extraformational clast conglomerates recording 

deposition from high-density, laminar debris flow with cohesive matrix strength support 

are rare (<0.01% of measured section thickness). The only documented occurrence is in a 

single 18 cm thick bed in Domain 4 (Table 4). Serpentinite and limestone cobbles in this 

facies suggest local remobilization from the emergent Ligurian Nappe to the west where 

ophiolite complexes and carbonate sediment sources existed (De Jager, 1979). 

 Nine sandstone (42%), four muddy sandstone/siltstone (7%), four siliciclastic 

mudstone (24%), two calcareous mudstone/marl (6%), and one mixed calcareous-

siliciclastic mudstone facies (16%) make up the primary lithological groups of the MAF 

in the study area (Figures 15, 16). Facies are ranked by depositional energy (1 = high 

energy, 10 = low energy) required to transport grain size ranges. Table 4 shows that 

generally decreasing mean grain sizes from group 1 to 10 reflects decreases in flow 

capacity and hydrodynamic energy (Hiscott, 1994). Facies assemblages vary 
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1

Conglomerate
Matrix-supported mudstone intraclast
and extraformational clast conglomerate

7B

Mudstone intraclast-bearing muddy siltstone

Intraclast-deficient muddy siltstone

8A

8B

8D

9A

10

Mudrock

Plane-parallel laminated siltstone

Asymmetric ripple cross-laminated siltstone

Normally graded silt-dominated, clay-bearing
mudstone

Normally graded to ungraded calcareous clay-
dominated, silt-bearing mudstone

8C Normally graded structureless siltstone

9B
Ungraded clay-dominated, silt-poor calcareous
mudstone with >50% CaCO3 (marlstone)

8. Siliciclastic Mudrocks

9. Calcareous Mudrocks

10. Mixed-Composition Mudrocks

11A

11B

Post-Depositional Modified Sediments
Interbedded deformed sandstone and mudrock

Burrowed and bioturbated sandstone and
mudrock

Ungraded silt-dominated, clay-bearing mixed
calcareous-siliciclastic mudstone

7. Muddy Siltstones

7A

= Sedimentary Facies

10 = Facies Group

Explanation

2

3A

3B

3C

4A

4B

5A

6A

6B

Sandstone
Pebble to granule mudstone intraclast-bearing
sandstone

Horizontal cm-spaced stratified sandstone

Planar-tabular cross-stratified sandstone

Scour-and-fill cross-stratified sandstone

Structureless sandstone

Soft-sediment deformed structureless sandstone

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone

Mudstone intraclast-bearing muddy sandstone

Intraclast-deficient muddy sandstone

3D Hummocky to wavy cross-stratified sandstone

5B Asymmetrical ripple cross-laminated sandstone

5C Wavy laminated, interbedded to interlaminated
silty sandstone and carbonaceous-rich intervals

2. Intraclast-bearing sandstones

3. Stratified Sandstones

4. Structureless Sandstones

5. Laminated Sandstones

6. Muddy Sandstones

Sedimentary Facies and Facies Groups in This Study

Figure 15. Sedimentary facies and facies group classification scheme used in this study
defined by unique combinations of mean grain size, coarsest 5% grain size, primary and
secondary structures, grading, sorting, and composition. Facies are numbered from high
(1) to low (10) depositional energy. Hot colors (reds and oranges) reflect higher energy
while cool colors (gray and blue) represent lower energies. Facies Group 11 records post-
depositional modification and do not represent primary depositional conditions.
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00 2200ccmm Serpentinite
clast

Micritic Carbonate clast

UUppppeerr  CCoonnttaacctt

Bioturbation
Intensity

High Low

Bed
base

Bed
top

Bed
top

Bed
top

Bed
top

Bed
top

Bed
base

Bed
top

Bed
base

Bed
base

Bed
base

Bed
base

Grouped and Sedimentary
Facies

Description Interpretation

1. Matrix-supported mudstone
intraclast and/or extraclast-
bearing conglomerate

2. Pebble to granule mudstone
intraclast-bearing sandstone

3A. Horizontal cm-spaced strati-
fied sandstone

3B. Planar-tabular cross-stratified
sandstone

3C. Scour-and-fill cross-stratified
sandstone

3D. Hummocky to wavy cross-
stratified sandstone

Poorly sorted, ungraded pebble-cobble framework clasts (20-40%) in a poorly
sorted silt-dominated, sand-bearing mudstone matrix in a single bed 18 cm
thick. Clasts composed of mudstone intraclasts (~50%), white micritic car-
bonates (~40%) and dark green serpentine (~9%). Both the lower and upper
contacts are irregular, but sharp.

Deposition from high-density, high-viscosity debris flow at flow head. Matrix
cohesion due to high mud content is the primary grain-support mechanism
although buoyancy and pore pressure are also important (Middleton and
Hampton, 1976; Lowe, 1979; Mulder and Alexander, 2001). Presence of
serpentinite and micritic carbonate clasts indicates flow provenance, or trans-
port and erosion over, the westward-advancing Ligurian Nappe (De Jager,
1979; Roveri et al., 2002).

Moderately sorted fine to medium sandstone with up to 30% pebble to gran-
ule angular mudrock intraclasts composed of siliciclastic and calcareous
mudrocks. Sandstone matrix is structureless and contains little (<5%) mud
and macerated carbonaceous material. Occasional dish structures and convo-
lute laminations. Occurs frequently as 8-25 cm thick bed sandwich between
structureless or stratified sandstone beds with sharp lower boundary and gra-
dational upper boundary. Often laterally discontinuous over 5 - 100 m.

Deposition from high-density turbulent head of subaqueous flow. Bed erosion
generated by turbulence from the head of the flow on the muddy substrate
(Mutti, 1992). Mud rip-up clasts are incorporated within the basal high-
concentration granular layer causing increased concentration (Postma et al.,
1988).Frequent grain collision and friction, decreasing flow velocity and caus-
ing deposition of this basal layer. Indication of amalgamation of two event
beds, or flow surging within single event bed (Sohn, et al., 2002)

Moderately well sorted fine upper to medium lower sandstone with centime-
ter-spaced horizontal stratification in beds up to 90 cm in thickness. Individu-
al stratification sets often exhibit slight inverse grading detectable by color
change. Often occurs at base of thick-bedded sandstone with erosional lower
contacts. Matrix mud and carbonaceous content is low (<5%) and granule-
sized mudstone intraclasts are uncommon and isolated (<1%).

Deposition from a traction carpet at the base of a surging high-density turbu-
lent body of flow with a continually pulsing rate of suspension settling of
sand fluxing from an upper collisional zone into a lower collisional zone
(Middleton, 1996; Lowe, 1982, Sohn, 1997). Traction transport occurs when
shear forces > frictional freezing forces from grain collision. Suspension
deposition occurs when shear forces < frictional forces causing bed aggrada-
tion and the formation of a new overlying laminar shear layer (Sumner et al.,
2008).

Outcrop Photo

00 1100ccmm

Mudstone clast

Inversely graded
stratification sets

00 55ccmm

Aggradational
hummocks

00 1100ccmm

00 2200ccmm
foreset

2200 ccmm

Foreset fill

Scour surface00 1100ccmm

Well sorted fine sandstone with inclined high-angle (25-30º) cm-spaced
foresets (25-40 cm long by 10-15 cm high) in beds up to 20 cm thick. Low
amount of matrix mud and carbonaceous material (<5%). Upper and lower
bounding set surfaces are sharp and planar to wavy. Foresets average 12 cm in
height and 25-40 cm in wavelength. Low amount of matrix mud (<5%) and
carbonaceous material, except along foreset bounding surfaces. Often at bed
tops, but rare occurrence.

Lower flow regime bedload traction in the high-density body to wake of a
thick, quasi-steady turbulent flow (Middleton and Hampton, 1976; Mutti,
1992). Records straight-crested dune formation and migration due to a roller
vortice in the upper turbulent boundary layer. Finer particles elutriate from the
basal high-density granular layer and are reworked by the overlying quasi-
steady turbulent flow (Mutti, 1977; Lowe, 1982).

Well sorted fine sandstone with 20-50 cm wide by 10-15 cm deep trough-
shaped scours filled with low-angle foresets that decrease in dip angle
upwards (30-0º) and pinch out towards scour margins. Matrix mud and carbo-
naceous material content is <5%. Upper and lower contacts are irregular and
sharp. Uncommon facies that occurs in 20-32 cm thick beds that are consis-
tently at the base or middle of large (1-2 m thick ) sandstone-dominated
event beds.

Formed from unidirectional turbulent flow combined with secondary internal
flow oscillation creating combined flow and and non-migrating bedforms in
the high-density concentration threshold between the body and head (Gardner
et al., 2003). Oscillation caused by Kelvin-Helmholtz pressure instabilities at
concentration layer boundaries (Allen, 1985; DeSilva et al., 1996). This
creates scouring eddies followed by turbulent patches where rapid deposition
fills scours (Kling, 2006).

Moderately well sorted fine to very fine sandstone with 1-3 cm thick hum-
mocky to wavy cross-stratification in beds up to 70 cm thick (most <35 cm).
Aggradational hummocks average range from 10-20 cm in thickness and 20-
25 cm in wavelength. Abundant carbonaceous/mica material and burrows at
stratification surfaces and bed tops. Lower contacts are planar and sharp
whereas upper contacts are wavy and gradational. Occurs at top of thick sand-
stone beds.

Unidirectional low-density wake combines with external secondary turbulent
bore creating combined flow and the suppression of flow reattachment limit-
ing bedform migration (Pickering and Hiscott, 1985; Kneller, et al., 1997;
Remacha et al., 2003). During the passage of a reflected bore, combined flow
conditions replace unidirectional flow conditions. Traction transport progres-
sively wanes while suspension settling rapidly increases resulting in vertical
aggradation of stationary bedforms (hummocks).

2. Intraclast-bearing sandstones

3. Stratified Sandstones

Conglomerate

Sandstone

Plan View

Table 4. Description and interpretation of sedimentary facies found within the study area.
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4B. Soft-sediment deformed
structureless Sandstone

Well to very well sorted, fine lower to medium upper sandstone lacking pri-
mary or secondary sedimentary structures in highly indurated beds up to 1.4
m thick. Low (<1%) matrix mud and carbonaceous material content. Slight
normal grading or ungraded. Subrounded grains of quartz, felspars, and sub-
ordinate micas, amphiboles and heavier minerals. Typically ungraded, rarely
slightly normally graded.

Rapid deposition from a high-density, turbulent to laminar (plastic) flow in
which hindered settling and pore-fluid pressure are the dominant support
mechanism (Walker, 1978; Lowe, 1982; Arnott and Hand, 1989). Turbulence
is suppressed by high suspension fallout rate and grain-to-grain friction. Can
also be produced by the gradual aggradation of sand from suspension fallout
in a quasi-steady turbidity current (Kneller and Branney, 1995; Sumner et al.,
2008).

00 2200ccmm

Moderately sorted, fine to upper medium sandstone lacking primary sedimen-
tary structures, but containing abundant secondary structure such as load casts,
consolidation laminations, dishes, pipes, and convolute laminations. Beds up
to 1.9 m thick have irregular, gradational upper and lower contacts and gener-
ally low to moderate mud content (5-10%). Chaotic, swirly-texture with sand-
stone nodules 5-15 cm in diameter. Commonly at base or middle of thick event
beds.

Penacontemporaneous or post-depositional liquification, fluidization, and/or
shear liquification (Allen, 1985; Nichols, 1995). Liquification occurs when
external trigger (earthquake, loading) causes grains to lose static intergranular
contact support, thereby reducing the shear strength. Fluidization results from
fluid drag of upward moving pore fluids on sand grains that counteracts gravi-
ty and allows particles to rearrange when in suspension (Davidson and Harri-
son, 1971). Shear liquifaction occurs when sand body moves downslope due
to gravity.00 3300ccmm Consolidation

laminations

5A. Plane-parallel laminated
sandstone

Well sorted fine to very fine sandstone with millimeter spaced plane-parallel
laminations often bracketed by cm-spaced stratification in beds averaging 35
cm thick, but up to 95 cm thick. Low (<5%) carbonaceous material and mud
content, but elevated along lamination surfaces. Sharp planar upper and lower
contacts. Commonly forms lower sandstone division of thin event beds or in
middle or upper part of thick beds. Occasional current parting lineations
found along bedding planes.

Records traction deposition during in-phase, high velocity, upper flow regime
in a low-density, high-velocity flow with low aggradation rates (Allen, 1982).
Low angle bedform migration from turbulent bursts and sweeps alighing
grains in low amplitude ridges (Allen, 1997). May also be formed by repeated
collapse of near bed layers in a high-density decelerating flows with high bed
aggradation rates (Arnott and Hand, 1989; Leclair and Arnott, 2005). Equiva-
lent to Bouma Tb.

00 44ccmm

mm-spaced horizontal laminae

00 55ccmm

Sub-critically climbing foresets

110000 ccmmCritically climbing foresets

Well sorted, normally graded, fine lower to very fine lower sandstone with
mm-spaced ripple-cross lamination foresets in beds up to 45 cm thick. Elevat-
ed amount of carbonaceous material and silt along foreset laminations and at
bed tops. Sets range from 5-20 cm thick and 1-2 m in wavelength. Wide
range of forset climb angles. A) top-truncated, B) sub-critically climbing, C)
critically climbing , D) super-critically climbing, and E) isolated formsets. A-
C are common at thick sandstone bed tops while D-E form thin-bed bases.

Records bedload traction within the viscous sub-layer under lower flow regime
conditions when the bed is hydraulically smooth (Allen, 1968). Deposited
from low-density, low-viscosity wake of subaqueous flow (Bouma, 1962;
Mutti, 1992). Variation in climb angle records the ratio between sedimentation
rates promoting bed aggradation and bedform migration rate (Allen, 1970;
Ashley et al., 1982).

Moderately poorly sorted, ungraded very fine lower to fine sandstone contain-
ing interbedded (1-10 mm) silty sandstone and wavy lamintaed carbonaceous
rich intervals. Beds up to 47 cm thick contain <5%, 2-4 mm mudstone intra-
clasts. Faint wavy laminations composed of formset and loaded ripple cross-
laminations. Silty sandstones have <5% silt and micas and carbonaceous
material made of plant and wood fragments <4 cm in diameter. Commonly at
thick sandstone bed tops.

Records high-frequency alternation between lower flow regime bedload trac-
tion and en-masse suspension-settling or freezing in a low-concentration wake
of a turbidity current. Minor fluctuations in flow shear relative to particle set-
tling velocities produced by passage of turbulent eddies and patches. This
causes modulation in sediment exchange between lower and upper part of
flow (Lowe and Guy, 2000; Sumner et al., 2009). Low flow velocities pro-
mote deposition of banded structureless division. High flow velocities pro-
mote ripple bedform migration.

Very poorly sorted, ungraded, medium upper to very fine sandstone with up to
~40% mud/carbonaceous material and micas dispersed in the matrix and
<30% boulder to pebble mudstone intraclasts. Swirly, chaotic texture and
poorly indurated beds averaging 48 cm thick, but up to 75 cm. Secondary
dewatering structures common (dishes, pipes). Intraclasts either randomly dis-
persed or concentrated at bed tops/along intrabed horizons. Occurs at top of
or sandwiched between sandstone beds. Sharp, but irregular upper and lower
contacts.

En masse deposition of a intermediate-strength plastic debris flow (Talling,
2013). Caused by either flow deceleration due to seafloor gradient, basal fric-
tion, or by increase in concentration by elutration, gravity segregation or loss
of water at flow boundaries (Fischer, 1983; Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri,
2010). Up-dip substrate erosion from turbulent flow increases concentration
and cohesive strength that inhibits grain-size segregation and promotes devel-
opment of debris flow surge (Haughton et al., 2003; 2009).Sandstone

injection

Calcareous mud-
stone intraclast

Swirly, chaotic texture

00 2200ccmm

5B. Asymmetrical ripple cross-
laminated sandstone

5C. Banded (cm) wavy-
laminated carbonaceous silty
sandstone

6A. Mudstone intraclast-
bearing muddy sandstone

4. Structureless Sandstones

5. Laminated Sandstones

6. Muddy Sandstones

Grouped and Sedimentary
Facies

Description InterpretationOutcrop Photo

00 ccmm 55

Wavy
laminationsSilty sandstone bed

Carbonaceous particle

Loaded ripple-
cross-laminations

Table 4 (continued). Description and interpretation of sedimentary facies found within the study area.
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Moderately poorly sorted, ungraded, fine lower to very fine lower muddy
sandstone with <1% granule sub-angular mudstone intraclasts in poorly indu-
rated beds averaging 28 cm thick, but up to 130 cm. Secondary dish and pipe
structures common. Gradational, irregular contacts. Matrix contains up to
~30% mud and carbonaceous material. Occurs at top of sandstone portion of
thick event beds or as individual sandstone beds.

En masse deposition of a low-strength plastic debris flow produced from the
collapse and transformation of a low-density turbidity current (Talling et al.,
2013). Deceleration at the rear of a slow moving, low-density turbidity current
transfers mud, carbonaceous material, and mica from the dilute upper part of
the flow into the lower part. This increases the near-bed concentration and
cohesion resulting in flow transformation (Kling, 2006, Baas et al., 2009;
Sumner et al., 2009; Talling et al., 2012).

7A. Mudstone intraclast-
bearing muddy siltstone

7B. Intraclast-deficient muddy
siltstone

Mudrock
Poorly sorted, ungraded, sand-poor muddy siltstone with <15% pebble to
granule mudstone intraclasts composed of mixed-composition mudrocks.
Poorly indurated, swirly-texture beds averaging 15 cm thick but occasionally
up to 90 cm thick. Silt-dominated matrix with <10% sand and carbonaceous
material. Upper and lower contacts are irregular and indistinct (gradational)
with siliciclastic mudstones or muddy sandstones.

En masse deposition of a low-strength plastic silty debris flow following the
transformation of an erosive turbidity current that deposited its sand grain-size
fraction up-dip. Increased concentration and cohesion from local muddy sub-
strate erosion (based on clast composition), in concert with deceleration
decreasing shear forces, cause flow contraction and transformation to debris
flow (Iverson, 1997; Haughton et al., 2009). Deceleration possibly associated
with changing seafloor topography (Mutti and Normark, 1987).

Moderately sorted, ungraded clay-poor muddy siltstone with <1% granule
mudstone intraclasts. Mottled, structureless appearance and moderately indu-
rated. Occurs in thin, discrete beds up to 15 cm in thickness. Silt-dominated
matrix with ~15% clay and macerated carbonaceous material (field estimate).
Carbonaceous material concentrated at upper contact where faint, discontinu-
ous laminations are common. Sharp lower contact and wavy or gradational
upper contact.

En masse deposition from a low-strength plastic debris flow resulting from
the collapse and transformation of a decelerating low-density turbidity current
that deposited its sand grain fraction up-dip. Mud and carbonaceous particles
in the turbulent cloud collapse into the near bed layer when flow shear veloci-
ties < particle settling velocities (Middleton, 1976). Increasing concentration
and cohesion suppresses turbulence and causes flow transformation (Iverson,
1997; Kling, 2006).

Well sorted, normally graded siltstone with mm-spaced plane parallel lamina-
tions that often increase in spacing and fade upwards. Beds with sharp planar
lower contacts and gradational upper contacts average 6 cm in thickness, but
may be up to 28 cm thick. Dark gray with <5% total carbonaceous material,
typically concentrated along laminae and at bed top. Forms either at the top of
thick event beds or at the base of thin, fine-grained event beds.

Deposition from turbulent bedload traction of silt or flocculated clays
(Schieber et al., 2007) under upper flow regime conditions in a low-density
turbulent wake (Harms et al., 1975; Allen, 1982). Plane-parallel laminations
record migration of low amplitude bedforms in the viscous sublayer created
by turbulent bursts and sweeps (Allen, 1997). Can record deposition in the
wake of a large-volume turbidity current or in the head/body of a small-
volume, sand-depleted turbidity current.

8A: Plane-parallel laminated
siltstone

Well sorted, normally graded siltstone with asymmetric ripple cross-
laminations <1mm thick. Thin beds (<32 cm) contain foresets stacked in
cosets or more commonly in isolated formsets. Sub- to super-critical ripple
climb range. Up to ~10% carbonaceous material and micas along laminations
and at bed tops. Sharp, wavy lower contacts and gradational upper contacts
with siliclastic mudstones. Forms either at the top of thick event beds or as
laterally pinching and swelling formsets at the base of thin event beds.

Deposition from turbulent bedload traction of silt and/or flocculated clay
(Schieber et al., 2007) under lower flow regime conditions in a low-density
turbulent wake (Allen, 1968; Ashley et al., 1982). Cross laminations record
migration of ripple bedforms in the viscous sublayer. Can record deposition
from either the wake of a large magnitude flow or from a sand-depleted head
and body of a small magnitude flow (Mutti, 1977).

Well sorted structureless siltstone forming poorly indurated beds averaging 20
cm thick, but up to 74 cm. Normal grading recorded by upwards increase in
clay content, but always <10%. Low amount (~5-10%) of disseminated car-
bonaceous material. <1 mm mica fragments common. Contacts are sharp to
gradational. Moderately fissile. Dark gray color. Commonly occurs at tops of
thin and thick event beds with siliciclastic grain composition.

Deposition from the wake of a low-density turbulent flow where flow shear
velocity > particle settling velocities (Middleton and Hampton, 1973; Middle-
ton, 1993; Ochoa et al, 2013) or from the dilute head of a silty turbidity current
(Mutti, 1977). Normal grading records decreasing shear velocity through time.
Dark gray color created by siliciclastic mud and carbonaceous grain composi-
tion indicating Alpine provenance (Gandolfi et al., 1983; Roveri et al., 2002;
Talling et al., 2007b).

8B: Asymmetric ripple cross-
laminated siltstone

7. Muddy Siltstones

8. Siliciclastic Mudrocks

8C: Normally graded structure-
less siltstone

Grouped and Sedimentary
Facies

Description Interpretation

Table 4 (continued). Description and interpretation of sedimentary facies found within the study area.
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8D. Normally graded silt-
dominated, clay-bearing mud-
stone
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Intensity
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9A. Normally graded to
ungraded calcareous clay-
dominated, silt-bearing mud-
stone

9B. Ungraded clay-dominated,
silt-poor calcareous mudstone
with > 50% CaCO3
(marlstone)

10. Ungraded silt-dominated,
clay-bearing mixed calcareous-
siliciclastic mudstone

11A. Interbedded deformed
sandstone and mudrock

11B. Burrowed and bioturbated
sandstone and mudrock

Well sorted, silt-dominated, clay-bearing mudstone with faint normal grading
in first few centimeters at bed base. Poorly indurated, fissile beds up to 128
cm thick. Low amount (>5%) of disseminated carbonaceous material.
Contacts are sharp to gradational. Found at the top of both thin and thick
sandstone beds with siliciclastic composition. Medium to dark gray color.
Fizzes weakly in 10% HCl solution. Very few foraminifera tests in thin-
section.

Deposition from the wake or tail of a low-density decelerating turbulent wake
where shear velocities < settling velocities. Decreasing velocity through time
causes suspension settling deposition to dominate at bed tops (Middleton,
1993; Ochoa, 2008). Dark gray color product of siliciclastic mud composition
and low amount of carbonaceous material indicating an Alpine provenance
(Gandolfi et al., 1983; Talling et al., 2007b).

Well sorted, slightly normally graded to ungraded, clay-dominated, silt-
bearing calcareous mudstone. Indurated, knobbly textured beds are up to 23
cm thick and have light olive green-gray color. Reacts strongly with 10% HCl
solution. Abundant articulated foraminifera tests and occasional coral polyps
in thin-section. Mm-cm scale red lineations and faint white burrows. Very low
carbonaceous content (<1%). Sharp, planar lower contact with siliciclastic
mudstone. Sharp upper contact with siliciclastic sandstone.

Deposition from the tail region of a low-density, low-velocity calcareous tur-
bidity current where fluid shear velocities = the fast particle settling velocities
of dense (2.71 g/cm3) calcite mud (Remacha and Fernandez, 2003; Kling,
2006). Foraminifera tests and coral particles indicate source from Apennine
margin carbonate systems (Gandolfi et al., 1983; Boccaletti et al., 1990). Soft
bodied pyritization of nematodes and presence of Trichichnus and Chondrites
ichnofacies indicate low oxygen conditions (McBride and Picard, 1991).

00 2200ccmm

00 2200ccmm

00 3300ccmm

Mixed-
composition

mudstone
Siliciclastic
mudstone

00 220000ccmm

Isoclinal
sandstone
fold

Folded
mudrock

Abrupt termination
of sandstone bed

00 2200ccmm Horizontal burrows
along carbon-rich

bedding plane

Knobbly texture

00 3300ccmm

Outcrop Photo

Well sorted, clay-dominated, silt-bearing calcareous mudstone with high
(~50%) calcite content indicated by extreme reactivity with 10% HCl solution.
Thick (>5m) poorly indurated, beds have very light olive green-gray color.
Abundant foraminifera tests in thin section as well as calcite spars <1 mm in
diameter. Very low carbonaceous content (<1%). Faint crenulated laminations
are sometimes apparent on fresh surfaces. Gradational contacts with siliciclas-
tic facies.

In-situ chemical and/or biological precipitation of carbonate mud by benthic
and planktonic foraminifera or microbes possibly within the photic zone
(Aharon and Gupta, 1994). Association with bivalves at hydrocarbon vents
indicates location along intrabasinal paleo-highs (Ricci Lucchi and Vai, 1994;
Conti et al., 2007). Deposition may be followed by authigenic micrite and cal-
cite spar formation.

Moderately well sorted, ungraded, silt-dominated, clay-bearing mudstone
with a mixed siliciclastic and calcareous composition indicated by an moder-
ate reactivity with 10% HCl solution. Thick (average = 51 cm, but up to 280
cm), moderately indurated, medium-gray colored beds with moderately sharp
contacts. Low carbonaceous material content (<5%). Some mm-scale oxi-
dized red lineations and faint white burrows. Thin-sections reveal moderate
amount of foraminifera tests.

Deposition from a hyperconcentrated muddy slurry flow of mixed
calcareous/siliciclastic muds recording turbulent mixing of these mud compo-
sitions and later flow transformation. Slope failure generates initial turbidity
current that accelerates down-slope and entrains unconsolidated siliciclastic
muds mantling the base of slope en route to basin axis Increasing mud concen-
tration and cohesion promotes transformation to muddy debris flow (Kling,
2006) that deposits as base of slope-centered thick.

Intervals up to 400 m in thickness of interbedded mudstones and sandstone
turbidite beds disrupted by a chaotic assemblage of deformation features
across a range of scales. Meso-scale (cm-100m) features include sandstone
folds, boudinage, and small (meter-displacement) faults. Folds range from
parallel (Ramsay class 1B) to hinge thickening (Classes 2 and 3) folds. Mud-
stones injections up to 10's of meters in scale deform surrounding strata.
Wavy upper contact with amplitudes of up to 10 m and wavelengths up to 50
m.

Elastic (folding, and faulting) and viscous (injection) deformation of primary
sedimentary structures, fabrics, and textures at multiple scales due to
remobilization of a coherent sediment mass (Piper, 1997; Posamentier and
Martinsen, 2011). Spatially varying internal stress fields creates meso to
micro-scale deformation internal to mass (Woodcock, 1979). Liquifaction and
fluidization during sliding generating local zones of overpressure and mud-
stone injection as well as mullion structures (Van der Pluijm and Marshak,
2004; Dykstra, 2005).

Moderately to poorly sorted sediments ranging from fine lower sandstone to
silt-dominated, sand-poor mudstones where all primary sedimentary struc-
tures are destroyed by secondary burrows. Horizontal and vertical burrows up
to 80 cm long by 4 cm wide. Muddy sandstone and sandy spreiten fill. Small-
er, faint horizontal and vertical burrows (mm-wide by 1-2 cm long) occur in
some mudstones. Elevated carbonaceous material content (up to 30%).

Biological reworking of sand and mud deposited from turbidity currents at or
just below the sediment water interface between turbidite sedimentation
events (Pemberton et al., 1997; Wetzel et al., 1998). Changes in the frequency,
density, and type of trace fossils related to fluctuations in nutrient supply, oxy-
genation, and sediment supply rates (Taylor and Goldring, 1993; McIlroy,
2004). Orphiomorpha, Planolites, Trichichnus, and Chondrites are relatively
common ichnotaxa. Skolithos, Thalassinoides, Zoophycos, and Paleodictyon
are less common.

Post-Depositional
Modified Sediments

9. Calcareous Mudrocks

10. Mixed-Composition Mudrocks

Grouped and Sedimentary
Facies

Description Interpretation

Mixed-
composition

mudstone

Table 4 (continued). Description and interpretation of sedimentary facies found within the study area.
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Figure 16. Proportional charts and histograms showing the distribution of lithologies, facies, and grain-sizes in the study area.
These attributes are also examined by grouping in outcrops contained within the four time-space domains (see Chapter 1). The
Marnoso-arenacea Formation in the study area is comprised of nearly equal proportions of mudrocks (49%) and generally fine to
very fine grained sandstone (51%). This grain size distribution is characteristic of proximal basin floor or base of slope sedimenta-
tion regions of a deep-water fan where flows exit channels and deposit their sandstone sediment load.
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considerably by time-space domain; however, the mudstone and sandstone grain sizes 

range remains remarkably consistent across all domains (Figure 16). 

 
Sandstone Facies: 
 
 Sandstones are arranged in descending order of hydrodynamic energy reflecting 

variations in flow conditions at deposition and location within a subaqueous flow (Figure 

14). These conditions and locations are recorded by unique grain-size populations, 

grading, sedimentary structures, and bed thicknesses. Grain sizes range from lower very 

fine to lower very coarse sand and are negatively skewed, with lower very fine to upper 

fine sandstone accounting for 92% of all sandstones (Figure 16). 

 Pebble to cobble mudstone intraclast bearing sandstones average only 10 cm thick 

(Figure 17) and comprise just 0.3% of the total measured thickness (Figure 16). This 

facies is commonly interbedded with stratified or structureless sandstone beds and is 

restricted to the base of large-volume event beds. Coarse grain sizes and mudstone 

intraclast lags record passage and deposition from the high density, yet turbulent 

(erosive) head of a subaqueous flow (Johansson and Stow, 1995). Dispersive pressure 

support mechanisms may explain the existence of outsized mudstone clasts creating a 

moderate variation in mean and coarsest 5% grain sizes (Figure 18). 

 Stratified sandstones (Facies Group 3) form a relatively minor proportion of 

sandstone facies (4%). They include horizontal centimeter-spaced stratified sandstones 

(1.2%), planar tabular cross-stratified sandstones (<0.1%), scour-and-fill cross-stratified 

sandstones (0.1%), and hummocky cross-stratified sandstones (2.7%) (Figures 15, 16). 

Centimeter-spaced stratified and scour-and-fill cross-stratified sandstone range from fine 
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Figure 17. Grain-size distribution and bed thickness distributions of sedimentary facies
that record deposition under unique flow conditions and/or from different regions of a sub-
aqueous flow. (A) Mean and coarsest 5% grain-size distribution from measured sedimento-
logical profiles. Median and mean grain sizes generally decrease with decreasing facies
energy (top to bottom). (B) Facies bed thickness distribution measured from profiles.
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Sediment Support Mechanism

2) Upward pore-fluid movement, dispersive pressure, turbulence
3) Turbulence

1) Cohesive matrix strength, matrix buoyancy, pore-fluid pressure
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Figure 18. Relationship between mean and coarsest 5% grain sizes for sedimentary facies deposited from subaqueous flows reflect different rheologies and
sediment support mechanisms. Facies deposited by low-density turbulent flows (facies 3D, 5B, and 5C, 8A-D, 9A) exhibit a linear relationship between
mean and coarsest 5% grain size (A) indicating that turbulence is an effective grain-size sorting process, but has low competence as a support mechanism.
Facies recording deposition from high-density turbulent/fluidized flows with particle support produced by turbulence and grain inertia (hindered settling,
and dispersive pressure) deposit facies (4A, 4B, 5A) a larger difference between mean and coarsest 5% grain size (B). Muddy sandstones (Facies Group 6)
recording debris flow sedimentation where cohesive matrix strength and buoyancy is the principal sediment support mechanism have the lowest correlation
and largest difference in these grain size populations (e.g. are poorly sorted).
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to medium grain sizes in fairly thick beds averaging 35 cm that are present at thick sandy 

event bed bases (Table 4). These facies record deposition under high density and 

turbulent to non-turbulent flow conditions operating at the concentration threshold 

between the head and body and within the body itself (Lowe, 1982; Mutti, 1992; Gardner 

et al., 2003) (Figure 14A). Support mechanisms include turbulence, upward pore fluid 

movement, and pore-fluid pressure. The rarity of unidirectional dune cross-stratification 

(Facies 3B) suggests that most flows were unable to remain in the appropriate bedform 

stability field for sufficient time to allow dune growth and migration (Pickering and 

Hiscott, 1982). 

 Hummocky cross-stratified sandstones (Facies 3D) have low-angle undulate 

lamina with aggradational crests from 10-20 cm in thickness and 20-25 cm in wavelength 

(Figure 19). Their common occurrence as thin layers (average = 18 cm) at sandstone bed 

tops correlates to the finer grain-sizes compared to other stratified sandstones (Figure 17). 

The fine grain-size and low density particle concentration indicates low flow densities 

while the presence of cross stratification records traction deposition in flows with 

turbulent Newtonian flows. Unlike most facies deposited under unidirectional or 

oscillatory flow conditions (e.g. scour-and-fill), hummocky cross-stratified sandstones 

are an important indicator facies because they record combined flow conditions produced 

by two independent current sources (Harms, 1975; Duke et al., 1991). In deep-water 

environments, this condition is produced by the combination of a unidirectional low-

density subaqueous flow wake and a separate turbulent bore generated by flow stripping  
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and reflection of part of the wake from the parental flow (Remacha and Fernandez, 2003; 

Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri, 2010). 

 Structureless sandstones (Facies Group 4) form the most common sandstone 

group. Primary (depositional) structureless sandstones (Facies 4A) comprise 14% of the 

total measured sandstone facies (33.5% of sandstones); soft-sediment deformed 

sandstones (Facies 4B) comprise 12% (29% of sandstones). This coarse sandstone facies 

group has thick beds averaging 0.5m and ranging up to 2.6 m and is most commonly at 

the base to intermediary positions of thick siliciclastic (Alpine) event beds (Figure 17). 

Primary structureless sandstones record rapid deposition from a high density plastic 
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sandy debris flow in which hindered settling by upward moving pore fluids, pore-fluid 

pressure, and to a lesser degree dispersive pressures are the dominant support 

mechanisms (Walker, 1978; Lowe, 1982; Shanmugam, 1996). Ungraded beds and a 

moderate variation between the mean and coarsest 5% grain sizes reflect the operation of 

these support mechanisms (Figure 18). This facies may also be produced by the gradual 

aggradation of sand from suspension fallout in a quasi-steady turbulent flow producing a 

well sorted, normally graded structurless sandstone bed (Kneller and Branney, 1995). 

Soft-sediment deformed sandstones are characterized by secondary structures including 

consolidation laminations, dishes, pipes, and convolute laminations that record 

penecontemporaneous or post-depositional liquefaction, fluidization and/or shear 

liquefaction (Nichols, 1995). Wider grain-size and bed thickness distributions reflect 

deformation of a wide range of facies, but principally structureless and laminated 

sandstones (Figure 17). 

 Laminated sandstones are also common, comprising 14% of all measured facies 

(33% of sandstones). This group includes plane-parallel laminated (8.1%), ripple-cross 

laminated (5.6%), and banded wavy-laminated silty sandstones (0.3%) (Figure 16). Fine 

to very fine sand grain sizes and abundant carbonaceous material characterize this group 

(Figure 17). They occur (1) at the tops of thick sandstone beds where they may be up to 

50 cm thick and (2) as thin beds (1-30 cm) bracketed by mudstones. Plane-parallel 

laminated sandstones often form significant proportions of thick event beds, causing it to 

have a higher average bed thickness of 0.2 m. This facies group records tractive 

deposition at the base in a low density turbulent wake of a subaqueous flow (Figure 14) 
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in which the head and body have already deposited or bypassed (occurrence 1) or in 

which these regions have deposited up-dip (occurrence 2) (Mutti, 1992; Melick, 2002). A 

stronger linear correlation and minimal difference between mean and coarsest 5% grain 

size suggest turbulence is the dominant support mechanism (Figure 18). Thin beds are 

most frequently siliciclastic in composition (quartz, feldspar, biotite, etc.) indicating 

Alpine provenance, but light gray calcareous sandstones also occur indicating Apennine 

provenance (Talling et al., 2007). Banded wavy-laminated to structureless sandstones 

have moderate matrix silt and abundant carbonaceous material up to several cm long. 

This facies records conditions fluctuating rapidly between low-density turbulent and 

high-density laminar flow conditions produced by rapid collapse of the dilute turbulent 

wake into a thin higher concentration flow (Lowe and Guy, 2000; Sumner et al., 2009). 

 
Muddy Sandstone and Siltstone Facies 
 
 The poorly sorted muddy sandstone and siltstone facies group (6.6%) includes 

four sedimentary facies, differentiated by mean and coarsest 5% grain size, that relate to 

differences in hydrodynamic conditions at deposition. High matrix mud and 

carbonaceous material content produce poor sandstone induration and swirly chaotic 

weathering fabric characterize this group. Although muddy siltstones are mudrocks by 

bulk lithology, similarity in formative process necessitates their grouping with muddy 

sandstones. 

 Muddy sandstones are common to all domains. They typically occur in as thick 

beds averaging 30-50 cm, but up to 120 cm. Angular to rounded boulder-pebble 

mudstone intraclast-bearing muddy sandstones (Facies 6A) typically have the highest 
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matrix mud content (field estimated 30-40%) and coarsest mean grain sizes (fine upper 

sand) of this facies group (Table 4; Figure 17). Intraclast-deficient muddy sandstones 

(Facies 6B) have lower matrix mud content (field estimated <30%), as well as a finer 

mean grain size (fine lower sand) (Table 4). Muddy sandstones are moderately coarse and 

commonly form rather thick beds (average of 41 and 33 cm for Facies 6A and 6B, 

respectively) with long (>1 km) correlation lengths, but may also be found as thinner 

beds with correlation lengths <100 m (Figure 17). 

 Muddy siltstones, with framework grains averaging silt-sized, are much less 

common than muddy sandstones (0.6% of all facies) and only occur in lower Domain 4 

strata (Figure 17). Both granule-cobble mudstone intraclast-bearing (Facies 7A) and 

intraclast-deficient muddy siltstones (Facies 7B) occur as thinner beds (averaging 19 cm 

thick) that form the base or entirety of individual event beds (Table 4). Lateral correlation 

lengths are frequently less than a few hundred meters. 

 Muddy sandstone and siltstone record deposition from very high density, viscous 

fine-grained debris flows with a high matrix mud content causing cohesive strength, 

matrix buoyancy, and pore-fluid pressure to be the dominant support mechanisms 

(Iverson, 1997; Mulder and Alexander, 2001). Variation in facies types is a product of (1) 

changes in cohesive strength of the matrix (Johnson, 1970; Amy et al., 2006; Talling, 

2013) and (2) variability in up-dip erosional and depositional processes (Haughton et al., 

2009). Deposition may occur from either (1) the body of a multipartite subaqueous flow 

when facies occur in intermediary event bed positions or (2) from the head when facies 

forms the bed base. 
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 Intraclast-bearing muddy sandstone and siltstone have the highest viscous 

strength created by a large percentage of mud matrix capable of supporting the coarsest 

matrix and intraclasts grain sizes. High flow competency from the strong matrix produces 

the greatest difference between mean and coarsest 5% grain size of any facies, but 

variability in strength recorded in individual beds generates weak correlation between 

these variables (Figure 18). Angular mudstone intraclasts indicate up-dip seafloor 

substrate erosion prior to formation of debris flow (Haughton et al., 2009). Finer grained 

intraclast-deficient muddy sandstones and siltstones record deposition from debris flows 

with very low cohesive strengths. Weak matrix support is illustrated by a poor correlation 

between mean and coarsest 5% grain size and a relatively small difference between these 

two variables (Figure 18). These facies record local and/or late stage transformation of a 

turbulent flow into a debris flow near the site of deposition and gentle emplacement to 

avoid mixing with surrounding seawater (Talling, 2013). This process combines the grain 

size populations available in the body and wake of the flow to produce the resulting 

debris flow. In the case of muddy siltstones, the sand grain size fraction must have been 

depleted from the parental subaqueous flow prior to transformation. 

 
Mudrock Facies 
 
 Mudrock facies comprise nearly half of the rock volume in the MAF study area. 

Mudrock groups are differentiated principally on composition determined from both 

outcrop observations and thin-section textural and compositional analysis (Table 5; 

Figure 20). Groups include the (1) siliciclastic mudrocks, (2) calcareous mudrocks, and 

(3) mixed-composition (siliciclastic/calcareous) mudstones. Mudrocks form an important 
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Table 5. Field and microscopic recognition criteria to distinguish sediment provenance and deep-water depositional process of
structureless mudrock facies in the study area (8D is treated as deposited as a similar process to 8A, B, and C).

Sedimentary
Facies Class

Mud
Provenance

Sedimentation
Process Color Grading Reactivity

with HCl

Bed
Thicknes

s
Induration Bioturbation Foraminifera

Abundance
Foraminifera
Articulation

Carbonaceou
s Material
Content*

Silt Particle
Composition

Fabric (prefferential
orientation)

8D Alpine

Low
concentration
subaqueous

flow

Medium to
dark gray

Slightly
normally
graded to
ungraded

Low
Thin:

0.1 - 0.3
m

Poor; dull
thud when
struck by
hammer

Low to
moderate;

concentrated
at bed top or

base

Very Low to
None

Not
Applicable

4.30%

Micas,
carbonaceous

material,
quartz,

feldspars

Strongly preferrentially
oriented; elongate particles

oriented with long axes
parallel to bedding plane.

Occasional sand filled
burrows

9A
Apennine

(far traveled)

Low
concentration
subaqueous

flow

Light olive
green to blue

gray

Slightly
normally
graded to
ungraded

Moderate
to strong

Thin:
0.1 - 0.4

m

Moderate to
well; Rings

when struck
by hammer

Low to
moderate;

concentrated
at bed top or

base

Moderate to
High; 10-15%

by visual
estimation

Moderately
well

articulated,
some very

well
articulated

Low, 1-2% by
visual

estimation

Carbonate,
Foraminifera
fragments,

quartz,
feldspar

Weakly prefferentially
oriented to unoriented; lack
of elongated minerals and

fine grain size makes fabric
interpretation difficult

9B
Apennine

(local)

In-situ
chemical/biotic

carbonate
precipitation

Very light
gray to

chalky white
Ungraded Very

strong

Thin to
Thick:

0.2 - >5m

Poor to
moderate;
dull thud

when struck
by hammer

Moderate to
high;

distributed
throughout

bed thickness

Low, 1-5% by
visual

estimation and
varies by
sample

Well to
moderately
articulated

Very low, 0-
1% by visual

estimation

Micas,
carbonate,

quartz
feldspar

Very weakly prefferentially
oriented, fine sand filled
burrows are common

10
Mixed

Alpine/Apen
nine

High
concentration
muddy debris

flow

Light to
medium gray,

often with
blue tint

Ungraded;
rarely
slightly

normally or
inversely
graded

Low to
moderately

strong

Thin to
Thick:

0.2 - 1.5m

Poor to
moderately

well

Low;
concentrated

at bed top

Low, 1-5% by
visual

estimation and
varies by
sample

Well to
moderately
articulated

Moderate to
high, 1-10% by

visual
estimation

Micas,
carbonate,

carbonaceous
material,
quartz

feldspar

Weak to moderate
preferential orientation, but

varies by sample. Some
elongate particles have long
axes oriented sub parallel to

bedding

Field Recognition Criteria (Observable Attributes) Microscopic Recognition Criteria (Observable Attributes)
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indicator facies that record a spectrum of deep-water depositional processes and 

provenances in the MAF. 

 
 Siliciclastic Mudrocks: Siliciclastic mudrocks comprise nearly one quarter 

(23.2%) of all measured facies in the study area and are common to all time-space 

domains (Figure 16). They include plane-parallel laminated siltstone (Facies 8A), ripple 

cross-laminated siltstone (Facies 8B), normally graded structureless siltstone (Facies 8C) 

and normally graded to ungraded silt-dominated, clay-bearing mudstone (Facies 8D) 

(Table 4). In outcrop these mudrocks are dark gray in color, exhibit slight normal grading 

or are ungraded, have a low reactivity with hydrochloric acid, and are poorly indurated. 

These outcrop properties correspond to thin section properties of (1) very low 

foraminifera test abundance, (2) high abundance (10-15%) of macerated carbonaceous 

material, (3) high abundance of siliciclastic minerals including quartz, feldspars, and 

micas, and (4) moderately strong preferential orientation of non-equant silt particles 

(micas, carbonaceous material) with their long-axes oriented parallel to the bedding plane 

(Table 5, Figure 20A). Median and mean grain sizes decrease from facies 8A to 8D, 

however bed thickness increases from 8A (6 cm thick on average) to 8D (14 cm), but is 

still generally quite low (Figure 17). 

 Siliciclastic mudrocks record deposition from a turbulent, low-density wake of an 

Alpine-sourced turbidity current with shear velocities ranging from moderate to non-

existent (Figure 15) (Middleton, 1993; Ochoa et al., 2013). Decreasing shear correspond 

with decreasing mean grain sizes from facies 8A-D, while increasing bed thicknesses 

probably reflects longer duration in the velocity stability fields (Bouma, 1962; Mulder 
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Figure 20. Photomicrographs of mudrock facies illustrating differences in composition and silt fabric that record unique prove-
nance and deep-water depositional processes. (A) Siliciclastic mudstones (Facies 8D). (B) Calcareous mudstones (Facies 9A). (C)
Mixed-composition mudstones (Facies 10). (D) Castelvecchio Marls (Facies 9B). See text for discussion on fabric and relation to
facies depositional process and provenance. Cm = carbonaceous material, Qt = quartz, Fe = feldspar, Mi = mica, NFf = non-
fragmented foraminifera test, Ff = fragmented foraminifera test, Ca = carbonate framework grain, Sf = shell fragment. All
photomicrographs are at 4X zoom in polarized light.

            



and Alexander, 2001).  Ungraded siliciclastic mudstones are likely produced by the 

gradual suspension settling of fine sediment following passage of a subaqueous flow (i.e. 

no shear velocity). The organized (preferentially oriented) silt grain fabric seen in Figure 

20A is in conflict with disorganized micro-scale clay mineral fabrics of turbiditic 

mudstones from other studies (O’Brien et al., 1980; Ochoa et al., 2013). The organized 

fabric may indicate that shear velocities are insufficient to rotate these larger grains 

during settling, but disorganized fabric at the clay mineral scale could still exist. 

Abundant siliciclastic minerals (mica, quartz, and feldspar) as well as carbonaceous 

material and the scarcity of carbonate grains including foraminifera tests (<1%) support 

an Alpine subaqueous flow source (Mutti and Ricci Lucchi, 1978; Hesse, 1975; Ricci 

Lucchi and Valmori, 1980; Talling et al., 2007). 

 
 Calcareous Mudrocks: Calcareous mudstones are defined by their high calcite 

content corresponding to field properties including a light gray to chalky color, a strong 

reactivity with hydrochloric acid, and better induration compared to siliciclastic 

mudstones (Figure 16, Table 5). This facies group includes both calcareous, clay-

dominated silt-bearing mudstones (Facies 9A) with a calcite content of 25-40% (Hesse, 

1975) and chalky light gray to white calcareous marlstones with calcite content of ~50% 

(Table 4). They commonly contain mm scale pyritized lineations that are the remains of 

soft-bodied nematodes (Knaust, personal communication, 2013). They are associated 

with Trichichnus and Chodrites burrows concentrated towards bed tops that collectively 

indicate low oxygen conditions (McBride and Picard, 1991). This facies is universally 

fine grained, well sorted and apart from some statistical outliers above the Contessa and 
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Colombine beds, thin bedded (average of 19 cm) (Figure 17). Calcareous mudstone 

comprises 23% of facies in Domain 1 and a considerable amount of Domain 2 (18%) and 

Domain 3 (9%), whereas it accounts for less than 0.1% in Domain 4. Marlstones are rare 

(0.2%) in measured profiles that are biased towards basin floor positions. This facies is 

abundant in both the Visignano slump and at the crest of the Coniale anticline around the 

town of Castelvecchio (the Castelvecchio Member of De Jager, 1979; Landuzzi, 1994). 

 Calcareous silt-dominated, clay-bearing mudstones typically form normally 

graded to ungraded beds averaging 20 cm thick, but thicknesses over 40 cm are not 

uncommon. Like siliciclastic mudrocks, this facies exhibits a linear relationship between 

mean and coarsest 5% grain size and minimal difference in these grain-size populations 

within individual beds (Figure 18). This facies typically overlies siliciclastic mudstone, 

but occasionally this facies may overly (1) thin calcareous ripple cross-laminated 

sandstone beds, and (2) thick calcareous sandstone beds such as the Contessa and 

Colombine beds (Table 4). Bioturbation is moderate and concentrated only at the upper 

few centimeters of beds (McBride and Picard, 1991). In thin-section, calcareous 

mudstones contain moderately abundant complete and fragmented foraminifera tests up 

to 200 microns in diameter and occasional shell fragments up to 2 mm (Figure 20B). Silt-

sized subhedral calcite, quartz, and mica grains exhibit a disorganized fabric. This facies 

is nearly devoid of carbonaceous material (<2%) (Table 5). 

 Previous workers have interpreted calcareous mudstones to be formed by one of 

two processes, both described by the term ‘hemipelagic’. Mutti and Ricci Lucchi (1972), 

Hesse (1975), Ricci Lucchi and Valmori (1980), Talling et al. (2004; 2007; 2012), and 
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Amy and Talling (2006) interpret this facies as the product of suspension settling of 

pelagic organic material and terrigenous clastic particles unrelated to subaqueous flow 

processes. This interpretation has several sedimentological issues. Normal grading is 

diagnostic of deposition from subaqueous flows, not suspension settling (Kuenen and 

Migliorini, 1950; Bouma, 1962; Shanmugam, 2000; Ochoa et al., 2013). Fragmented 

foraminifera tests and shells are more likely associated with turbulent transport during 

remobilization from a carbonate shelf (Melick, 2002; Gardner et al., 2008) although a 

source from pteropod (free swimming pelagic gastropods) shells cannot be ruled out 

(Hesse, 1975). Additionally, the rate of accumulation of hemipelagic sediments in oceans 

with low organic productivity (such as the MAF) is very slow, frequently <1 cm/Ky 

(Stow et al., 2001). Given that 3349 cm of this facies occurs in a vertical composite 

profile of Domain 1 strata totaling 143 m (average of 2.93 cm/m), and that this facies is 

known to occur with similar frequency at least 200 m below and 500 m above this 

interval (Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri, 2010), then a minimum thickness of 247000 cm 

of this facies exists in the lower MAF. More than 25 million years would be required to 

deposit this thickness by hemipelagic processes alone. This exceeds the age range of the 

entire MAF by 15 million years and therefore requires some other depositional process to 

account for some or most of the facies. 

 Conversely Mutti et al. (2002) propose an origin from the erosion of hemipelagic 

mudstones draping the basin bounding slopes by dilute Alpine-sourced turbulent flows 

that detached from their axial high-density parental flows. The slope remobilization 

interpretation requires the deflection and reflection of turbulent bores off of the basin 
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margins. Paleocurrent indicators suggesting flow reflection were not found within or 

surrounding beds of this facies in Domain 1 from which it was originally described by 

Mutti et al. (2002). Also, mud mixing should occur from erosion and entrainment, but the 

lack of carbonaceous material and siliciclastic minerals in calcareous mudstone thin 

sections makes mixing of these two mudrock types unlikely. 

 Instead, calcareous mudstones are interpreted to be dominantly formed by distal 

deposition of low-density, mud-rich turbulent heads, bodies, and wakes of subaqueous 

flows sourced from the southern and western carbonate-rimmed basin margins. This 

interpretation best explains their mineralogical composition, disarticulation state of 

delicate tests and shells, fine grain sizes, and normal grading in some instances (Table 5). 

Concentration of bioturbation occurs near bed tops due to relatively rapid deposition from 

a turbulent cloud. 

 Marlstones (Facies 9B) are interpreted as to be deposited by processes unrelated 

to either Alpine or Apennine subaqueous flows. A high abundance of non-fragmented 

foraminifera tests (up to 30%) and lack of grading support this interpretation (Figure 

20C). The high frequency of bioturbation throughout the entire thickness of beds is 

indicative of slow, continuous deposition by suspension settling where organisms at the 

seafloor have sufficient time to distrub sediment (Hesse, 1975, Stow et al., 2001). 

Carbonate mud (micrite) in MAF marlstones has been interpreted to form by (1) biogenic 

precipitation and in-situ deposition related to increased productivity along structural 

highs where clastic poisoning was limited (Ricci Lucchi and Vai, 1994) and (2) 

authigenic precipitation related to hydrocarbon fluid venting (Conti and Fontana, 2002). 
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Fine-grained, organic-rich pelagites are not documented from the study area and are rare 

in the MAF (Mutti and Ricci Lucchi, 1978). 

 
 Mixed-Composition Mudstone: Ungraded silt-dominated, clay bearing mudstones 

exhibiting properties of both calcareous and mixed composition mudstones (Facies 10) 

occur only in Domain 4 where they make up 24% of all measured (Figure 16). Beds of 

this facies have a moderate to light gray color and average 0.34 m thick, but are rather 

commonly >1 m (Figure 17). They occur as massive, well sorted, light to medium gray 

beds almost exclusively present above siliciclastic mudstones and are nearly devoid of 

bioturbation except at bed bases and tops where horizontal burrowing is moderate (Table 

5). In thin-section, mixed-composition mudstones contain low concentration of non-

fragmented foraminifera tests (<2%). A 5-10% amount of macerated carbonaceous 

material is intermediate between that of siliciclastic and calcareous mudrocks. Silt 

particles composed of significant proportions of siliciclastic (quartz, feldspar, micas, etc.) 

and calcite minerals (Figure 20D). Preferential orientation of non-equant grains varies 

from mild organization (long axes of grains oriented sub parallel to bedding) to 

completely disorganized. This mudstone facies is currently unrecognized or at least 

undifferentiated in the literature of the MAF (see facies descriptions of Mutti and Ricci 

Lucchi, 1978; Ricci Lucchi and Valmori, 1980; Mutti et al., 2002; and Talling et al., 

2012). 

 A hemipelagic interpretation for this facies is unlikely due to (1) high frequency 

of occurrence (4.43 cm/m), (2) common occurrence in thick beds, and (3) the existence of 

a siliciclastic sediment fraction. The sedimentation process responsible must involve 
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erosion and entrainment of one mud composition into a flow containing a sediment load 

of the other mud composition indicating flow turbulence. The thick deposit nature and 

lack of grading is not harmonious with thin mudstone deposits from the turbulent wakes 

(Kuenen and Migliorini, 1950; Bouma, 1962; Middleton, 1993). Therefore, mixed-

composition mudstones are interpreted to record en-masse deposition from a high 

density, but muddy hyperconcentrated slurry (Iverson, 1999; Kling, 2006) that may have 

transformed into a laminar debris flow after turbulent erosion and entrainment of mud 

occurred somewhere else in the basin where calcareous mud was deposited. 

 
Post-Depositionally Deformed and Modified Facies 
 
 Remobilized interbedded sandstone and mudstone facies contained in slump 

bodies called mass-transport deposits constitute Facies 11A (Table 4). Intervals of this 

facies up to 400 m thick are disrupted by deformational features produced during 

translation of the mass. Deformation is often minimal enough to permit recognition of 

depositional facies within these bodies. This facies records very large-volume, super-high 

concentration (>75% grains) mass flows where fluid penetration is minimal and mass 

cohesion is maintained (Pierson and Costa, 1987; Stow, 1996). These large depositional 

events approach the body scale of observation and are characterized in Chapter 4. 

 Heavily bioturbated sediments (Facies 11B) in which all primary sedimentary 

structures are destroyed are relatively minor in abundance at just 0.5% (Figure 16). This 

facies is mainly associated with elevated carbonaceous material at the tops of some thick 

laminated sandstone beds and throughout some thin laminated sandstone/siltstone beds 

(Table 4). Horizontal burrows are up to 30 cm long and 0.5-4 cm in width. They often 
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form networks on bedding planes. Burrows are almost always filled with sandstone or 

muddy sandstone and occasionally contain a sandy spreiten-fill. Orphiomorpha, 

Planolites, Trichichnus, and Chondrites are relatively common trace fossils. Skolithos, 

Thalassinoides, Zoophycos, and Paleodictyon are less common. The trace fossil 

assemblage is congruent with a Nereites Ichonofacies typical of outer fan to basin floor 

environments (Uchman and Wetzel, 2012). This facies records intensive biological 

reworking of sediment deposited by subaqueous flows at or just below the sediment 

water interface during intervals subaqueous flow events (Pemberton et al., 1992; Wetzel 

et al., 1998). The frequency and density of bioturbation correlating with the abundance of 

carbonaceous material indicate that feeding is the most common behavior (Taylor and 

Goldring, 1993). Preservation of a high concentration of feeding traces near sandstone 

bed tops may also represent a significant interval of time between subaqueous flows 

events, and that subsequent flows were not significantly erosive. 

 
Grouped and Mapped Facies: 
 
 Different levels of facies grouping are required for analysis in larger scale features 

as well as for practicality in outcrop mapping on photopanels and stratigraphic cross-

section construction. Facies groups record similarity in flow processes generally 

occurring within different flow regions. This makes them useful for comparison between 

event beds, sedimentary bodies, and stratigraphic cycles when measured in 

sedimentological profiles. Variations in flow conditions or provenance generate 

differences in fabric, grading, sedimentary structures, or mineralogical composition 

within these groups captured by individual sedimentary facies. 
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 Unfortunately, even grouped facies measured in sedimentological profiles 

sometimes cannot be differentiated within individual beds or bedsets on photopanels of 

even the best exposed outcrops. The designation of mapped facies classes are required to 

capture the highest level of detail on 2D architectural variation on large-area photopanel 

maps. Mapped facies correlate to grouped facies that form the smallest mappable facies 

unit (Figure 21). Like grouped facies, mapped facies classes reflect close similarity in 

hydrodynamic conditions and deposition from flow regions. They are distinguished from 

grouped facies in that they may contain significant overlap in sedimentary facies type 

because mapped beds or bedsets may contain more than one grouped facies type, but they 

are typically dominated by one grouped facies. Mapped facies are ranked from higher 

depositional energy (Mapped Facies Class I) to lower energy (Class VI). Depending on 

photopanel resolution and outcrop quality, mapped facies may span between the 

sedimentary facies and sedimentary body scale at which they become facies associations 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

 Mapped Facies Class I is comprised of high energy facies groups recording 

deposition from the high density head and body of large-volume turbulent to non-

turbulent flows (Figure 21). Thick beds predominantly composed of structureless and 

dewatered sandstone comprise Class II recording deposition from the high-density body 

of large volume and non-turbulent flows. Since muddy sandstones and siltstones are 

relatively easy to identify and correlate on photomaps, thick muddy sandstone-bearing 

event beds constitute Class III recording deposition from mud-rich flows with high 

concentration debris flows in their heads or bodies. Thin-to thick individual beds 
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groups (1, 2) comprising basal parts of thick
event beds or along erosive surfaces between
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to thick mudstone bed caps. Mudstone at top
is dominantly siliciclastic.
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or mixed-composition mudrocks. Minor amount of
thin laminated or muddy sandstones (<40 cm).
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Figure 21. Facies groups and mapped facies used in this study for larger scale stratigraphic analysis including photopanel mapping and cross-section correlation. (A) Assemblage of sedimentary facies into facies groups
defined by close similarity in lithologic properties recording similarity in the range of flow conditions. (B) Arrangement of facies groups into mapped facies that more closely reflect the scale of sedimentary bodies. This is
the scale at which most sedimentary bodies are mapped.
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dominated by laminated sandstones constitute Class IV. This class records lower-energy 

deposition from low-density turbulent bodies and wakes of Alpine flows. Facies in thin-

bedded, mudstone dominated intervals are difficult to laterally track and map. Therefore 

the vertical facies assemblage of the thin-bedded interval is used to differentiate mapped 

facies classes. Class V is dominated by siliciclastic mudrocks (>50% mudrock facies are 

siliciclastic) whereas Class VI is contains >50% calcareous or mixed-composition 

mudstone facies. Class V records predominantly deposition from dilute wakes of Alpine 

subaqueous flows whereas Class VI is dominated by Apennine subaqueous flows, 

hemipelagic suspension settling, and/or mixed-composition muddy slurry flow 

sedimentation processes. 
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EVENT BEDS 
 
 

Introduction 
 
 
 An event bed is a group of one or more sedimentary facies forming a surface-

bounded rock volume that is genetically related by deposition to a single subaqueous 

flow sedimentation event. Temporally, event beds record changing conditions within a 

flow passing over a site ranging from minutes to days. Event bed volumes may be spread 

over several hundred square kilometers for large flow systems (Pilkey et al., 1980; 

Weaver et al., 1992; Amy et al., 2000; Remacha and Fernandez, 2003; Amy and Talling, 

2006). The vertical assemblage of facies and grain size can be used to reconstruct 

longitudinal flow structure across a depositional site through time (Kneller, 1995; Kneller 

McCaffrey, 2003). The completeness of depositional preservation of the flow structure 

can be used to predict the amount of sediment bypass and even longitudinal structure of 

the event bed. However, without direct correlation of event bed across space this 

prediction remains largely speculative. 

 Down or cross-flow event bed correlation permit the reconstruction of 

longitudinal facies and grain-size changes related to the spatial changes in flow 

conditions. Several different event bed facies models, or facies tracts, link vertical facies 

assemblages in an event bed to longitudinal profile location within the volume of the 

event bed deposit (Bouma, 1962; Mutti, 1979, 1992; Lowe, 1982; Talling et al., 2012; 

Talling, 2013). Facies tracts illustrate how the evolution in flow velocity, behavior, and 

direction during down-flow transport impact the internal event bed architecture (Mutti, 
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1992; Kneller and Buckee, 2000). Considerable differences in facies tracts models exist 

depending on whether flow is unidirectional throughout the evolution of the flow and 

whether a significant portion of the flow is cohesive or not. 

 
Subaqueous Flow Unsteadiness and Non-Uniformity 
 
 Both capacity and competence-driven deposition from fully turbulent subaqueous 

flows is related directly to the flow velocity because deposition occurs particle by particle 

(Hiscott, 1994; Kneller and McCaffrey, 2003). Therefore the thickness and arrangement 

of facies in an event bed is related to velocity decreasing spatially (due to decreasing 

slopes, flow expansion or reduced sediment load) or temporally (due to fluctuations in the 

supply rate). Since these event beds deposit from turbulent flows, they are commonly 

called turbidites (Middleton, 1993). Flow steadiness describes how the velocity of a 

subaqueous flow passing over a fixed point varies with time (Allen, 1985), described 

mathematically as du/dt where u is flow velocity and t is time (Kneller, 1995). Flows that 

accelerate through time are referred to as waxing (+du/dt) whereas waning flows record 

deceleration through time (-du/dt). Flow uniformity is the spatial acceleration of a flow in 

a down-flow distance (x) described mathematically as u∙du/dx (Kneller, 1995). 

 Deposition from a fully turbulent subaqueous flow can happen under any, but not 

necessarily under all combinations of these acceleration conditions shown in the matrix 

of Figure 22 (Kneller and Branney, 1995). Deposition from a subaqueous flow can only 

occur when one of the two acceleration terms is negative, creating five depositional fields 

and four non-depositional fields recording bypass or erosion. Temporal acceleration is  
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largely a function of the flow initiation mechanism which determines whether it has 

waxing phase and/or can be maintained in a quasi-steady state for significant time 

duration (Kneller, 1995). Spatial acceleration is a function of the topography over which 

the flow travels (Figure 22). 

 Flow steadiness and uniformity are inferred from five measurable attributes 

including: (1) sedimentary facies, (2) grain size, (3) basal event bed contacts, (4) internal 

contacts between facies, and (5) bed thickness. Decreasing facies energy and grain sizes 

in a vertical succession record waning flow conditions whereas waxing flows are 

associated with a vertical increase in these attributes (Figure 22). In topographically 

complex areas single vertical sequences in event beds may be inadequate to establish 
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spatial variations in flow uniformity (Kneller, 1995). Therefore longitudinal event bed 

correlation is required to assess this change. Decreasing depositional energy of 

sedimentary facies, grain size and bed thickness in a down- or cross-flow direction are all 

attributes associated with decelerating, or depletive flow conditions whereas an increase 

in these attributes records accumulative flow (Figure 22). Erosional basal and sharp 

internal facies contacts with large grain-size breaks are also sediment bypass indicators 

associated with accumulative flow conditions (Kneller and McCaffrey, 2003; Mulder et 

al., 2003). Collectively these attributes may be used to construct longitudinal facies tracts 

of unidirectional fully turbulent flows. 

 All natural subaqueous flows are unsteady over their entire life span, but some 

flows may exhibit quasi-steady or uniform conditions in which velocity varies marginally 

over time. Under a quasi-steady flow deposition only occurs in high-density regions next 

to the bed and may not reflect flow conditions of the entire subaqueous flow (Stanley, et 

al., 1978; Kneller and Branney, 1995). The low density upper parts of the current may be 

bypassed and not preserved at the site, producing a deposit with little vertical variation in 

grain-size or facies. Likewise, quasi-uniform flows exhibit much more gradual depletion 

across space than flows on changing gradients (Figure 22). In the MAF, this depletion 

can take several tens of kilometers to recognize in even the thinnest siliciclastic or 

calcareous event beds (Amy and Talling, 2006; Talling et al., 2007). 

 
Flow Transformation 
 
 High-density cohesive debris flows do not exhibit the same incremental 

depositional responses to fluctuations in flow velocity because they have a critical yield 
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stress that determines when they transport and deposit en-masse (Iverson, 1997). 

Therefore the acceleration matrix used for fully turbulent non-cohesive event beds does 

not apply to deposits of debris flows (Kneller, 1995). Instead, it is the rate of flow 

transformation and viscous strength of the debris flow determined from longitudinal 

event bed correlations and event bed structure, respectively that form important attributes 

to interpret longitudinal flow structure and facies tract structure (Talling, 2013). 

 Subaqueous flow transformations describe changes in behavior between laminar 

and turbulent states caused by a change in flow density (Fisher, 1983). Density variation 

is produced by the addition and/or subtraction of sediment and/or fluid during flow 

transport. Flow transformations can generate multiple flow behaviors from a single 

parental flow with one behavior (Haughton et al., 2009; Talling et al., 2012). Four types 

of flow transformations occur in nature (Figure 23). Body transformations occur when 

the flow increases velocity due to changing gradient and occurs without (1) significant 

addition and/or loss of interstitial fluid and/or sediment, and (2) change in flow thickness 

(Amy et al., 2006; Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri, 2010). Gravity transformations occur 

when initially turbulent, high-density flows become gravitationally segregated and 

develop a high-density laminar base overlain by a more dilute turbidity current. Surface 

transformations occur when ambient fluid/sediment is added/lost at flow boundary layers 

resulting in dilution and separation of a subaqueous flow into an upper turbulent part and 

a lower non-turbulent part. Elutriation transformations develop from the upward or 

downward movement of fine particles between a high-density laminar basal layer and an 

upper turbulent cloud (Mutti, 1999; Talling, 2013). Surface transformations on the slope  
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and elutriation transformations in the basin floor have been subsequently recognized as 

potential processes for depositing thick, poorly muddy sandstone facies in distal basin 

floor regions (Haughton et al., 2003; 2009; Amy and Talling, 2006; Talling et al., 2012; 

Talling, 2013; Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri, 2010). 

 
Combined and Multidirectional Flows in Event Beds 
 
 The vertical and longitudinal structure for event beds accounted for in facies tract 

models assumes that flow remains unidirectional and that facies within the event bed 

result from deposition of different parts of the longitudinal flow structure (Mutti, 1992). 

In some confined ancient deep-water basins, large-volume event beds exhibit features 

that can only be explained by deposition from currents moving in several directions 

throughout the depositional span of a single subaqueous flow sedimentation event 
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(Pickering and Hiscott, 1985; Kneller et al., 1991; Kneller and McCaffrey, 1999; 

Remacha and Fernandez, 2003; Remacha et al., 2005; Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri, 

2010). These include: (1) paleocurrent divergence between bed-top and bed-base 

indicators, (2) vertical arrangement of a complex, overall normally graded facies 

sequence with abrupt grading reversals, and (3) occurrence of these facies forming the 

upper part of basin floor beds, while the lower part of event beds record deposition from 

higher-density unidirectional flows (Figure 24). Flow reflection is commonly attributed  
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to flow interaction with basin margins or intrabasinal topography (Figure 24) (Pickering 

and Hiscott, 1985; Kneller, 1991). 

 Vertical facies assemblages and longitudinal facies tracts of subaqueous flows 

with multi-directional or combined flow indicators cannot be explained by conventional 

longitudinal facies tracts of either non-cohesive or cohesive subaqueous flows (Remacha 

et al., 2005). This is because they do not record changes in flow velocity related to 

changing longitudinal paleo-gradients or flow transformations related to changing flow 

densities along the slope-to-basin profile. Instead the spatial distribution and facies 

character of deposition from these flow types is heavily dependent on the size and shape 

of the topographic obstruction relative to the interacting flow (Kneller, 1995). 

 
Event Beds of the MAF Study Area 

 
 
 Event beds in the MAF can be recognized by the nature of their bounding surfaces 

and facies transitions. Abrupt grain size transitions from mudstones to fine sandstones or 

changes in mudstone composition define bed bases. These bases often contain sole marks 

indicating erosion from a turbulent head and/or bioturbation that indicate a time-

significant surface demarcating the base of an event bed. In amalgamated sandstone 

packages, mudstone-intraclast horizons or abrupt grain-size increases define bed bases. 

Event bed tops are more difficult to define, but are delineated in two ways: (1) an abrupt 

change (occurring over <1 cm) in mudstone composition from siliciclastic to calcareous 

or mixed-composition mudstone, or (2) an abrupt change from siliciclastic mudstone to 

coarser sandstone with sole marks and/or bioturbation along the contact. Repetitive 
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successions of thin bedded ripple cross-laminated very fine sandstone and siltstone 

couplets occurring above thicker, coarser siliciclastic event beds can record either a set of 

separate event beds or the deposit from a single subaqueous flow with multiple surges 

(Mutti et al., 2002). Deposits from flow surges are identified by (1) a lack of bioturbation 

at ripple cross-laminated thin-bedded sandstone bases indicating short time-span between 

surges (minutes to hours), (2) consistent fining upward trends in these thin-bedded 

sandstones similar to the model presented in Figure 24, and (3) a lack of change in 

mudstone composition indicating time for an event bed from a different source to deposit. 

 A total of 2843 event beds were measured from sedimentological profiles and 

laterally correlated within (and occasionally between) the four time-space domains. This 

permitted classification into one of fourteen event bed types in four event bed classes 

(Figure 25, Table 6). Thirteen of the event bed types are identified by facies assemblages 

that collectively define several subaqueous flow facies tract models. Temporal and spatial 

acceleration of fully turbulent, non-cohesive flows generate siliciclastic turbidite event 

beds. They are classified by their inferred spatial and temporal acceleration according to 

the flow acceleration matrix (Kneller, 1995). These are the most common in the study 

area (58.6% by number, 54.8% by thickness) and in each time-space domain (Figure 26). 

 Flow transformations create siliciclastic hybrid event beds with muddy sandstone 

facies recording debris flow deposition along with deposits from turbulent flows are less 

common (7.8% by number, 15.2% by thickness) and present in all time-space domains. 

Hybrid beds are differentiated based on the rate of flow transformation determined in 

outcrop correlations and by the matrix strength of their debrite division inferred from 
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Table 6. Facies, grain size, and bed thickness distributions of event bed types reflects subaqueous flow properties, flow proximity
to source, initial grain-size composition of flow, and seafloor gradient. See Figure 20 for facies color explanation.
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Table 6 (continued). Facies, grain size, and bed thickness distributions of event bed types reflects subaqueous flow properties,
flow proximity to source, initial grain-size composition of flow, and seafloor gradient. See Figure 20 for facies color explanation.
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Table 6 (continued). Facies, grain size, and bed thickness distributions of event bed types reflects subaqueous flow properties,
flow proximity to source, initial grain-size composition of flow, and seafloor gradient. See Figure 20 for facies color explanation.
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Table 6 (continued). Facies, grain size, and bed thickness distributions of event bed types reflects subaqueous flow properties,
flow proximity to source, initial grain-size composition of flow, and seafloor gradient. See Figure 20 for facies color explanation.
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muddy sandstone facies (Talling, 2013). Event beds with facies and/or paleocurrent 

indicators indicating multiple-flow directions comprise reflected flow event beds that are 

important indicators of paleo-gradients. They are relatively rare (3.9% by number, 8.2% 

by thickness), but are significantly biased towards occurrence in Domain 4 (Figure 26). 

Event beds with non-siliciclastic sediment composition make up the fourth event bed 

group. These include calcareous subaqueous flow deposits inferred to be Apennine-

sourced, mixed-composition locally remobilized subaqueous flows, and marlstones 

forming hemipelagic drapes with a significant calcareous compositional component. 

 Event beds are very tabular in outcrop and range from very thin to thick beds with 

an average of 0.43 m (Figure 26B). Thick beds are defined as >40 cm thick whereas thin 

beds are <40cm thick (Ricci Lucchi and Valmori, 1980; Talling, 2001). The thickness 

frequency is positively skewed towards thin beds, with 66% being <40 cm thick. 

Thicknesses and facies assemblage vary strongly by event bed type (Table 6) recording 

differences in sediment composition, longitudinal flow structure, and proximity from 

flow source. Event bed type varies strongly within and between time-space domains 

producing different bed thickness distributions in each domain seen in Figure 26C. 

 
Turbidite Event Beds Deposited From Non-Cohesive Flows 
 
 Event beds recording sedimentation from unidirectional non-cohesive flows 

constitute turbidites. They are characterized by a siliciclastic grain population indicating 

Alpine provenance (Gandolfi et al., 1983) which corresponds with consistent southeast 

flow directions from paleocurrent indicators. The facies assemblage records 

sedimentation from fully to partially turbulent non-cohesive flows including stratified, 
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Figure 26. Proportional distribution of event bed types in the study area and within outcrops of each time space domain. A) Pro-
portional assemblage of event beds (by number and by thickness) measured in sedimentological profiles within the Santerno River
Valley study area. B) Thickness distribution of event beds (black bars), sandstone portion of event beds (yellow bars), and
mudrock portion of event beds (gray bars) in the Santerno River Valley study area. C) Breakdown of event bed proportions and
bed thickness distributions with each time-space domain. See text for discussion.
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structureless, and laminated sandstone as well as siliciclastic mudrock. Thus, the term 

“turbidite” is used in the sense of Kuenen in Sanders (1965) (p. 217) where the term does 

not imply the sediment support mechanism operating (as defined by Shanmugam, 1996), 

but rather reflects the deposit of a non-cohesive subaqueous flow. Hummocky cross-

stratified sandstone, muddy sandstone, and calcareous mudrock are not found in any 

position in these event beds. Vertical and longitudinal event bed structure across the 

outcrop scale (10 – 1500 m) defines five event bed types recording variations in flow 

velocity steadiness and uniformity as described by Kneller (1995). 

 
 Waning-Accumulative, Waning-Uniform, and Steady-Depletive Event Beds: 

These event bed types have a low facies diversity dominated by thick structureless 

sandstones at the base (51-79%) overlain by thin laminated sandstones near bed tops (10-

26%) and capped by a very thin siliciclastic mudrock veneer (8-21%) (Table 6). Waning-

accumulative event beds are distinguished by an erosional lower contact typically defined 

by a thin mudstone intraclast-bearing sandstone layer (2.2%), whereas waning-uniform 

event beds have evidence of more moderate erosion at the base. Event beds with 

normally graded vertical profiles and an overall upward decrease in the energy of facies 

record waning flow conditions (Figure 25). Steady event beds have little vertical change 

in facies or grain size (ungraded). Contacts between facies are often sharp and abrupt. 

Some facies, particularly laminated sandstones are often absent or very thin within 

individual beds. The grain size distribution is negatively skewed towards fine to medium 

sand grain sizes. Event beds are dominantly thick, averaging from 0.84 m for steady 

depletive event beds to 1.07 m for waning-accumulative event beds (and may be up to 3.4 
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m). Only 10-26% of event beds are <40 cm thick. Waning-uniform event beds are 

slightly thinner, finer-grained and have thicker laminated sandstone and mudrock 

divisions compared to steady-depletive and waning-uniform beds (Table 6). Uniform 

event beds remain constant in thickness, facies assemblage, and grain size in all 

directions of outcrop correlation. Accumulative event beds increase in thickness, but fine 

and have lower energy facies in both down-flow outcrop correlations and in cross-flow 

correlations. Steady-depletive event beds thin marginally and decrease in grain size 

down-flow, but thin more rapidly in cross-flow correlations. These types are relatively 

uncommon in the study area with waning-accumulative making up (2.5%) of all event 

beds, waning-uniform (6.4%), and steady-depletive (5.2%) (Figure 26). 

 Waning-accumulative and waning-uniform event beds record slightly increasing 

and constant flow velocity across space, respectively, but decreasing velocity through 

time (Kneller, 1995). Steady depletive event beds form under temporally constant flow 

conditions that decrease gradually in down-flow directions, but decrease more rapidly in 

cross-flow directions in Domain 4. Mudstone-intraclast sandstones at the base of waning-

accumulative event beds and increasing down-flow thickness indicate significant flow 

erosion and bypass of the head down-dip with deposition coming mainly from the body. 

Moderate basal erosion and deposition of stratified and structureless sandstone at the 

bases of steady-depletive and waning-uniform event beds indicates deposition from the 

head as well as the body of the flow (Kneller and McCaffrey, 2003). The low abundance 

of laminated sandstone and mudrock at bed tops, abrupt grain size changes at facies 

contacts, and negatively skewed grain size distribution is interpreted to record 
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predominant bypass of the low-density wake. Bypass indicators are more accentuated in 

steady-depletive and waning-accumulative event beds that exhibit lower proportions of 

laminated sandstone and mudrock. Facies and grain size populations absent in up-flow 

sections are often found in down-flow correlations of the same event bed (Figure 25). 

 
 Waning-Depletive Event Beds: Event beds recording deposition from waning-

depletive flows deposit turbidites characterized by a smooth, gradual upward decrease in 

grain-size and energy of sedimentary facies (Figure 25). A thin laminated carbonaceous 

sandstone division (22.5%) usually forms the base and is overlain by a slightly thicker 

siliciclastic mudstone division (68.2%). The general lack of basal stratified or 

structureless sandstone division (<7% of all facies) correlates with a thin event bed 

distribution averaging 0.22 m thick and with only 14% of beds >40 cm thick (Table 6). 

Waning-depletive event beds exhibit minimal erosion (sole marks) at their bed bases, 

gradational contacts between facies, and a normal grain-size distribution centered on a 

coarse siltstone mean. 

 Decreases in thickness, energy of facies, and grain size that occur in down and 

cross-flow directions are usually very small ranging from <10 cm/km (correlation lengths 

up to 120 km for some Domain 1 and 2 thin-beds according to Talling et al., 2007) 

(Figure 28A). In Domain 4, some thick waning-uniform and waning-accumulative event 

beds in the northeast section of the Santerno River Wall more rapidly thin and fine in a 

cross-flow direction to the southwest (~50 cm/km) where they exhibiting a waning-

depletive structure where they have abundant wavy laminated carbonaceous silty 

sandstone facies (Figure 28B). Waning-depletive event beds are the most common type 
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(40.9% by number, 21.7% by thickness) and occur in all time-space domains, but are 

most abundant in Domains 2 and 4 (Figure 26). 

 Temporally and spatially decreasing flow is interpreted to produce thin waning-

depletive event beds recording sedimentation from a subaqueous flow wake. These event 

beds record limited bypass and deposition from increasingly finer and lower velocity 

regions of the wake of low-magnitude flows that have deposited their heads and bodies 

up-dip (Melick, 2002). More rapid cross-flow thickness, facies, and grain size variation in 

waning-depletive event beds in more basin marginal positions of Domain 4 are likely 

produced by more rapid deceleration of flows encountering a lateral basin slope 

(McCaffrey and Kneller, 2001). Rapid flow deceleration, depletion, and collapse due to 

gradient is indicated by the relatively high concentration of wavy-laminated 

carbonaceous silty sandstones in basin margin regions (Figure 28B). 

 
 Waxing-Depletive Event Beds: Turbidites with coarsening upwards grain-size 

profiles (Figure, 25) comprise a mere 1% of all measured event beds in the study area and 

are concentrated in Domains 3 and 4 (Figure 26). Thick beds exhibiting this vertical trend 

coarsen upwards from laminated to structureless sandstones with an abrupt grain-size 

break to mudrocks towards the bed top (Table 6). Thin beds exhibit more symmetrical 

vertical grain size trends from inversely graded bioturbated mudstone to fine ripple 

laminated sandstone and back to normally graded bioturbated mudstone. A diverse 

assemblage of facies, a bimodal grain-size distribution, and wide range of bed thickness 

(both thin and thick-beds) characterize these event bed types. Beds generally thin and fine 

in both down-flow and cross-flow directions. Due to the relatively distal depositional 
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profile location of the study area, beds with upward increasing-to-decreasing grain-size 

profiles likely record sedimentation from waxing to waning hyperpycnal flows generated 

by river floods rather than the passage of turbulent flow surges that usually generate 

simple upward fining motifs (Kneller and McCaffrey, 2003; Mulder et al., 2003). 

 
 Turbidite Event Bed Facies Tracts: Lowe (1982) presented a turbidite facies tract 

model for the down-current assemblage of facies deposited from a fully turbulent 

subaqueous flow (Figure 27A). Apart from waxing-depletive event beds, the vertical 

structure of turbidite event bed types can be placed within this model. On a flat basin 

floor, the event bed structure is mainly a function proximity to the flow source. 

 High energy facies associations and abundant sediment bypass indicators in 

waning-accumulative and steady-depletive event beds record sedimentation from the 

flow head and body in proximal basin floor areas (Figure 27A). The location of 

accumulative and steady flows depends on flow magnitude; high-magnitude flows have 

erosive bases and deposit coarser grain sizes farther down-dip (to the southeast) than low-

magnitude flows. A slightly elevated proportion of fine grained facies and lower bed  

thickness of waning-uniform event beds compared to accumulative and steady flows 

corresponds to partial deposition of the wake and a slightly down-flow position in the 

facies tract. The presence of quasi-uniform flow conditions at the outcrop scale in the 

MAF corresponds to the efficiency of large-volume flows to preserve momentum and 

hold depositional conditions constant over larger distances of the basin floor. Lower 

proportions of laminated sandstones and mudstones in waning-uniform beds correlate to 

down-dip deposition of these facies in waning-depletive event beds that gradually  
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decrease in grain size, energy of facies, and bed thickness as flow velocity depletes across 

space. 

 Cross flow-correlations in Domain 4 documenting more rapid changes from 

waning-depletive thin-beds in the southwest to waning-uniform to waning-accumulative 
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event beds in the northeast (Figure 27B) indicate that sometimes changes in event bed 

structure is unrelated to longitudinal profile position. Instead this turbidite facies tract is 

interpreted to record flow deceleration and depletion onto a lateral paleo-slope, with 

higher energy facies and significant bypass in more axial positions similar to the 

depositional model presented by Kneller and McCaffrey (1999) for fully turbulent flows 

encountering a longitudinal paleo-slope. 

 
Hybrid (Partially Cohesive) Flow Event Beds 
 
 The acceleration matrix cannot be applied when part of the vertical event bed 

profile is occupied by the deposits of a cohesive debris flow (Kneller, 1995) including 

intraclast-bearing and intraclast deficient muddy sandstone and siltstone. Therefore event 

beds containing these facies are classified separately from turbidite event beds. 

Depositional processes forming cohesive event beds in different facies tract models may 

be discerned from two primary attributes. The viscous strength of the debris flow inferred 

from the presence or absence of mudstone intraclasts (Talling et al., 2012; Talling, 2013). 

The rate of debris flow transformation is inferred from the correlation length of the 

muddy sandstone. Since these event beds also contain deposits from low to high density 

turbulent flows, they are often referred to as hybrid event beds containing both turbidite 

and debrite components (Haughton et al., 2009; Talling, 2013). 

 
 Slow-Transformation Hybrid Event Beds: Rather gradual flow transformation is 

recorded in large-magnitude event beds that contain thick muddy sandstone divisions 

with correlation lengths >10 of kilometers and change little in vertical structure or 
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thickness across outcrops. Both high-strength and low-strength hybrid event bed types 

have the same tripartite vertical structure, the primary difference being the type of muddy 

sandstone facies (Figure 25, Table 6). A basal 10-50 cm thick structureless or soft 

sediment deformed sandstone division is overlain by a 30-70 cm thick muddy sandstone 

division deposited by a fine grained debris flow. A sharp, irregular contact with abundant 

soft-sediment deformation features separates the basal structureless and medial muddy 

sandstone division. The muddy sandstone division is abruptly overlain by a third division 

of thin (<30 cm) formset ripple cross-laminated sandstone that grades upwards into a 

normally graded silt-dominated, clay-bearing siliciclastic mudstone. A pebble-cobble 

intraclast-bearing muddy sandstone division records deposition from a relatively high 

viscous strength debris flow whereas an intraclast-deficient muddy sandstone division 

records deposition from a relatively low-strength debris flow (Iverson, 1997; Talling et 

al., 2012). These event beds types are always very thick, averaging 1.07 – 1.16 m. 

 Long-distance correlations of these event beds across the MAF exposure in the 

Romagna Apennines by Amy and Talling (2006), Talling et al. (2004, 2012), and Muzzi 

Magalhaes and Tinterri (2010) documents a distinct relation between event bed vertical 

and longitudinal structure. For high-strength hybrid event beds, the muddy sandstone 

division is present in the most proximal outcrops and probably continues a significant 

distance up-dip (Figure 28A). Vertical structure and thickness of event beds remains 

constant from the proximal to medial basin floor regions where the muddy sandstone and 

basal structureless sandstone divisions pinch out relatively quickly across several 

kilometers and transitions to a thin waning-depletive event bed structure in the distal 
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basin floor. In facies tracts of low-strength hybrid event beds, moderately thick waning-

uniform beds in more proximal basin floor positions pass down-flow into tripartite event 

beds containing an intraclast-deficient muddy sandstone division in medial to distal 

positions 50 km down-flow (Figure 28B). Like high-strength event beds, the basal  
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structureless and muddy sandstone divisions slowly pinch out (across ~10 km) as the bed 

changes to a thin waning-depletive event bed in the very distal basin floor. 

 The origin of slow-transformation hybrid event beds is enigmatic because of their 

frequent occurrence in distal parts of deep-water systems; an environment typically not 

associated with debris-flow deposits. Depositional models explaining their formation 

from longitudinal changes in gradient along a slope to basin profile and gradual 

deceleration along the basin plain are most consistent with observed features in these 

beds in the study area. High-strength event beds are interpreted to record either primary 

debris formation at flow initiation (from a heterogeneous sediment volume such as a 

sandy delta front and muddy prodelta) or from surface flow transformation in the body 

caused by muddy seafloor erosion by the turbulent head on the slope (Haughton et al., 

2003; 2009; Sumner et al., 2009; Talling, 2013). Debris flow formation in this proximal 

region is inferred because intraclast muddy sandstones in high-viscosity event beds 

continue up-dip from the proximal basin floor (Talling et al., 2012). 

 The vertical event bed structure records longitudinal flow segregation associated 

with long flow run-out lengths. The basal sandstone division records rapid deposition 

from the turbulent head (Haughton et al., 2009) or may be formed by late stage settling of 

sand from the muddy sandstone deposited from the freezing of a debris flow head 

(Sumner et al., 2009). Frictional freezing of a debris flow body following the turbulent 

head deposits the muddy sandstone division. The debris flow is likely mobilized to such 

distal positions by to hydroplaning above the dewatering basal sandstone (Haughton et 

al., 2009). The trailing turbulent wake deposits the ripple cross-laminated sandstone to 
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mudstone division and is capable of bypassing the deposited body and head, forming the 

waning-depletive thin bed in the distal basin floor (Figure 28). 

 Low-strength event beds are interpreted to record an elutriation transformation to 

a debris flow occurring within the basin floor. Transformation is caused by gradual 

collapse of the mud-rich wake into the body of a slow-moving flow where gentle 

emplacement prevents entrainment of seawater into the debris flow (Talling et al., 2012). 

The debris flow is often fine grained because coarser particles cannot be supported by the 

low-strength matrix and settle out prior to debris flow freezing, which may explain the 

finer grain-size distribution in these event beds compared to high-strength beds (Table 6). 

Apart from the presence of an intraclast-deficient intermediate muddy sandstone division, 

the vertical structure of the low-strength event bed records a depositional process similar 

to high-strength event beds. The proximal waning-uniform event bed structure likely 

records deposition of the parental, non-cohesive subaqueous flow prior to flow 

transformation, rather than bypass of the debrite across the site from more proximal 

regions (Talling, 2013). 

 The interpretation of flow transformation in these event beds as a product of flow 

deceleration due to intrabasinal topography (e.g. the Coniale anticline) (Type I beds of 

Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri, 2010) is not favored for three reasons. (1) Long distance 

correlations in Lower MAF strata contain slow-transformation event beds interbedded 

with non-cohesive event beds that do not thin onto any intrabasinal topography and show 

facies tracts characteristic of longitudinal flow evolution on a flat basin floor (Talling et 

al., 2012). (2) The presence of significant proportion (4.5% by number, 11.7% by 
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volume) of these event beds in relatively proximal MAF outcrops of the study area 

indicate that for at least some event beds, transformations occurred on the slope or at the 

slope to basin floor transition and not upon the basin floor (Figure 28A). (3) Beds of this 

type in the Domain 1 and 2 outcrops rarely occur with any other indicators of intrabasinal 

topography, such as reflected flows (see below) or rapid bed thinning and pinchouts. 

 
 Rapid-Transformation Hybrid Event Beds: Muddy sandstone facies that have 

short correlation lengths typically <300 m and change rapidly across <100 m to non-

cohesive event bed types are documented from some outcrop correlations. This change 

suggests relatively rapid flow transformation compared to slow-transformation hybrid 

event beds. The vertical and spatial structure of rapid-transformation hybrid event beds is 

distinct from that of slow-transformation event beds (Figure 25) suggesting differences in 

formative process. These event bed types are rare (3.3% by number, 3.6% by volume) 

and are almost exclusive to Domain 4 outcrops (Figure 26). 

 Hybrid event beds with basal angular intraclast-bearing muddy sandstone 

divisions are moderately thick (mean = 0.81 m). The intraclast-bearing muddy sandstone 

division is unusually thin (averaging only 15 cm thick) for this facies that is typically 

thick in other event bed types (average of 41 cm for this facies). This horizon truncates 

vertical burrows and lamina in underlying, finer grained sandstone beds (Table 6). The 

intraclast-bearing muddy sandstone facies sometimes grades laterally into an intraclast-

bearing sandstone or an intraclast-deficient muddy sandstone. The intraclast-bearing 

muddy sandstone division is overlain by a structureless sandstone division. This 

generates a structureless sandstone-muddy sandstone-structureless sandstone “sandwich-
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bed” geometry sensu McCaffrey and Kneller (2001) (Table 6). Some beds are capped by 

a thin, carbonaceous plane-parallel or ripple cross-laminated sandstone and a thin, 

normally graded mudstone cap. Cross-flow outcrop correlations in Domain 4 on the 

Santerno River Wall show that the muddy sandstone division changes to a mudstone 

division and two discrete, but thinner turbidite event beds to the southwest (Figures 25, 

29), while away to the northeast they grade into thick waning-accumulative event beds. 

 While intraclast-bearing muddy sandstone horizons record deposition from a 

high-strength debris flow in this event bed type, multiple interpretations exist behind the 

formative process of these horizons encased in structureless sandstones (Figure 30). Field 

evidence including (1) a rapid change from muddy sandstone to mudstone as sandstone 

beds split towards the slope, (2) lack of association with surrounding deformed beds,(3) 

truncation of sedimentary structures and burrows, and (4) abrupt grain size increase in the 

muddy sandstone division does not support interpretations of: (1) deposition of the 

muddy sandstone by a debris flow sourced from the lateral slope during deposition of a 

high-density siliciclastic turbidity current (McCaffrey and Kneller, 2001), (2) generation 

of floating clasts at a rheological flow interface (Postma et al., 1988), and (3) post-

depositional bed shear from mass-transport emplacement (Butler and McCaffrey, 2010). 

 A process of lateral bed amalgamation (Johansson and Stow, 1995) associated 

with lateral changes in paleo-gradient best explains the features of these hybrid event 

beds (Figure 30). Along the basin axis, erosion by the flow head promotes bed 

amalgamation and deposition of a mud-rich debris flow formed via a surface flow 

transformation (Fischer, 1983). Deposition from the high-density body and low-density  
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wake produce the structureless sandstone and laminated sandstone-mudstone divisions, 

respectively (Figure 29). Flow velocity and turbulent erosive strength decrease up the 

slope as the head and body are restricted to the basin axis. This produces a slope-ward 

change to two non-amalgamated waning-depletive turbidites. The lateral distance over 

which two event beds become non-amalgamated (<100 m) is orders of magnitude smaller 

than down-dip change to non-amalgamated event beds (>10 km) documented by Ricci 

Lucchi and Valmori (1980), and occur in a consistent southwestward direction towards 
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Figure 30. Four ways of producing mudstone intraclast-bearing sandstones horizons seen
in rapid-transformation, high-strength hybrid event beds of the study area. (A) The trig-
gering of a co-genetic debris flow on the local basin flanks that undercuts the ongoing
subaqueous flow in the basin axis producing a sandstone-debrite-sandstone ‘sandwich
bed’ (McCaffrey and Kneller, 2001). (B) Mudstone clasts entrained by up-dip erosion are
lifted to rheological interface between basal sandy debris flow (capable of supporting
large clasts) and overlying high-density turbulent flow (Postma et al., 1988). (C) Post-
depositional bed shear in slump bodies (Butler and McCaffrey, 2010). (D) Sandstone bed
amalgamation by erosion and lateral non-amlagamation towards lateral slopes (Johansson
and Stow, 1996) is best supported by the field evidence ( ).
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the forelimb of the Coniale anticline. Consequently hybrid event beds with indicators of 

rapid-transformation and muddy sandstone divisions indicating high cohesive strength 

are interpreted to be an important indicator of paleo-topography. 

 Rapid-transformation, low-strength hybrid event beds are dominated by intraclast-

deficient muddy sandstone and siltstone and average only 0.36 m thick, which is 

unusually thin for event beds containing a muddy sandstone division (Table 6). The 

vertical bed structure ranges from beds composed of entirely of carbonaceous intraclast-

deficient muddy sandstones to beds containing a thin basal muddy sandstone division 

grading upwards to a thin, carbonaceous ripple cross-laminated sandstone and normally 

graded mudstone cap (Figure 25, Table 6). The grain-size distribution is unimodal and 

centered around a very fine grained sandstone mean (0.08 mm) (Table 6).Cross-flow 

correlations of event beds document that these slope-centered event beds thicken rapidly 

towards the basin axis (to the northeast) and change to steady-depletive event beds that 

then thin to waning-accumulative event beds farther towards the basin axis (Figure 29). 

 This hybrid event bed is interpreted to be related to flow deceleration as it 

encounters a lateral slope rather than longitudinal flow run-out. Deceleration promotes 

collapse and transformation to a thin, intraclast deficient debris flow (Muzzi Magalhaes 

and Tinterri, 2010; Kane and Pontén, 2012). The fine grain-size, normal grain-size 

distribution, thin-bedded nature, and abundance of carbonaceous material in muddy 

sandstone (Table 6) imply that transformation occurs from the flow wake and not the 

body as in slow-transformation hybrid event beds. This is consistent with turbidite facies 

tracts onto lateral paleo-slopes in Figure 27B that document that flow wakes are more  
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easily able to travel up slopes compared to high-density flow bodies and heads. The 

change to steady-depletive and waning-accumulative event bed structure in more axial 

positions indicates deposition from head and body of a large-magnitude flow (Figure 31). 

The position of the thick steady-depletive event bed likely records the significant gradient 

change at the base of slope, reproduced in numerical models of subaqueous flows by 

Kneller (1995). The change in slope likely causes rapid flow deceleration and freezing of 

the flow body and head, as well as down-slope remobilization of sand deposited in a 

gravitationally unstable slope position (McCaffrey and Kneller, 2001). 
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Reflected Flow Event Beds 
 
 The vertical structure of event beds recording combined or discretely different 

flow directions cannot be explained by facies tracts of unidirectional turbidite or hybrid 

event beds (Remacha et al., 2005). Multiple flow directions within the same event bed 

can be inferred from two features; (1) hummocky cross-stratified sandstone facies at 

sandstone bed tops and (2) bed-top ripple cross-laminated sandstones indicating 

systematic (i.e. statistically significant) paleocurrent deviations from bed base sole mark 

paleocurrent indicators. 

 Occurrence of these two features defines two different event bed types in this 

group. Combined flow event beds are composed of a thick basal structureless sandstone 

division transitioning upwards to a plane-parallel cross laminated division that is 

gradationally overlain by a hummocky cross-stratified sandstone bed top with 

subordinate ripple cross-laminations at the event bed top (Figure 25). Over 95% of all 

hummocky-cross stratified sandstones occur in these event beds, making it almost 

exclusive to this event bed type (Table 6). A thick normally graded mudstone commonly 

forms the event bed top (Figure 32). Multi-directional flow event beds have a thick 

space-stratified, structureless, or plane-parallel laminated sandstone basal division that is 

overlain by an overall upwards fining succession of thin ripple cross-laminated sandstone 

and normally graded siliciclastic mudstone couplets. Paleocurrents measured from bed 

top ripple foresets deviate significantly from sole marks at the same bed base. These 

couplets are interpreted to record deposition from progressively smaller flow surges 

deposited from the same sedimentation event over a few hours or days, rather than 
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separate low-magnitude events deposited over much longer time spans because of the (1) 

overall fining upwards structure of couplets common in flow surges (Remacha et al., 

2005), (2) lack of bioturbation at the bases of the ripple cross-laminated sandstone 

beds indicating limited time between couplet deposition, and (3) consistent siliciclastic 

composition of mudstones between thin-bedded sandstones. 

 Both event bed types within this group are usually thick-bedded, although a 

considerable proportion (28%) are <0.4 m thick. Although they are generally sandstone 

dominated (81%, 63% for combined and multi-directional event beds, respectively) the 

average mudstone bed cap thickness (0.18, 0.32 m) is the greatest of any siliciclastic 

event bed type (Table 6). Both thick and thin event beds are commonly overlain by a 

thick (0.5-2 m) mixed-composition mudstone bed (Figure 32). While these event bed 

types are rare in the field area (3.9% by number, 8.2% by thickness), they are most 

frequent in Domain 4 (91% of all measured occurrences). Here, bed-base sole marks have 

a mean vector (M) of 116º that is significant to the 99% confidence level (using the 

Rayleigh test) and have a high vector strength (R) of 0.92 (statistical analysis of Baas, 

2000) (Figure 33). Bed-top ripple cross-laminated sandstones have a mean vector of 92º 

that is also significant to the 99% confidence level demonstrating statistical deviation 

from sole marks. 

 These event beds are interpreted to record flow deflection and reflection of 

Alpine-sourced subaqueous flows off of basin margin or intrabasinal topography 

(Pickering and Hiscott, 1985; Kneller et al., 1991; Remacha et al., 2005) (Figure 33). 

They are equivalent to Type III beds of Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri (2010). The basal  
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sandstone division with paleocurrent indicators aligned parallel to the basin axis exhibit a 

vertical succession of facies deposition from the deflected denser head and body. The 

low-density wake traverses up the lateral paleo-slope and reflects back into the basin axis 

as a series of turbulent bores recorded in the upper divisions of these event beds. 

Combined flow event beds containing hummocky cross-stratified sandstones record 

simultaneous interaction of primary deflected flow and the obliquely-oriented secondary 

reflected flow. Multi-directional event beds record multiple flow directions in the same 
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Figure 33. Process of reflected flow generation creating combined and multidirectional
event beds in strata recording topography on the Coniale anticline. The return of the
reflected flow may be later than the deposition of the head and body, resulting in a multi-
directional event bed where bed base tool marks are oriented along the basin axis and bed
top ripple cross-laminations indicate flow oblique to this direction (3a). Conversely, the
secondary reflected flow may arrive contemporaneously with deposition of the primary
flow resulting in flow interference and hummocky cross-stratification at sandstone bed
tops (3b). M = Mean vector orientation, R = strength of the vector mean, dº0.01 = confi-
dence sector at the 99% level (Baas, 2000).
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event bed resulting from deposition of the secondary flow following deposition of the 

primary flow. 

 Reflected flow event beds are some of the best sedimentological indicators of 

paleo-slope proximity, gradient, length, and orientation. In other ancient deep-water 

basins, reflected flow event beds are nearly always very thick (>1m) because only large-

magnitude flows have sufficient momentum to reach the basin margins and return long 

distances to basin axial positions (Remacha and Fernandez, 2003). While this relationship 

remains true for event beds in Domains 1 (average of 1.1 m thick) and 3 (0.8 m), the 

presence of both thick (72%) and thin (28%) event beds in Domain 4 suggests that both 

large and small-magnitude flows were reflected. The occurrence of thin reflected flow 

event beds in other deep-water systems has only been documented to occur in close 

proximity (within 100’s of meters) a bounding paleo-slope (Pickering and Hilton, 1998; 

Gardner, 2013). Therefore thin reflected flow beds in Domain 4 are interpreted to record 

deposition in close proximity to the paleo-slope along the Coniale anticline forelimb. 

 Flume experiments (Kneller et al., 1991, 1997; Edwards et al., 1994) and 

mathematical models (Kneller and Buckee, 2000) of subaqueous flow interaction with 

topography show that deflected primary flows travel parallel to the basin axis while 

reflected bores always travel perpendicular to the paleo-slope strike, regardless of 

primary flow incidence angle. Therefore paleocurrent trends may be used to deduce 

paleo-slope strike. A basin axis trend of 116º deduced from the mean of sole cast trends is 

sub-parallel to the trend of the Monte Castellaccio thrust strike and inferred paleo-slope 

strike (~130º). The mean paleocurrent direction of bed top ripples is 92º, which is not 
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perpendicular to inferred paleo-slope strike. This discrepancy may reflect that either not 

all ripple-cross laminated sandstones at bed tops record deposition from reflected bores or 

that bores can propagate obliquely to the slope strike in more complex natural systems. 

 
Apennine-Sourced Calcareous Subaqueous Flow Event Beds 
 
 Unidirectional and multi-directional flow types only apply to siliciclastic event 

beds inferred to have an Alpine source. Beds with calcareous sandstone composition have 

been petrographically linked to sedimentation from the southern (main source) and 

western (minor source) Apennine basin margins (Gandolfi et al., 1983; Boccaletti et al., 

2000; Zattin and Zuffa, 2004). These beds are grouped in a single calcareous event bed 

category that make up 10% (9% by thickness) of all event beds measured in the study 

area, but are restricted to occurrences in Domain 1 (43%), 2 (46%), and 3 (29%) (Figure 

26). 

 Event beds composed of calcareous sediments exhibit a spectrum of vertical event 

bed profiles in the study area (Figure 34A). Thin calcareous mudstones (Facies 9A) 

sharply bounded by siliciclastic event beds are the most common at 92% of all calcareous 

beds. Less common (7%) are beds with thin (<10 cm) basal calcareous ripple cross-

laminated sandstones and thicker (>10 cm) calcareous mudstone caps. Very thick beds 

such as the Contessa and Colombine beds with thick basal laminated sandstones and 

calcareous mudstone caps are extremely rare (<1%). This results in an calcareous event 

bed assemblage that is dominated by calcareous mudstones (87%) while the less common 

sandstones are laminated (9.3%) (Table 6). Grain sizes of event beds are normally 

distributed around a siltstone mean and bed thicknesses are very low (mean = 0.23 m) 
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Figure 34. (A) Outcrop examples of the spectrum of Apennine event bed magnitudes. (B) Simplified paleo-geographic map from
Gandolfi et al. (1983) illustrating potential carbonate sediment sources from the western and southern basin margins based on
petrographic analysis of MAF sandstones. (C) Facies tracts of a Colombine bed, thin calcareous sandstone to mudstone beds, and
calcareous mudstone beds show down-flow thinning and fining to the northeast and are interpreted as the product of deposition
from a spectrum of large to very small (and mud-rich) Apennine-sourced subaqueous flows.
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with 10% of beds >40 cm. Paleocurrent indicators in these beds show northeast-directed 

flow (Ricci Lucchi, 1981; Talling et al., 2007). 

 Long-distance correlations beyond the scope of the outcrop study area are 

required to detect subtle lateral and longitudinal changes in event bed structure. Ricci 

Lucchi and Valmori (1980) correlated the Contessa bed and five Colombine beds across 

the MAF outcrop extent (120 km) (Domain 1 and 2) documenting increased bed and 

sandstone thickness to the southeast of the study area (Figure 34C). Talling et al. (2007) 

used similar correlations of thin calcareous ripple-cross laminated sandstone and 

mudstone event beds to show that these event beds also thickened and sandier to the 

southeast (Figure 34C). These authors interpreted calcareous mega-beds and thin beds to 

record deposition from large and small-magnitude subaqueous flows, respectively that 

were sourced from the southern and western Apennine basin margin. No paleocurrent 

indicators exist in calcareous mudstone beds. As illustrated in Chapter 2, microscopic 

fabrics and compositional elements of calcareous mudstone facies are incongruent with a 

hemipelagic suspension settling process (interpretation of most authors) and instead 

suggest a subaqueous flow origin. Gradual bed thickening to the southeast documented 

by Ricci Lucchi and Valmori (1980) and Talling et al. (2007) (Figure 34C) is also more 

parsimonious with a subaqueous flow origin. 

 Microscopic facies to regional event bed scale correlation points towards an 

interpretation of most, if not all, calcareous sediment (with the exception of marlstone 

facies 9B) as the product of a spectrum of large to very small-magnitude, calcareous 

turbidites (Figure 34C). Calcareous mudstones most likely record deposition from highly 
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efficient, mud-rich Apennine-sourced flows, not hemipelagic suspension settling 

although this process cannot be discounted for all occurrences of this facies. The distal 

location of the study area from the southern and western basin margins is reflected in the 

distal signature (i.e. fine grain-size, normal grain size distribution, thin-bedded, mudstone 

dominated) of most calcareous event beds (Table 6). Thus bed thickness may be used to 

infer calcareous event bed magnitude in addition to grain size and facies assemblage. 

 
Mixed-Composition Slurry Flow Event Beds 
 
 Mixed-composition mudstone beds lack characteristics of either siliciclastic 

(Alpine-sourced) or calcareous (Apennine-sourced) event bed types (Figure 25). They are 

restricted in occurrence to Domain 4, where they comprise over 24% of the measured 

thickness (Figure 26). Beds consist of a single division of ungraded mixed-composition 

mudstone facies bracketed by siliciclastic event bed types (Figure 32, Table 6). Unlike 

waning-depletive Siliciclastic and calcareous event beds, many mixed-composition 

mudstone event beds (38%) are >40 cm thick, and beds up to 1 m are not statistical 

outliers (Table 6). Although outcrop correlations of individual beds are nearly 

impossible, there is an apparent relationship between event bed thickness and the 

proximity to the paleo-slope. Basin margin regions closer to the paleo-slope in the 

southwest Santerno River Wall outcrop contain thicker event beds. Mixed-composition 

event beds are always thin and less frequent in basin axis regions to the northeast (Figure 

25). This suggests that most event beds have a slope-centered thick that may remain 

rather constant over 100’s of meters, but rapidly thins and/or pinches towards the basin 
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Figure 35. Schematic diagram illustrating process of sediment remobilization from oversteepened anticline forelimb producing
thick to thin mixed-calcareous event beds recorded in Domain 4 strata. The resultant mixed-composition mudstone has 1) proper-
ties of both siliciclastic and carbonate mudstones due to remobilization and mixing of these two sediment types, 2) is ungraded
due to laminar flow behavior and limited parental flow grain-size diversity, 3) exhibits a slope or base of slope-centered thick bed
(B) and tapers rapidly towards the basin floor (C) due to en masse freezing of a hyperconcentrated flow.
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axis over 1 km away. Much more limited variation in bed thickness occurs in a 

northwest-southeast direction, parallel to the paleo-slope. 

 Mixed-composition mudstone event beds are interpreted to record local 

remobilization of anticline crest marlstones across the forelimb to the northeast and into 

the foredeep basin where mixing occurs with siliciclastic mudstones prior to deposition 

(Figure 35). The deposition of thick beds likely records en-masse freezing of a slurry 

flow rather than deposition from a low-density turbulent flow or hemipelagic suspension 

settling. Muddy sediment remobilization via subaqueous flows in the MAF may be 

similar to that seen in both modern and ancient carbonate slope systems (Cook and Enos, 

1977; Mullins and Cook, 1986; Franseen, 1989; Boggs, 2006; Playton et al., 2010). 

Several lines of inference make local sediment remobilization a likely process in Domain 

4. Methane vents found in the Castelvecchio Marlstones along the structural crest (De 

Jager, 1979) may have been able to destabilize a substrate with a low shear strength 

through either explosive fluid venting or through gas hydrate decomposition and provide 

an initiation mechanism for sediment failures (Conti and Fontana, 2002). Normally this 

process is attributed to very large-magnitude submarine slide (mass-transport) generation 

and emplacement (Paull et al., 1996; Nyman and Nelson. 2011); however, Conti and 

Fontana (2002) hypothesize that in the MAF this process may have been able to produce 

smaller magnitude local debris flows or turbiditic events. Despite this, event beds 

recording low-magnitude remobilization in MAF strata remain largely unrecognized in 

the literature. 
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 In the remobilization process illustrated in Figure 35, failure of a small volume of 

unconsolidated marls at the anticline crest with low shear strength generates a down-

slope moving mass that rapidly expands and entrains water, causing a surface flow 

transformation into a turbulent flow (Fisher, 1983; Playton et al., 2010). Down-slope 

acceleration of the flow creates turbulent energy sufficient to entrain and mix 

unconsolidated siliciclastic mudstones at the tops of siliciclastic event beds that drape the 

slope. Increased flow concentrations produced by flow thinning as the gradient decreased 

towards the basin floor promotes a surface transformation to a laminar debris flow that 

freezes at the base of slope. Deposition results in a slope-centered, wedge-shaped 

mudstone event bed that rapidly thins towards the basin axis, but not parallel to the paleo-

slope strike (Figures 35). This depositional process better explains the event bed facies 

assemblage, thickness, lateral geometry, and abundance on the anticline forelimb in 

Domain 4. Given the tectonic control on this process, deposition of this event bed type 

should be more frequent during periods of hydrocarbon venting associated with active 

thrust propagation that promote a steep anticline forelimb slope. 

 
Relation of Event Beds to Formative Processes 

 
 
 The vertical and longitudinal structure of subaqueous flow event beds in the MAF 

reflects two key governing variables; (1) changes in deposition as a flow gradually 

decelerates longitudinally across a flat basin floor, and (2) changes associated with 

deceleration, reflection, or sourcing from a lateral paleo-slope. Different event bed types 

within facies tracts are principally related to one of these two variables. 
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Event Bed Facies Tracts Produced by Longitudinal Flow Run-Out 
 
 Large-magnitude flows in the MAF exhibit very gradual (over 10’s of kilometers) 

down-flow changes in event bed structure due to longitudinal flow run-out along the flat 

basin floor. Siliciclastic (Alpine-sourced) flows that remain non-cohesive and partially 

turbulent throughout their flow evolution exhibit a turbidite facies tract characterized by 

higher energy facies, coarser grain sizes, and generally thicker event beds in proximal 

areas that very gradually fine, thin, and have lower energy facies in distal areas (Figure 

36). This corresponds with a very gradual change (across >10 km) from waning-

accumulative/steady-depletive event beds in proximal basin-floor regions to uniform-

depletive event beds in medial regions and finally to waning-depletive event beds in 

distal areas. Some waning-accumulative and steady-depletive event beds (20%) in more 

proximal areas are thinner due to bypass of the head and body while down-flow waning-

uniform beds in medial positions are rarely thin (<10%) (Figure 36A). Slow flow 

transformations generate hybrid event beds in facies tracts with thick, coarser zones in 

medial to distal basin floor regions compared to turbidite facies tracts (Figure 36B, C). 

Calcareous mud-rich Apennine-sourced subaqueous flow event beds remain generally 

fine-grained, but gradually decrease in thickness towards distal locations, resulting in a 

thin, mud-rich calcareous event bed distribution in the study area (Figure 36D). 

 
Event Bed Facies Tracts Associated with Lateral Paleo-Gradients 
 
 Event bed structure, grain-size, and thickness change much more rapidly as they 

approach the lateral paleo-slope of the Coniale anticline forelimb in Domain 4. Several 

different lateral facies tracts occur that reflect shape of the paleo-slope. Long, low-angle 
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lateral paleo-slopes facilitate gradual depletion of flows onto the lateral slope resulting in 

a gradual decrease in bed thickness, grain size, and energy of facies from basin axis to 

basin margin regions, but maintenance of non-cohesive event bed structure (Figure 37A). 

This is similar to observed thinning and facies change in small-magnitude event beds 

onto a frontal slope by Sinclair (1994) and Kneller and McCaffrey (1999). Steeper, but 

shorter lateral paleo-slopes promote more abrupt changes in bed structure (Figure 37B 

and C). Thick steady-depletive event beds are deposited adjacent to the paleo-slope that 

rapidly thin and transform to low-strength, rapid-transformation hybrid event beds 

containing intraclast-deficient muddy sandstones onto the paleo-slope. This base of slope 

thickening is common in deposits of large-magnitude flows that, because of greater 

velocities and thicknesses can deposit sand higher on the slope, from where it may be 

remobilized (McCaffrey and Kneller, 2001). Lateral flow facies tracts demonstrate that 

non-cohesive event bed types can also be produced by lateral gradient change and are not 

necessarily diagnostic of profile location on a flat basin floor. For example, a waning-

depletive event bed may record either distal profile location or deposition on a paleo-

slope. Formative processes can only be discerned through the lateral rate of change in bed 

structure; changes in bed structure onto lateral slopes are orders of magnitude faster than 

for changes associated with flow run-out length in the MAF. 

 Much like submarine channels, flow constriction provided by lateral slopes can 

promote the convergence of streamlines, creating accelerative flow conditions in the 

basin axis (Ricci Lucchi, 1985; Kneller, 1995). This is recorded by event beds in basin 

axis regions characterized by higher energy waning-accumulative, steady-depletive, 
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waning-uniform non-cohesive event beds and/or high-strength, rapid-transformation 

event beds that record erosion, event bed amalgamation, and sediment bypass. Therefore, 

rapid cross-flow changes in event bed structure recording heightened flow constriction in 

the basin floor that can be used to predict the degree of longitudinal sediment bypass to 

more distal areas compared to unconfined flows. In this way lateral event bed facies 

tracts may be indicators of the length and structure of the longitudinal facies tract. 

 In addition to decelerating unidirectional Alpine-sourced flows, lateral slopes also 

create several unique event bed types. Non-unidirectional reflected flows record direct 

interaction of flows with lateral paleo-gradients (Figure 37D). Larger magnitude event 

beds that are more likely to produce flow reflections, however lower magnitude event 

beds containing evidence of reflection may be produced immediately adjacent to the 

slope. Mixed-composition mudstone event beds record low-magnitude remobilization 

processes sourced from the lateral slope itself (Figure 37E). The frequency of these event 

beds is related to the frequency of triggering mechanisms and gradient of the paleo-slope. 
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SEDIMENTARY BODIES 
 
 

Introduction 
 
 
 Sedimentary bodies are mappable lithosomes defined primarily by their external 

geometry, but also by the (1) nature of bounding contacts, (2) scale, thickness and lateral 

extent, and (3) internal facies and event bed composition (Miall, 1985; Mutti and 

Normark, 1987; Pickering et al., 1995). They are composed of one or more event bed and 

therefore constitute bedsets in the sense of Campbell (1967). Facies and event bed 

associations are vertical facies successions that record multiple sedimentation events 

reflecting the time-averaged processes operating within the spatial volume of a 

sedimentary body (Clark and Pickering 1996). 

 Sedimentary bodies are the smallest-scale genetic unit that records time-averaged 

conditions of flow confinement, seafloor gradient, and event bed magnitude (Gardner et 

al., 2003). Steeper longitudinal gradients promote accelerated channel confinement by 

increasing flow-velocity (enhancing erosion) and flow lofting (enhancing levee 

construction) (Piper and Normark, 2001). Larger flow magnitudes promote enhanced 

delivery of sediment through channel conduits farther into the basin compared to small 

magnitude flows. Therefore longitudinal gradient and sedimentation event magnitude 

largely control the type and composition of sedimentary body manifested along a 

depositional profile of a deep-water fan system (Mutti and Normark, 1987; Brown et al., 

2000; Gardner and Borer, 2000). Changes in body assemblage and composition through 
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time forms one of the best detectable changes in sedimentary architecture between 

stratigraphic cycles (Mutti, 1985; Gardner et al., 2008). 

 
Definitions and Terminology of Sedimentary Bodies 
 
 Five fundamental body types are recognized in the literature that can be correlated 

to different states flow confinement and gradient (Mutti and Normark, 1987; Shanmugam 

and Moila, 1988; Gardner et al., 2003). (1) Channelforms, (2) wedgeforms, and (3) 

lobeforms record confined, partially confined, and unconfined subaqueous flow 

conditions, respectively (Figure 38). These body types are all genetically related to 

submarine channels that form the principle sediment conduit to most deep-water systems 

(Clark and Pickering, 1996). The suffix “-form” is used to denote a scalar-independent 

inferred body shape that is recognized by other attributes such as its facies and event bed 

association. This is necessary because body shape can be variable reflecting the fact that 

sedimentary architecture is the product of both deposition and preservation. 

 The remaining body types are largely unrelated to subaqueous flow processes. 

Tabular drape bodies (4), with long correlation lengths are composed of thin, mudstone-

dominated event beds recording either very low-magnitude subaqueous flow or non-flow 

depositional processes including hemipelagic sedimentation (Figure 38). Mass-transport 

deposits (5) are irregularly-shaped chaotic bodies that record coherent mass 

remobilization of previously deposited sediment that may or may not be composed of 

other deep-water sedimentary body types. 

 In the lower-middle MAF, the channelized slope and fan portion of the deep-

water systems is not exposed and is buried under the Ligurian Nappe to the northwest. 
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channelform, wedgeform (overbank), and lobeform bodies. Mass-transport deposits (MTDs) are not related to flow confinement
and instead record mass remobilization. (B) Sedimentary body shapes and vertical facies associations from Gardner et al. (2000).
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Repeated large-volume Alpine-sourced flows in the outer fan to basin floor parts of the 

system produced a lobe and drape dominated succession with immense correlation 

lengths. As a result, almost all bodies appear as tabular sheets in outcrop. Changes in 

thickness often can only be documented from long-distance correlations, where thinning 

rates of event beds and bodies is typically very gradual, ranging from 0.3 – 5.6 cm/km in 

depositional dip correlations (NW-SE) to up to 6.9 cm/km in depositional strike 

correlations (SW-NE) (Ricci Lucchi and Valmori, 1980). The presence of subtle paleo-

topography is inferred from slightly accelerated (up to 10 cm/km) but still relatively 

gradual changes in body thickness (Amy and Talling, 2006). 

 
Sedimentary Bodies of the Study Area 

 
 
 The lower to middle MAF in the Santerno River Valley is dominated by tabular 

sheet-like sedimentary bodies composed of on average 12, but sometimes up to 100 event 

beds. Sedimentary body types are classified primarily by facies and event bed 

associations in a vertical profile. The external shape and change in thickness are 

considered secondary criteria because of the tabular nature of most bodies in outcrop. 

Internal bedding geometries including bed amalgamation and terminations also permit 

body delineation and classification. The gradational contacts between most bodies makes 

exact body delineation difficult between different body types and introduces potential 

uncertainty into body analysis, however criteria for bounding surfaces are included in the 

description of each body type to permit reproducibility of the classification. 
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 Using these criteria, seven sedimentary body types are identified in the study area 

(Figure 39). Concave-up channelforms are extremely rare. More abundant tabular 

sandstone packages comprise lobeform bodies are subdivided into three different 

lobeform types defined by facies and event bed associations as well as bed amalgamation 

state. Two thin-bedded body types are delineated by differences in external geometry, 

internal facies associations, and restriction of occurrence to specific time-space domains. 

The Casaglia Monte della Colonna and Visignano slumps constitute prominent, but 

uncommon mass-transport deposit bodies that occur within the study area. 

 
Channelform Bodies 
 
 Channelform bodies have a concave-up shape visible within outcrops and a sharp 

erosional lower contact typically defined by the presence of a 0.1-1 m thick intraclast 

bearing sandstone. There are only two documented occurrences of these body types in the 

field area, one in the Berti Sisto Quarry of Domain 3 and one on the northeastern 

Santerno River Wall in Domain 4. They form relatively shallow features, being only 1-2 

m deep and 26-45 m wide in a cross-flow direction. The fill is dominated by high energy 

facies in thick waning-accumulative or steady-depletive event beds (Figure 39). 

Channelforms are always contained within larger amalgamated tabular bedsets 

comprising lobeform bodies (Figures 40 and 41A). The erosional feature is always filled 

by a single thick event bed so that the successive event bed is not confined by the 

erosional surface (Figure 40) and therefore may be regarded as scours or mega flutes as 

opposed to true channels recording long-lived sediment conduits (Mutti and Normark, 

1987; Morris and Normark, 2000). The concave erosional surfaces are distinct from 
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Figure 39. Sedimentary body types classified in the study area. Facies, event bed types, and event bed thickness data tabulated from measured section data.
Paleo-current measurements are from bed base sole marks (ns) and ripple cross-laminations (nr). R = magnitude of the vector mean. K = vectorial concen-
tration. Facies colors correspond to colors used in Figure 20. Event bed colors correspond to those in Figure 30.
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Figure 40. Poorly exposed channelform body in the Santerno River Wall of Domain 4. Very rare channelforms in the study area
(n=2) are cut-and-fill features where the erosion and subsequent depositional fill are produced by the same subaqueous flow, mak-
ing these features “scours” according to Mutti and Normark (1987). These large scours only occur in larger partially amalgamated
to amalagamated lobeform bodies. See photopanel of Santerno River Wall in Appendix C for location of cross-section.
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tabular erosional amalgamation surfaces that also produce intraclast-bearing sandstone 

horizons. 

 Channelforms embedded within larger amalgamated lobeform bodies are 

interpreted to record flow that is weakly or partially confined by shallow channel walls 

where erosion and subsequent deposition is most commonly produced by the same flow 

(Mutti and Normark, 1987; Gardner et al., 2003). They record the highest degree of flow 

confinement of any body type in the study area promoting sediment bypass to more distal 

areas. In both modern and ancient systems erosional scours of these dimensions are 

common component of amalgamated lobeforms immediately down-dip of the channel-

lobe transition zone on the outer fan (Piper and Normark, 1983; Morris and Normark, 

2000; Kling, 2006). The lack of true channelforms in the study area suggests that the 

channel-lobe transition zone was restricted to the northwest of the Santerno River Valley 

and is currently buried under the Ligurian Nappe. In this way channelforms are 

considered to record the highest time-averaged flow energy of any sedimentary body 

occurring in proximal and axial outer fan sedimentation regions. 

 
Sheet-Like Bodies 
 
 Sheet-like bodies are dominated by thick to thin tabular event beds with long 

lateral and longitudinal correlation lengths typically exceeding outcrop exposure 

dimensions. They comprise a majority (80%) of the body types measured in 

sedimentological profiles in the study area. Unlike channelforms, these bodies rarely 

have sharp contacts and instead have gradational upper and lower contacts. Considerable 

range in the spectrum of facies associations, event bed association, and sandstone bed 
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amalgamation states of sheet-like bodies permits the recognition of four body types that 

are somewhat homologous to sheet bodies of Johnson et al. (2001). Sheets with >50% 

sandstone comprise lobeform bodies. These include (1) sand-dominated amalgamated 

lobeforms, (2) sand-rich partially amalgamated lobeforms, and (3) mud and sand bearing 

non-amalgamated lobeforms. Thin-bedded drapes (4) have < 50% sandstone. 

 
 Lobeform Bodies: Sand-dominated amalgamated lobeforms are the thickest 

lobeform body type (7.2 m average) corresponding to the thickest event bed assemblage 

(averaging 1.0 m thick with 78% of beds >0.4 m thick) (Figure 39). Nearly all beds have 

erosional, but tabular amalgamation surfaces generating sand-on-sand event bed contacts. 

Amalgamation creates the presence of thinner beds in these bodies that are unrelated to 

deposition of thin waning-depletive thin beds. Amalgamation surfaces, sometimes in the 

form of channelforms, undulate laterally across the outcrop scale causing relatively 

variable bed thickness reflecting spatial variation in flow erosion and deposition (Figure 

41A). These bodies are dominated by high energy intraclast-bearing, stratified and 

structureless sandstone facies creating a net sandstone content usually >90%. This is 

correlative with an event bed association dominated by siliciclastic waning-accumulative, 

steady-depletive, and waning-uniform event beds (67%) that record proximal basin floor 

erosion and bypass of finer grain sizes. Cohesive event beds containing muddy 

sandstones are uncommon (15%) except for in Domain 3. Non-siliciclastic (i.e. 

calcareous Apennine-sourced or locally sourced mixed-composition slurry flow event 

beds) are extremely rare (<1%). The upper and lower contacts of these bodies are 

typically sharply delineated by a mudstone-dominated interval >40 cm. 
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Sand-rich partially amalgamated lobeforms have also have a high energy facies 

association dominated by structureless sandstones (51%), but are composed of 80-90% 

sandstones and have more abundant laminated sandstones (17%) compared to 

amalgamated lobeforms (Figure 39). Average body (6.4 m) and event bed thickness (0.76 

m) is lower compared to amalgamated lobeforms corresponding to the increase in

waning-depletive thin-beds (17%). The lower amount of waning-accumulative event beds 

(7.3%) and higher abundance of non-siliciclastic event beds (6%) reflects the lower 

degree of internal bed amalgamation. They have a greater abundance of muddy sandstone 

facies (12%) corresponding to the higher frequency of both rapid and slow-

transformation cohesive event beds. Paleo-current trend clustering measured by mean 

vector magnitude (R) and vectorial concentration (K) is relatively strong for both 

amalgamated (K = 8.415) and partially amalgamated lobeforms (K = 7.773) (Figure 39) 

suggesting that although flows were unconfined to channels, they were still highly 

focused due to the large amount of momentum they still possessed after exiting the 

channel and prior to radiating on the lobe (Selley, 1968). Variable sandstone and 

mudstone bed thicknesses are documented in outcrop by changing degrees of erosional 

amalgamation across the scale of 10-100 m (Figure 41B). These bodies are sharply 

bounded by a >1 m thick mudstone-dominated interval or gradually transition to an 

amalgamated lobeform. 

Mud and sand-bearing non-amalgamated lobeforms are characterized by a few 

thick, sand-rich event beds separated by 0.5-2 m of thin-bedded mudstone-rich event 

beds, but contain 50-80% sandstone facies (Figure 39). Average body (5.1 m) and event 
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bed thickness (0.55 m) are the lowest of any lobeform type. This corresponds with an 

abundance of thin-bedded waning-depletive event beds (30%), and relatively few 

waning-accumulative, steady, depletive, or waning uniform event beds (24%). Both thin 

and thick-beds are generally tabular across outcrop exposures (Figure 41C) although beds 

may gradually taper and thin especially in cross-flow directions in Domain 4. These 

bodies contain 45% of all slow-transformation cohesive event beds containing thick 

muddy sandstone divisions in the study area (compared to 41% for all other lobeform 

bodies combined). A majority (66%) of the reflected flow event beds in lobeform bodies 

occur in these non-amalgamated associations. Paleo-current distributions show relatively 

low, but still well-defined preferential concentration (K = 7.514). Non-siliciclastic event 

beds make up nearly 40% the event bed association. These bodies are gradationally 

bounded by mudstone-dominated bodies or more amalgamated lobeform bodies. 

 
 Thin-Bedded Drapes: These bodies are sheet-like in outcrop, but exhibit a low 

energy facies association (33% sandstone on average) compared to lobeform sheet-like 

bodies. Laminated sandstones are the dominant sandstone facies group comprising basal 

divisions of generally, waning-depletive event beds comprising nearly 50% of all event 

bed types. Calcareous and mixed composition mudstones comprise nearly one quarter of 

all facies which reflects the abundance of non-siliciclastic event beds (35%) (Figure 42). 

Average body thickness (3.6 m) and average event bed thickness is very low (0.28 m) 

with nearly 80% of event beds being <40 cm thick. (Figure 39). Paleo-current 

distributions show the lowest concentration (K = 5.606). Cohesive flow event beds are 

less common (5.5%) whereas reflected flow event beds (5.0%) are more abundant than in 
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lobeforms. These bodies are more tabular in both outcrops and long-distance correlations. 

Event beds change little in thickness except for in cross-flow correlations in Domain 4, 

where thin-beds thin and fine to the southwest on the Santerno River Wall. 

Interpretation of Sheet-Like Bodies: Sheet-like bodies are interpreted to record 

unconfined flow across a spectrum genetically linked facies associations spanning outer 

fan to basin floor regions according to the depositional model of Mutti and Normark 

(1987) for lobe bodies in large-flow systems. The location and spatial extent of facies 

associations reflects either proximal to distal or axial to marginal relationships of basin 

floor lobes relative to the channel-lobe transition zone (Figure 43). In the MAF, the 

depositional regions of these facies associations are considerably elongated because 

confinement of large-volume flows by the lateral basin margins provides sufficient 

confinement to enhance flow uniformity and transmit the sediment load to distal basin 

floor regions (Ricci Lucchi, 1985; Kneller, 1995) (Figure 43B). This creates accelerated 

change in associations in axial to marginal lobe directions (perpendicular to flow 

direction) compared to proximal to distal directions (parallel to flow direction). 

Amalgamated lobeforms with interbedded channelform scours record high time-

averaged energy of sedimentation immediately down-dip of the channel-lobe transition 

zone in axial outer fan sedimentation regions. These sheet like bodies transition in a 

down or cross-flow direction to thinner partially amalgamated lobeforms in the proximal 

basin floor, which in turn transition to even thinner non-amalgamated lobeforms in the 

medial basin floor (Mutti and Ricci Lucchi, 1978; Mutti and Normark, 1987; Johnson et 

al., 2001, Remacha and Fernandez, 2003). Thin-bedded drapes deposit in distal or 
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marginal basin floor sedimentation regions where time-averaged flow energy is low and 

depletive. This longitudinal arrangement of body types, from amalgamated lobeforms to 

thin-bedded drapes reflect time-averaged gradually depletive flow from the channel-lobe 

transition zone to the fan fringe across 10’s of kilometers recorded by (1) decreasing 

energy of facies associations from structureless sandstone-dominated associations to 

siliciclastic and non-siliciclastic mudstone-dominated facies associations , (2) gradual 

change in non-cohesive event bed associations from waning-accumulative and steady-

depletive flow-dominated to waning-depletive, and (3) a decrease in mean event bed and 

elementary body thickness (Figure 43). These depositional patterns are congruent with 

the stacking of multiple similar magnitude event beds exhibiting facies tracts produced by 

non-cohesive flow run-out on a flat basin floor (Figure 36A). The nearly linear 

incremental decrease in paleo-current mean vector magnitude (R) and concentration (K) 

from amalgamated lobeforms to drapes nicely illustrates the effective time-averaged loss 

of flow momentum with distance from the channel-lobe transition and gradual divergence 

of streamlines in the narrow basin (Selley, 1968; Ricci Lucchi, 1985). 

Slow-transformation cohesive event beds are uncommon in amalgamated 

lobeforms but increase in abundance in partially amalgamated and non-amalgamated 

lobeforms and are virtually nonexistent in thin-bedded drapes (Figure 43A). This reflects 

the common proximal to medial basin floor profile position that these event beds most 

commonly occupy in a slow-transformation cohesive facies tract due (Talling, 2013) 

(Figure 33). The abundance of non-siliciclastic including Apennine-sourced calcareous 

event beds and locally-sourced mixed-composition mudstone event are more proliferate 
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Figure 42. Summary of lobeform facies associations recording continuum of lobe axis to
fringe regions. (A) Interpretation of different facies associations to their respective lobe
regions. Thin-bedded drapes are the distal equivalent of lobeform bodies that have
pinched out up-dip. (B) Schematic map view illustration of the spatial extent of these dif-
ferent facies associations.
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in non-amalgamated lobeforms and thin-bedded drapes, reflecting (1) the decrease in the 

preserved frequency of siliciclastic event beds due down-dip pinchouts in lobe fringe 

regions, and (2) increase in non-siliciclastic event bed frequency due to closer proximity 

to their sources at distal locations in the southeast and marginal positions along the 

southwest Apennine orogenic front (Figure 43B). Reflected flow event beds do not show 

a well-defined trend between body types arranged by occurrence from proximal/axial to 

distal/marginal areas. This suggests that they are unrelated to time-averaged longitudinal 

flow run-out processes, but rather record interaction with intrabasinal paleo-slopes. 

Thin-Bedded Wedgeforms 

Thin-bedded bodies with an abundant mixed-composition mudstone component in 

their facies assemblage exhibit distinctly different architecture than thin-bedded drapes 

meriting a separate body classification. These bodies are restricted to occurrence in 

Domain 4 where they comprise nearly 35% of the thickness of measured strata. Although 

they are generally thin-bedded (average 0.34 m), 36% of beds are greater than 40 cm 

thick, despite the fact that these bodies have the highest mudstone proportion (86%) of 

any body type (Figure 39). This corresponds to an event bed association with the highest 

abundance of mixed-composition slurry flow (43%), waning-depletive (50%), and 

reflected flow event beds (3.8%) of any body type. Thin waning-depletive siliciclastic 

event beds commonly pinch out in cross-flow directions particularly to the southwest. 

Wedgeform thin-bedded body geometry is documented from outcrop correlations 

like in Figure 44. A gradual transition occurs from a thick mixed-composition mudstone 

facies association on the southwest edge of the Santerno River Wall to a thin facies 
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Figure 44. Outcrop-scale architecture of a thin-bedded wedgeform dominated by mixed-composition mudstones that collectively
thin relatively rapidly towards basin axis positions in the northeast. Due to the gradational lateral change in facies and the predis-
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association towards the northeast on the Tirli Wall (a distance of ~800 m) and at the 

Santerno River Waterfall produces a wedge-like geometry of this facies association with 

thinning rates on the order of 10 m/km. Not all occurrences of this facies association can 

be shown to have a wedging geometry, but the general lack of mixed-composition 

mudstone beds at the Santerno River Waterfall outcrop suggests that most bodies wedge 

significantly from basin margin to basin axis positions (see sedimentological profile in 

Appendix A). Unlike thin drape bodies, mixed-composition mudstones are on average 

very thick (7.5m), but show a large thickness range (Figure 39) reflecting measurements 

through both thick and thin parts of the wedge. 

 Thin-bedded wedgeforms in the study area are interpreted to record sedimentation 

on a paleo-slope during periods of high gradients that promote (1) abundant deposition of 

mixed-composition slurry flows remobilizing marls from the crestal region to the lateral 

slope and (2) confinement of siliciclastic (Alpine-sourced) subaqueous flows in lobeform 

or thin-bedded drape bodies towards the basin axis (Figure 44). The interpreted processes 

forming these bodies are distinct from flow stripping processes forming other wedge-

shaped deep-water bodies, such as channel levees and slope overbank wedges (Mutti, 

1977). These bodies are analogous to depositional processes in carbonate slope system 

(in this case interfingering with a siliciclastic deep-water system) where high-frequency 

calcareous mud-laden flows deposit wedgeform bodies in the lower slope apron (Playton 

et al., 2010). 
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Mass-Transport Deposits (MTDs) 

In the lower to middle MAF, mass-transport deposits (also called olistostromes) 

form uncommon, but extremely large lithosomes that can be mapped over several 

kilometers and can be up to several hundred meters thick (Lucente and Pini, 2008). They 

are irregularly-shaped with flat basal surfaces and undulating top contacts and internally 

are composed of interbedded deformed sandstone and mudrock (Facies 11A). Mass-

transport deposits are interpreted to record resedimentation by sliding or slumping of 

older deposits due to adjustment of gravitationally unstable slopes produced by (1) active 

rotation of the basin margins by thrust propagation that oversteepens previously stable 

slopes or basin floors to the point of shear failure (Lucente and Pini, 2008) and/or (2) 

destabilization of otherwise stable slopes by paleo-earthquakes and hydrocarbon fluid 

venting processes that decrease the shear strength of sediment (Conti and Fontana, 2002). 

Slides are translated on planar detachment surfaces and show no or little internal 

deformation, whereas slumps rotate on a concave-upwards detachment surface and 

exhibit a wide range of internal deformation structures (Stow, 1990). 

Two MTD bodies interdigitate with deep-water subaqueous flows deposits in the 

MAF of the study area. These include the Casaglia Monte della Colonna and Visignano 

MTDs identified. The internal facies and event bed composition within these bodies lends 

insight into the provenance of the slide mass, i.e. whether remobilization occurred from 

the lateral (southwestern) basin margin formed by the Ligurian Nappe front or from 

intrabasinal highs such as the Coniale Anticline. Folded strata within the deformed MTD 

bodies commonly indicate the direction of slide movement resulting from paleo-slope 
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orientation assuming that they verge downslope, with their axes parallel to paleo-slope 

strike (Jones, 1939; Woodcock, 1979; Naylor, 1981). Rotation of fold hinges, nucleation 

of oblique and downslope folds, and the presence of sheath folds complicate this simple 

model (Lucente and Pini, 2003). Thus, three different paleo-slope computational methods 

have been proposed, with each respective method correlating to the dominant fold type 

present (Bradley and Hanson, 1998). Symmetric fold populations typically have axial 

trends that cluster parallel to paleo-slope strike and the along-slope mean axis method is 

used (Jones, 1939). Asymmetric fold populations have non-planar axial surfaces. 

Depending on the dip of the axial surface, these folds exhibit either Z or S fold 

geometries whose respective axes form two unique populations distributed along a great 

circle and separated by an arc. The arc bisector indicates the paleo-slope dip direction 

using the separation arc method of Hansen (1971). The trend of the long axes of sheath 

fold populations tends to cluster perpendicular to the paleo-slope strike. In this case the 

down-slope mean axis method (Woodcock, 1979) is the most appropriate determiner of 

paleo-slope dip-direction. 

Casaglia Monte della Colonna (Casaglia) MTD: This MTD body is located on the 

hanging-wall of the Monte Castellaccio Thrust and the footwall of the Monte Nero thrust 

to the southeast Lucente and Pini, 2003, 2008, Dykstra, 2005). It occurs in the Bassana 

Member, just below the Nespoli Member containing outcrops of Domain 3 and several 

hundred meters above deposits of Domains 1 and 2 (Figure 6) making it mid-Serravallian 

in emplacement age. The MTD covers 350 km2 and has a maximum thickness of 300 

meters in the southernmost part near Casaglia where contains mainly of large intact 
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blocks of extrabasinal rocks derived from the Ligurian, Subligurian, Tuscan and/or 

Epiligurian successions (De Jager, 1979; Pini and Lucente, 2002). The MTD gradually 

tapers to the northwest and towards the east into the Santerno River Valley study area. 

Near San Pellegrino, its measured thickness is only 40 m thick and tapers to a pinchout 

near the surface trace of the Monte Castellaccio Thrust some 6 km to the northeast. 

In the Santerno River Valley the MTD is composed of a facies and event bed 

association reflecting a mixture of (1) thin-bedded drapes that have a high proportion of 

thin, waning-depletive event beds and (2) a minor proportion of lobeform bodies 

containing thicker steady-depletive and waning-uniform siliciclastic event beds common 

in a basin floor sedimentation region (Figure 46A). The presence of calcareous 

mudstones and a 60 cm thick Colombine-like bed suggest basin floor strata was sourced 

from Mid-Serravallian lower MAF strata such as that found in Domains 1 and 2 

(Lucenete and Pini, 2003). Meso-scale deformation structures include isoclinal 

recumbent and sheath folds (Figure 45A) in the lower 10-20 m of the body transitioning 

upwards to large mudstone injections and normal faults in thick-bedded sandstone beds. 

Lucente and Pini (2003) use fold axis data to infer a northeastward to northward-directed 

slide transport direction, although some fold axes populations suggest that at least part of 

the slide mass was transported to the west. 

The Casaglia MTD is interpreted to record a massive remobilization event of 

previously deposited basin floor strata of the lower MAF that was uplifted and rotated by 

thrust movement on the southwestern basin margin (Lucente and Pini, 2003). Thinning of 

the body onto the crest of the Coniale Anticline record subtle paleo-topography able to 
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Figure 45. Outcrop photos of meso-scale deformation within MTD bodies. (A) Sheath
fold in mudstone from the Casaglia MTD near San Pelligrino. (B) Large isoclinal fold in
the Visignano MTD with axial surface of fold oriented sub-vertical. (C) Block-in-matrix
fabric in the mud-rich Visignano MTD at the Santerno River (D) Drawn tapering boudins
of sandstone embedded in scaly clay fabric in the Visignano MTD outcrop along the
Santerno River. (E) Small-scale displacement fault (dashed red line) in the Visiginano
MTD. (F) Large (>10 m tall) mushroom-shaped mudstone injection (outlined by red
dashed line) at the top of the Visignano MTD.
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deflect and possibly locally contribute to the slide mass. Remobilized basin floor 

sediment with thick siliciclastic event beds indicate that the paleo-high likely did not 

have significant relief to promote the development of a carbonate mud factory and a thick 

hemipelagic mud drape along its crest. 

 
 Visignano MTD: The Visignano MTD forms a southeast trending outcrop belt in 

the footwall of the Monte Castellaccio Thrust fault cross-cutting the axis of the Santerno 

River Valley (Figure 6). In this eastern sector, the MTD defines the base of the Civitella 

Member (Domain 4). It is steeply dipping near its top (45º) and progressively increases in 

dip towards the map trace of the Monte Castellaccio Thrust where its base is in contact 

with the sub-vertically dipping Bassana Member. To the northwest of the Santerno River 

(the western sector), the MTD steeply dips around the northwestward plunging nose of 

the Coniale Anticline before it contacts the Ligurian Nappe front near Castelvecchio 

(Landuzzi, 1994). To the west the basal contact of the MTD lies at the top of the Nespoli 

Member, indicating that the body is younger than Late-Serravallian deposits of Domain 3 

and the Casaglia MTD. 

 A sedimentological profile collected from outcrops along the Santerno River that 

in this sector the body is dominated by (1) extremely thin-bedded (average of 0.14 m), 

mud-rich waning-depletive siliciclastic event beds with normally graded laminated 

sandstones indicating deposition from low-density turbidity currents (62%) and (2) thin, 

highly bioturbated marlstone beds (31%) (Figure 46B). This facies association likely 

record hemipelagite-enriched thin-bedded drape deposition that is nearly identical to 

associations in the Castelvecchio Marls at the anticline crest with which the MTD 
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interfingers. Large marlstones blocks occur in the western sector of the body near 

Castelvecchio, but not in the eastern sector along the Santerno River. These blocks have 

nanoplankton age dates and compositional similarities with the Early Miocene Osteto 

Marls deposited in the shallow-marine slope on top of the Ligurian Nappe over 10 km to 

the southwest (De Jager, 1979; Landuzzi, 1994). 

The Visignano MTD at the Santerno River is characterized by a diverse suite of 

meso-scale deformation structures. Exposed outcrops generally exhibit a block in matrix 

fabric (sensu Pini, 1999) with sandstone blocks being encased in a mudstone matrix 

(Figure 45C). Folds averaging 3-5 m in wavelength and 1-5 m in amplitude exhibit a 

wide range of geometries, but symmetrical isoclinal folds are by far the most common 

(Figure 45B). Limb thinning is common in mudstones forming Class 2 or 3 folds 

(Ramsey, 1967) and often contain drawn tapering sandstone boudins in their limbs 

(Figure 45D). Bed thickness remains more constant in folded sandstone beds (Class 1B 

folds). Normal faulting in more component sandstone beds are commonly associated with 

large mudstone injections up to 20 m in length that create 5-10 m of irregular topographic 

relief at the upper surface of these bodies (Figure 45E and F). 

Seventeen symmetrical fold axes measurements collected from MTD outcrops 

and rotated to paleo-horizontal show no clustering in a sub-horizontal plane, nor do they 

plot along a well-defined great circle in the stereonet of Figure 47A. Therefore both the 

mean axis and separation-arc methods will yield poorly reliable paleo-slope orientations 

(Woodcock, 1979). However, the along-slope mean axis method is most appropriate 

because folds are dominantly symmetrical (Bradley and Hanson, 1998). Using this 
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method fold axes are plotted on a rose diagram in Figure 47B from which a resultant 

mean vector (R) of 129º is computed. This indicates a paleo-slope dip direction of, 219º 

or 039º, the latter of which is most likely because the northeast transport direction is 

common in MAF slump bodies. However, this calculated mean vector fails statistical 

significance tests and therefore the computed paleo-slope dip-direction must be 

considered low confidence (Baas, 2000). 

 Compositional and internal structural evidence supports the hypothesis of Roveri 

et al. (2002) that the MTD is a composite mosaic of multiple slides and not solely 

sourced from the Ligurian Nappe as originally proposed by De Jager (1979) and  
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Landuzzi (1994). The blocks of Osteto Marls may record partial remobilization off of the 

Ligurian Nappe front in the western sector of the body. Conversely the compositional 

similarity of the MTD in the Santerno River Valley to the Castelvecchio Marls favor an 

interpretation of local remobilization of the eastern sector from drapes deposited in a low-

energy environment on the Coniale intrabasinal high (Castelvecchio Marls). Fold axes 

populations are loosely congruent with a northeastward slide motion corresponding to the 

paleo-slope dip direction of the anticline forelimb. This 039º forelimb dip direction is 

congruent with the nearly perpendicular strike direction of the Monte Castellaccio Thrust 

(130º). This field evidence implies that significant emergence of the Coniale Anticline 

from the basin floor occurred following the emplacement of the Casaglia MTD and 

during the deposition of Domains 3 and 4. Relief on the forelimb was significant enough 

to permit large scale destabilization of the Castelvecchio Marl drape at its crest. 

Lobeform Body Complexes 

The arrangement of deep-water sedimentary bodies into a hierarchy of self-similar 

shapes at different spatial-temporal scales is often recognized for both channels (Gardner 

and Borer, 2000; Pyles, 2008) and lobes (Pyles, 2007; Deptuck et al., 2008; Prelat et al., 

2010, Straub and Pyles, 2012). Two scales of lobeform bodies are recognized in the MAF 

within the study area. Individual body types outlined in Figure 39 form 1-30 m thick 

bedsets where component sedimentary attributes (facies, grain size, event bed types, and 

event bed thicknesses) do not modulate significantly in a vertical succession. These 

bedsets constitute elementary bodies that form the smallest scale genetic unit recording 
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time-averaged conditions of flow confinement, seafloor gradient, and event bed 

magnitude (Gardner and Borer, 2000, Deptuck et al., 2008, Prelat et al., 2010). 

 The vertical stacking arrangement of different elementary body types record 

lateral and/or longitudinal shifts in depositional regions of lobe and drape bodies that are 

related to changes in time-averaged flow magnitude and frequency, and gradient 

(Middleton, 1973; Gardner et al., 2003). When the body assemblage is dominated by 

lobeforms, these are referred to as larger-scale lobeform complexes (Deptuck et al., 2008, 

Prelat et al., 2010). In the study area lobeform complexes are defined by a closely-spaced 

stacking of multiple elementary lobeforms and more minor drapes forming 30-70 m thick 

sandstone-dominated successions within individual members of the MAF. Lobeform 

complexes are bracketed by thin-bedded intervals of 5-30 m that form much more time-

significant surfaces of condensed sedimentation than the 1-5 m drapes that typically 

bound elementary lobeforms within complexes. Two types of elementary body stacking 

patterns generating lobeform complexes are identified in this study by systematic vertical 

changes in (1) facies association, (2) event bed association, (3) sandstone bed thickness, 

the (4) the vertical and lateral arrangement/change of elementary bodies. These include 

progradational lobeform complexes (Figure 48A) and aggradational lobeform complexes 

(Figure 48B) using the terminology of Ricci Lucchi and Valmori (1980). 

 
Progradational Lobeform Complexes 
 
 Progradational lobeform complexes are characterized by a gradual upward 

transition from basal thin-bedded drapes to non-amalgamated lobeforms, to partially 

amalgamated or fully amalgamated lobeforms (Figure 48A). This produces a 20-50 m 
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asymmetric upward increasing energy of facies, grain size, and sandstone bed thickness. 

Event bed thickness trends are more variable, but generally thicken upwards. Slow-

transformation cohesive event beds containing thick-muddy sandstone divisions are 

common in the lower parts of the complex where non-amalgamated elementary 

lobeforms occur. The upper amalgamated lobeform is abruptly capped by either a thin 

non-amalgamated lobeform or drape generating an asymmetric vertical trend in 

component sedimentary attributes and a non-Waltherian shift in regions generating a 

surface of non-deposition in the upper part of the complex. Ricci Lucchi and Valmori 

(1980) documented that progradational lobeform complexes have 2D geometries with a 

very low-angle (<0.1º) forward-stepping (multilateral) stacking pattern of siliciclastic 

event beds forming low-angle clinoforms over tens of kilometers (Clark and Pickering, 

1996). These complexes are identified in Domains 1, 2, and 3, but they either do not 

occur, or are poorly expressed in Domain 4. 

 The stacking patterns of sedimentary attributes in progradational lobeforms is 

interpreted to record longitudinal Alpine-sourced submarine fan progradation and frontal 

lobe accretion caused by high-frequency (~20 Ky) cycles of increasing to decreasing 

sedimentation event magnitude and frequency (Ricci Lucchi and Valmori, 1980; Mutti 

and Normark, 1987; Guillocheau et al., 2004). Increasing flow magnitude through time 

causes migration of the channel-lobe transition zone farther basinward resulting in the 

migration of more and more proximal lobeform facies associations over a depositional 

site (Figure 48A). Decreasing event bed magnitude causes a rapid up-dip shift in the 

lobeform depocenter and deposition of a non-material time surface recorded in thin-
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bedded drapes capping the sand-rich progradational phase. Progradational lobeform 

complexes are common features in narrow sub-basins filled by large volume flows 

(Guillocheau et al. 2004). 

Aggradational Lobeform Complexes 

Abrupt vertical changes between spatially non-adjacent elementary lobeform and 

drape bodies generate sharp non-Waltherian contacts characterizing aggradational 

lobeform complexes. In these complexes, a basal, mudstone thin-bedded drape or 

wedgeform is abruptly overlain by a sandstone-rich partially amalgamated or 

amalgamated lobeform which is in turn abruptly capped by a thin-bedded drape or 

wedgeform, generating a sharply defined, but broadly symmetrical cycle in sedimentary 

attributes (Figure 48B). This vertical stacking pattern of elementary bodies corresponds 

to a multi-story stacking of event beds documented in long-distance correlations that have 

unpredictable rates of down-flow thinning in long-distance correlations (Ricci Lucchi and 

Valmori, 1980). These complexes only occur in Domains 3 and 4, where they are far 

more abundant than progradational lobeform complexes. 

In most deep-water systems aggradational lobeform complexes are interpreted to 

form by high-frequency lateral shifts in lobe axes driven by topography created by the 

deposition from the deposition of the previous lobe (Mutti et al., 1978; Normark et al., 

1979; Ricci Lucchi and Valmori, 1980; Hiscott, 1981; Gardner et al., 2003). This process, 

often referred to as compensational stacking, creates non-Waltherian juxtapositions of 

thick-bedded, amalgamated lobeforms forming the axes one lobe on thin-bedded drapes 

forming the margin of the previous lobe (Mutti and Sonnino, 1981) (Figure 48). 
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Compensational stacking is an autogenic process proposed for the production of 

aggradational lobeform complexes, meaning that changes in gradient are produced solely 

by differential deposition within the sedimentary system itself (Gardner et al., 2008). This 

is a very common process in many ancient deep-water systems where the basin is 

significantly larger than subaqueous flow widths and deposited lobe body (Kling, 2006; 

Pyrcz et al., 2005; Straub and Pyles, 2012). The interpretation of compensational stacking 

as the process producing aggradational lobeform complexes is problematic for the MAF 

where large-volume flows that scaled to the basin margin were unlikely to produce 

positive-relief lobate features on the flat basin plain (Ghibaudo, 1981). 

Sedimentary Body Pinchouts onto Lateral Paleo-Slopes 

Evidence from Lower Domain 4 outcrops lends considerable support to the 

plausibility that allogenic changes in lateral paleo-gradient produced by growth of the 

Coniale Anticline may form a predominant control on the lateral shifting of facies 

associations to create the vertical stacking pattern of elementary sedimentary bodies seen 

in aggradational lobeform complexes. Cross-flow (northeast to southwest) correlations in 

lower Domain 4 strata (Figure 49) permit the correlation of aggradational lobeform 

complexes to rather abrupt terminations of strata inferred to be the onlap of the MAF 

deep-water system against the forelimb paleo-slope of the emergent Coniale Anticline 

(Mutti et al., 2002; Tinterri and Muzzi Magalhaes, 2011). Two principal stratal 

termination geometries occur depending on the elementary body type. Thick-bedded 

amalgamated and partially amalgamated lobeforms taper and abruptly terminate to the 

southwest, forming onlap geometries according to nomenclature of Bakke et al. (2013). 
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Thin bedded bodies have sandstone beds that more gradually thin and taper to the 

southwest forming pinchout termination geometries. 

Thick-Bedded Sandstone Lobeform Onlaps: These termination geometries are 

exemplified by the lower two lobeform bodies in Figure 49B. Partially or non-

amalgamated amalgamated lobeforms in more axial positions to the northeast contain 

more abundant waning-accumulative and rapid-transformation high-viscosity event beds 

indicating significant sediment bypass. To the southwest, these lobeform bodies thicken 

and become more amalgamated, often forming a 20-50 m wide zone of amalgamation 

(Figure 49D) with abundant soft-sediment deformation structures. Farther to the 

southwest, beds begin to thin rapidly and become non-amalgamated over 400 m where 

they transition to a poorly exposed non-amalgamated lobeform or thin-bedded drape near 

the onlap point (which is not exposed for the upper body). Waning-depletive and rapid-

transformation, low-viscosity event beds occur at the onlap which are better exposed in 

sandstone bodies lower in the outcrop immediately above the top of the Visignano MTD. 

Successive event bed pinchouts in thick-bedded lobeforms step to the southwest at the 

base of the body before abruptly stepping back to the northeast at the tops of the body. 

These onlapping thick-bedded bodies have lateral thinning rates up to 10 m/km which far 

exceed gradual body thinning rates on the flat basin floor documented by long distance 

correlations in the lower MAF (<0.1 m/km) (Ricci Lucchi and Valmori, 1980). 

Sandstone lobeforms onlaps record periods of large-magnitude sand-rich flows 

with high densities that cannot effectively travel up slopes and instead deposit in 

topographic lows at the base of slope (Bakke et al., 2013). The lateral architectural 
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variation in lobeform bodies results from the stacking of several event beds with low-

strength, rapid-transformation facies tracts shown in Figure 36 that correspond to changes 

in flow conditions with onlap onto a lateral paleo-slope. Repeated deposition of flows 

with these facies tracts generates a bed thickening onlap geometry that is interpreted to 

record time-averaged large-magnitude flow interaction with a high-gradient lateral slope 

(Smith and Joseph, 2004). The zone of bed thickening and amalgamation likely records a 

combination of (1) rapid flow collapse and deposition generating soft-sediment 

deformation structures, (2) remobilization of sandy sediment back down the paleo-slope, 

and (3) the filling of erosional scours created by turbulent subaqueous flows undergoing a 

hydraulic jump at the base of slope (McCaffrey and Kneller, 2001; Smith and Joseph., 

2004).Therefore, the zone of thickening and/or amalgamation can be used to infer that the 

base of slope position was within the outcrop window, close to the crest during the 

deposition of these bodies. Collapse of low-density flow wakes deposits thin waning-

depletive and rapid transformation low viscosity event beds on the slope to the southwest 

which has largely been eroded or covered. 

 
 Thin-Bedded Mudstone-Dominated Pinchouts: Sand-dominated amalgamated and 

partially amalgamated lobeform bodies shown in Figure 49A and B are abruptly 

bracketed above and below by thin-bedded intervals. These intervals show a gradual 

transition from thin-bedded drapes or non-amalgamated lobeform facies association in 

the northeast to thin-bedded, mixed-composition mudstone-dominated wedgeforms in the 

southwest. Siliciclastic event beds thin and fine progressively across this distance 

exhibiting a unidirectional non-cohesive flow facies tract onto a lateral slope shown in 
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Figure 32B. Although difficult to correlate over long distances, successive thin waning-

depletive event bed pinchouts generally step towards the slope, or converge together 

slightly in this direction (Figure 49). This creates an advancing pinchout or convergent 

pinchout geometries that also record high paleo-gradients (Bakke et al., 2013). 

 In most ancient deep-water systems exhibiting alternation between thick-bedded 

sandstone and thin-bedded mudstone bodies, the former are interpreted as lobes that 

expand to the basin margins during periods of high-magnitude flow sedimentation, 

whereas the latter record periods of low-magnitude flow sedimentation (Smith and 

Joseph, 2004; Puigdefàbregas et al., 2004; Bakke et al., 2013). Both lobeforms and 

drapes terminate onto a passive paleo-slope where the gradient does not change through 

time by syn-sedimentary structural growth. Several key features make thin-bedded 

pinchouts in Domain 4 unique from thin-bedded pinchouts documented in other basins. If 

thin beds were deposited from low-magnitude flows during times or reduced 

sedimentation intensity, then they should remain universally thin across lateral 

correlations. The presence of significant bed thickening of some siliciclastic event beds 

towards the basin axis in Domain 4 suggests that flows are depletive along a lateral slope 

and that the base of slope must be located farther to the northeast out of the scope of the 

outcrop belt. Mixed composition mudstone facies in the southwest (on the paleo-slope) 

indicate that the carbonate factory at the anticline crest must be active, and lateral 

gradient slopes must be steep and unstable enough to remobilize mudstones off of the 

crest and onto to the lateral slope. Therefore thin-bedded intervals in Domain 4 may 

record increased magnitude and spatial extent of lateral slope gradients relative to thick-
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bedded lobeforms. During the deposition of thin-bedded intervals, lobe bodies may be 

located at the base of slope further to the northeast. 

 
 Body Pinchouts and Aggradational Lobeform Complexes: The vertical succession 

of thick-bedded amalgamated or partially amalgamated lobeforms bracketed abruptly by 

thin-bedded bodies shown in Figure 49 generates an aggradational lobeform complex 

similar to that shown in Figure 48B. These complexes are interpreted to record deposition 

during three distinct phases corresponding to temporal change in lateral slope gradient 

and spatial extent that are schematically illustrated in Figure 49F. 

 In the initial phase a basal thin-bedded wedgeform transitioning northeastward 

towards the basin axis to a thin-bedded drape or depositional lobeform record broad, but 

gentle paleo-gradients that confine high-density flows to the basin axis to the northeast of 

the outcrop exposure where the base of the lateral slope exists. Low-density siliciclastic 

and mixed-composition slurry flow deposition dominates on the lateral slopes during this 

phase. Preferential deposition of thick lobeform bodies within the basin axis equilibrates 

the temporarily static lateral slope paleo-gradient causing the base of slope and lobeform 

axes to rapidly migrate back towards the anticline crest to the southwest. During this 

phase thick-bedded partially amalgamated or amalgamated lobeforms with 

southwestward-stepping basal event bed pinchouts are deposited directly on top of thin-

bedded bodies (Figure 49A). Resumed rotation of the Coniale Anticline forelimb by 

active propagation of the Monte Castellaccio Thrust causes an increase in gradient and 

broadening of the lateral slope that forces the base of slope and lobeform axes to shift 

rapidly to the northeast out of the outcrop exposure area. The result is an abrupt 
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juxtaposition of thin-bedded wedgeform and drape bodies over the top of thick-bedded 

lobeforms. 

 High-frequency changes in the gradient and length of the lateral paleo-slope by 

episodic forelimb rotation and thrust propagation provides an alternative allogenic 

process capable of producing aggradational lobeform complexes in deep-water 

sedimentary body pinchout successions (Gardner, 2013). The presence of thin-bedded 

wedgeform bodies with remobilized mixed-composition mudstones and thickening of 

event beds towards the basin axis in Domain 4 outcrops favor this process as opposed to 

(1) changes in flow magnitude and frequency caused by allogenic sea-level and climate 

fluctuations (Puigdefàbregas et al., 2004; Bakke et al., 2013) or (2) autogenic 

compensational stacking of lobeform bodies due to differential deposition across the 

basin floor (Hiscott, 1981; Deptuck et al., 2008; Straub and Pyles, 2012). The restricted 

occurrence of aggradational lobeform complexes to the Middle MAF of Domains 3 and 4 

is correlative a period when the Coniale Anticline is interpreted to be actively growing 

and segmenting the older foredeep of the lower MAF (Domains 1 and 2) (Lucente and 

Pini, 2008; Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri, 2010). This correlation makes the argument of 

formative process from actively changing intrabasinal gradients compellingly strong. 
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STRATIGRAPHY 
 
 

Introduction 
 
 
 The hierarchy of sedimentary attributes analyzed in previous chapters including 

sedimentary facies, event beds, and sedimentary bodies sum to form stratigraphic 

architecture. Spatial and temporal changes in stratigraphic architecture can be arranged 

into a stratigraphic framework that explains attribute change according to the sum of 

formative processes acting on the deep-water system through time. Both 

lithostratigraphic (Ricci Lucchi, 1969; De Jager, 1979) and chronostratigraphic (Ricci 

Lucchi, 1986; Roveri et al., 2002; Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri, 2010) approaches have 

been used to develop a stratigraphic framework for the Marnoso-areancea Formation (see 

Chapter 1 for review). In these frameworks, only large-scale (100s-1000s of meters) 

lateral and vertical changes in sedimentary architecture are addressed and related to 

variation in relative sea-level governing the flux of both Alpine and Apennine-sourced 

sediment and Apennine orogenesis changing the configuration of the foredeep basin and 

causing the progressive northeastward depocenter migration (Ricci Lucchi, 1986). 

 In this study, smaller-scale, but more detailed stratigraphic frameworks are 

constructed for individual outcrops that relate reservoir-scale modulation (i.e. tens to 

hundreds of meters in scale) in sedimentary attributes to formative process(es). A 

minimum three-fold hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles documents temporal changes in 

stratigraphic architecture while lateral variation in architecture within these cycles is 

related to long-term subaqueous flow deposition within different deep-water 
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sedimentation regions. Spatial and temporal variability documented within and between 

these different outcrops is used to infer changes in formative processes and compare 

these interpretations with those of previous authors. Of specific importance is (1) the 

evaluation of whether syn-sedimentary growth of the Coniale anticline is recorded in the 

middle MAF of the Santerno River Valley and if so, (2) the characterization of different 

scales of sedimentary response to this process. 

 
Deep-Water Stratigraphic Models 
 
 Stratigraphic models predict larger-scale sedimentary architecture from more 

limited data. These models require an understanding of the process-response relationships 

that define change within the sedimentary system. Sedimentary attributes collectively 

define energy phases during a cycle of deep-water deposition. Energy fluctuations may 

be driven by internal processes (autogenic) or external process (allogenic) (Gardner et al., 

(2008). Multiple, often covarying processes may superimpose through time, creating a 

composite response manifested as the stratigraphic succession. 

 The Adjustment-Initiation-Growth-Retreat (AIGR) diachronous stratigraphic 

model (Gardner et al., 2008) was developed from outcrop studies of the Permian Brushy 

Canyon Formation in West Texas. It explains multi-scale spatial and temporal change in 

deep-water sedimentary architecture as a function of two primary allogenic controls on 

sedimentation: (1) The lateral and longitudinal gradients along the slope to basin profile 

control the placement of sedimentation regions. (2) Time-averaged sedimentation event 

magnitude and frequency govern the sediment flux to the basin and affects the lateral and 

longitudinal migration of sedimentation regions generating stratigraphic cycles. In this 
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model longitudinal profile gradient can be changed by deposition or erosion, but tectonic 

adjustment of topography is not considered. Sedimentation event magnitude and 

frequency fluctuates at several scales dictated by the interaction of processes acting in the 

sediment source area such as tectonics, climate, and relative sea-level. Multi-scale 

sedimentary attribute variation is captured by a hierarchical ordering of adjustment, 

initiation, growth, and retreat stratigraphic phases comprising a deep-water depositional 

cycle or episode (Figure 50). These phases record trends in system energy measured from 

sedimentary attributes that may then be related to formative processes. 

 The adjustment phase (A) records a period of basin reorganization that defines the 

initial conditions of profile gradient and topography over which the subsequent deep-

water depositional episode occurs (Figure 50). This phase can be manifested in multiple 

ways such as an unconformable surface, mass-transport deposit or lithological change 

within the succession. The initiation phase (I) records increasing system energy 

characterized by slope bypass and upward increasing sandstone content in lobeforms that 

progressively change upwards to erosional channelforms. The subsequent growth phase 

(G) records the main phase of slope bypass and sedimentation in the most basinward-

located depocenter. The highest system energy is documented in this phase by the 

coarsest grain-sizes, greatest volume of sand, and highest degree of channelization 

extending into the basin floor. Deep-water fan retreat (R) is created by decreasing system 

energy recorded in the fill of submarine canyons and slope channels with finer grained 

sediment and sediment starvation of the lobe-dominated basin floor. 
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Figure 50. Adjustment-Initiation-Growth-Retreat phases of deep-water sedimentation in the allogenic AIGR stratigraphic model
(Gardner et al.,2008). Sedimentary attributes display stratigraphic modulation through four temporal phases. The adjustment
phase (A) defines boundary conditions like gradient, initial topography and sediment transport pathways. The initiation, growth,
and retreat (IGR) phases describe a cycle of increasing to decreasing sedimentary energy trends recorded in facies, grain-size, ero-
sion, body type (specifically channels) and depocenter position.

- Main phase of deep-marine deposition forms offlap and incision
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Definition of Stratigraphic Cycles in the Study Area 
 
 Temporal variation in siliciclastic and non-siliciclastic subaqueous flow 

sedimentation event frequency and/or magnitude produce vertical variations in system 

energy recorded in stratigraphic cycles of the MAF. Temporal phases recording increased 

sedimentation event frequency and/or magnitude (waxing energy) constitute initiation 

phases in the AIGR stratigraphic model (Gardner et al., 2008). In the MAF these are 

typically characterized by an upward (1) increase in the energy of facies, (2) change from 

more distal siliciclastic event bed types in longitudinal flow run-out facies tracts (e.g. 

waning-depletive turbidites, slow-transformation hybrid event beds) to more proximal 

types (e.g. waning-accumulative, steady-depletive turbidites), and (3) transition from 

thin-bedded drapes to more amalgamated lobeform bodies. Periods of prolonged high 

sedimentation intensity form growth phases that are characterized by thick, sand-rich 

amalgamated event beds in lobeform-dominated successions. Decreasing frequency 

and/or magnitude of sedimentation events recorded by decreasing upwards energy of 

facies, event beds, and transition to thin-bedded drapes characterize retreat phases. Due to 

the basin floor position of outcrops, cycle boundaries are most commonly defined by 

minimum energy surfaces in thin-bedded bodies corresponding to the turnaround from 

waning (retreat) to waxing (initiation) system energy. 

 Using these criteria, five relative scales of nested stratigraphic cycle are 

recognized that form a hierarchy of cycle orders and permit same-scale comparison  
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between outcrops. Cycle order is identified primarily by thickness (Table 7). Very low-

order cycles are several hundreds of meters thick and correspond approximately to the 

scale of individual turbidite systems of Roveri et al. (2002) or lithostratigraphic members 

of the MAF. They are commonly bracketed by large MTD bodies. Low-order cycles 

average 105 m thick and are typically bracketed by large thin-bedded intervals forming 

minimum energy cycle boundaries. Intermediate-order cycles average 32 m thick and are 

bracketed by thinner drape bodies. High order cycles average 11 m thick. They often 

exhibit less well defined boundaries (in thin-bedded drapes) and are commonly the scale 

at which lobeform body complexes occur. Extremely limited vertical trends in attributes 

define very high order cycles that may or may contain all three IGR phases. 

 
Deep-Water Sedimentation Regions 
 
 Sedimentation regions are the preservational record of depositional environments 

that describe the lateral and longitudinal variation in sedimentary architecture within a 

stratigraphic cycle. They are defined by their component facies, grain-size, event bed 

types, sedimentary body types, and stratigraphic surfaces. In the MAF study area, 

sedimentation regions are restricted to those characteristic of a lobe dominated succession 
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spanning to the lateral margins of the narrow foredeep basin. Two sedimentation regions 

are recognized in the study area that relate to longitudinal proximity to the main (Alpine) 

subaqueous flow source; proximal basin floor and distal basin floor (Figure 51). Cross-

flow architectural variation within cycles related to changes in paleo-gradient is captured 

in basin axis and basin sedimentation regions (Roveri et al., 2002). 

 Proximal basin floor sedimentation regions record high time-averaged 

sedimentary energy from flows exiting the channel-lobe transition zone (Mutti and 

Normark, 1987; Mutti, 1992). This is reflected in coarser grain-sizes of a sandstone 

dominated succession (Figure 51). Proximal regions have higher energy facies 

associations and more sandstone compared to distal regions. Waning-accumulative, 

steady-depletive, and waning-uniform turbidite event beds are more common in 

amalgamated and partially amalgamated lobeform bodies, while subordinate thin-bedded 

bodies are dominantly drapes. Non-siliciclastic facies and event beds are thinner and less 

abundant in these regions. 

 Proximal sedimentation regions transition gradually down dip to distal basin floor 

sedimentation regions over the course of tens of kilometers in the MAF. These regions 

are characterized by finer grain sizes and lower energy of facies compared to proximal 

basin floor regions (Figure 51). Laminated sandstones in waning-depletive turbidites and 

thick muddy sandstones in slow-transformation hybrid event beds are more abundant in 

these regions (Amy and Talling, 2006). Siliciclastic event beds have thicker mudstone 

caps and are bracketed by thicker, more abundant non-siliciclastic event beds including 

either calcareous or mixed-composition mudstones. These regions are dominated more by 
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Figure 51. Summary of basin floor sedimentation regions and their defining smaller scale sedimentary attributes in the lower-
middle MAF of the Santerno River Valley. Sedimentation regions are defined by their relative proximity to the flow source
(proximal, distal) and by their spatial proximity to the basin margin paleo-slope (basin margin, basin axis). Regions define the
time-averaged values for sedimentation event energy and gradient that control multiple scales of deep-water architecture ranging
from grain size and facies to sedimentary body types and stacking patterns.
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thin-bedded drapes while lobeforms, if present, are predominantly non-amalgamated. The 

gradual down-flow transition from proximal to distal regions reflects the process of 

gradual siliciclastic flow depletion occurring over the run-out length in the flat basin 

floor. As a result, architectural variation within event beds between proximal and distal 

regions reflects down-flow event bed facies tracts of siliciclastic turbidites and slow-

transformation hybrid event beds (Figure 36). Increased abundance and thickness of 

calcareous or mixed-composition event beds in distal regions may be explained by a 

closer proximity to the Apennine flow source and/or a greater tendency for preservation 

of non-siliciclastic event beds because of less erosion by siliciclastic flows. 

 Within narrow, asymmetric foredeep basins architectural variation often occurs 

perpendicular to the basin axis resulting from the presence or lack of lateral slope 

gradients with which flows can interact with during a depositional cycle (Roveri et al., 

2002; Mutti et al., 2003). Basin axis regions are characterized by coarser grained and 

higher energy facies in thick steady-depletive or waning-accumulative turbidite event 

beds. Like proximal regions, amalgamated and partially amalgamated lobeforms are 

common body types while thin-bedded drapes are less common. Reflected flow event 

beds are less common, except in some very thick beds (Remacha and Fernandez, 2003). 

Slow-transformation hybrid event beds are not frequent, but do occur whereas rapid-

transformation hybrid beds are rare. This assemblage of attributes reflects the tendency of 

the high-density heads and bodies of subaqueous flows to be forced into axial regions 

where they deposit, while the low-density wakes are often bypassed to distal 

sedimentation regions (Sinclair, 1994). Since the flat basin axis region may be quite 
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extensive in lateral and longitudinal flow directions, spatial changes in architecture are 

uncommon in large-flow systems and event beds may correlate for long distances with 

little change in thickness or component facies (Ricci Lucchi and Valmori, 1980). 

 Lateral slopes in basin margin regions promote the rapid deceleration and 

deposition of flows in these regions. Consequently, the transition from axial to marginal 

regions creates more rapid changes in event bed thickness and facies exhibited in facies 

tracts reflecting flow interaction with lateral slopes (Figure 37).Abundant, thin waning-

depletive event beds recording flow deceleration onto the lateral slope contain finer grain 

sizes and lower energy facies assemblages (e.g., laminated sandstones, siliciclastic 

mudrocks). The presence of the lateral slope produces unique event beds not found in 

axial regions. Rapid-transformation hybrid event beds record bed amalgamation towards 

the basin axis and collapse of decelerating low-density flow wakes onto lateral slopes. 

Frequent flow reflection and deflection results in an elevated proportion of both thick and 

thin reflected flow event bed types. Mixed-composition mudstones recording small-

magnitude slope mudstone remobilization processes are most abundant in basin margin 

regions (Figure 35). These event beds stack in thin-bedded drape pinchouts and thick-

bedded lobeform onlaps that exhibit more rapid lateral variation in architecture than their 

basin floor counterparts. 

 
Stratigraphic Analysis of Time-Space Domains in the Study Area 

 
 
 This study uses much smaller-scale stratigraphic modulation of sedimentary 

attributes arranged in a hierarchy of AIGR cycles to (1) address some inferences of the 
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previous stratigraphic framework of the MAF in the Santerno River Valley, and (2) 

extract process/response relationships between sedimentary architecture and topography 

created by structural growth of the Coniale anticline. Due to limited outcrop exposure, 

analysis by the different time-space domains is necessary to characterize high-resolution 

variability in sedimentary attributes generating stratigraphic cyclicity. Architecture is 

interpreted in the context of formative processes and change in those processes through 

time in each domain. Finally, attribute comparison between domains is used to 

reconstruct the paleo-geographic evolution of the basin surrounding the Coniale anticline 

and fluctuation in sediment supply during deposition of strata in these domains. 

 
Domains 1 and 2 
 
 Domain 1 outcrops are constituted by the Albignano Roadcut and the Coniale 

Cliff, the latter of which exposes a ~250 m thick succession of strata surrounding the 

Contessa bed (Figure 53). The Albignano Roadcut is located 1.5 km to the southeast of 

the Coniale Cliff outcrop on the southeastern side of the Santerno River Valley. 

According to Mutti et al. (2002), the Albignano Roadcut occurs stratigraphically below 

the Contessa Bed, and above the Acquadalto MTD 200 m below. Since no event bed 

correlation could be found with the Coniale Cliff composite sedimentological profile, the 

top of the Albignano Roadcut sedimentological profile is inferred to tie to  <10 m below 

the base of the Coniale Cliff measured profile, forming a composite profile of Domain 1 

(Figure 54). Lateral architectural variation is assessed by detailed photopanel mapping of 

the Coniale Cliff since limited lateral outcrop exposure exists in the Albignano Roadcut. 
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Figure 52. Summary comparison of variation in sedimentary attributes defining sedimen-
tary architecture of each time-space domain in the study area.
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Description: A relatively low diversity of attributes characterizes the stratigraphic 

succession of domains 1 and 2 (Figure 52). Nine sedimentary facies (4A, 4B, 5A, 5B, 6A, 

6B, 8C, 8D, and 9A) comprise 97% of the measured strata in six event bed types that 

make up 98% of all event beds. Domain 1 strata is sand-rich with 62% sandstone and 

38% mudstone facies in thin to thick non-amalgamated beds. While waning-depletive 

turbidites are most common siliciclastic event bed type (26%), waning-uniform (12.1%) 

and steady-depletive turbidites (6.1%) are moderately common as are slow-

transformation event beds (8.6%). Reflected flow and rapid-transformation hybrid event 

beds are extremely rare (<2%). Thin calcareous mudstones (23%) forming Apennine 

subaqueous flow event beds (43%) commonly separate siliciclastic event beds. Event bed 

thickness averages 39 cm, but is bimodally distributed between thinner calcareous event 

beds (averaging 25 cm) and thicker siliciclastic (50 cm) event beds. Tabular non-

amalgamated lobeforms and drapes comprise 90% of the body assemblage, with partially 

amalgamated lobeforms forming the other 10%. 

Figure 53 shows that there is almost no change in facies or event bed thickness 

across outcrop exposures spanning >300 m. Very few (n=6) lateral pinchouts or 

amalgamations of beds are mapped in the 80 m thick by 325 m wide succession as 

bedding remains remarkably tabular. Even most thin, waning-depletive event beds can be 

traced across the cliff face and correlated between sections. No convergent bed 

thickening or thinning patterns in facies or sedimentary bodies exists in a northeast or 

southwest direction along the outcrop and between correlated sections (see cross-sections 

in Figure 54). The body assemblage is characterized by a monotonous repetition of thin- 
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Figure 53. (A) Non-interpreted photopanel of depositional strike exposure of Domain 1 strata at the Coniale Cliff on the Santerno River. Extremely tabular bedding character is common to this domain. Light gray
layers are calcareous mudstone facies capping darker gray siliciclastic mudstone and sandstones in event beds.
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Figure 53 (continued). (B) Interpreted photopanel of mapped facies and sedimentary bodies at
the Coniale Cliff. Extremely tabular bedding character is common to this domain. Red stars
denote the only documented variations in facies or bedding change (by erosional amalgamation)
along the cliff face. Sedimentary bodies show a rather monotonous repetition between non-
amalagamated lobeforms and thin-bedded drapes, although there is minimal difference in the
facies and event bed composition between these body types. Progradational lobeform complex-
es are rare and isolated in monotonous basin floor assemblage.
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bedded drapes and depositional lobeforms, with a few partially amalgamated lobeforms. 

Thin-bedded bodies are difficult to delineate from non-amalgamated lobeforms as there 

seems to be a repetitive and nearly even distribution of siliciclastic event bed thicknesses 

throughout the succession. In the Coniale Cliff, two progradational lobeform complexes 

are identified in the otherwise unorganized stratigraphic succession. 

 The stratigraphic framework of Domain 1 can be described by an upwards 

increasing energy trend from a low-order initiation phase in the Albignano Roadcut to a 

growth phase in the Coniale Cliff (Figure 55). Higher system energy in the Coniale Cliff 

outcrop compared to the Albignano Roadcut is inferred from (1) the greater abundance of 

high-energy facies groups 1-4 (32% in Coniale Cliff compared to 30% in Albignano 

Roadcut), (2) a higher proportion of steady-depletive and waning-uniform turbidites 
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Figure 55. Temporal variation in grouped sedimentary facies, grain size, event bed types, bed thickness, and sedimentary bodies
arranged by interpreted high-order cycles in a composite section of Domain 1 strata from the Albignano Roadcut (lower section)
to the Coniale Cliff (upper section). PL = Progradational lobeform, CB = Contessa Bed, CI = interval correlated to Domain 2.
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(20% compared to 12%), (3) slightly greater average (but more variable) siliciclastic 

event bed thickness (37 cm compared to 36 cm), and (3) a higher proportion of partially 

amalgamated lobeforms (15% compared to 3%) and lower proportion of thin-bedded 

drapes (34% compared to 42%). The initiation phase contains more muddy sandstone 

facies in slow-transformation hybrid event beds (12%). 

 Stratigraphic modulation of sedimentary attributes is extremely minimal for 

intermediate and high-order cycles making cycle definition at this order difficult and 

somewhat subjective (Figure 55). Facies, event bed types, and sedimentary body 

assemblages show unorganized change between cycles of this scale. Apart from one 

minor increase in sandstone facies and bed thickness in the high-order growth phase 

(IGG) of the Albignano Roadcut, vertical changes in facies, event beds, bed thickness, 

and sedimentary bodies between high-order cycles is virtually non-existent. Cycle 

attribute change is slightly better expressed in the low-order growth phase where the 

presence of progradational lobeforms in the Coniale Cliff is documented by asymmetric 

upward increases in energy of facies and bed thickness of high-order cycles (Figure 55). 

 
 Correlation of Domain 1 and 2 Strata: The interval between the Contessa bed and 

Colombine 5 marker bed are correlated from the Coniale Cliff (domain 1) on the 

hanging-wall of the Monte Castellaccio thrust fault to the most spatially adjacent 

exposures of genetically equivalent strata on the footwall 21 km to the southeast (domain 

2). The stratigraphic cross-section in Figure 56 correlates a high-order cycle within an 

intermediate order retreat phase in a down-dip direction between these domains. The 

cross-section shows that there is a systematic net decrease in grain size and energy of 
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facies within all high-order phases from domain 1 to 2. Mudstone becomes more 

abundant in siliciclastic event beds in domain 2, particularly above thick sandstone beds. 

Nearly all steady-depletive and waning-uniform turbidites in domain 1 can be correlated 

across the thrust fault and change to waning-depletive turbidites in domain 2. Muddy 

sandstones in slow-transformation event beds also increase in this direction, suggesting 

significant bypass or transformation occurred in some subaqueous flows between these 

two domains. Calcareous mudstones become more abundant and beds thicken into 

domain 2 indicating depletion in the opposite direction for these subaqueous flows 

(Figure 56). 

 Patterns of down-dip change in sedimentary attributes within high-order phases of 

the correlated interval are consistent with deposition in initiation, growth, and retreat 

phases of sedimentation. In the high-order initiation phase, mean grain size and bed 

thickness drop considerably from domain 1 to domain 2 as many thick turbidite event 

beds reach their depositional limit and pinchout or thin significantly down-dip into 

domain 2 (Figure 56). This corresponds to a decrease in net sandstone down-dip from 

64% in domain 1 to 36% in domain 2. In the high-order growth phase, grain size 

decreases, but mean bed thickness actually increases from domain 1 to 2 probably 

reflecting the pinchout of thin waning-depletive turbidites up-dip. Thick beds have a high 

degree of continuity causing a reduced loss in sandstone percentage of this phase (62-

48%) and minimal change in phase thickness over this distance. Thus the growth phase 

records the highest system energy of the intermediate order cycle because flows are able 

to transmit the greatest grain size and volume of sediment to the more distal reaches of 
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Figure 56. Depositional strike correlation of intermediate-order retreat cycle in Domain 1 across the Coniale Anticline to outcrops
in Domain 2. Correlated interval is between the Contessa bed and the Colombine 5 marker bed of Ricci Lucchi and Valmori
(1980). Sections and event bed correlation modified from Amy and Talling (2006). This correlation suggest that Domain 1 and 2
strata were deposited prior to propagation of the Coniale anticline. See Figure 6 for map location of cross-section.
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the basin. Like the initiation phase, the high-order retreat phase shows drastic decreases 

in grain size, energy of facies, and stratigraphic cycle thickness from domain 1 to 2. It 

contains the thickest, most mud-rich drape body at its upper boundary in all of domain 1, 

suggesting that it may constitute an intermediate order cycle boundary between low-order 

growth and retreat phases (Figure 55). 

 
 Interpretation: Sedimentary attributes within stratigraphic energy cycles of 

Domains 1 and 2 reflect sedimentation on a flat basin floor prior to any major topography 

produced by the Coniale anticline (a characteristic of inner stage sedimentation according 

to Ricci Lucchi, 1986). Tabular waning-depletive event beds with long correlation 

lengths across the Monte Castellaccio thrust fault (Figure 56) support this interpretation. 

The fine grain size and abundance of slow-transformation event beds throughout the 

stratigraphic succession is consistent with the basin floor profile position (Mutti, 1992; 

Talling, 2013). The general lack of high-frequency cycles in lobeform complexes is 

common to many ancient basin floor depositional environments (Mutti and Normark, 

1987; Remacha and Fernandez, 2003). Isolated progradational lobeforms may record 

brief periods of increased sedimentation event magnitude, but based on their isolated 

occurrence, likely do not represent major incursions of the outer fan into the basin floor 

strata of domain 1. 

 Sedimentological and stratigraphic data from this study suggests that both the 

Albignano Roadcut and Coniale Cliff outcrops form one continuous stratigraphic 

succession recording flat basin floor activity prior to any uplift of the Coniale anticline 

contrary to Mutti et al. (2002) and Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri (2010) who suggest 
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topographic relief on the Coniale anticline affected deposition in the Albignano Roadcut. 

Changes in sedimentary architecture in the correlation of strata across the structure in 

from domain 2 (upper Coniale Cliff) to domain 1 are consistent with gradual down-flow 

depletion as a result of longitudinal flow-run out on a flat basin floor in both siliciclastic 

and calcareous event beds (facies tract models in Figure 36) and not the result of flow 

interaction with paleo-gradient. The decrease in slow-transformation hybrid event beds 

from the Albignano Roadcut to Coniale Cliff outcrop can better be explained by the 

change in sedimentation event frequency and magnitude from low-order initiation to 

growth phases. Initiation phases usually contain more debrites in hybrid event beds as 

system energy increases (Kling, 2006; Gardner et al., 2008). This flat basin floor 

interpretation is consistent with the lack of reflected flow event beds and rapid-

transformation hybrid event throughout the stratigraphic succession. 

 The minimal change in sedimentary attributes between intermediate and high-

order stratigraphic cycles in the vertical succession of Domain 1 is interpreted to reflect 

(1) the lack of syn-sedimentary growth of intrabasinal topography and (2) the temporal 

duration and magnitude at which processes controlling sedimentation event magnitude 

fluctuate. The repetition of the same grain-sizes, facies, event bed types with 

approximately the same range of thickness, and sedimentary body types throughout the 

140 m of measured strata is remarkably consistent. Only moderate changes in attributes 

occur at the low-order cycle scale (i.e. between the Albignano Roadcut and Coniale Cliff 

outcrops). Since it is unlikely that changing intrabasinal paleo-gradients affected 

stratigraphic architecture at the scale described here, low-order changes in sedimentation 
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event magnitude and frequency are likely the cause of sediment source processes, such as 

relative sea-level change, tectonics, and climate. It appears that these processes are 

generally ineffective at creating large, high-frequency longitudinal shifts between 

proximal and distal sedimentation regions that could produce well-defined high-order 

cyclicity in the basin floor of this deep-water system. These processes are only 

moderately effective at producing low-order cycles with very subtle trends in system 

energy. When these processes operate in isolation to affect temporal changes in 

architecture, the result is a monotonous axial basin floor succession with low sedimentary 

attribute diversity and only weakly expressed large-scale stratigraphic trends in attributes. 

 
Domain 3 
 
 Outcrops of Domain 3 are contained within the Late Serravallian Nespoli Member 

of the MAF and outcrop best in isolated quarries in the hills east of Firenzuola. This 

sand-rich member corresponds to the Monte Coloreto Member of De Jager (1979) and 

the Firenzuola turbidite system of Roveri et al. (2002). Outcrops of Domain 3 examined 

in the Berti Sisto Quarry lie ~1000 m above the outcrops of Domain 1 in the Premilcuore 

Member and some context of the upwards transition between these domains is needed to 

frame high-resolution stratigraphic architecture in Domain 3. 

 
 Stratigraphic Succession from Domain 1 to Domain 3: Above the exposure of 

Domain 1 in the Premilcuore Member at the Coniale Cliff, beds begin to show a very 

gradual upward thinning and fining trend into the Galeata Member and finally to the 

Collina Member over a vertical distance of approximately 800 m (Figure 57). In the 
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Collina Member, siliciclastic beds are very thin and contain very fine laminated 

sandstone divisions with abundant calcareous mudstones and bioturbation. They are 

interbedded with more frequent calcareous event beds forming a mud-rich interval 

recording relatively low-energy (condensed) sedimentation. This upward fining and 

thinning siliciclastic event bed trend is interpreted by Ricci Lucchi (1986) to record a 

decrease in Alpine sediment supply triggered by a eustatic sea-level. Tinterri and Muzzi 

Magalhaes (2011) interpret the decrease in bed thickness to be caused by significant 

uplift of the Coniale paleo-high. The emergence of this paleo-high corresponds with a 

drastic increase in reflected flow event beds they identify in this interval (their unit IV). 

 The Casaglia MTD above the Collina Member contains remobilized axial basin 

floor strata and is interpreted to record basin reorganization due to the presence of 

topographic relief on the Coniale anticline (see Chapter 4). This reorganization 

transforms the previously flat foredeep into an inner wedge-top basin and a new outer 

foredeep basin (Lucente, 2004). Consequently the MTD constitutes a major adjustment 

phase boundary between the lower and middle MAF according to the AIGR model 

(Gardner et al., 2008). Siliciclastic event beds in the upper Bassana Member above the 

MTD exhibit an upward thickening and coarsening trend heralding the initiation phase of 

deep-water sedimentation in the inner wedge-top basin on the hanging-wall of the Monte 

Castellaccio thrust fault (Figure 57). The Nespoli Member overlies the Bassana Member 

and contains the highest sandstone composition. This member constitutes the growth 

phase of wedge-top basin sedimentation. Thick-beds of the Nespoli Member rapidly thin 

and fine upwards to their upper tectonic contact with the Ligurian Nappe in the west and 
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the Casaglia MTD. See geologic map in Appendix G for photopanel location.
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Visignano MTD in the northeast (De Jager, 1979), forming a retreat phase of deep-water 

sedimentation in the wedge-top basin. 

Description of Domain 3 Strata at the Berti Sisto Quarry: A ~100 m thick outcrop 

of the Nespoli Member is fully exposed in the Berti Sisto quarry. It is sandstone 

dominated (83%) with structureless sandstone accounting for 44% of all measured facies 

(Figure 52). Like domain 1, it contains a fairly low diversity of facies and event beds, but 

it contains much greater proportions of waning-accumulative (2%), steady-depletive 

(12%), and waning-uniform (15%) event beds creating a greater average bed thickness of 

0.55 m compared to Domain 1. Slow-transformation hybrid event bed types are relatively 

common (16%) regardless of stratigraphic phase, while reflected flow beds and rapid-

transformation event beds are rare (1%). Calcareous mudstones in Apennine-sourced 

turbidites are frequent (29%), but are very thin (19 cm average thickness) and comprise 

just 10% of the total thickness of the succession. The outcrop is dominated by 

amalgamated and partially amalgamated lobeform bodies (70%) while non-amalgamated 

lobeforms and thin-bedded drapes are subordinate. Despite this higher energy association 

of attributes, sandstone grain sizes are not noticeably coarser than any other domain. The 

coarsest 5% measured grain size is fine upper (32 mm), whereas in Domains 1 and 4 the 

coarsest 5% is medium upper (55 mm) and medium lower (35 mm), respectively. 

A high degree of bed tabularity characterizes elementary lobeform and drape 

bodies characterize this outcrop, however within amalgamated and partially amalgamated 

lobeforms, more rapid lateral changes in facies occur at the outcrop scale than in domain 

1. Erosional scouring generates localized channelform scours within amalgamated
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Figure 58. (A) Non-interpreted
photopanel and key outcrop archi-
tectural features of Domain 3 out-
crops in the Berti Sisto Quarry. (1)
Slow-transformation event bed
with thin muddy sandstone divi-
sion near top and abundant soft-
sediment deformation features are
common throughout the succes-
sion. Ripples near siliciclastic bed
tops often show paleo-flow back
to the northeast. (2) Compensa-
tional stacking patterns in tabular
beds of amalgamated lobeforms.
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Figure 63 (continued). (B) Interpreted
photopanel showing the tabular distri-
bution of lithologies in Domain 3
(Nespoli Member). The highly amal-
gamated, and weakly channelized
lobeform bodies are consistent with
deposition in the basin axis of a con-
fined wedge-top basin. Lobeform bod-
ies commonly stack into very thick,
sand-rich amalgamated lobeforms.
Upwards, progradational lobeforms become more common as
the net/gross sandstone ratio decreases corresponding to lower
siliciclastic event bed thickness and higher frequency of calcare-
ous event beds.
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lobeform complexes (Figure 58B). Upon closer inspection, many thick tabular sandstone 

beds are actually formed of multiple amalgamated waning-accumulative and steady-

depletive event beds that compensationally stack at the scale of 10’s to 100’s of meters 

(Figure 58A). Beds within non-amalgamated lobeforms and drape bodies show greater 

lateral continuity in thickness and facies assemblage across the outcrop. 

 The stratigraphic succession is composed of a lower division of sandstone-

dominated amalgamated and partially aggradational lobeforms bracketed abruptly by 

thin-bedded drape bodies forming aggradational lobeform complexes (Figures 58, 59). 

This succession defines the low-order growth phase of outcrop. The maximum growth 

(superposition of low, intermediate and high-order growth phases) occurs in the most 

amalgamated part of the succession where channelform scours are present and thin-

bedded drapes bracketing lobeform complexes are very thin or absent due to erosion 

(Figure 59). Submarine fan growth stages are typically associated with coarser grain sizes 

and have few hybrid event beds containing muddy sandstones (Gardner et al., 2008) 

however grain-sizes and the presence of slow-transformation hybrid event beds remain 

remarkably consistent throughout the succession. Reflected flow event beds, although 

rare, have ripple paleocurrent indicators that display a northeastward reflected flow 

direction (Figure 57A), nearly opposite of southeast-trending basal flute indicators that is 

inferred to be the general siliciclastic flow transport direction (Roveri et al., 2002). 

 In the upper part of the outcrop there is a gradual decrease in high energy 

stratified and structureless sandstone facies groups and a corresponding increase in 

siliciclastic and calcareous mudstone facies (Figures 58B, 59). The number of waning-
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accumulative and steady depletive event beds decreases upwards and are replaced by 

waning-depletive event beds. Amalgamated lobeforms decrease in abundance up section 

while there is a corresponding increase in non-amalgamated lobeforms and drapes. This 

trend in attributes records a decreasing energy trend from the low-order growth phase to 

the retreat phase. Well-defined progradational lobeform complexes are found in this 

upper succession that defines asymmetric intermediate-order cycles composed of high-

order IGR phases. 

 Stratigraphic modulation of attributes in low, intermediate, and high-order cycles 

is greater in domain 3 outcrops compared to domains 1 and 2. This is exemplified by the 

event bed type and thickness trends illustrated in Figure 59 that show very abrupt changes 

in these attributes between high-order phases. Delineation between drape and lobeform 

bodies is easier than in domain 1 since drapes contain predominantly only thin-bedded 

mud-rich waning-depletive and Apennine event beds and are sharply overlain by thick-

bedded lobeforms comprised of only thick-bedded, sandstone-dominated beds. 

 At a regional scale, the spatial distribution of the thick-bedded sandstone-

dominated lithology constituting the Nespoli Member is much more restricted compared 

to Domain 1 strata (Premilcuore Member) that can be correlated for tens of kilometers 

with only minor changes in lithologies. The Nespoli Member thins and fines in a cross-

flow direction across 5 km towards the northeast where it interfingers with Castelvecchio 

Marls at the crest of the Coniale anticline and to the southwest where it interfingers with 

the Osteto Marls at the contact with the Ligurian Nappe front (De Jager, 1979) (Figure 

60). Sand-rich strata of the Nespoli Member thin and fine more gradually in a down-flow  
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Figure 59. Temporal variation in facies event bed types, event bed thickness, and sedimentary bodies within a hierarchy of strati-
graphic cycles in Domain 3 outcrops from the Berti Sisto Quarry. Event bed types commonly associated with flow interaction with
paleo-topography are indicated by the hatched pattern. See text for discussion.
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direction, but still substantially more rapid than in down-flow correlations of Domains 1 

and 2. The depositional termination of this lithostratigraphic unit occurs 12 km to the 

southeast of the Berti Sisto Quarry, near Casaglia where it transitions to a less-

amalgamated, thin-bedded, and more mud-rich lithology like the Premilcuore Member. 

 
 Interpretation of Domain 3 Strata: A high abundance of amalgamated lobeforms 

with subordinate channelform scours in domain 3 overlying the non-amalgamated 

lobeform and drape stratigraphic succession of domain 1 may reflect processes of outer 

fan progradation (Johnson et al., 2001). However, the similarity in grain size between 
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these domains suggests that this high system energy signature is not produced by deep-

water system progradation, but more likely by higher flow constriction state in a narrow 

wedge-top basin (Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinteri, 2010). Heightened flow constriction 

promotes preferential deposition from the high-density head and body of flows and 

bypass of low-density wake, producing a facies association dominated by structureless 

sandstones and an event bed assemblage with a relatively large percentage of thick 

waning-accumulative, steady-depletive, and waning-uniform turbidites in amalgamated 

lobeforms (Mutti et al., 2002). This attribute assemblage is consistent with deposition in a 

basin axis sedimentation region. 

 Basin axis regions exposed in the Berti Sisto Quarry grade laterally to basin 

margin regions on the crest of the Coniale Anticline to the northeast where they are 

replaced by the Castelvecchio Marls. This provides evidence of confinement by elevated 

lateral slopes with hemipelagic drapes that were able to restrict the deep-water system in 

a wedge-top basin several times narrower (~5-10 km) than the foredeep of domains 1 and 

2 (~45-90 km). Reflected flow ripples showing a northeastern-oriented average azimuth 

indicate the potential existence of a subtle northwestward-dipping slope opposite to the 

regional siliciclastic flow dispersal direction. This longitudinal slope may explain the (1) 

very thick siliciclastic sandstone event bed average (0.71m), (2) abundance of thick 

structureless sandstones, (3) ubiquitous nature of slow-transformation, low-strength event 

beds to all stratigraphic cycles, and (4) regional down-flow thinning and fining of the 

Nespoli Member because the presence of this longitudinal gradient likely promoted flow 
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collapse and deposition in the Santerno River Valley. It may explain the limited bypass to 

more distal regions despite the constricted nature of the basin. 

 Stratigraphic modulation of sedimentary attributes in domain 3 is greater than in 

domain 1, but still relatively limited. The stronger high-order fluctuation in facies, event 

bed types, and bed thickness in the low-order growth phase corresponds to the presence 

of aggradational lobeform complexes where rapid, non-waltherian changes in facies 

associations are common. Thick-bedded amalgamated and partially amalgamated 

sandstone bodies comprising intermediate and high-order growth cycles record high-

energy sedimentation in the basin axis. Thin-bedded intervals likely record decreases in 

sedimentation event frequency and magnitude due to the presence of hemipelagic marls 

in thin-bedded intervals of high-order phases GIR and GGI (Figure 59). The 

aggradational body stacking patterns probably do not record lateral shifts in lobe 

depocenters because flows can easily scale to the narrow basin margins (Ghibaudo, 

1981). Rotation of the basin margin limbs more likely produce changes in constriction 

state rather than long-distance lateral migration of basin margins into the outcrop area. 

This may produce high-order cycles where bypass in amalgamated lobeforms of growth 

phases correlate to periods of high basin constriction states and non-amalgamated 

lobeforms and drapes in retreat phases correspond to periods of low basin constriction. 

 Gradual upwards decrease in system energy recorded by low-order stratigraphic 

phases of domain 3 reflect low-frequency decrease in in sedimentation event magnitude 

and frequency caused by allogenic sediment source processes since this scale of 

stratigraphic cyclicity is similar to low-order cycles in domain 1. This process juxtaposes 
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more distal sedimentation regions on top of proximal regions. Alternatively, this response 

may record the onset of northeastward migration of basin margin sedimentation regions 

on top of basin axis regions as the wedge-top basin progressively becomes closed off 

from subaqueous flow sedimentation due to northeastward propagation of the Ligurian 

Nappe (De Jager, 1979). 

 
Domain 4 
 
 Outcrops of domain 4 expose a ~350 m thick succession of the Late Serravallian 

Civitella Member on the footwall of the Monte Castellaccio Thrust. They lie above the 

Visignano MTD making it younger than deposits of domain 3. This strata comprises the 

Paretaio turbidite system of Roveri et al. (2002) and Muzzi Magalhaes and Tinterri 

(2010). Subtle, but significant changes in sedimentary architecture are documented from 

outcrop mapping and sedimentological profile correlation of tabular-bedded strata on the 

northeast-southwest trending Santerno River Wall and northwest-southeast trending Tirli 

Wall (see photopanels in Appendix E). Outcrop measurements are used to construct a 

fence diagram (Figure 61) of connected stratigraphic cross-sections shown with 

significant vertical exaggeration in Figure 63. A composite sedimentological profile of 

domain 4 is made by combining profiles SRW-B and D (Figure 64). 

 
 Description: Domain 4 contains a higher diversity of sedimentary attributes at all 

scales compared to the other domains. The succession contains only 43% sandstone, but 

all sandstone facies groups are present in significant proportions (Figure 52). Mean 

sandstone grain sizes are comparable to all three other domains with the coarsest 5% 
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Figure 61. Fence diagram of stratigraphic cross sections correlating measured sedimentological profiles and inte-
grating mapped facies data from outcrop photopanel maps in Domain 4 (see appendix E). The Santerno River
Wall cross-section exposes a depositional-strike section of strata, the basal part of which contains strata pinching
out onto the top of the Visignano MTD and onto the Coniale forelimb paleo-slope. The Tirli Wall cross-section
is oriented in a depositional-dip direction.
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grain size being lower medium. The calcareous mudstone facies common in other 

domains is replaced in domain 4 strata by mixed-composition mudstones that comprise 

nearly one quarter of the measured thickness. Waning-depletive turbidites (46%) and 

mixed-composition slurry flow event beds (24%) are the most common event bed type, 

but all event bed types are present. Rapid-transformation hybrid (4%) and reflected flow 

event beds (5%) are elevated in proportion relative to other domains. Thin-bedded 

wedgeforms (38%), drapes (21%), and non-amalgamated lobeforms (22%) are the most 

abundant body type, but amalgamated lobeforms (6%) and partially amalgamated 

lobeforms (14%) still form a volumetrically significant part of the stratigraphy. 

 A progressive decrease in the dip of bedding occurs in a sub-vertical section from 

the base of domain 4 outcrops along the southwestern segment of the Santerno River 

Wall (Figure 62). This indicates the presence of growth strata and is corroborated by the 

Santerno River Wall stratigraphic cross-section (Figure 63A) where the fanning geometry 

is reproduced when sections are tied by a top datum on the Montecchio Bed near the top 

of the succession. Strata are much more tabular along the Tirli Wall, but overall there is a 

slight thinning trend to the southeast (Figure 63B).  

 Sedimentary attribute distribution in the stratigraphic succession of domain 4 is 

extremely heterogeneous, but is subtly systematic in both lateral and vertical directions 

and not random as originally hypothesized by Cattaneo and Ricci Lucchi (1995). The 

base of the domain is defined by the Visignano MTD, which represents a major basin 

adjustment phase remobilizing strata off of the anticline forelimb prior to the onset of 

turbidite sedimentation in domain 4 (see Chapter 4). Figure 61 and 62 shows lithologic  
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composition of strata above the Visignano MTD alternate vertically between (1) thick-

bedded, sandstone-dominated tongues, (2) thin-bedded, mudstone-dominated tongues, 

and (3) mixed thick and thin-bedded tongues. Three major sandstone lobeform-

dominated intervals, bracketed by thick drape and wedgeform-dominated intervals form 

three low-order stratigraphic cycles that equate to low order initiation, growth, and retreat 

phases of a complete very low-order cycle in this domain. These phases are defined not 

only from their energy of facies, event bed, and sedimentary body associations, but also 

by their down-dip architectural variation. 
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 The low-order initiation phase (145 m thick) forms a cycle comprised of three 

intermediate-order initiation, growth, and retreat phases. On the Santerno River Wall, the 

intermediate order initiation phase onlaps to the southwest onto the irregular topography 

at the top of the Visignano MTD. This low-order phase contains the highest proportion of 

sandstones or any low-order phase (50%). Basal strata in the lowermost high-order 

initiation cycle are partially exposed at their onlap point with the forelimb paleo-slope 

(SRW-A and B sections) where they contain a very high abundance of carbonaceous 

wavy-laminated sandstones (5%) and muddy sandstones/siltstones (32%) in rapid-

transformation hybrid (46%) and reflected flow (2%) event beds. Paleo-currents are 

variable in direction in this phase. High and very high-order growth phases within the 

low-order initiation phase comprise aggradational lobeform complexes that sometimes 

form mappable sandstone tongues (Figure 61). On the lower Santerno River Wall, 

relatively rapid changes in architecture of these complexes occur in a cross-flow direction 

(northeast-southwest). Lobeform bodies terminate to the southwest forming bed-

thickening onlaps. Thin-bedded intervals form aggradational pinchouts as they transition 

from drapes to wedgeforms to the southwest (Figure 49, 63). In a down-flow direction 

along the Tirli Wall, thick sandstone beds within lobeform complexes typically thin and 

become more non-amalgamated, while grain-size decreases in event beds (Figure 64). 

Some basal lobeforms appear to reach their termination point along the Tirli Wall. Thin-

bedded intervals change less in this direction, but there is a very gradual transition from 

siliciclastic mudstones to mixed-composition mudstones in thin-bedded bodies. 
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Figure 63. Simplified stratigraphic cross-sections with 10X vertical exaggeration of
domain 4 illustrating extreme variability in style of architectural change in directions (A)
perpendicular to siliciclastic paleoflow direction and inferred paleo-slope strike in the
Santerno River Wall cross-section and (B) parallel to paleoflow direction and inferred
paleo-slope strike in the Tirli Wall cross-section.
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 The low-order growth phase is thinner (104 m thick) and less sandy (43% 

sandstone) than the initiation phase. The lower cycle boundary is defined by a thin-

bedded interval composed dominantly of mudstones in thin-bedded wedgeform and drape 

bodies. Like the initiation phase, the growth phase contains a rapidly alternating 

succession of thick-bedded lobeform and thin-bedded drape/wedgeform bodies that 

create high-frequency cyclicity (10-30 m thick cycles) in sedimentary attributes (Figures 

63, 65). Unlike the initiation phase, stratal termination geometries are not exposed in the 

southwestern Santerno River Wall due to outcrop erosion. However, like the initiation 

phase, rapid cross-flow changes to the southwest including (1) facies and event bed 

thinning, (2) change from non-amalgamated lobeforms to thin-bedded drapes and thin-

bedded wedgeforms (forming bed thickening onlap patterns), and (3) amalgamation of 

beds in lobeform bodies suggest that strata of the growth phase also terminate to the 

southwest. Amalgamated lobeforms are more abundant (11%) than the initiation phase 

(1%). Unlike the initiation phase, sandstone lobeforms either remain constant in thickness 

or thicken slightly, become more sand-rich, and amalgamate (mean grain size increases) 

in down-dip correlations (Figure 64). These attributes indicate high system energy 

causing pronounced sediment bypass indicative of growth phases (Gardner et al., 2008). 

The upper boundary of the low-order growth phase is defined by a very large (30 m 

thick) thin-bedded interval composed of dominantly mixed-composition mudstones and 

contains a high proportion of waning-depletive and reflected flow event beds (Figure 61). 

 A trend of decreasing upwards system energy characterizes the overlying low-

order retreat phase (84 m thick) that contains an intermediate-order cycle of increasing to 
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Figure 64. Systematic down-dip changes in grain
size, facies, and event bed thickness in lobeform
complexes of domain 4 correspond to low-order
initiation, growth, and retreat phases.
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decreasing system energy. High-order cycles in this low-order phase correspond to 

aggradational lobeform complexes bracketed by thin-bedded wedgeform and drape 

bodies (Figure 65). Lobeform bodies are generally less amalgamated (15% amalgamated 

and partially amalgamated lobeforms) than in the low-order initiation (30%) and growth 

phases (19%) with some localized exceptions such as the Montecchio sandstone bed of 

Cattaneo and Ricci Lucchi (1995). Southwestward amalgamation of some thick-beds in 

lobeforms occurs. Conversely, many thin-bedded wedgeforms transition to drapes and 

non-amalgamated lobeforms with thicker siliciclastic beds and fewer mixed-composition 

mudstones to the northeast. These depositional patterns suggest that strata of this phase 

also form pinchout successions to the southeast that are not exposed due to outcrop 

erosion. Down-dip correlations of this phase in the Tirli Wall (utilizing a 

sedimentological profile from Cattaneo and Ricci Lucchi, 1995) show a well-defined, but 

gradual thinning and fining of most siliciclastic event beds in lobeforms and increase in 

mixed-composition mudstones in thin-bedded bodies (Figure 64) recording lower system 

energy and flow depletion compared to the growth phase (Gardner et al., 2008). The low-

order retreat phase is capped by a > 60 m thick succession of very thin-bedded, mudstone 

rich interval that defines a low-order cycle boundary. This interval has the lowest energy 

facies assemblage and is dominated by waning-depletive turbidites, thin reflected flow 

event beds, and thick mixed-composition mudstone event beds. 

 Stratigraphic modulation of sedimentary attributes in low, intermediate, and high-

order cycles is greatly accentuated in domain 4. Low-order phases of initiation, growth, 

and retreat have generally the same assemblage of facies, event beds, and sedimentary 
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bodies (Figure 65). The low-order initiation and retreat phases have elevated proportions 

of muddy sandstones corresponding to greater abundances of slow-transformation event 

beds. Intermediate and high-order stratigraphic cycles also exhibit rapid vertical changes 

in attributes corresponding to the existence of aggradational lobeforms in all low-order 

phases. This results in rapid vertical modulation of attributes between high-order 

stratigraphic phases. High-order growth phases consistently have higher energy facies 

assemblages, more waning-accumulative, steady-depletive, and waning uniform 

turbidites, and are lobeform dominated. Retreat phases contain more siliciclastic and 

mixed composition mudstones in waning-depletive, reflected flow, and rapid-

transformation event beds. The repeated occurrence of high-order cycles with major 

changes in attributes record frequent and rapid non-Waltherian shifts of sedimentary 

body facies associations through time. The multilateral stacking pattern of beds within 

aggradational lobeform complexes suggests that region migrations are primarily lateral, 

not longitudinal. 

Total event bed thickness shows more limited vertical trends by high-order 

stratigraphic phase and when plotted as a 5-bed running average (Figure 65). When bed 

thickness trends are separated by composition (siliciclastic and non-siliciclastic), 

increasing siliciclastic bed thickness trends become more apparent in initiation phases 

while retreat phases exhibit irregular, but overall upward bed thinning trends. Growth 

phases generally have higher siliciclastic event bed thickness, but erosional 

amalgamation and bypass can disrupt this trend (phase GGG for example). Mixed-

composition slurry flow event beds are more abundant in high-order initiation and retreat 
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Figure 65. Stratigraphic cycle hierarchy defined by modulation in sedimentary attributes recording lateral and longitudinal shifts in sedimentation regions. Rapid vertical changes in facies, event bed types, event bed thickness,
and sedimentary body types occur between intermediate and high-order cycles that are greater than in domains 1, 2, and 3. This corresponds to the presence of pinchout successions where lobeform bodies migrate rapidly
towards and then away from the paleo-slope during alternating periods of active forelimb rotation (presumably from thrust fault propagation) and static forelimb gradients where preferential deposition in the basin axis can equil-
ibrate the lateral slope gradient. Frequent flow deceleration and interaction with lateral slope paleo-gradients is recorded by the (1) presence of hummocky cross-stratified sandstone and wavy-laminated carbonaceous sandstone,
(2) high proportion of waning-depletive turbidites, rapid-transformation hybrid event beds, and reflected flow event beds, and (3) presence of thin-bedded wedgeforms and lobeforms in pinchout successions. Very high order
stratigraphic cycles reflect the stacking of elementary bodies into aggradational lobeform complexes. Refer to Figure 63 for explanation of facies, event bed, and sedimentary body colors.
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phases. The thick nature of some mixed-composition event beds creates a thicker total 

event bed assemblage in initiation and retreat phases, making them barely distinguishable 

from growth phases in running averages of total bed thickness (Figure 65). 

 
 Interpretation: Several lines of evidence in domain 4 strata point towards 

subaqueous flow deposition in the inner margin region of a foredeep basin during periods 

of active uplift of the Coniale anticline. The presence of growth strata in the footwall 

syncline of the Monte Castellaccio thrust produces a wedge-like geometry that is typical 

of strata deposited during detachment fold (Poblet et al., 1997; Bonini, 2006) and trishear 

fault-propagation fold formation (Allmendinger, 1998). The high proportion of thin 

waning-depletive turbidites (45%) and rapid-transformation hybrid event beds (4%) 

recorded in strata correspond to the occurrence of event bed facies tracts where 

decreasing flow velocity and erosive power, as well as flow collapse onto a paleo-slope 

control facies and thickness distribution (Figure 37). The consistent southwestward 

direction of thinning, transformation, and bed termination along the Santerno River Wall, 

indicates a northeastward slope dip-direction. This is consistent with directions indicated 

from ripple cross-laminations at the top of abundant reflected flows (Figure 33) and fold 

axes in the MTD (Figure 47) which also indicate paleo-slope dip direction of ~45º. Since 

these directions are congruent the strike of the Monte Castellaccio thrust fault at ~130º, 

the paleo-slope is inferred to be the Coniale anticline forelimb related to the propagation 

of this thrust fault at the front of the Apennine orogenic wedge. 

 Deposition in domain 4 is interpreted to record basin floor subaqueous flow 

deposition coeval with high-frequency episodic paleo-slope rotation caused by the growth 
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of the Coniale anticline forelimb that changes the lateral slope paleo-gradient 

superimposed on a low-frequency increase to decrease in sedimentation event frequency 

and magnitude controlled by allogenic source processes. The low-frequency increasing to 

decreasing energy trend recorded within low-order IGR phases is similar in scale to low-

frequency trends in system energy observed in Domains 1 and 3. This scale of cyclicity 

may be related to low-frequency fluctuations in sedimentation event magnitude and 

frequency that control longitudinal shifts in lobeforms and drapes within proximal and 

distal sedimentation regions. Fluctuating siliciclastic sedimentation event magnitude is 

documented by longitudinal changes in the (1) thickness, (2) grain-size distribution, and 

(3) the amalgamation of state of siliciclastic event beds in lobeform complexes of low-

order phases (Figure 62). The low-order initiation and retreat phases have a larger 

concentration of coarser sandstone facies comprising partially amalgamated lobeform 

bodies in more proximal locations on the Santerno River Wall. The thinning and fining of 

these bodies in down-dip directions records lower system energy where subaqueous 

flows were unable to bypass as much of their coarse sediment load fraction down-dip. 

Conversely, the low-order growth phase contains lobeform bodies that become thicker, 

more sand-rich, and amalgamated in down-dip correlations. This records higher time-

averaged system energy where larger, more frequent flows could bypass much of their 

grain fraction to more distal localities (Gardner et al., 2008). 

 Periodic rotation of the lateral slope provides an effective mechanism to produce 

rapid lateral shifts of basin margin and basin axis sedimentation regions that best explain 

the lateral arrangement of sedimentological attributes and high-frequency vertical 
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alternation between aggradational lobeform complexes and thin-bedded wedgeforms 

(Figure 66). During periods of active forelimb rotation producing high paleo-slope 

gradients, basin margin regions are present in the outcrop area. These regions are 

characterized by thin-bedded intervals (wedgeform bodies) dominated by mixed-

composition mudstones, waning-depletive turbidites, and reflected flow event beds 

recording interaction with the forelimb paleo-slope (Figure 66A). Forelimb rotation shifts 

the basin axis farther to the northeast outside of the outcrop area. Periods of relatively 

inactive thrust propagation and forelimb rotation promote equilibration of slope gradients 

by preferential deposition in the basin axis and the migration of axial regions back to the 

southwest towards the paleo-slope (Figure 66B). This deposits sandy lobeform bodies 

adjacent to the paleo-slope that form bed thickening onlaps at the base of slope and 

rapidly pinchout up onto the slope. 

 More complete exposures of lower domain 4 strata on the Santerno River wall 

show that these high-frequency cycles correspond to alternating thin-bedded and thick-

bedded pinchout successions (Figure 49). Similar intermediate and high-frequency 

cyclicity in aggradational lobeform bodies in the low-order growth and retreat phase 

suggest that similar episodic forelimb rotation processes existed throughout the 

deposition of domain 4, despite the lack of preserved pinchout geometries in the upper 

part of the outcrop. 

 If sedimentation event frequency and magnitude changes little during the span of 

intermediate or high-order cycles, then episodic forelimb rotation may affect the foredeep 

basin width. Assuming that the opposing lateral basin margin (foreland ramp) remains 
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Figure 66. Depositional model of stages of
episodic propagation of the Monte
Castellaccio Thrust fault (MCT) generating
forelimb gradient change on the Coniale
Anticline (CA) that creates high-frequency
stratigraphic cycles in Domain 4. Colors are
facies associations of sedimentary bodies in
Figure 44. Forelimb rotation achieved using
fault propagation fold (Erslev, 1991). See
text for explanation.
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largely static, this process may affect the constriction state of subaqueous flows that are 

potentially able to scale to the basin margins (Figure 66). Periods of growth may narrow 

the basin width resulting in enhanced flow constriction that could promote greater 

siliciclastic sediment bypass to distal sedimentation regions. During periods of limited 

forelimb rotation, expansion of the basin by lobeform aggradation onto the lateral slope 

widens the basin, generating less lateral confinement and consequently less sediment 

bypass to distal areas. 

 The anomalously high-sandstone content at the base of the succession in the low-

order initiation phase (Figure 65) may record enhanced subsidence rates that could focus 

and trap sediment from subaqueous flows in this part of the basin (Cattaneo and Ricci 

Lucchi, 1995). The western sector of the Visignano MTD at the base of domain 4 records 

very high lateral slope paleo-gradients that were unstable enough to generate a large-

volume mass remobilization event (Chapter 4) while mixed-composition slurry flows 

record smaller magnitude sediment mobilizations from a less steep slope. The <10 m 

topographic relief along the irregular top surface of the Visignano MTD likely produced 

seafloor roughness significant enough to promote rapid flow deceleration, collapse, and 

transformation of turbulent flows into debris flows. Smaller-scale topographic relief atop 

the MTD may have acted in tandem with the larger scale forelimb paleo-slope to produce 

the high amount of muddy sandstones in hybrid event beds and siliciclastic mudstones 

documented in the lowermost high-order initiation phase of Domain 4. These patterns are 

common at the tops of MTDs in many deep-water basins (Hadler-Jacobsen et al., 2007; 

Amritrage et al., 2009). 
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 Most authors interpret the architecture of domain 4 to record progradation of the 

outer fan into the area during the onset of outer stage sedimentation (Ricci Lucchi, 1986; 

Roveri et al., 2002; Tinterri and Muzzi Magalhaes, 2010). Basin fragmentation due to 

Monte Castellaccio thrust propagation is supported by sedimentary attributes in domain 4 

documenting (1) the existence of a nearby forelimb paleo-slope, and (2) episodic syn-

sedimentary rotation of this paleo-slope. However, coeval submarine fan progradation 

placing coarser and sandier outer fan deposits in the outcrop area is unlikely because the 

net sandstone composition and overall grain-size distribution is not significantly greater 

than in domains 1 and 2 which are widely agreed to record sedimentation in the basin 

floor (Ricci Lucchi, 1986; Roveri et al., 2002; Amy and Talling, 2006; Muzzi Magalhaes 

and Tinterri, 2010) (Figure 52). Additionally, outer fan regions of large flow systems are 

commonly characterized by asymmetric upwards bed thickening cycles in progradational 

lobeform complexes. These cycles record high-frequency fluctuations in sedimentation 

event magnitude and frequency causing longitudinal migration of sandy lobe bodies in 

this geomorphic position on a deep-water fan (Mutti and Ricci Lucchi, 1978). Instead, 

aggradational lobeform complexes are more common in domain 4 that exhibit attributes 

recording changes in lateral basin slope gradient that laterally shift basin axis and margin 

sedimentation regions and generate high-frequency cyclicity in facies, event beds, and 

bodies. Therefore, the onset of outer stage sedimentation in the Santerno River Valley is 

primarily recorded by dynamic basin fragmentation during the Late Serravallian that 

controls high-frequency spatial and temporal distribution of sedimentary architecture. 

Submarine fan progradation probably did not occur until the Early Tortonian when a 
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significant increase in sand content and well-defined progradational lobeform complexes 

occur in the Castel Del Rio Member several hundred meters up section of domain 4 

outcrops in the Civitella Member (Ricci Lucchi, 1975; 1986). 

 
Stratigraphic Evolution and Basin Morphology 

 
 
 Since autogenic processes (e.g. compensational stacking) are unlikely to be a 

driver on high-frequency sedimentary architecture in this over-supplied deep-water 

system, allogenic processes of basin topography/gradient and sedimentation event 

frequency/magnitude must be the primary drivers on sedimentary architecture and 

stratigraphic cyclicity (Ghibaudo, 1981; Ricci Lucchi, 1985). Stratigraphic analysis of the 

four time-space domains in the MAF of the study area demonstrate that syn-sedimentary 

structural growth has a multi-scale impact on the (1) spatial distribution of sedimentary 

attributes within sedimentation regions that are otherwise controlled by gradual flow 

deceleration during longitudinal flow run-out and (2) temporal distribution of attributes in 

stratigraphic cycles that are otherwise controlled by gradual changes in siliciclastic and 

calcareous sediment supply. By comparison of the sedimentary attribute distribution 

within and between these domains, differences in the assemblage of attributes defining 

sedimentary architecture in AIGR stratigraphic cycles can be related to the presence, lack 

of, or interaction of these allogenic formative processes. These processes and 

sedimentary responses are summarized in the chronostratigraphic diagram of the 

Santerno River Valley study area shown in Figure 67. 
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Sedimentary Attributes and Formative Processes of Time-Space Domains 
 
 
 Domains 1 and 2 contain a low diversity of facies organized into a few event bed 

types (Figure 52). Likewise, the diversity of sedimentary bodies is low and restricted 

mainly to non-amalgamated lobeforms and thin-bedded drapes that alternate regularly in 

a monotonous vertical succession. This produces minimal change between intermediate 

and high-order stratigraphic cycles, with stratigraphic cycle definition at this scale being 

nearly impossible (Figure 67). Attribute variation is moderate between low-order 

initiation, growth, and retreat phases, with event beds becoming slightly more 

amalgamated and net sandstone increasing into growth phases, but grain size remains 

relatively constant. All scales of attributes remain almost perfectly constant across 

outcrop correlations in the Santerno River Valley (Figure 67). Long-distance down-flow 

correlations of strata from domain 1 to domain 2 (21 km) show very gradual, but 

systematic decreases in the energy of facies and thickness of event beds, as well as a 

change from more steady-depletive and waning-uniform event beds to waning-depletive 

and slow-transformation hybrid event beds occur in a down and cross flow directions. 

 These attributes indicate that longitudinal flow run-out on the axis of a flat basin 

floor generating both siliciclastic and calcareous event bed facies tracts (Figure 36) is the 

primary control on spatial variation in stratigraphic architecture (Figure 67) The lack of 

(1) rapid transformation and reflected flow event beds, (2) lack of lateral changes in event 

bed structure, and (3) low diversity of attributes suggest intrabasinal topography on the 

Coniale anticline did not exist at any time during the deposition of domain 1 strata. 

Temporal sedimentary attribute modulation in stratigraphic cycles is controlled 
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Figure 67. Chronostratigraphic diagram of the study area illustrating how interacting and covarying processes of fluctuating siliciclastic sedimentation event magnitude and paleotopography generated from the
episodic growth of the Coniale anticline contribute to generate stratigraphic architecture with nested sedimentary attributes observed in the four time-space domains.
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principally by changes in sedimentation event magnitude and frequency governed by 

allogenic processes at the flow source. This affects the longitudinal transmission distance 

of sediment within event beds through time. The limited change in event bed type and 

thickness between stratigraphic cycles except within long-term low-order cycles suggest 

that modulation of event bed magnitude/frequency by allogenic source processes is 

generally slow and small in magnitude during deposition of the lower-middle MAF. 

 In the hanging-wall of the Monte Castellaccio thrust fault of the Santerno River 

Valley, the upwards transition from domain 1 to 3 is characterized by a large increase in 

energy of facies (sandstone-dominated), event bed diversity and thickness, and bed 

amalgamation in lobeform bodies (Figure 52). Abrupt vertical changes in body types, 

from amalgamated lobeforms to thin-bedded drapes forming aggradational lobeform 

complexes are common, although progradational lobeform complexes occur near the top 

of the succession. Although correlation lengths of attributes are high across large 

outcrops, the correlation length of this lithologic assemblage (the Nespoli Member) is 

relatively low (5-10 km) due to interfingering with marls in lateral directions and 

thinning and fining in longitudinal directions. Attribute change between intermediate and 

high-order stratigraphic cycles is greater than in Domains 1 and 2, but still relatively 

limited in the sandstone-dominated succession. 

 The architecture exhibited in this domain is interpreted to record sedimentation in 

the axis of a wedge-top basin confined by the Coniale anticline paleo-high to the 

northeast and the Ligurian Nappe front to the southwest. Longitudinal and lateral flow 

run-out length is modified by flow confinement from basin topography to produce a 
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sandier, higher-energy attribute assemblage in basin axis sedimentation regions of 

domain 3 compared to domain 1 (Figure 67). Enhanced confinement produces greater 

longitudinal transmission of sand grain-sizes into the outcrop area, but the possible 

existence of a northwestward-dipping slope may promote rapid collapse of flows in the 

basin axis of Domain 3 counteracting the bypass produced by flow confinement. 

Additionally, basin constriction may amplify longitudinal shifts in sedimentation regions 

caused by changes in sedimentation intensity, resulting in stronger attribute change 

between low and high-order cycles of this domain. This may explain the presence of 

progradational lobeforms (produced by longitudinal shifts in lobe facies associations) in 

the upper part of this domain. 

 In the footwall, Late Serravallian deposits of the Civitella Member constituting 

domain 4 form a growth strata wedge that record deposition contemporaneous with active 

uplift of the adjacent Coniale anticline and rotation of its forelimb. The highest diversity 

of facies, event bed types, and sedimentary bodies occur in this domain (Figure 52). 

Aggradational lobeform complexes are formed by lateral migration of lobe axes towards 

and away from the Coniale anticline crest. When lobeforms are restricted to axial 

positions, they are replaced by thin-bedded wedgeforms at the margin (Figure 66). 

Stratigraphic modulation of attributes is strong between intermediate and high-order 

cycles reflecting rapid lateral shifting between basin margin and basin axis sedimentation 

regions in the outcrop (Figure 65). This high-frequency attribute change is superimposed 

on a low-order initiation, growth, and retreat cycle where low-frequency and low-
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magnitude temporal attribute modulation is similar in scale to low-order phases of 

domains 1 and 3. 

 The high diversity of attributes and multi-scale architectural change in different 

stratigraphic cycle orders likely reflects the interaction of covarying allogenic processes 

producing domain 4 architecture (Figure 67). The presence of a lateral slope on the 

forelimb of the Coniale anticline creates a high abundance of (1) cross-flow event bed 

facies tracts recording flow deceleration and transformation onto the lateral slope in both 

thin and thick-bedded intervals (Figure 37), (2) abundant small-magnitude events 

generating mixed-composition mudstones, (3) a high proportion of reflected flow event 

beds, and (4) the presence of a large MTD (Visignano) at the base of the succession.  

 The high-frequency lateral migrations of axial and marginal sedimentation 

regions suggest that forelimb paleo-gradient is dynamic. Forelimb rotation occurring a 

considerable distance (>1 km) to the northeast of the Monte Castellacchio thrust fault 

support a trishear fault-propagation fold (Erslev, 1991) or detachment fold kinematic 

development and not a fault-propagation fold model (Suppe and Medeweff, 1990) where 

forelimb rotation is non-existent. Given the average sediment accumulation rate of 600 

m/Ma for the Serravallian MAF (Argnani and Ricci Lucchi, 2001), and an average 

thickness of 20 m for high order cycles comprising aggradational lobeforms in domain 4, 

the duration of alternating cycles of active and passive paleo-slope is in the range of 

1000-5000 years. Although this is a highly and derivative estimate, this may be the scale 

at which stick and slip phases of motion occur on the Monte Castellaccio thrust fault (and 

possibly other similar faults) in the MAF. 
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 Thrust fault propagation causing forelimb rotation may affect the longitudinal 

transmission of sediment by changing the foredeep basin width. Thin-bedded wedgeform 

bodies in basin margin regions (forming retreat and initiation phases) may not necessarily 

record low system energy (as predicted by AIGR model), but rather record mantling of 

the slope with thin-bedded sandstone and mudstone while coarse grained deposition 

and/or bypass occurs in the confined basin axis (Figure 67). Sediment deceleration and 

flow transformation on the lateral slope is enhanced by the presence of smaller-scale 

topographic irregularities on the top of the Visignano MTD at the base of domain 4. 

Thus, lateral slope gradients create much more rapid lateral and vertical changes in 

architecture of the MAF. Slopes considerably affect correlation lengths and longitudinal 

expressions of down-flow facies tracts controlled by flow run-out in the basin axis. 

 Like the other time-space domains, low-order IGR phases reflect the scale of 

gradual change in sedimentation event magnitude controlled by allogenic source 

processes (Figure 67). At this stratigraphic order, growth-phases have attributes 

consistent with greater sediment bypass to distal areas compared to initiation or retreat 

phases that have more proximal depocenters. The cause of higher-order cyclicity in 

domains 3 and 4 does not record progradation of the outer fan into the area based on the 

lack of (1) grain-size change from domain 1 and (2) progradational lobeform complexes. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 This study contributes to the understanding of deep-water sedimentation in the 

MAF and to the knowledge of deep-water systems interacting with tectonic deformation. 

A large spectrum of sedimentary facies and event beds are identified, some of which have 

not been recognized previously in the literature of the MAF. The first characterization of 

sedimentary bodies and linkage of smaller-scale (<1000 m thick) cycles to formative 

processes is provided. Linkage of architectural variation to processes of gradient change 

from syn-sedimentary growth of the Coniale anticline in this study can be used to amend 

stratigraphic models and aid in prediction of hydrocarbon reservoirs in basins where 

deep-water sedimentation is contemporaneous with structural deformation. 

 
Sedimentary Facies 

 
 
 Sixteen sedimentological profiles totaling 1359 m were measured and tied to 

mapped photopanels documenting high-resolution architecture in outcrops of the 

Marnoso-arenacea Formation. Twenty-two primary sedimentary facies (nine sandstone, 

four muddy sandstone/siltstone, four siliciclastic mudstone, two calcareous mudstone, 

and one mixed calcareous-siliciclastic mudstone) define ten facies groups. Facies record 

deposition from different regions of subaqueous flows derived from multiple sources. 

 Siliciclastic facies deposited from Alpine-sourced flows make up over three-

quarters of measured strata. Thick and coarse-grained stratified and structureless 

sandstones record deposition from high-density flow head and body regions while thinner 

and finer laminated sandstones and siliciclastic mudrocks indicate deposition from low-
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density turbulent wakes. Very thick muddy sandstone beds form by en-masse deposition 

from high-competence cohesive debris flows in the head or body. Hummocky cross-

stratified sandstones, wavy-laminated carbonaceous sandstone, and muddy siltstones 

record combined flow conditions and rapid turbulent wake collapse caused by flow 

interaction with topography. Calcareous mudrocks are too voluminous to record 

deposition solely from hemipelagic suspension settling. Disorganized silt particles, 

fragmented foraminifera tests, and shell fragments in thin section suggest transport in 

turbulent flows sourced from shallow-marine Apennine carbonate systems rather than 

hemipelagic sedimentation indicated in bioturbated marlstones. The thick nature and 

microscopic properties of mixed-composition mudstone indicate deposition from a 

muddy hyperconcentrated flow where mudstones of different compositions were mixed 

prior to en-masse deposition. 

 
Event Beds 

 
 
 A total of 2843 event beds were measured from sedimentological profiles and 

classified into one of fourteen event bed types. Vertical and lateral facies structure 

reflects temporal and spatial acceleration of fully turbulent, non-cohesive flows in 

siliciclastic turbidite event beds (58.6%). Transformations of turbulent flows to debris 

flows generate siliciclastic hybrid debrite-turbidite event beds (7.8%). Vertical and lateral 

facies arrangement reflects the rate of flow transformation and the debris flow matrix 

strength. Siliciclastic event beds with hummocky cross-stratified sandstone facies and/or 
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paleocurrent indicators showing multiple-flow directions within the same bed comprise 

reflected flow event beds (3.9%). 

 The lateral correlation length of event bed thickness and types in facies tracts is a 

function of either (1) gradual flow deceleration due to longitudinal flow-run-out length on 

a flat basin floor, or (2) rapid flow deceleration onto paleo-topography. Event beds that 

change little across outcrops (0.1-1 km) reflect deposition from uniform flows on a flat 

basin floor. Calcareous mudstones most likely record sedimentation from depleted 

(distal) Apennine-sourced flows. Facies assemblages, grain-size, and thickness change 

much more rapidly (over 100’s of meters) and in variable ways as flows approach the 

lateral forelimb paleo-slope of the Coniale anticline in domain 4. Intrabasinal slopes 

generate more abundant waning-depletive, rapid-transformation, and reflected flow event 

beds. Remobilization of mud from the lateral slope may explain the anomalously thick 

mixed-composition mudstone facies in domain 4. 

 
Sedimentary Bodies 

 
 
 The MAF in the study area is dominated by sheet-like bodies. Sheets are 

subdivided into a continuum of elementary body types by their facies and event bed 

association recording time-averaged longitudinal or lateral proximity to the channel-lobe 

transition zone (CLTZ). Thick sandstone-dominated amalgamated lobeforms have the 

highest energy facies association and the thickest event beds corresponding to 

sedimentation adjacent to the CLTZ. Partially-amalgamated lobeforms and non-

amalgamated lobeforms have progressively lower energy facies associations, more 

waning-depletive and hybrid event beds, and more dispersed paleocurrent indicators. 
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Low facies energy in thin-bedded drapes represents the distal or marginal equivalent of 

lobeform bodies. Very low-aspect thin-bedded wedgeforms contain an abundance of 

mixed-composition facies and reflected flow event beds that suggest deposition along a 

steep, broad lateral paleo-slope. MTDs record major basin reorganizational events. The 

Casaglia MTD remobilizes lobe and drape bodies of the lower MAF mainly from the 

southwestern basin margin. The mud-dominated Visignano MTD records partial 

remobilization of a drape (Castelvecchio Marls) at the elevated crest of the Coniale 

anticline along the forelimb paleo-slope. 

 Stacking of elementary body types generates two types of lobeform complexes. 

Progradational lobeform complexes have well-defined asymmetric cyclical stacking of 

lobeforms and drapes recording increasing to decreasing siliciclastic sedimentation event 

magnitude and frequency that longitudinally shifts the channel-lobe transition zone. 

Aggradational lobeform complexes exhibit abrupt, non-Waltherian stacking of body 

types that likely record changes in lateral slope paleo-gradient due to episodic rotation of 

the Coniale Anticline forelimb rather than autogenic compensational stacking of lobes. 

 
Stratigraphy 

 
 
 Facies, event beds, and bodies are arranged into a hierarchy of low, intermediate, 

and high-order AIGR stratigraphic cycles defining system energy. These attributes vary 

laterally within stratigraphic cycles according to deposition within four sedimentation 

regions that define proximity to the subaqueous flow source and the basin margins. 
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Variation in stratigraphic cycles and sedimentation regions between time-space domains 

links attributes variation with deep-water formative process. 

 The lack of syn-sedimentary growth on the Coniale anticline and deposition in a 

flat axial basin floor sedimentation region of domains 1 and 2 (mid-Serravallian 

Premilcuore Member) corresponds to (1) a low-diversity of attributes, (2) very gradual 

changes in architecture at all scales across multiple kilometers, and (3) limited change in 

attributes between intermediate and high-order cycles. Small changes in attributes 

between low-order cycles likely reflect the low-frequency temporal scale and low-

magnitude intensity of changes in sedimentation event volumes controlled by allogenic 

source processes. 

 Greater attribute diversity and variability in domains 3 and 4 (late-Serravallian 

Nespoli and Civitella members, respectively) record the onset of paleo-topography 

generated by the Coniale anticline. Constriction in the narrow wedge-top basin of domain 

3 produces a sandstone-dominated succession with a higher proportion of amalgamated 

lobeforms in aggradational lobeform complexes. High and intermediate-order cycles 

show stronger attribute change that may correspond to elongation of and longer 

longitudinal shifts of lobes due to heightened confinement. Strong attribute modulation 

between intermediate and high-order cycles in the foredeep basin of domain 4 reflects 

heightened constriction and episodic growth of the Coniale anticline causing lateral 

migration of basin margin and axis sedimentation regions. Superimposed low-order 

cycles likely form by fluctuations in event bed magnitude and frequency controlled by 

allogenic source processes. Late Serravallian basin segmentation and not coeval fan 
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progradation signals the onset of outer stage deposition based on the lack of grain-size 

variability between domains. 

 
Recommendations for Future Research 

 
 
This study could benefit greatly from four areas of future work. These include: 

1) Use of XRD, SEM, and EBSD analysis to quantify clay and silt mineral composition 

and fabric of fine-grained mudrocks. This could test hypotheses of sediment 

provenance and sedimentation processes proposed in this study (Ochoa et al., 2013). 

2) Expansion of Domain 1 and 3 outcrop areas using event bed correlations in measured 

profiles to make reservoir-scale analysis of all domains similar in scale to domain 4. 

3) Long-distance down-dip correlation of domain 4 along-strike of the Monte 

Castellaccio thrust fault may be possible using the Montecchio key bed. By 

evaluating long-distance correlations (similar to Amy and Talling, 2006), down-flow 

architectural variation may be better understood in basin margin regions. 

4) Development of balanced structural cross-sections tied to geologic map units could 

better constrain the deformational history of the Coniale anticline relative to 

deposition of the MAF. Multiple restored cross-sections may allow (1) a detailed 

reconstruction of anticline paleo-topography and (2) more quantitative estimates of 

paleo-gradient along the forelimb (domain 4) and back limb (domain 3). 
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Sedimentological Profile 1: Albignano Roadcut (Domain 1)
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Rock Sample Locat ion (AB 16.2m)
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Ts

TDB
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Flut es and grooves at base

Muddy sandstone lacking intraclasts, minor
burrowing. Photo DSCN4781-4782

HM

Loads on bed base (photo DSCN4770)

~15% mudstone intraclasts in poorly sorted
muddy sandstone with swirly, chaotic fabric

Wavy laminated to ripple cross-laminated
sandstone

Ripple cross-laminated thin-bedded sand-
stone

Sub to super-critically climbing ripple cross-
laminated sandston. Photo DSCN4772

Flut es on bed base

Convoluted (relic plane-parallel) laminated
sandstones caused by penecontemporane-
ous dewatering; Photo DSCN4774

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone bed cap

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone grading
into wavy laminated siltstone with wavy top
surface

Two small apparently structureless sand-
stones (probably ripple cross-laminated,
just difficult to see) with overlaying silici-
clastic mudstones

Flut es at bed base

Wavy laminated, irregular bed cap.
Oversteepened nature of laminae indicate
likely soft-sediment deformation
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Load structures at bed base; Photo
DSCN4775-4778

Sudden increase in grain size above ero-
sional cut. A few (<2%) granule-sized mud-
stone intraclasts

Wavy laminations, high angle forsets
above wavy laminated (super-critially
climbing ripples) sandstone. Photo
DSCN4779-80
Small, isolated mudstone intraclasts at top
of structureless sandstone with low matrix
mud content

Convolute laminated sandstone
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Mild bioturbation at bed base

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone
Shell fossil fragment
Asymmetric ripple cross-laminated sand-
stone. Light gray color may indicate calcar-
eous composition

Structureless sandstone
<5% granule sized mudstone intraclasts

Very carbonaceous ripple cross-laminated
sandstone and siltstone

Structureless sandstone grading into plane-
parallel laminated sandstone

Few grooves at bed base

~5% mudstone intraclasts up to pebble
sized in chaotic muddy sandstone

Slight amount of carbonaceous material
present in calcareous mudstone, more
abundant in surrounding siliciclastic
mudstones

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone (Te) to
siltstone (Td)

Possibly cm-spaced stratified sandstone.
Some stratification sets exhibit normal or
inverse grading

10-15% mudstone intraclasts in poorly
indurated muddy sandstone with chaotic
fabric

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone bed cap
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Rock Sample Locat ion (AB 27.8m)

Rock Sample Locat ion (AB 28.0m)

~20% pebble-cobble sized mudstone
intraclasts in chaotic muddy sandstone with
irregular base

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Flutes at base of plane-parallel laminated
sandstone

Structureless sandstone

Finer grained plane-parallel laminated
sandstone

Flutes and grooves at bed base

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Plane parallel laminated sandstone with
granule sized siltstone intraclasts

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone bed cap

Some convolute laminations laterally
changes to plane parallel laminated sand-
stone

Sub to super-critically climbing asymmetric
ripple cross-laminated sandstone bed cap

Grooves at bed base

Fissile siliciclastic mudrock

Structureless sandstone with some
dewatering structures

Muddy sandstone with ~25% mudstone
intraclasts. Chaotic fabric, laterally pinches
and swells up to 20 cm in thickness

Burrows in fine grained sandstone destroy
primary structures and fabrics

Burrowed base of SS

Soft-sediment deformed and bioturbated
sandstone

Flut ed and loaded base

Faint planar laminations, but dominantly
structureless sandstone

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone
Thin plane-parallel laminated sandstone
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Rock Sample Locat ion (AB 44.75m)

Bioturbation makes primary structures diffi-
cult to identify

Grooves a n d burrows at bed base

Broad wavelength folds in convoluted
sandstone. Some pipe and dish structures

Muddy sandstone, lacks mudrock
intraclasts

Faint plane-parallel laminations in other-
wise structureless sandstone

Soft sediment deformed (convolute
laminated) sandstones

Structureless sandstone lacking any identi-
fiable soft-sediment deformation features

Plane-parallel to ripple cross-laminated
sandstone

Groves at base

Muddy sandstone with cobble to
bouldersized intraclasts composed of both
calcareous and siliciclastic mudstone

Beginning of apparent sandstone bed thin-
ning upward trend

Intraclast bearing muddy sandstone. Injec-
tions at contacts is common. Very swirly,
chaotic fabric

Cm-deep flutes and grooves at bed base
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Calcareous ripple cross-laminated sand-
stone overlain by calcareous mudstone

Abundant blue calcareous mudstone in
mudstone intraclast

Boulder sized mudstone intraclasts (up to
several meters wide) with thin ripple cross-
laminated sandstone cap. Apparent scour
geometry into below lying soft-sediment
deformed sandstone

Light gray calcareous mudrock

Mudst one lens erodes SS bed

Irregular Base

Muddy, bioturbated sandstone

Undulat ory base

Sand-bearing siltstone with silty mudstone
interbed
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Iron stained sandstone bed top

Thickness est imat ed

Top exposureBase Tree
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Hm = Calcareous siltstone
Sand-poor siltstone
Siliciclastic silt-dominated mudstone

Calcareous siltstone

Soft-sediment deformed sandstone. Con-
solidation laminations at base

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Plane parallel laminated sandstone

Sandstone bed comprised of two, probably
separate event beds. Laterally changes to
0.4 m deep debrite scour

Wavy laminated sandstone with abundant
carbonaceous material

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone

Structureless sandstone cut into by subse-
quent event bed producing amalgamation
surface

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone and
siliciclastic mudstone forms event bed top

Plane parallel laminated sandstone
Coarser structureless sandstone
Plane parallel laminated sandstone

Convolute to ripple cross-laminated sand-
stone
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Sedimentological Profile 2: Lower West Coniale Cliff (Domain 1)
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Part ially exposed st ruct ureless sandst one

Wavy-st rat if ied (hummocky?) sandst one
overlain by erosional cont act wit h next event
bed (amalgamat ion)

Plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one ( faint )

Convolut e laminat ed sandst one, part ially cov-
ered

Part ially covered siliciclast ic mudst one wit h
moderat e macerat ed carbonaceous mat erial
(~5%)

75 cm of indurat ed, ungraded calcareous silt -
dominat ed, clay-rich mudst one

Flut es at base of st ruct ureless sandst oneF 150º

F 157º

30 cm st ruct ureless (primary) sandst one

Wavy st rat if ied super-crit ically climbing ripple
cross-laminat ed sandst one wit h carbonaceous
mat erial along laminat ion surfaces.

Graded silt -dominat ed mudst one cap

Well exposed plane-parallel laminat ed sand-
st one at base, normally graded

1.2 m of faint ly plane-parallel laminat ed sand-
st one. Fresh surfaces and lack of carbona-
ceous mat erial on laminat ion surfaces make it
dif f icult t o delineat e facies.

30 cm convolut e laminat ed cap, probably
remnant asymmet ric ripple cross-laminat ed
sandst one

Graded silt st one t o silt -dominat ed siliciclast ic
mudst one wit h gradat ional lower cont act and
sharp upper cont act

Calcareous mudst one (ungraded) . Moderat ely
well indurat ed

Sandst one wit h faint plane-parallel laminat ions
t hat are crenulat ed (consolidat ion lams?)

Int raclast def icient muddy sandst one (Alpine)
Asymmet ric ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one
Graded siliciclast ic silt -dominat ed mudst one

45 cm of faint ly plane-parallel laminat ed sand-
st one

Graded vfL silt y sandst one wit h wavy laminat -
ed (supercrit ically climbing ripple cross-
laminat ions) sandst one

Graded Alpine t hin bed bracket ed by calcare-
ous mudst ones

Flut es at base of st ruct ureless sandst one wit h
faint consolidat ion laminat ions

Soft -sediment deformed asymmet ric ripple
cross-laminat ed sandst one wit h moderat e
mat rix mud and >5% granule int raclast s
(debrit e?)

1.9 m st ruct ureless sandst one wit h low mat rix
mud cont ent (<5%) wit h few dewat ering
st ruct ures

S = 225º , D = 18º NW GPS = MOR

Event bed amalgamat ion surface

1.9 m st ruct ureless sandst one underlying 20
cm t hick cobble int raclast bearing muddy
sandst one wit h irregular basal boundary
(moderat ely well indurat ed)

Int raclast s concent rat ed at base. Micaceous,
carbonaceous mat erial dispersed in swirly t ex-
t ured muddy sandst one above int raclast layer

Poorly exposed siliciclast ic(?) silt st one
Basal st ruct ureless sandst one division

50 cm of faint ly plane-parallel laminat ed sand-
st one wit h carbonaceous mat erial along lami-
nat ion surfaces. Lat erally laminae are discon-
t inuous

30 cm of poorly exposed siliciclast ic(?) silt -
st one

50 cm t hick well indurat ed st ruct ureless sand-
st one lacking secondary dewat ering st ruc-
t ures

Convolut ed (dewat ered and sheared) lamina-
t ions. Highly overst eepend t o overt urned lam-
inat ions wit hin bed

20 cm of poorly exposed siliciclast ic(?) silt -
st one t o ungraded calcareous mudst one

50 cm of indurat ed st ruct ureless sandst one
wit h good sort ing and low mat rix mud cont ent

60 cm of wavy laminat ed (spacing less t han 1
mm) of sandst one wit h moderat e macerat ed
carbonaceous mat erial along bedding planes.
Probably crit ical t o supercrit ically climbing rip-
ple cross-laminat ed sandst one.

45 cm of cover, walked lat erally t o measure
siliciclast ic mudst one

55 cm of calcareous silt -dominat ed mudst one.
Cont ains abundant f ract ures and cleavages
indicat ing t ect onic overprint on deposit ional
fabrics.

25 cm of st ruct ureless sandst one wit h small,
but abrupt grain size break

45 cm of weat hered plane-parallel laminat ed
sandst one ( faint and discont inuous lat erally)

95 cm cover, walked lat erally t o measure silic-
iclast ic mudst ones and t hin-bedded laminat ed
sandst ones

10 cm of crit ically climbing ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst one

45 cm cover, walked lat erally t o measure silic-
iclast ic mudst ones and t hin-bedded laminat ed
sandst ones

25 cm convolut e laminat ed sandst one wit h
overst eepened wavy laminat ions ( remnant
hummocky cross-st rat if icat ion?)

Graded siliciclast ic silt st one grading t o light
gray calcareous mudst one

Well sort ed plane parallel laminat ed sandst one
Poorly exposed siliciclast ic mudst one

30 cm of st ruct ureless sandst one (primary)

Convolut e laminat ed sandst one wit h
overst eepened surfaces. Slight ly coarser
mean grain size, but f iner max grain size

Asymmet ric ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one

2.2 m of cover (slope forming) . Walked lat er-
ally t o measure at Coniale clif f

45 cm of faint ly plane-parallel laminat ed t o
st ruct ureless sandst one. Well sort ed, normally
graded, lit t le mat rix mud or carbonaceous
mat erial

15 cm wavy (supercrit ically climbing) asym-
met ric ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one

Graded siliciclast ic, well sort ed silt st one wit h
<5% macerat ed carbonaceous mat erial

Clay-dominat ed, silt -bearing calcareous mud-
st one wit h no carbonaceous mat erial. Indurat -
ed bed.

25 cm st ruct ureless sandst one (primary) wit h
f lut e cast s on base indicat ing erosion

F 150º

20 cm of convolut e laminat ed sandst one wit h
some dishes and pipes

1.0 m of cover: walked lat erally t o measure
dominant ly calcareous mudst one wit h t hin
(<20 cm) siliciclast ic mudst one cap

15 cm sandst one wit h a t hin base of plane-
parallel laminat ed sandst one sharply overlain
by convolut e laminat ed sandst one, and in t urn
overlain by plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one

8 cm graded silt -dominat ed siliciclast ic mud-
st one cap

30 cm of st ruct ureless sandst one sharply
overlain by carbonaceous (<5%) plane-parallel
laminat ed sandst one

Soft sediment deformed int raclast def icient
muddy sandst one (~10% mat rix mud)

Walked lat erally t o measure

Plane parallel laminat ed sandst one grading
int o ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one and
graded silt st one (bot t om absent Bouma
Sequence)

Ripple cross-laminat ed organic bearing (~5%)
sandst one

25 cm graded t o ungraded siliciclast ic t o cal-
careous mudst one

30 cm of st ruct ureless sandst one (primary)
20 cm of plane parallel laminat ed sandst one

Light ly sof t -sediment deformed asymmet ric
ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one

Graded siliciclast ic silt st one overlain by t hin
calcareous silt -dominat ed mudst one

Wavy asymmet ric ripple cross-laminat ed sand-
st one. Somewhat calcareous composit ion of
sandst one indicat ed by light gray color of bed
and moderat e react ivit y wit h HCl solut ion.

1 m of cover walked lat erally t o measure t o
be mudst one and t hin-bedded sandst one

Calcareous silt -dominat ed, clay-bearing mud-
st one wit h no carbonaceous mat erial

Indurat ed plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one
wit h abundant (~10%) carbonaceous mat erial
concent rat ed along laminat ions and in t op few
cent inmers at t he sandst one bed t op

30 cm graded siliciclast ic silt st one

33 cm sandst one. Lower part st ruct ureless.
Sharp t ransit ion t o plane-parallel laminat ed
sandst one. Capped by overt eepened asym-
met ric ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one and
f inally graded silt st one ( full Bouma sequence)

Ungraded siliciclast ic silt -dominat ed mudst one
Grooved base
20 cm st ruct ureless sandst one (primary)
10 cm plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one

Wavy laminat ed sandst one. Grades f rom sub-
crit ical t o super-crit ically climbing ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst one wit h moderat e carbona-
ceous mat erial cont ent

35 cm calcareous mudst one
10 cm st ruct ureless sandst one (primary)

Wavy st rat if ied sandst one grading int o most ly
supercrit ically climbing asymmet ric ripple
cross-laminat ed sandst one

Thin asymmet ric ripple cross-laminat ed bed
wit h overlying graded siliciclast ic silt st one
Graded siliciclast ic silt st one

Ungraded calcareous mudst one

17 cm vF sandst one, some faint plane-parallel
laminat ions, but indist inct

3 cm ripple cross-laminat ed vfL sandst one t o
silt st one

5 cm graded silt -dominat ed, clay-bearing
mudst one

Wavy hummocky cross-st rat if ied sandst one.
Aggradat ional t o migrat ing bedforms. Moder-
at e carbonaceous mat erial along laminat ions

Wavy asymmet ric ripple cross-laminat ed sand-
st one wit h abundant (10%) carbonaceous
mat erial at bed t op

Cover, walked lat erally t o measure siliciclast ic
mudrock t hat is part of below-lying event
overlain by t hick calcareous mudst one

Indurat ed calcareous mudst one

Plane-parallel laminat ed t o ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst one

Mica and macerat ed carbonaceous mat erial
rich graded silt st one

Crit ically climbing ripple cross-laminat ed sand-
st one wit h moderat e carbonaceous mat erial

15 cm graded siliciclast ic silt st one

Indurat ed, st ruct ureless sandst one wit h lit t le
mat rix mud or carbonaceous mat erial. Well
sort ed

50 cm micaceous ripple cross-laminat ed sand-
st one. Sub t o super-crit ical climb wit h carbo-
naceous mat erial along laminae.

Ripple cross-laminat ed silt st one
Graded silt -dominat ed mudst one

Hummocky cross-st rat if ied sandst one wit h
moderat e carbonaceous mat erial along st rat al
surfaces. Aggradat ional bedforms indicat ed by
crest t hickening. Post deposit ional calcit e
growt h along sub-vert ical f ract ure surfaces of
sandst one

Graded silt -dominat ed mudst one

G 151º

20 cm st ruct ureless sandst one. Calcareous
composit ion indicat ed by light gray color and
moderat e react ivit y wit h HCl solut ion

15 cm wavy laminat ed sandst one
(supercrit ically climbing ripple cross-
laminat ions)

Thin bed of ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one
overlain by graded silt st one. Alpine prove-
nance
Graded calcareous mudst one

Possible Colombine Bed

Faint -plane parallel laminat ed sandst one over-
lain by ripple cross-laminat ed(?) sandst one
and graded siliciclast ic mudst one. Bed base
not exposed in out crop

25 cm st ruct ureless or weakly plane-parallel
laminat ed sandst one grading int o ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst one

~2 m int erval covered by veget at ion. Walked
lat erally t o measure t hin-bedded laminat ed
sandst one, siliciclast ic mudst one, and calcare-
ous mudst one succession.

40 cm sandst one wit h poorly expressed dish-
es, pipes, and possibly consolidat ion lamina-
t ions at base

20 cm int raclast -def icient muddy sandst one
wit h ~10% mat rix mud and carbonaceous
mat erial. Isolat ed formset ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst ones at t op

Indurat ed st ruct ureless sandst one wit h low
mat rix mud and carbonaceous mat erial con-
t ent . Forms resist ant sandst one bench in out -
crop.

35 cm wavy sub t o supercrit ically climbing
ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one. Carbona-
ceous mat erial along laminae

Low conf idence t o due
veget at ive cover

2.4 m of veget at ive cover. Walked lat erally t o
clif f t o measure t wo recessive muddy sand-
st one beds.

30 cm st ruct ureless sandst one. Well indurat -
ed, low mud and carbonaceous cont ent in
mat rix

30 cm plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one

St ruct ureless sandst one, but f iner grain size

Thin-bedded graded silt st one t o silt -
dominat ed mudst one. Erosionally t runcat ed
by subsequent event bed

St ruct ureless sandst one (primary?)

Poorly exposed sandst one bed, probably
st ruct ureless. Walked lat erally t o clif f t o mea-
sure

Wavy st rat if ied sandst one. Probably hum-
mocky cross-st rat if ied sandst one wit h moder-
at e carbonaceous mat erial

5 cm of st ruct ureless sandst one. Decreased
grain size indicat es possible amalgamat ed
surge or dif ferent event bed deposit

30 cm supercrit ically climbing ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst one wit h moderat e (~10%)
carbonaceous mat erial and micas along lami-
nae

85 cm cover, walked lat erally t o clif f .

35 cm of st ruct ureless, moderat ely sort ed
sandst one

35 cm of crit ically climbing asymmet ric ripple
cross-laminat ed sandt one wit h moderat e
(~10%) macerat ed carbonaceous mat erial
1 m cover. Walked lat erally t o measure.

80 cm st ruct ureless sandst one wit h faint , but
crenulat ed laminat ions t hat are similar t o con-
solidat ion laminat ions observed elsewhere

Convolut e, overst eepened laminae in sof t -
sediment deformed sandst one. Moderat ely
sort ed, moderat e mud mat rix cont ent (~5%)

75 cm of vegetat ive cover
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15 cm calcareous mudst one and t hin-bedded
Alpine ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one

Base of Cont essa Bed
20 cm of st ruct ureless sandst one at base

3.2 m t hick sandst one division of t he
Cont essa bed, most ly plane-parallel laminat ed
(See Gardner, 2010 sect ion for more det ail)

Planar t abular cross-st rat if ied sandst one at
t op (backf low dunes)

4.45 m clay-dominat ed, silt -bearing mudst one
forms mud division of Cont essa event bed

20 cm of clay-dominat ed, silt -bearing mud-
st one wit h moderat e biot urbat ion and high
CaC03 cont ent (marlst one) . Chondrit es and
Trichichnus t race fossils common.

80 cm sandst one bed (Bed 0 of Amy and
Talling, 2006) . Plane parallel laminat ed sand-
st one wit h increasing carbonaceous mat erial
on laminae upwards. Capped by t hin ripple
cross-laminat ed sandst one

Bed 20 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 19 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 17 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 16 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 15 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 14 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 12 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 11 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 10 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 9 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 8 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 7 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 6 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 5 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 4 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 2 of Talling
et all. (2012)

Bed 3 of Talling
et all. (2012)

3.75 m int erval covered by veget at ion.
Walked lat erally t o measure

0.0 m of East sect ion
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Sedimentological Profile 3: Lower East Coniale Cliff (Domain 1)

Incomplet e

G
IG

R
G

IR
G

G
II

G
G

IG
G

G
IR

G
G

G
G

G
R

G
RI

10 cm t hick st ruct ureless sandst one

25 cm t hick wavy cross-bedded sandst one.
Hummocky st rat if icat ion, few swales

70 cm of cover

Siliciclast ic silt st one (20 cm t hick)

15 cm of calcareous silt -dominat ed, clay-
bearing mudst one. Sharp lower cont act

40 cm st ruct ureless sandst one

10 cm t hick mica rich ripple cross-laminat ed
sandst one

Dark brown silt -dominat ed mudst one (Alpine)

25 cm t hick calcareous silt -dominat ed mud-
st one (Apennine)

5 cm t hick int raclast bearing sandst one.
Event bed amalgamat ion surface

45 cm of st ruct ureless, normally graded sand-
st one

20 cm int raclast -def icient muddy sandst one

Organic rich and iron st ained silt -dominat ed
silt st one above VFl rippled sandst one

5 cm t hick VFl sandst one t hin-bed

35 cm calcareous silt -dominat ed mudst one

15 cm t hick asymmet ric ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst one

9 cm t hick siliciclast ic silt -dominat ed mud-
st one

Soft -sediment deformed sandst one (poorly
indurat ed)

Convolut ed laminat ions along bed t op. Proba-
bly remnant asymmet ric cross-laminaions

Siliciclast ic organic rich silt st one

20 cm calcareous silt -dominat ed, clay-bearing
mudst one

15 cm asymmet ric ripple cross-laminat ed
calcalcareous sandst one overlain by calcare-
ous silt -dominat ed, clay-bearing mudst one

Calcareous sandst one (7cm)

Calcareous silt st one above t hin-bedded asym-
met ric ripple cross-laminat ed siliciclast ic sand-
st one

25 cm t hick st ruct ureless sandst one

30 cm debrit ic int raclast def icient muddy
sandst one. Some dishes and pipes.

Sub t o supercrit ically climbing ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst one bed cap

25 cm graded siliciclast ic silt st one

65 cm t hick convolut e t o wavy laminat ed
sandst one (sof t -sediment deformed)

St ruct ureless sandst one (primary)

82 cm mudrock wit h 45 cm t hick calcareous
silt -dominat ed, clay bearing cap.

50 cm sand bed. The lower 30 cm is st ruc-
t ureless sandst one

U

Upper 20 cm of t hick sandst one bed cont ains
micaceous convolut ed asymmet ric ripple
cross-laminat ions

Siliciclast ic silt st one (normally graded)
20 cm ungraded calcareous mudst one

Thin-bedded ripple-cross laminat ed sand-
st ones wit h graded siliciclast ic silt st one caps
forming discret e event beds

Wavy/ convolut ed laminat ed f ine sandst one
Siliciclast ic silt -dominat ed mudst one

40 cm t hick st ruct ureless sandst one

Dewat ered int raclast def icient muddy sand-
st one sandst one (convolut e laminat ions)

25 cm graded silicilast ic mudst one

St ruct ureless sandst one, some faint st ruc-
t ures, possible dishes and pipes

Pebble-cobble mudst one int raclast -bearing
muddy sandst one

5 cm t hick siliclcast ic graded silt st one

25 cm t hick calcareous mudst one: sharp basal
cont act

St ruct ureless wit h faint consolidat ion lamina-
t ions

St ruct ureless sandst one

Convolut e t o wavy ripple cross-laminat ed
sandst one sandst one, mud poor mat rix, poor-
ly indurat ed

50 cm of cover
5 cm calcareous(?) mudst one

12 cm faint ly plane-parallel laminat ed sand-
st one grading upwards t o ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst one

50 cm of siliciclast ic silt st one grading t o cal-
careous mudst one

5 cm ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one wit h
siliciclast ic graded silt st one cap

Calcareous mudst one

Hummocky cross-st rat if ied sandst one

Calcareous(?) mudst one cap

25 cm t hick indurat ed sandst one wit h faint ,
discont inuous planar-parallel laminat ions (mm
spaced) . Loaded base

30 cm t hick graded siliciclast ic silt st one

St ruct ureless (primary) sandst one

Plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one, well sort -
ed

Wavy bed t op formed by supercrit ically climb-
ing ripple cross-laminat ions in VF sandst one

10 cm cover
30 cm silt st one

Complet e Bouma Sequence in event bed:
St ruct ureless sandst one base, overlain by
plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one, overlain by
ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one grading int o
supercrit ically climbing ripple cross-laminat ed
silt st one

U

L

U

1.3 m t hick succession of t hin-bedded ripple-
cross laminat ed sandst ones, t hicker graded
siliciclast ic silt st ones overlain by calcareous
silt -domainat ed, clay-bearing mudst ones

Plane-parallel laminat ed sandst ones grading
upward int o planar laminat ed silt st one

Basal 20 cm of t hick-bedded sandst one is
st ruct ureless

Sharp cont act wit h hummocky cross-st rat if ied
sandst one wit h abundant carbonaceous mat e-
rial along beading planes

St rat if icat ion surfaces very wavy and irregular

10-15 cm convolut e laminat ed sandst one at
t op wit h irregular bot t om cont act

U
pw
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d
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Sandst one bed more
resist ant t o erosion
( forms overhang above
sillt y t hin-beds below)

1.7 m of cover

40 cm of poorly exposed silt -dominat ed
calcareous(?)silt -dominat ed mudst one

Basal 15 cm of sandst one bed cont ains fain
plane-parallel laminat ions t hat are slight ly
wavy, but not crenelat ed

Convlolut e-wavy laminat ions at bed t op. Prob-
ably relic hummocky cross-st rat . sandst one

Slight ly normally graded siliciclast ic silt -
dominat ed, clay-bearing mudst one

25 cm t hick st ruct ureless sandst one

Convolut e-laminat ed sandst one layer sand-
wiched in-bet ween wavy laminat ed sand-
st ones formed by super-crit ically climbing rip-
ple cross-laminat ions

15 cm t hick normally graded siliciclast ic silit -
st one

5 cm plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one wit h
slight ly irregular base

Wavy (hummocky-st rat if ied?) sandst one
grading upwards int o sub-crit ically climbing
ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one t hat in t urn
is overlain by super-crit ically climbing ripple
cross-laminat ed sandst one

1.7 m of cover

Basal 60 cm of st ruct ureless, well-indurat ed
sandst one

80 cm t hick bed of plane parallel laminat ed
sandst one

Thin-bedded asymmet ric ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst one t hin-bed - f low surge(?)

Graded siliciclast ic silt st one overlain sharply
by calcareous mudst one

50 cm indurat ed st ruct ureless sandst one at
t hick-bed base

Top cont act t runcat ed by cover

2.1 m of cover

10 cm siliciclast ic silt st one

60 cm of poorly exposed st ruct ureless sand-
st one

Siliciclast ic silt st one grading int o t hin calcare-
ous mudst one cap

60 cm st ruct ureless(?) sandst one. Base is
exposed, t op cont act is not

Veget at ive cover: Probably several t hin and
t hick (most ly t hick) event beds in unexposed
st ret ch

Base of Cont essa Bed sandst one unit

3 .8 m of Cont essa sandst one (not described
due t o perilous exposure. Most ly plane-parallel
laminat ed UF sandst one

Ungraded, calcareous silt -dominat ed, clay-rich
mudst one wit h no int ervening t hin-beds. Part
of t he Cont essa marker bed.

20 cm of clay-dominat ed, silt -bearing mud-
st one wit h moderat e biot urbat ion and high
CaC03 cont ent (marlst one) . Chondrit es and
Trichichnus t race fossils common.

Base of sandst one bed (Bed 0 of Amy and
Talling,2006) . Plane parallel laminat ed sand-
st one

Top of measured sect ion

Possible Bed 20 of
Talling et al. (2012)

Possible Bed 17 of
Talling et al. (2012)

Possible Bed 16 of
Talling et al. (2012)

Possible Bed 15 of
Talling et al. (2012)

Possible Bed 14 of
Talling et al. (2012)

Possible Bed 12 of
Talling et al. (2012)

Possible Bed 11 of
Talling et al. (2012)

Possible Bed 10 of
Talling et al. (2012)

31.5 m of West sect ion

24.5 m of West sect ion

15.25 m of West sect ion

12.5 m of West sect ion
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Sedimentological Profile 4: Upper Coniale Cliff (Domain 1)

G
G

R
G

RI
G

RG
G

RR
RI

I

F 120º
100º

F 106º
115º

F 115º
115º
105º

F 105º
105º

F 105º (4)
118
119
122

S = 225º
D = 18º NW

Base of Cont essa Sandst one. Thin silt -
st one and silt -dominat ed mudst one below

Plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one in cm
spaced beds. 20-30 bedset s form resist ant
sandst one bench

Epidot e(?) or amphibole mineral; mica; possi-
ble body fossil in basal sandst one

Quart z arenit e wit h minor feldspar

Planar t abular-cross st rat if ied sandst one wit h
10 cm spacing of foreset s
Silt along plane-parallel laminat ion surfaces

Possible burrows
Cover, inferred silt st one part ing

Faint plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one wit hin
larger and bet t er def ined cm spaced horizon-
t al st rat if icat ion

Hummocky cross-st rat if ied sandst one wit h
abundant micas at sandst one bed t op

Top surface dif f icult t o def ine because of
down-t o-t he-nort h face parallel fault at sand-
st one t op

3.6 m of light gray, calcareous, clay dominat -
ed mudst one; no micas

Lent icular SS
pinches out
int o mud-
st one

MS/ WS
WS

WS

WS

Rock Sample Locat ion (Cont essa Bed SS #1)

Light gray calcareous mudst one; conspicuous
absence of t hin beds. Homogeneous clay
dominat ed mudst one.

Top Cont essa Bed (mudst one)

Faint plane-parallel laminat ions upper f lat
wavy lams. Bed 0 of Amy and Talling (2006)
Flut e cast s at base of siliciclast ic sandst one

1.0 m t hick plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one
wit h 20 cm wavy ripple cross-laminat ed lami-
nat ed cap; local convolut ion

Int raclast -def icient poorly sort ed muddy sand-
st one

Light gray calcareous mudst one

Planar laminat ed sandst one wit h bed base
grooves

Faint laminat ions; massive appearance

Mudst ones locally eroded creat ing discont inu-
ous geomet ry. Bed 1 of Amy and Talling
(2006)

E

S

S/ E PS
MS

MS

Rock Sample Locat ion (Cont essa Bed MS #1)

20 cm of clay-dominat ed, silt -bearing mud-
st one wit h moderat e biot urbat ion and high
CaC03 cont ent (marlst one) . Chondrit es and
Trichichnus t race fossils common.

Siliciclast ic silt -dominat ed graded mudst one

Light gray calcareous silt -dominat ed mud-
st one

Bed 1.2 of Amy and Talling (2006) . Calcare-
ous sandst one wit h NW paleof low

Bed 2 of Amy and Talling (2006)

Bed 2.5 of Amy and Talling (2006)

Bed 3 of Amy and Talling (2006)

Bed 4 of Amy and Talling (2006)

Bed 5 of Amy and Talling (2006)

Bed 5.1 of Amy and Talling (2006)

Bed 6 of Amy and Talling (2006)

Bed 6.2 of Amy and Talling (2006)

Bed 7 of Amy and Talling (2006)

Bed 8 of Amy and Talling (2006)

Colombine Marker C1 of Ricci Lucchi and
Valmori (1980) and Amy and Talling (2006)
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Sedimentological Profile 5: Contessa Bed Section (Domain 2)
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Sedimentological Profile 6: Berti Sisto Quarry (Domain 3)
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St ruct ureless sandst one, no soft sediment
deformat ion st ruct ures

S
G/U

S

Sharp bed break, discont inuous across bed
and amalgamat es t o west . Cont ains f iner
grained ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one in
bet ween st ruct ureless divisions

Highly irregular darker gray int raclast -
def icient muddy sandst one cont aining car-
bonaceous mat erial dispersed in upper 20
30 cm of bed

Graded, well sort ed st ruct ureless sand-
st one overlies darker colored muddy sand-
st one wit h clust er of isolat ed must one
int raclast s

Sect ion st art ed at wat er level in quarry.
80 cm sandst one under wat er
S = 170º, D=7º; used for sect ion

Thinly int erbedded, 15 cm asymmet ric rip-
ple cross-laminat ed sandst one. Ripple
foreset s are of t en overst eepened wit h
carbonaceous mat erial drapes

Greenish gray sof t -sediment deformed
sandst one grading upwards int o
silt y/carbonaceous ripple cross-laminat ed
sandst one

Sub-crit icially climbing ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst one forms surface of
quarry. Biot it e and large scale t racks and
t rails Ophiomorpha, zoophycos, arenicolit es
carbonaceous mat erial and mica at t op

St ruct ureless sandst one wit h
muddy/carbonaceous sandst one t op

Wavy-lamiant ed sandst one wit h increasing
carbonaceous mat erial upwards. 1-3 cm
t hick st ruct ureless muddy sandst one divi-
sions Forms bench wit h wat er t ank

2 cm mudst one, t hins and amalgamat es
t o east , surface climbs upwards 50 cm

Gradat ional change t o faint plane parallel
laminat ed sandst one. Millimet er spaced
laminae bracket ed by more dist inct cm-
spaced laminae

Poorly sort ed int raclast -def icient muddy
sandst one. Up t o 20% carbonaceous mat e-
rial and clay in mat rix. Capped by t hin
ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one. Erosionally
amalgamat ed wit h above bed. Top of bed
forms bench wit h yellow pump

Cm t hick biot urbat ed sandst one
int erbedded wit h carbonaceous wavy lami-
nat ed sandst one. Convolut e lamiant ions
indicat e dewat ering. Burrowing int ensit y
increasing upwards

Beds separat ed by inject ed and
boundinaged mudst one horizon formed by
event bed amalgamat ion80 cm

at axis
32 cm in
int erlobe

78 cm in
axis

2266..77 mm

8m lobe
int erlobe

E W

WE

Thins

Thins

Bed t hickens t o east wit h overlying sur-
face replaced by mudst one int raclast con-
glomerat e

Ripples
330º (4)
310º (5)
040º (2)
005º (5)

S

L/B

L/S

L

E

1.3

S/L

Sandst one inject ion and isolat ed concen-
t rat ion of carbonaceous mudst one
int raclast s. Convolut e laminat ions abundant .

Graded plane parallel t o ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst one t o silt st one

Ungraded calcareous silt -dom. mudst one

Calcareous ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one
t o calcareous silt st one event bed

Dark gray siliciclast ic silt -dominat ed, clay-
bearing mudst one wit h macerat ed carbona-
ceous mat erial

Dark gray t o light gray mudst one overly-
ing ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one. Soft -
sediment deformed lat erally

Soft -sediment deformed formset of ripple
cross-laminat ed sandst one wit h mica, car-
bonaceous mat erial

Calcareous ripple cross-laminat ed formset

3 dark gray silt st ones int erbedded wit h
marls. Silt st ones cont ain a high amount
(~10%) of f ine carbonaceous mat erial
Calcareous silt st one, dcm concret ions

Faint ly plane parallel laminat ed sandst one
Normally graded calcareous silt st one
Dark gray t hin siliciclast ic silt st one
Calcarous silt st one
Calcareous ripple cross-laminat ed formset
Calcareous graded silt st one

Large vert ical burrows (Orphiomorpha) .
Loaded and f lut ed base.

13 cm hummocky cross-st rat if ied sand-
st one cap wit h erosive cut (sof t -sediment
deformed sandst one f ill) t hat can not be
t raced lat erally int o quarry
Faint ly plane parallel laminat ed sandst one.
In some areas soft -sediment deformed

Flut es at base

Normally graded, well sort ed plane-parallel
laminat ed sandst one t ransit ioning upwards
int o graded silt st one

Plane-parallel t o ripple cross-laminat ed
sandst one. Int ense biot urbat ion dest roys
primary st ruct ures below amalgamat ion
surface

Angular t o sub-angular pebble t o cobble
sized mudst one int raclast s dispersed in
moderat ely well sort ed (mud free mat rix)
st ruct ureless sandst one. Very massive
appearance of well indurat ed bed

Wavy and irregular convolut e laminat ed
sandst one overlain by more organized rip-
ple cross-laminat ed sandst one

Moderat ely sort ed, indurat ed st ruct ureless
sandst one wit h discont inuous pebble mud-
st one int raclast layers up t o 10 cm t hick

S/E

L

Bed wit h compensat ionally st acked event s

SSD lat erally

Calcareous t urbidit es, not
siliciclast ic
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144º

F 149º
116º

F 124º (x5)

R 064º

R 118º

R 282º

Faint ly ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one

Minor Channel axis
( t o sout h)

Channel axis ( t o sout h)

Axis Offset 35 met ers

Lobeform t hins t o West

Lobeform of Spill phase t hickens t o West

Amalgamat ed lobeform

Dept h of erosion
approx. 1.3 m

Dept h oferosion
approx. 0.3m

Semi-amalgamat ed lobeform body wit h
compensat ional st acking of event beds

Moderat ely indurat ed biot urbat ed sand-
st one overlying mudst one int raclast hori-
zon

Lat erally discont inuous siliciclast ic silt st one
St ruct ureless sandst one
Plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one

Dark gray carbonaceous siliciclast ic silt -
st one
Faint ly asymmet ric ripple cross-laminat ed
sandst one

Plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one wit h car-
bonaceous mat erial along laminat ions vert i-
cal Orphiomorpha burrows at base

Isolat ed planar laminat ions in weat hered
areas, but largely sof t -sediment deformed

Faint ripple cross-laminat ed(?) sandst one.
Lies above st ruct ureless division amalgam-
at ed int o siliciclast ic silt st one

15cm, normally graded wavy laminat ed
carbonaceous sandst one
Massive st ruct ureless sandst one

Bed break

Well sort ed, massive st ruct ureless sand-
st one wit h no evidence of sof t -sediment
deformat ion

Faint plane-parallel laminat ions t hroughout
sandst one

15 cm wavy t o rippled sandst one wit h,
organic mat erial concent rat ed at t op, few
poorly preserved burrows.

Thin, light gray sand-poor silt st one. Highly
f issile

Carbonaceous mat erial and mat rix mud in
poorly sort ed st rucut reless sandst one at
base. Discont inuous

Thin, discont inuous granule int raclast -bearing
sandst one horizon

R 230º

Cut

Fill

Spill

Spill

Build

Compensat ional st acking
pat t ern

Wavy plane-parallel t o ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst one wit h some soft -
sediment deformat ion

Moderat ely sort ed st ruct ureless sandst one
wit h lit t le (<5%) mat rix mud

Poorly sort ed muddy sandst one lacking
mudst one int raclast s

Faint sof t sediment feat ures
Faint crenulat ed horizont al laminat ions

Biot urbat ed t op dest roys primary fabric
and creat es chaot ic bedding. Possible ver-
t ical Orphiomorpha burrows

Dark gray, weakly laminat ed graded silt -
st one. Cont ains abundant micaceous and
carbonaceous mat erial

Cm sized mudst one int raclast s dispersed
in indurat ed st ruct ureless sandst one

Organic rich wavy laminat ed sandst one wit h
~5% mica/carbonaceous mat erial

Mudst one int raclast def icient muddy sand-
st one overlain by biot urbat ed, carbona-
ceous ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one

Graded calcareous silt st one cap
Muddy sandst one wit h int raclast s

Normally graded, well indurat ed st ruct ureless
sandst one

Calcareous mudst one

St ruct ureless sandst one

Calcareous mudst one

Soft -sediment deformed ungraded sand-
st one wit h lit t le mud in mat rix. Dish
st ruct ures and possibly some pipes

Asymmet ric ripple cross-laminat ed sand-
st one

Cm-spaced plane-parallel or consolidat ion
laminat ions grading up t o sof t -sediment
deformed sandst one. Discont inuous wavy
(convolut e) laminat ions

Darker gray int raclast def icient muddy
sandst one. Moderat ely sort ed

Well sort ed st ruct ureless sandst one
(arenit e)

Massive, well sort ed st ruct ureless sand-
st one. No dewat ering feat ures found

St ruct ureless sandst one. No grain size
change

Massive, well-sort ed, well indurat ed st ruc-
t ureless sandst one lacking dewat ering
st ruct ures

St ruct ureless sandst one wit h faint st rat if i-
cat ion

Compensat ionally st acked event beds form
t abular sandst one bed (see drawing)

Biot urbat ed siliciclast ic silt st one

High concent rat ion of mudst one int raclast s
(up t o 30%) in lat erally discont inuous
lenses. Granule t o pebble sized clast s are
angular
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Sedimentological Profile 7: Casaglia MTD at San Pellegrino (Domain 3)
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Mudst one inject ion

Sandst one beds orig-
inally connect ed

Mudst one inject ion
Slip Plane

Down-cut t ing int ernal t hrust fault

Broad 3 m long
monocline

10 m scale mud-
st one inject ion

Mudst one inject ion
folds and breaks

sandst one

Nort h side

Sout h side

Slip plane

Mudst one horizon
expands

Det achment
fold

F = 153º

F = 135º

R = 075º

S = 204º , D = 15º

90 cm t hick int raclast bearing muddy sand-
st one. Base of bed not exposed
Sect ion st art s in Lower Bassana Member
direct ly on t he highway roadcut

Soft -sediment deformed asymmet ric ripple
cross-laminat ed sandst one bed cap

Siliciclast ic silt st one

Light gray calcareous silt -dominat ed mud-
st one

St ruct ureless sandst one wit h consolidat ion
laminat ions near base. Flut es at base

3-4 cm spacing bet ween wavy st rat if icat ion

Sheared sandst one ( f lames, cm-scale folds)
causes dist inct bed break along wit h f ining
grain sizes

Some faint plane-parallel laminat ions pre-
served in ot herwise st ruct ureless sandst one

Int ernally sheared layer wit h overst eepened
laminae

Slight ly wavy plane-parallel laminat ed sand-
st one

Wavy laminat ed (sheared?) calcareous mud-
st one. Cm-scale concret ions visible

3 cm t hick VFL ripple cross-laminat ed sand-
st one wit h red iron st aining

Dark gray siliciclast ic silt -dominat ed, clay-
bearing mudst one

St ruct ureless ( relic ripple-laminat ions?) t hin
sandst one

Dark gray graded silt st one t o calcareous mud-
st one

Deeply f lut ed and grooved base (up t o 5 cm
deep) of t hick sandst one bed

Faint dish st ruct ures wit hin f irst 20 cm of bed

Thin ripple cross-laminat ed siliciclast ic SS

Dominant ly st ruct ureless sandst one wit h lit t le
change in grain size upwards

Siliciclast ic mudst one int raclast horizon. Up t o
cobble sized int raclast s

Sandst one inject ion above mudst one
int raclast horizon.

Sub-crit ically climbing ripple cross-laminat ed
sandst one wit h silt st one shoot -offs on foreset
surfaces
MTD cont act places sandst one on sandst one
in t his exposure

Base of Casiglia MTD = sheared zone

8 cm of faint ly plane-parallel laminat ed sand-
st one wit h biot urbat ed base

Sheared siliciclast ic silt st one wit h abundant
burrows and inject ion fabrics

St ruct ureless t o crudely plane-parallel laminat -
ed sandst ones wit h variable t hicknesses lat er-
ally

Thin bedded mudst one-dominat ed int erval
wit h t hin laminat ed sandst ones. Bot h calcare-
ous and siliciclast ic composit ions present

St ruct ureless t o plane-parallel laminat ed sand-
st one

Very well def ined color dif ference bet ween
light gray calcareous mudrocks and dark gray
siliciclast ic mudrocks

Dark gray, graded, carbonaceous siliciclast ic
silt st one

Part ially covered siliciclast ic mudst one

S

G

S

Sinist ral
shear fabric
in mudrocks
along bed-
ding planes

MTD basal

ramp surface

215º -240º MTD t hrust -

ing ( t ra
nsport direct ion?)

Int raclast def icient muddy, biot urbat ed SS

Covered, inferred t o be most ly calcareous
mudst ones wit h t hin-bedded siliciclast ic lami-
nat ed sandst ones and silt st ones

Calcareous mudst one. Presence of carbona-
ceous mat erial indicat es possible mixed com-
posit ion

Faint ly ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one
Covered, inferred siliciclast ic silt st one

Poorly exposed ripple cross-laminat ed sand-
st one grading int o siliciclast ic silt -dominat ed
mudst one

Thin, ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one wit h
biot urbat ed base

10 cm int raclast def icient muddy sandst one

Plane-parallel t o ripple cross-laminat ed very
f ine sandst one grading int o normally graded
siliciclast ic mudst one

Shear fabric creat es surfaces in mudrocks at
an oblique angle t o bedding

Discont inuous, sof t -sediment deformed sand-
st ones. Probably relic ripple cross-laminat ed.

Soft sediment deformed sandst one. No prima-
ry st ruct ures

Poorly exposed unit composed of primarily
calcareous mudst ones wit h t hin plane t o rip-
ple cross-laminat ed sandst ones wit h t hin (>10
cm) siliciclast ic mudst one caps

Int ernal fault ramp developed near t op of mud
dominat ed succession.

St ruct ureless sandst one, probably sof t -
sediment deformed

Sect ion jaked over t o west side of st ream cut
along side (gravel) road

St ruct ureless sof t -sediment deformed sand-
st one. Irregular shape due t o deformat ion

Used silt -sand cont act t o correlat e across t he
drainage valley t o t he west

Debrit e: Mudst one int raclast -bearing muddy
sandst one wit h swirly, chaot ic fabric.
Dish/ pipe st ruct ures and consolidat ion lamina-
t ions at bed base, overlain by int raclast bear-
ing horizon. Clast s range f rom pebble t o cob-
ble size

St ruct ureless sof t -sediment deformed sand-
st one

G/ U

Heavily inject ed and folded mudst one sand-
wiched bet ween sandst one beds: Tect onic
amalgamat ion surface
Variable grain size lat erally; poorly sort ed

Heavily sof t sediment deformed sandst ones.
Lit t le mud in mat rix and no mudst one int ra-
clast s

Graded siliciclast ic silt st one overlain by calcar-
eous silt st one

95 cm t hick st ruct ureless (sof t -sediment
deformed) sandst one. Large t ools at bed base

Amalgamat ion surface of t wo t hick, sand-
st one-rich t urbidit e event beds

S

S/ U

S

G

S

S

G

S

G

St ruct ureless sandst one. No soft -sediment
deformat ion st ruct ures indicat es probable pri-
mary (deposit ional) origin

Wavy ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one grad-
ing t o aggradat ional super-crit ically climbing
ripple set s

Graded calcareous silt st one
Ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one
Silicilcast ic graded mudst one
Calcareous ungraded mudst one

Calcareous ungraded mudst one
Silicilcast ic ungraded mudst one

Calcareous ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one
Calcareous inversely graded mudst one

Muddy silt st one wit h gradat ional cont act s.
Mixed mud composit ion in mat rix

Calcareous ungraded mudst one
Silicilcast ic graded silt st one

Loaded bed base, inject ed wit h mudst one

Vert ical mud t o muddy sandst one inject ions
up t o 0.75 m in height

Several faint bed breaks or st rat if icat ion sur-
faces. Possibly sof t -sediment deformat ion
feat ures

Cm-scale folding along or above dist inct grain
size break

Mudst one int raclast bearing sandst one (>5%
mud in mat rix) . Int raclast s up t o pebble size

Hummocky cross-st rat if ied sandst one grading
upwards int o ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one

Wavy laminat ed silt st one (Td))

Light gray calcareous silt -dominat ed mudrock

20 cm t hick muddy sandst one wit h gradat ion-
al base and t op. Moderat ely biot urbat ed

Silt -dominat ed, sand-bearing, clay-poor calcar-
eous mudst one

Ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one grading int o
siliciclast ic silt st one

Poorly weat hered muddy and laminat ed
sandst ones/ mudrocks wit hin calcareous(?)
mudst ones. Sandst ones exhibit discont inuous
t hicknesses. St ruct ureless. Possibly inject ed
or sheared along a horizont al plane

4 cm t hick plane-parallel laminat ed
sandst one

Poorly exposed siliciclast ic ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst one

St ruct ureless ungraded siliciclast ic mudst one

F =83º

Fold vergence direct ion
~045º

Mixed composit ion mudrock(?) . Moderat ely
light gray color, but abundant micas and ~5%
very f ine carbonaceous mat erial

20 cm asymmet ric ripple cross-laminat ed
sandst one t ransit ioning t o plane-parallel lami-
nat ions 10 m lat erally

Ungraded siliciclast ic (dark gray) mudst one

Soft -sediment deformed sandst one wit h irreg-
ular pinching and swelling geomet ry lat erally

Calcareous mudst one

St ruct ureless sandst one wit h moderat e
amount of horizont al burrows along bed base
(biot urbat ion may be reason bed is
st ruct ureless)

Coarser siliciclast ic silt st one wit h faint plain-
parallel laminat ions

St ruct ureless t o faint ly ripple cross-laminat ed
sandst one

Calcareous ungraded mudst one

Ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one t ransit ioning
upwards f rom sub-crit ical t o super-crit ical
climb in foreset s.

Calcareous mudst one-dominat ed int erval wit h
1-3 cm t hick faint ly ripple cross-laminat ed
sandst ones and 3-6 cm graded siliciclast ic
mudst one caps

Sandst one sheared at base of t hick bed. Rem-
nant plane parallel or consolidat ion lamina-
t ions are cont ort ed by deformat ion

90 cm t hick high soft -sediment deformed
st ruct ureless sandst one inject ed wit h some
mudst one int raclast s

20 cm t hick plane-parallel laminat ed sand-
st one. Laminat ions are lat erally discont inuous
and somet imes crenulat ed, but cont ain slight -
ly elevat ed amount s of carbonaceous mat erial
and silt
Silt -dominat ed, clay-bearing siliciclast ic mud-
st one

Brecciat ed ( t ect onically, not
deposit ionally) lower part of base wit h elevat -
ed amount of carbonaceous mat erial dis-
persed in mat rix

80 cm t hick st ruct ureless sandst one; upper
cont act not exposed

80 cm covered int erval, inferred t o be f ines
sandst ones or silt st ones

60 cm folded sand-poor silt st one cont ained
wit hin 30 m scale isoclinal fold

Pebble-cobble mudst one int raclast -bearing
sandst one horizon at base of t hick sandst one-
dominat ed event bed

80 cm t hick st ruct ureless sandst one folded
and deformed in large isoclinal fold st ruct ure
in out crop

Faint horizont al but undulat ory laminat ions in
ot herwise st ruct ureless sandst one.

S
G
S

Top of Casaglia MTD

F = 004º

R = 105º

S
S

S

Dark gray siliciclast ic silt st one

50 cm calcareous mudst one (ungraded)

Thin-bedded ripple laminat ed sandst ones
overlain by t hin (<5 cm) siliciclast ic mudst one
and 10-30 cm t hick calcareous mudst one.
Non-penet rat ive cleavage in calcareous
mudst ones

20 cm soft -sediment deformed st ruct ureless
sandst one wit h overst eepened, irregular lami-
nae

35 cm st ruct urless sandst one wit h some pos-
sible bedding-parallel st rat if icat ion or shear
surfaces

Ungraded calcareous silt -dominat ed, clay-
bearing mudst one

Tools and horizont al burrows at sandst one
bed base

Syn-sediment ary fault ing and f luidizat ion

Tight , but not isoclinal folding lat erally due t o
large mudst one inject ion

St ruct ureless, sof t -sediment deformed sand-
st one

Plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one

Siliciclast ic mudst one wit h 10-30 cm scale
isoclinal folding and horizont al shear planes

Light gray, st ruct ureless muddy sandst one
lacking mudrock int raclast s. Dist inct ive calcar-
eous composit ion t est ed wit h HCl acid. Proba-
bly Colombine bed indicat ing remobilizat ion of
older Inner St age MAF st rat a

Calcareous mudst one
Flut es at sandst one base

Small scale reverse fault ing in bed base. Anas-
t omosed fault zones

St ruct ureless sandst one. No evidence of
dewat ering st ruct ures = primary

Faint ly plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one
St ruct ureless sandst one

Mudst one int raclast bearing muddy sandst one
wit h some dewat ering st ruct ures. Pebble t o
cobble sized int raclast s concent rat ed t owards
bed t op

Planar t abular cross-st rat if ied sandst one
capped by ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one

Siliciclast ic mudst one

Thin-bedded ripple laminat ed sandst ones
overlain by t hin (<5 cm) siliciclast ic mudst one
and 10-30 cm t hick mixed composit ion mud-
st one. Non-penet rat ive cleavage in calcareous
mudst ones

Dist inct ion of mudrock facies is dif f icult due
t o a lack of color dif ference. Appear t o be
more mixed in composit ion bet ween siliciclas-
t ic and calcareous end members

Ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one, some
aggradat ional bedforms resembling micro
hummocky cross-st rat if icat ion

Mixed composit ion (siliciclast ic-calcareous)
mudst one wit h t hin ripple cross-laminat ed
sandst ones

Ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one

St ruct ureless int raclast def icient muddy sand-
st ones wit h siliciclast ic mudst one caps

St ruct ureless sandst one wit h int ernal bed
break

St ruct ureless sandst one overlain by plane-
parallel laminat ed sandst one wit h abundant
carbonaceous mat erial

Organic rich clay-dominat ed, silt -bearing silici-
clast ic mudst one

60 cm t hick sandst one. Base is dominant ly
st ruct ureless wit h some faint discont inuous
consolidat ion(?) laminat ions overlain by plane-
parallel laminat ed sandst one

80 cm t hick sandst one. Base is dominant ly
st ruct ureless wit h some faint discont inuous
consolidat ion(?) laminat ions overlain by plane-
parallel laminat ed sandst one

Sout h side of valley
S = 167º
D = 17º W

Nort h side of valley
S = 225º
D = 12º W

Bed correlat es across valley. Dif ferent st rike
and dips on eit her side are used t o infer fault
wit h ~5 m of st rat igraphic separat ion

R 94º

R 106º

U
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Sedimentological Profile 8: SRW-A (Domain 4)
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10-20 cm light gray muddy silt st one,
bedded wit h out sized cm. mudst one
int raclast s and clay-dominat ed ( t an)
int erlaminat ions

Tan mudst one

18° overt urned light gray muddy sand-
st one pinches out ont o irregular t op
of MTD surface
All mudst ones are same calcareous
mudst one facies. No carbonaceous
debris, minor mica

Vert ical t o overt urned sand-rich, silt -
dominat ed light gray mudst one wit h
mud inject ion creat ing.
Mudst one beds on east limb of
Coniale Ant icline are draped by 5
calcareous mudst one wedges
(Cast elvecchio Marls) t hat pinch out
against vert ical dipping mudst one
st rat a of t he MTD.
Dip of each successive mudst one
wedge decreases upward.

L

L/ S

Carbonaceous debris ~30% in wavy
sandst one mat rix wit h int ense
biot urbat ion t hat ext ends t hrough t o
underlying cm-bedded sandst one
bracket ing plane parallel laminat ions in
sandst one

Very dist inct burrowed light gray silt -
dominat ed, clay-rich mudst one. No
int ervening t hin-beds. Tabular t hick-
ness lat erally

Plane parallel laminat ed sandst one wit h
up t o 15% carbonaceous and micas on
bedding planes. Mudst one int raclast s
and some pebble-sized ext raformat ional
clast s split basal ss bed and creat e
wavy laminae (dif ferent ial compact ion)

Bedded light gray muddy sandst one wit h
w/ f loat ing out sized pebble mudst one
clast s. Int ernally beds are st ruct ureless
or have chaot ic, swirly fabric

Biot urbat ed graded beds decrease in
t hickness upwards. Convolut e laminat ions
and pipe st ruct ures in upper 0.4 m.

Light gray muddy silt st one wit h sparse
out sized mudst one clast s. Chaot ic fabric
and moderat e biot urbat ion. Int ensit y
increases upward wit hin beds separat ed
by t an int erlaminat ions

Light gray muddy silt st one
Tan muddy silt st one lacking mudst one
int raclast s. Chaot ic swirly fabric makes
bedding dif f icult t o delineat e

Light gray muddy sandst one wit h gran-
ule-pebble sized mudst one int raclast s.

G

B/ S

B

B

Medium dark gray, bedded

5-10cm. light gray muddy silt st one
wit h sparse (<2%) out sized mudst one
clast s. Chaot ic, swirly bedding pat t ern

Abundant micaceous and carbonaceous
mat erial in int raclast bearing (~5%)
muddy sandst one

Light gray muddy silt st one wit h f loat ing
out sized clast s, biot urbat ed wit h int ensi-
t y increasing upward

Relict plane parallel laminat ed sandst one
wit h laminae cont aining up t o 20% carbona-
ceous debris. Vert ical and horizont al burrows
on bedding planes.

Flut es and grooves at bed base.

Dark gray mudst one int raclast s up t o 10
cm in diamet er. Muddy sandst one

Loaded base of carbonaceous sand-
st one

G

G

G

85° ( f )

87° ( f )

104° ( f )

96° ( f )

108° (g)

110° (g)

90° ( f )

60° (g)

95° ( f )

Light gray silt -dominat ed mixed composi-
t ion mudst one. Ungraded

Soft sediment deformed sandst one
wit h biot urbat ed bed t op. Succession
of consolidat ion laminat ions t o pipe
st ruct ures t o convolut e laminat ions
f rom bed base t o t op.

Dark gray silt st one. Forms dist inct
graded beds

Light gray silt -dominat ed, clay-bearing
mixed composit ion mudst one

Biot urbat ed sandst one wit h faint plane
parallel t o irregular (sof t -sediment
deformed?) laminat ions

Flut ed base

Moderat ely gray silt -dominat ed mudst one
wit h 5-10cm biot urbat ed muddy sand-
st one bed bases
Graded f ine muddy sandst one and
mixed composit ion mudst one beds wit h
some carbonaceous mat erial
Plane parallel laminat ed sandst one
grading up t o f iner hummocky st rat i-
f ied sandst one

Plane parallel laminat ed sandst one
grading upwards int o
muddy/ carbonaceous wavy laminat ed
sandst one

Wavy laminat ed sandst one wit h bands
of st ruct ureless muddy sandst one.
Abundant carbonaceous mat erial up t o
30%. Laminat ions decrease in t hick-
ness upwards corresponding wit h
increased biot urbat ion int ensit y.
Faint millimet er t hick plane parallel laminat -
ed sandst one bracket ed by more dist inct
cm-spaced st rat if icat ion

Biot urbat ed base

Biot urbat ed muddy sandst one wit h f loat -
ing granule-cobble mudst one int raclast s.
Locally erosional bed base cut s out silici-
clast ic mudst one bed lat erally
Wavy laminat ed carbonaceous sandst one
Burrowing int ensit y increases upwards.
Orphiomorpha burrows ext end t o sandst one
bed base (~1 m)

Plane-parallel laminat ed sandst one wit h
abundant carbonaceous debris on bed-
ding planes.

PH

Silt st one bed t runcat ed by overlying
amalgamat ion surface. Int raclast bear-
ing sandst one

Moderat ely gray ungraded calcareous silt -
dominat ed mudst one cont ains some
micas and moderat e (~1-5%) carbona-
ceous mat erial indicat ing mixed siliciclas-
t ic-calcareous composit ion. Fizzes moder-
at ely in HCl

Biot urbat ed muddy sandst one

Pipe st ruct ures in upper half of sand-
st one bed

Relic plane parallel laminat ions or con-
solidat ion laminat ions. Faint dish st ruc-
t ures also present .

Soft -sediment deformed st ruct ureless
sandst one. Very t hick indurat ed bed
forms key marker horizon in lower
Domain 4 st rat a

Irregular basal cont act ; burrowed and
t ool marks present
Light gray siliciclast ic silt -dominat ed
mudst one

Silt -dominat ed, clay-bearing normally
graded mudst one wit h moderat e carbo-
naceous mat erial
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Sedimentological Profile 9: SRW-B (Domain 4)
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Visignano mass-transport deposit folded
very fine lower to siltstone strata

cover/ st ream

Interbedded
Ripple cross-laminated and plane parallel lami-
nated sandstones in MTD

Cover, probably mudstone or muddy sandstone

Wavy laminated sandstone, possible subcritically
climbing ripples.

Cover; assumed to be mudstone or muddy sand-
stone

mainly cover, assumed to be mudstone and thin-
bedded fine grained sandstones

Jaked through streambed

S = 115°
D = 50° SW

Po
ss

ib
le

lin
ke

d
de

br
it

e

Base of exposure and top of MTD

Soft-sediment deformed sandstone with
some bioturbation at the top

Mica rich siliciclastic siltstone. Faintly lami-
nated, massive appearance

Inclined surfaces in silicilcastic siltstones
may be from soft-sediment deformation

Structureless, soft-sediment deformed sand-
stone bed with loaded base thickens to west and
amalgamates to east

Ripple cross-lamianted sandstone cap with hori-
zontal and some vertical burrows;
Intraclast-bearing muddy sandstone sandwiched
between structureless sandstones

Upper fine sand-rich muddy siltstone

Horizontal burrows at top of hummocky cross-
stratified sandstone with oversteepened laminae
(flame structures)

Very poorly sorted sand-bearing muddy siltstone

Dark gray cobble sized mudstone intraclasts
(~30%) in muddy sandstone. Mica and carbona-
ceous material abundant. Swirly, chaotic fabric.
No coarse tail grading

Poorly sorted organic bearing silt-rich sand-
stone with 2 carbonaceous bedding breaks. Very
few granule sized mudstone intraclasts. Sand
percent increases to ~60% above upper bedding
break;

Muddy sandstone with ~20% pebble sized mud-
stone intraclasts. Poorly sorted and ungraded

~30% intraclasts in muddy sandstone

Carbonaceous mudstone intraclast and mica-
rich muddy sandstone

Poorly sorted, carbonaceous silty sandstone with
sand-filled horizontal burrows

Silt-dominated, clay bearing siliciclastic mud-
stone. Normally graded

Highly bioturbated organic rich graded siltstone.
Sand-filled horizontal and vertical burrows

Ripple cross-laminated to plane-parallel laminat-
ed sandstone. Waxing to waning event bed

Well-sorted silt-dominated, clay-bearing silici-
clastic mudstone. Moderately fissile

Silt-dominated, clay-bearing carbonaceous silt-
stone with carbonaceous-rich bed breaks. Multi-
ple event beds.

Carbonaceous material and horizontal sand-
filled burrows

Extraformational and intraclast muddy sandstone
matrix supported conglomerate. ~40% moderate-
ly well rounded clasts composed of carbonate
mudstone, serpentine, and sandstone. Swirly
chaotic fabric in matrix with some laminations
bent around larger clasts (compactional). Locally
pinches and swells in thickness

Hummocky cross-stratified carbonaceous sand-
stone with bioturbated top

Well-sorted very calcareous (borderline marl)
clay-poor siltstone with high amount of
bioturbation and no intervening thin-bedded
sandstones. Spherical concretions common

Moderately gray silt-dominated siliciclastic mud-
stone. ~5% macerated carbonaceous material.
Contains a few horizontal burrows. Base is car-
bonaceous muddy sandstone

Pebble to granule size mudstone clasts (~40%)
in ungraded, chaotic muddy sandstone

Bioturbated ripple cross-laminated sandstone
with carbonaceous material on foresets

Bioturbated sandstone with primary fabric
destoryed. Abundant vertical and horizontal bur-
rows increase in intensity upwards. Base has
cm-spaced horizontal stratification with faint stra-
ta set grading

Convolute laminated sandstone overlain by
bioturbated sandstone
Carbonaceous, bioturbated wavy laminated
sandstone. Some ripple foresets visible
Faintly plane-parallel laminated sandstone. Lami-
nae bracketed in more distinct cm-spaced stratifi-
cation with elevated carbonaceous material. Few
horizontal burrows. Ripple cross-laminated sand-
stone with abundant carbonaceous material and
burrows at bed top
Plane-parallel laminated sandstone with abun-
dant carbonaceous material along laminations.
Laminations thicken slightly upwards.
Bioturbated base
Bioturbated sandstone thins to north in compen-
sational stacking pattern
Horizontally burrowed base and top of plane par-
allel laminated sandstone
Plane parallel to wavy laminated carbonaceous
silty sandstone
Wavy laminated carbonaceous (~20%) silty
sandstone. ~10% granule intraclasts
Vertical and horizontal burrows at top of faintly
plane-parallel laminated sandstone with abun-
dant mica and silt along cm-spaced stratification
surfaces. No grading in stratification sets.
~20% granule mudstone intraclasts and coal
fragments in bioturbated carbonaceous wavy
laminated sandstone. Some ripple cross-
laminations. Some cm-thick structureless units

Poorly indurated mudstone intraclast deficient
sand-rich muddy siltstone

Very thick gradually upward fining sandstone bed
comprised of multiple amalgamated event beds

Cm-spaced stratification with increasing set
thickness upwards. Inversely to normally grad-
ed sets contain more abundant carbonaceous
material at set tops
Mudstone intraclast bearing structureless sand-
stone
Flutes, grooves, and burrows at base of struc-
tureless sandstone
Very thin ripple cross-laminated beds alternating
with dark gray laminated and normally graded
siltstone. Probably low magnitude event beds

Medium gray, normally graded beds of silt-
dominated, clay-poor mudstone

Light gray, normally graded silt-dominated mud-
stone. Siliciclastic composition

Dark gray horizontally laminated silt-dominated,
clay-bearing siliciclastic mudstone; mica flakes
and carbonaceous debris common

Skilothos(?) and ophiomorpha bioturbated sand-
stone with vertical burrows extending through
bedRelict plane parallel laminated sandstone par-
tially destroyed by bioturbation. Burrowing
decreases downward from bed top where car-
bonaceous material is concentrated
Flutes and burrows at bed base

Normally graded siliciclastic siltstone beds with
coarser basal divisions that sometimes contain
faint wavy laminations (Td?)

Medium gray silt-dominated calcareous mud-
stone, with some carbonaceous debris. Mixed
composition mudstone

Bioturbated sandstone bed cap overlain by thin
ripple cross-laminated sandstone. Coarser struc-
tureless sandstone forms bed base
Base of sandstone not exposed

Covered, inferred to be siliciclastic mudrock

Streamside exposure of thin muddy sandstone
beds interbedded with mixed composition silt-
dominated mudstone

Poorly exposed slope. Dark gray siltstone chang-
ing upwards into light gray mixed composition
silt-dominated mudstone with thin intraclast defi-
cient muddy sandstone interbeds

Plane parallel laminated sandstone bracketed by
more distinct cm-spaced stratification. Some
internal burrows. Bioturbation intensity and car-
bonaceous content increases towards bed top

Subcritically climbing ripple cross-laminated
sandstone
Burrowed, carbonaceous mudstone

Ophiomorpha burrows destroy primary fabrics
and structures of thin-bedded, fine grained sand-
stones and siliciclastic siltstones
Ripple cross-laminated sandstone with macerat-
ed carbonaceous material on foresetsB

B

B

B

S
S
S

S

E

F 100°
137º
117º
170º

G 125º
90º (2)

F 140°
130º
160º
170º

R 130°(2) Fault with calcite fill. 30
cm stratigraphic separa-
tion. Down to the west.
060º strike of fault plane

Structureless sandstone(?) in stream is poorly
exposed

Dark gray silt-dominated, clay-poor mudstone
Ripple cross-laminated sandstone bed cap

Convolute laminated muddy sandstone with
floating pebble-boulder angular mudstone
intraclasts. Mounded topography
Mounded hummocky cross-stratified sandstone
at bed top with wavy laminations and <5% gran-
ule to pebble mudstone intraclasts
Faintly plane-parallel laminated sandstone. Well
sorted, not strongly graded
Burrowed bed base with abundant carbona-
ceous material and intraclasts in sandstone.
Flutes at base indicate bed amalgamation
Light gray silt-dominated siliciclastic mudstone
transitioning upwards into more calcareous mud-
stone with some micas and carbonaceous mate-
rial (mixed composition)
Carbonaceous material increases upwards into
intraclast deficient muddy/carbonaceous mud-
stone

Plane parallel laminated sandstone in 10-30 cm
sets
Well expressed flute marks up to 80 cm
Plane parallel laminated sandstone grading
upwards into convolute laminated sandstone
overlain by granule intraclast bearing (~10%)
muddy sandstone with abundant carbonaceous
material
Red clay-dominated mudstone. Possible volcanic
ash bed
10 cm thick ripple cross-laminated to siliciclastic
mudstone thin event beds

Dark gray, normally graded siliciclastic siltstone

Sub-critically to super-critically climbing asym-
metric ripple cross-laminated sandstone creates
hummocky topography. Large (30 cm long) bur-
rows filled with coarser sandstone
Up to pebble sized intraclasts in structureless
sandstone. Some horizontal burrows along
wavy stratified distinctive bedding plane. Bur-
rows start in overlying mudstone and reach
down to this horizon. Sandwich bed

Relict plane-parallel laminated sandstone with
some vertical (orphimorpha?) burrows and pipe
structures

S/L

S

S

S

B

S

F 135°
140º
133º

R 80°
90º
60º
40º

R 117°
123°
151°
143º

Reflected flow
Initial high density turbidity current

Convolute laminated sandstone with carbona-
ceous material
Well sorted structureless sandstone with several
10 cm thick bedding surfaces

Pebble to cobble-size mudstone intraclasts in
moderately indurated muddy sandstone. Hori-
zontal burrows at top contact
Sandstone pseudonodules in soft-sediment
deformed structureless sandstone
Faint plane-parallel laminated sandstone

Silt-dominated, clay-rich mixed composition mud-
stone. Ungraded and well-sorted.

Gradational change to aggradational hummocky
cross-stratified sandstone (not supercritically
climbing ripples). Abundant carbonaceous mate-
rial along stratification surfaces
Sub-critically climbing ripple cross-laminated
sandstone with carbonaceous material along
foresets and set boundaries
Faint plane-parallel laminations in well sorted,
normally graded sandstone

Highly bioturbated and fluted bed base

Sandstone injection into siliciclastic silt-
dominated mudstone. Grades upwards into more
calcareous (mixed-composition?) mudstone

Convolute laminated sandstone. Flutes at base.
Carbonaceous material increase in abundance
upwards

Dark gray siliciclastic silt-bearing, clay-rich mud-
stone. Slightly normally graded, moderately fis-
sile and faintly horizontally laminated.

Knobbly weathering pattern in clay-dominated,
silt-rich mixed composition mudstone. Lighter
gray color. Some indistinct spherical concretions

Faintly plane-parallel laminated sandstone

U

R 178°
125°
55°
245°

F 140°
135°

F 110º
110°
115°

Amalgamation surface. Flutes of above
bed cut into and soft-sediment deform the
top of the below lying sandstone

Silt-dominated, clay-bearing mixed composition
mudstone

Intraclast deficient muddy sandstone

Silt-dominated, clay-bearing siliciclastic mud-
stone

Thin ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Covered. Exposed laterally as thick mixed com-
position mudstone lacking thin-beds

Amalgamated plane-parallel laminated sand-
stones with conspicuous grain-size breaks form-
ing 20 cm thick beds. Pipe structures and/or bur-
rows form vertical lineations cross-cutting
depositional laminae. Lightly fluted base

Thin beds of super-critically climbing ripple cross-
laminated sandstones overlain by 10-20 cm of
dark gray, normally graded siliciclastic
mudstones. Capped by thicker, lighter gray
mixed composition mudstones with more knobbly
weathering texture

Subcritically climbing asymmetric ripple cross-
laminated sandstone. Several sets make up bed

Convolute laminated (soft-sediment deformed)
sandstone. May have originally been hummocky
stratified or ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Bioturbated base of structureless sandstone
Waxing event bed going from ripple cross-
laminated siltstone to coarser plane-parallel lami-
nated sandstone. Capped by siliciclastic mud-
stone
Siliciclastic dark gray siltstone
3 cm plane parallel laminated sandstone grades
upwards into 5 cm thick convolute laminations
and then back into 2 cm of plane parallel lams.
Siliciclastic mudstone above very fine plane-
parallel laminated sandstone
Light gray clay-rich, silt-bearing mixed composi-
tion mudstone
Faint wavy laminated sandstone. Possibly hum-
mocky stratification (aggradational bedforms)
Micaceous, carbonaceous very poorly sorted
muddy sandstone with <5% pebble sized angular
mudstone intraclasts
Tool marks at base of structureless sandstone

Dip of beds = 25° NE

L

S

S

S

S

G 111°
75°

F 65°

R 136°
140°
120°

G 115°
110°
120°
120°
125°

Normally graded cm spaced stratified sandstone.
Normal grading in individual stratification sets

Faint plane parallel laminated sandstone show-
ing inverse grading from bed base.
Flutes at bed base
Slightly soft-sediment deformed crenulated to
wavy laminated carbonaceous silty sandstone
with cm thick structureless silty sandstone divi-
sions. Ripple cross-laminations are vissible in
upper 20 cm of wavy laminations
Sandstone pseudonodules in soft-sediment
deformed sandstone. Convolute laminations,
pipes, and sandstone injections common

Abrupt increase in grain size and change to plane
parallel to asymmetric ripple cross-laminated sand-
stone indicates event bed amalgamation surface
Convolute laminations near bed top with increas-
ing amount of carbonaceous and micaceous
material causing decrease in mean grain size

Relict stratification and moderate sorting in soft-
sediment deformed sandstone. Dishes and wavy
consolidation laminations near base, pipes
become more common upwards

Large flutes along basal surface of space-
stratified sandstone (inversely to normally grad-
ed stratification sets)

Siliciclastic siltstone
Thin bed of intraclast-deficient muddy sandstone
Dark gray silt-dominated siliciclastic mudstone
Meter-long, cm-wide sandstone filled and pellet
lined burrows on top of intraclast deficient muddy
sandstones interbedded with ripple cross-
laminated sandstones

Normally graded wavy to hummocky cross-
stratified sandstone forms mounded and
bioturbated bed top. Abundant carbonaceous
material and micas at bed top and along stratifi-
cation surfaces (also siltstone drapes). Matrix
mud content increases upwards, but stratification
always present. Moderately sorted and indurated

Plane parallel laminated sandstone bracketed by
cm stratification sets. Abundant carbonaceous
material and mica in upper 0.25 m.

Amalgamation surface defined by layer of mud-
stone intraclasts in structureless sandstone and
abrupt increase in mud matrix (muddy
sandstone). Mudstone injections (photos)
Faint plane parallel laminated sandstone brack-
eted by more distinct cm-spaced stratification
(not graded sets)

B

S/L

S/L
B/L

E

U/S

G
F 108°

115°

R 110°
95°
105°

R 95°

F 105°
110°
112°

R 95°
40°
15°
85°

Cover on south and north side of Santerno River.
Correlated to northeast side of river and into
north-south trending side canyon to continue
section at (73.2m)

Local development of ripple cross-laminated and
hummocky cross-stratified sandstone creates
mounded bed top

Covered; inferred to be siliciclastic mudstone

Silt-dominated, clay-bearing siliciclastic mud-
stone. Slightly normally graded
Sandstone injection into siliciclastic mudstone

B

B

R 128°
124°

R 117°
111º
118º

R 115°
110º

Base of thick sandstone succession forming first
major cliff above Santerno river

Silt-dominated mudstone interbedded with poorly
sorted muddy sandstone. Thickens to southeast,
converges to west. Overlain by siliciclastic to
mixed composition mudstones

Silty sandstone with few granule sized mudstone
intraclasts. Laterally has some wavy laminations

Lowest exposure on east side of canyon

Moderately well sorted, massive calcareous
mudstone. Probably mixed composition based
on presence of micas and black carbonaceous
fragments (<1 mm in diameter)

Structureless sandstone thickens to the north-
west across the side canyon

E

S

S

S

Flutes at base
Bioturbated wavy laminated silty sandstone with
abundant carbonaceous material and 2 pebble
mudstone intraclasts

Burrowed ripple cross-laminated sandstone top
1 m deep burrows and pipe structures

Moderately well sorted, ungraded soft-sediment
deformed structureless sandstone

Convolute laminations

Consolidation laminations

Intraclast deficient muddy sandstone with ripple
cross-laminated sandstone cap

Asymmetric ripple cross-laminated top with
minor horizontal and vertical burrowing

Burrows and flutes at base
Silt-dominated siliciclastic mudstone and ripple
cross-laminated sandstone interbed

Consolidation laminations and dish structures in
ungraded structureless sandstone. No tools
found at bed base

Structureless sandstone with no soft-sediment
deformation features. Cm thick ripple cross-
laminated sandstone cap
No internal amalgamation surfaces.

Soft sediment deformed sandstone thins to west

GPS Point = SAC89.3

GPS point taken here

E

S/E

S

Structureless sandstone with faint discontinuous
laminations near bed base

Wavy, hummocky cross-stratified sandstone with
local ripple cross-laminations

Coarse structureless sandstone (primary)

Amalgamation surface
Flutes at base of soft-sediment deformed sand-
stone. Discontinuous consolidation laminations

Fluted and burrowed base of soft-sediment
deformed structureless sandstone
Very thin sandstone interbeds in medium gray
silt-dominated siliciclastic mudstone
Bouma sequence (structureless to plane-parallel,
to ripple cross-laminated sandstone) interrupted
by wavy, hummocky cross-stratified sandstone
unit.
Burrowed base of structureless sandstone
Light gray silt-dominated mudstone
Muddy sandstone with mudstone intraclasts up
to 30 cm. Closely spaced flutes at bed base

Light gray calcareous mudstone (Colombine-like)

Dish and pipe structures in indurated soft-
sediment deformed sandstone

Intraclast deficient muddy sandstone base

Hummocky stratified sandstone atop faintly
plane-parallel laminated sandstone. Section tra-
verses to east side of side canyon using 26 cm
siliciclastic mudstone cap as correlation marker

Soft-sediment deformed structureless sand-
stone. Moderately sorted, well indurated. Con-
tains consolidation laminations near base and
a few pipe structures near top

B/S
S

S

S/B

S/E

S
S
S

S/E

Flutes and burrows sparse on loaded and inject-
ed sandstone base. Beds amalgamated laterally
over 200 m

Bed 5. Amalg. SS. Coarsens upward
freq. GS change w/in bed

CPL 105°

F 107°
104°
110°
106°

CPL 108°
123°

F 111°
120°
130°
123°

Sandstone beds amalgamate to northwest
toward onlap and then rapidly thin and pinch out
onto paleo-slope over 500 m

Medium gray silt-dominated, clay bearing mud-
stone with intraclast-deficient muddy siltstone
thin interbed

Dark gray normally graded siliciclastic mudstone

Light gray silt-dominated mudstone

Dark gray siltstone

Light gray silt-dominated mixed-composition
mudstone

Silt-dominated, clay-bearing ungraded mixed-
composition mudstone

Hummocky cross-stratified sandstone with some
ripple cross-laminations. Siltstone drapes on set
boundaries

S/C

S/L

G

G
G

G

B/E

S/B

Amalgamated soft-sediment deformed to pri-
mary structureless sandstone. Pipes and dis-
continuous consolidation laminations
Muddy sandstone overlain by ripple cross-
laminated sandstone
Siliciclastic mudstone
Bioturbated bed cap, possibly relic ripple cross-
laminated sandstone

S 107°

D 26°

J 197°

R 180º
160º

F 117°(4)
115°(6)
118º
120º

F 111º
110º
124º
104º (2)
116º

Plane parallel laminated sandstone. Laminations
are faint on fresh surfaces where it appears
dominantly structureless
Flutes at base of indurated, resistant sandstone
bed

Light gray mixed composition silt-dominated,
clay-bearing mudstone

poor exposure; inferred to be dominantly mixed
composition mudstone based on cliff exposure

Hummocky cross-stratified to ripple cross-
laminated thin bedded sandstone. Overlain by
calcareous (mixed composition?) mudstone
interval that is quickly covered

Poorly exposed, light gray, silt-dominated mud-
stone. Mixed siliciclastic-calcareous composition.
Slope-forming unit. No intervening thin-bedded
siliciclastic siltstones or sandstones. No grading
trend observed

Light gray calcareous silt-dominated, clay-
bearing mudstone with some carbonaceous
material and micas. Thick ungraded mixed com-
position mudrock with no intervening thin beds

S

B?

GPS pointS/B

Bioturbated muddy/carbonaceous sandstone
with convolute laminations. Vertical burrows and
some dewatering structures (pipes) present

Muddy ripple cross-laminated thin sandstone
grading up to dark gray silt-bearing mudstone

Normally graded silt-bearing mudstone with faint
horizontal laminations that create stronger fissili-
ty in dark gray mudrock

Plane parallel laminated sandstone. Faint lami-
nae are bracketed by more distinct cm-spaced
horizontal stratification defined by increased silt
and carbonaceous material along the planes

Flutes at base of indurated sandstone

Mudstone intraclast deficient structureless
muddy sandstone

Thin-bedded ripple cross-laminated sandstone
overlain by silciclastic mudstones form waning
depletive event beds. Horizontal burrowing at
each sandstone bed base indicate indvidual
events, not flow surges

S

S

B

Wavy laminated super-critically climbing ripple
cross-laminated sandstone. Sharp contact with
below lying plane-parallel laminated sandstone

Plane parallel laminated sandstone grading
upwards into critically climbing ripple cross-
laminated sandstone. Dark gray,
mica/carbonaceous material rich siltstone over-
lies sandstone bed. Bottom absent Bouma
sequence.

Poorly exposed, light gray silt-dominated, mixed
composition mudstone

Poorly exposed bed. Very fine grain size. Proba-
bly plane parallel to ripple cross-laminated sand-
stone. Plane-parallel laminations are very faint
and not continuous laterally

Thinly interbedded formset ripple cross-
laminated sandstones and light gray calcareous
or mixed composition mudstone

Bioturbated sandstone at bed top separated by
thin siltstone layer (possibly surge from reflect-
ed flow?). Wavy to hummocky cross-stratified
sandstone with abundant carbonaceous materi-
al along stratification surfaces. Aggradational
bedforms

Medium gray silt-dominated mudstone
(siliciclastic)

S

S

S
S

S
S

S

L

Plane parallel laminated sandstone with wavy
(ripple cross-laminated?) bed top

Light gray, ungraded silt-dominated mudstone

Plane parallel laminated sandstone grading up to
wavy to hummocky cross-stratified sandstone with
sub-critically climbing asymmetric ripple cross-
laminated sandstone cap

Micro hummocky cross-stratified sandstone

Intraclast deficient muddy siltstone

Dark gray silt-bearing siliciclastic mudstone with
interbedded thin formset ripple cross-laminated
sandstones

S

S
S

S
S
S

S

S

S/B

E/B

Poorly exposed medium to light gray silt-
dominated mudstone

S

F 120°
121º
111º

G 82º
74º
78º

S = 105°
D = 36° NE

Thin intraclast bearing muddy sandstone
(<5% granule sized intraclasts)

R 30º
60º

R 310º
140º

F 86º
25º

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone (sub-critical
climb)

Plane-parallel laminated to structureless sand-
stone

Soft sediment deformed sandstone bracketed by
ripple cross-laminated sandstone units

Intraclast bearing sandstone = amalgamation

Siliciclastic mudstone grades into silt-dominated,
clay rich mixed composition mudstone. Basal
contact indistinct

G

Structureless sandstone division

Bioturbated super-critically climbing ripple cross-
laminated sandstone (wavy)

Plane parallel to ripple cross-laminated sand-
stone with soft-sediment deformed base

Covered interval. Probably thin bedded laminat-
ed sandstones and siliciclastic to mixed composi-
tion mudrocks

Ripple cross-laminated sandstones overlain by
silt-dominated siliciclastic mudstones in thin
turbidite event beds

Normally graded, well sorted structureless sand-
stone with no evidence of dewatering

Graded siliciclastic siltstone to silt-dominated
mudstone

Mm-spaced plane parallel laminations laterally
convoluted by through-going pipe structures.

Ungraded siliciclastic siltstone with small amount
(<5%) of macerated carbonaceous material

Bioturbated structureless sandstone bed cap

Ungraded mixed calcareous mudstone bed with
no intervening thin-beds. Some carbonaceous
material and micas, but light gray color. HCl test
indicates moderate calcareous content

Thin ripple cross-laminated sandstone overlain
by normally graded siltstone

Normally graded siliciclastic siltstone

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone with multiple
ripple sets

Distinctive mm-spaced plane-parallel laminated
sandstone alternating with ripple cross-laminated
formsets

Fluted base

Abrupt change to structureless sandstone
demarcated by a few dispersed intraclasts and
slight grain size increase

Well indurated structureless sandstone.
Intraclasts (<1%) and vertical burrows in upper
40 cm. Distinct bed contact with less indurated
hummocky sandstone

Mixed composition calcareous mudstone. Possi-
bly very thin siliciclastic mudstone cap above
sandstone

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone changes
upwards into aggradational hummocky cross-
stratified sandstone

Bioturbated and soft-sediment deformed muddy
sandstone cap. Sandstone injections

Coarser structureless sandstone with sharp con-
tacts

Space stratified to carbonaceous wavy laminated
silty sandstone with meter long horizontal
bioturbation tracks

Silt-dominated, clay-bearing siliciclastic mud-
stone

Thin, intraclast deficient muddy sandstone over-
lain by siliciclastic mudstone

Wavy laminated (super-critically climbing
ripples?) very fine sandstone

Faint plane-parallel laminated sandstone with
high concentration of carbonaceous debris and
mica flakes in upper 20 cm

Flutes at sandstone bed base

Locally appears to be structureless

Faint ripple cross-laminated sandstone
Normally graded siliciclastic mudstone

Silty structureless sandstone with few granule
sized mudstone intraclasts.

Silt-dominated siliciclastic mudstone.
Ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Intraclast deficient muddy siltstone

Intraclast-rich muddy siltstone to ripple cross-
laminated sandstone

Graded siliciclastic siltstone to silt-dominated
mudstone

Thin intraclast-deficient structureless muddy
siltstones interbedded with normally graded, fis-
sile, and horizontally laminated siliciclastic silt-
stones

Ungraded calcareous or mixed-composition
mudstone

Interbedded siliciclastic siltstones and mixed
composition mudstones

Silt-dominated, clay-bearing carbonaceous silici-
clastic mudstone

Ungraded bioturbated intraclast deficient muddy
sandstone overlain by ripple cross-laminated
sandstones and siliciclastic mudstones

Intraclast bearing muddy siltstone and siliciclastic
mudstones

Coarser structureless sandstone unit
(depositional?)

Soft-sediment deformed structureless
sandstone. Discordant stratification surfaces
disrupted by dish and pipe structures. Upwards
contains more convolute laminations and fre-
quent pipe structures

Thin asymmetric ripple cross-laminated sand-
stone cap

S = 107º
D = 26º NE
Jake direction = 197º

Pipe structures

Dish structures

Consolidation laminations

Siliciclastic mudstone

Muddy siltstone

Ungraded plane-parallel laminated sandstone
overlain by normally graded, sub-critically
climbing ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Siliciclastic silt-dominated, clay-bearing mud-
stone and ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Intraclast bearing (~5%) muddy sandstone
defines amalgamation surface (sandwich bed)

Structureless to bioturbated sandstone with sev-
eral bed breaks in grain size

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone below silici-
clastic siltstone

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone cap

Medium gray silt-dominated siliciclastic mud-
stone

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone and siliciclas-
tic siltstone

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone cap

Covered interval; inferred to be silt-dominated
siliciclastic mudstones and thin-bedded fine
grained sandstones

Flutes and burrows on loaded bed base of soft-
sediment deformed sandstone

~30% angular pebble-cobble sized mudstone
intraclasts in structureless sandstone. Low
matrix mud content

Soft-sediment deformed sandstone. Convolute
cm-spaced stratification overlain by dishes and
pipes.

Partially soft sediment deformed sub-critically
climbing asymmetric ripple cross-laminated
sandstone. Some horizontal burrows on mound-
ed bed top

Coarser siliciclastic siltstone with gradational
contacts

Plane parallel laminated sandstone base.
Inversely graded up to contact with overlying
soft-sediment deformed sandstone. Well sorted,
moderately well indurated

Soft sediment deformed sandstone. Discontinuous
convolute laminations at base grading upwards into
dish structures. Minor bioturbation at top

Sharp grain-size break into ripple cross-
laminated siltstone

Partially amalgamated sandstone (almost
creates sand-on-sand contact). Hummocky
cross-stratified sandstone with occasional
oversteepend ripple cross-laminations. Siltstone
drapes on stratification surfaces. Top 10 cm is
heavily bioturbated, destroying primary fabrics

Faintly plane-parallel to wavy laminated very fine
thin-bedded sandstone

Cover, inferred to be mixed composition or silici-
clastic mudstone

Cover, inferred to be siliciclastic mudstone

Ripple cross-laminated thin-bedded sandstone
with undulatory bed top

Ungraded, silt-dominated, clay-bearing mud-
stone with moderate carbonate content indicating
mixed composition

Wavy laminated super-critically climbing ripple
cross-laminated sandstone overlain by bioturbated
sandstone

Amalgamation surface with structureless
(bioturbated?) to sub-critically climbing ripple
cross-laminated sandstone

Medium gray, ungraded, silt-dominated mixed
composition mudstone

Thin-bedded plane-parallel laminated sandstone
interbedded with normally graded siltstone and
light gray silt-dominated mudstone in upper half

Bioturbated coarser siltstone bed

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone erosionally
overlain by structureless sandstone grading
upwards into plane parallel or space-stratified
sandstone

Cm-spaced wavy to hummocky-swaley cross-
stratified sandstone with silt drapes on stratifica-
tion surfaces. Capped by thin sub-critically climb-
ing ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Normally graded siliciclastic siltstone. Dark gray
color changes to lighter gray towards top indicat-
ing possible change to a thin layer of mixed com-
position mudstone

Intraclast deficient muddy siltstone erosionally
overlain by structureless sandstone

Light gray, ungraded thick bed of purely silt-
dominated, clay bearing calcareous/siliciclastic
(mixed composition) mudstone. Low to moderate
amount of macerated (<1 mm sized) carbona-
ceous material

Cover, likely mixed composition mudstone

Light gray, ungraded thick bed of purely silt-
dominated, clay bearing calcareous/siliciclastic
(mixed composition) mudstone. Low to moderate
amount of macerated (<1 mm sized) carbona-
ceous material

Structureless to plane-parallel laminated
sandstone. Base is finer and probably also
plane-parallel lamianted

Dark gray silt-bearing siliciclastic mudstone with
interbedded three formset ripple cross-laminated
sandstones

Grooves at base of indurated sandstone bed

Weakly inversely to normally graded in mean
sand grain size

Dark gray, normally graded silt-dominated mud-
stone

G

Plane parallel laminated sandstone with horizon-
tal and some vertical burrows at base

Convolute laminated sandstone. Oversteepened,
discontinuous laminations and irregular surface
indicate soft-sediment deformation, not bedform
migration

Dark gray silt-bearing siliciclastic mudstone with
interbedded thin formset ripple cross-laminated
sandstones

Grooves at base of massive structureless sand-
stone amalgamated with below lying ripple cross-
laminated sandstone

Fault striking at 170º cuts off exposure (cover
above this part in stream cut). GPS point

G

R 170°

Light gray calcareous mudstone
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Sedimentological Profile 10: SRW-C (Domain 4)
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S = 090º
D = 19º N

Light gray, carbonaceous, silt-dominated,
clay-rich light gray mudstone. Some ~1 mm
sized mica(?) particles. Mixed composition

Mm-spaced plane-parallel laminated sand-
stone

S
S

G
G

S
L
S

G

G

G

G

G

S

G

S

G
S

G

S

Silt-dominated, clay-bearing, sand-bearing,
mudstone. Medium gray color. Slightly nor-
mal to inverse grading of bed

Very fine thin bedded sandstone grading
from ripple cross-laminations at base to
faint plane-parallel laminations in middle
and sub-critical ripple cross-laminations at
bed top. Mild horizontal burrowing at bed
base.

Dark gray, ungraded, silt-dominated, clay-
bearing, sand-bearing mudstone

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone

Soft-sediment deformed sandstone with
loaded base overlain by finer ripple cross-
laminated sandstone

Medium gray, ungraded silt-dominated, clay-
rich mudstone

Carbonaceous siltstone with darker gray
color and slightly more indurated

Gray/brown, carbonaceous (macerated) silt-
dominated, clay-rich, sand-bearing mud-
stone. Moderately calcareous indicate by
reactivity with 10% HCl solution

Lighter gray color, but same facies

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone
Silt-dominated normally graded mudstone

Carbonaceous and calcareous, silt-
dominated, clay-rich, sand-bearing, clay rich
mudstone. Mixed-composition mudstone.
Gradual, but distinct contact with underlying
siliciclastic mudstone

Plane-parallel to ripple cross-laminated
sandstone with horizontal burrows at bed
base

Medium gray siliciclastic silt-dominated,
clay-bearing, sand-poor mudstone. ~5%
macerated carbonaceous material

S

S

S

S

G

G

Silt-dominated siliciclastic mudstone

X
X
X

X

R 110º

R 140º

S

G
G

S
S

Poorly sorted, carbonaceous ripple cross-
laminated sandstone top

Silt-dominated siliciclastic mudstone

Flute casts at base of very thick structure-
less sandstone bed

Jaked 20 meters to the west

Faint wavy, convolute laminations possibly
due to soft sediment deformation

Faint plane parallel laminated sandstone
above sharp grain size break indicating
event bed amalgamation. Some outsized
granule mudstone intraclasts. Moderately
well sorted and well indurated

X

X

X

X

F 100º

R 85º
90º

X

X

X

S
S

S
S

S

G

S
G
S
G

G
S
G
S

S

G

S
GS
G
S

Flute casts at base of structureless sand-
stone

Dispersed mud rip-ups otherwise apparently
structureless sandstone with low matrix mud
content

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone
Flute casts at base of thick sandstone

Structureless sandstone, faint swirly lamina-
tions present laterally indicate soft-sediment
deformation

Wavy convolute laminations (locally
oversteepened) in soft-sediment deformed
sandstone

Dark gray silt-dominated mudstone

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone creates
wavy bed top. Sub-critical to super-critical
foreset climb

Faintly plane-parallel laminated sandstone.
Sharp, flat base with some horizontal bur-
rows

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone with
abundant mica and macerated carbona-
ceous material along foresets and set
boundaries

Sand-bearing siliciclastic siltstone

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone grading
into partially covered siliciclastic mudstone

Highly carbonaceous (30%) bed top

Poorly exposed carbonaceous, silt-
dominated medium gray mudstone

Tabular plane-parallel laminated carbona-
ceous sandstone

S

G
S

S

S

NE

NE

W

S

S

Structureless sandstone (primary)

Cover, assumed siliciclastic mudstone

Faint wavy critically climbing ripple cross-
laminated sandstone. Possibly some hum-
mocky cross-stratification, but aggradational
bedforms could not be positively verified

Cover; assumed to be dominantly mixed
composition and siliciclastic mudstones

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone with
soft-sediment deformed wavy interbed
(coarser mean grain size)

Wavy bed cap with faint ripple cross-
laminations and soft-sediment deformation
folds

Cover; assumed to be dominantly graded
siliciclastic mudstone

Structureless sandstone, poorly exposed

Cover; assumed to be dominantly mixed
composition and siliciclastic mudstones with
subordinate fine thin-bedded laminated
sandstones

Plane-parallel laminated sandstones over-
lain by normally graded, carbonaceous,
sand-bearing siliciclastic siltstones

Flute casts at base of structureless sand-
stone lacking soft-sediment deformation
structures

Sub-critically climbing ripple cross-laminated
sandstone with 2 to 3 sets comprising unit

Cover; assumed to be dominantly siliciclas-
tic silt-dominated mudstone

Dark gray silt-dominated mudstones
interbedded with thin ripple cross-laminated
sandstones with sharp, bioturbated bases

Soft sediment deformed (convolute
laminated) sandstone with formset of ripple
cross-laminated sandstone at top.

Silt-dominated, normally graded siltstone

Sub-critically to critically climbing ripple
cross-laminated sandstone thin beds
encased in dark gray, normally graded silici-
clastic siltstones

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

F 80º
R 100º

F 125º
130º

R 141º

F 89º
R 95º (2)

X

X

R 50º

F 100º
90º
95º
80º

X

S
S

S
S

G

S
S

G

S

S

G

G

S

S

S
S

S

S

Thin ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Poorly exposed carbonaceous, silt-
dominated mudstone; dark gray to dark
brown

Faint plane-parallel laminated sandstone.
Strongly normally graded until contact with
muddy sandstone

Poorly sorted muddy sandstone with ~10-
20% pebble mudstone intraclasts. Abundant
micas and some carbonaceous material in
matrix. Swirly, chaotic fabric and some soft-
sediment deformation structures

Carbonaceous sub-critically climbing ripple
cross-laminated sandstone bed top

Carbonaceous siltstone

Dark gray silt-dominated, sand-bearing
mudstone. A few ~20 cm horizontal burrows

Moderately indurated mixed-composition
mudstone. Knobbly weathering pattern

Structureless to faintly horizontally laminat-
ed sandstone

Dark brown/gray, carbonaceous silt-
dominated mudstone. Ungraded, well-
sorted

Flute casts at sandstone base

Ungraded plane-parallel laminated sand-
stone sharply overlain by siliciclastic silt-
dominated mudstone (dark to medium gray
color)

Carbonaceous material concentrated
towards bed top, but overall bed color
becomes lighter gray. May be mixed compo-
sition silt dominated mudstone

Plane-parallel very fine sandstones grading
upwards to dark gray siliciclastic silt-
dominated mudstone with macerated carbo-
naceous material

Small flute casts at sandstone base

Moderately sorted, occasional small pebble-
sized mudstone intraclast

Amalgamated plane-parallel laminated
sandstones

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone cap
Fissile, dark gray silt-dominated mudstone

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone with
abundant micas and <5% granule mudstone
intraclasts along laminae surfaces. Moder-
ately well sorted

Wavy bed top formed by super-critically
climbing ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Cover; assumed to be dominantly siliciclas-
tic mudstone

X

X

X
X

X

F 105º (2)

R 90º
95º

F 88º
F 100º

F 140º

R 113º

R 65º

S

S
S
G
S

S

S
SSSS

G
S

S

S

S

Dispersed pebble mudstone intraclasts
(<1%) in otherwise structureless sandstone

Plane parallel to wavy (ripple cross-
laminated) sandstone

Formset of ripple cross-laminated very fine,
carbonaceous sandstone

Flute casts at sandstone base

Normally graded sandstone bed. Plane-
parallel laminated sandstones progressively
become more convoluted and deformed
upwards. Overlain by sub- to critically climb-
ing sets of ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Plane-parallel laminated very fine sand-
stones overlain by silt-dominated siliciclastic
(dark gray) normally graded mudstones

silt dominated mudstone; medium
brown

X

X
X

R 106º

F 105º

R 120º

R 130º

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone

Normally graded structureless sandstone to
super-critically climbing ripple cross-
laminated sandstone creating undulatory
bed top

Dispersed mudstone intraclasts (cm-scale)
in otherwise structureless sandstone with no
dewatering structures

X

Load and groove casts at base of sandstone

Subcritically climbing ripple-cross laminated
siltstones and sandstones interbedded with
dark gray normally graded siliciclastic mud-
stones

Soft sediment deformed sandstone overlain
by intraclast-bearing (~20%) sandstone
without significant matrix mud. Amalgama-
tion surface present at least 30 m laterally

Graded siliciclastic siltstone with minor verti-
cal burrows
Chaotically bedded, intraclast-deficient
muddy sandstone bed ca. Some bioturbation

Soft sediment deformed sandstone sharply
overlain by plane-parallel laminated sand-
stone

Top truncated ripple cross-laminated sand-
stone bed top

Super-critically climbing ripple cross-
laminated siltstones with normally graded silt-
dominated mudstone caps

Coarsening upwards, then fining upwards
structureless sandsotne bed with covered
top, but likely capped by dominantly mixed-
composition mudstones

Covered; weathered particles suggest silt-
dominated, clay-bearing mixed composition
mudstone with low amount of carbonaceous
material. Possibly some very thin-bedded
siliciclastic laminated sandstones and
siltstones

Micaceous partings on plane parallel lami-
nated sandstone that changes to ripple
cross-laminated sandstone laterally

Space stratified sandstone. Inverse to nor-
mal grading in individual stratification sets

XF 109º
G 121º

R 109º

R 101º

R 113º

Mudstone intraclast-bearing (~20%) struc-
tureless sandstone horizon = amalgamation

Carbonaceous hummocky- cross-stratified
sandstone overlying sub-critically climbing
ripple cross-laminated sandstone.

Plane-parallel to ripple cross-laminated
sandstone with increasing carbonaceous
material content upwards

Poorly exposed silt-dominated, clay-bearing,
moderately carbonaceous/micaceous mud-
stones with thin (<3 cm) siltstone thin-beds.

Fissile silt-dominated, clay-rich largely
ungraded mixed-composition mudstone
sharply overlies siliciclastic mudstone

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone. Critical
climb angle. Silt/carbonaceous material
along foreset and set surfaces.

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone overlain
by normally graded siliciclastic mudstone

No concretions in dark gray mudstone
above thin coarser siltstone. No bioturbation

Waxing and waning grain size. Upward
coarsening siltstone grades into plane-
parallel laminated sandstone and then into a
ripple cross-laminated formset. Event bed
capped by normally graded siltstone

Increasing dark color of mudstone =
increasing organic content. More calcareous
towards top

Carbonaceous, fissile silt-dominated, clay-
bearing siliciclastic mudstone

Flutes and burrows at base of structureless
sandstone overlain by critically climbing rip-
ple cross-laminated sandstone. Bed thick-
ens rapidly to 50 cm thick 30 m to the east

Wavy ripple cross-laminated siliciclastic silt-
stone
Inversely to normally graded (mean grain
size) sandstone. Basal plane-parallel lami-
nated sandstone grades upwards into top
truncated ripple cross-laminated sandstone.
This is sharply overlain by the coarsest
plane-parallel laminated sandstones

R 136º

R 132º, 119º

R 126º

R 90º

F 125º Phot o

R 132º

G

Carbonaceous (faint) ripple cross-laminated
sandstone grading upwards to siliciclastic
mudstone

Plane-parallel laminated siltstone

Mudstone intraclasts dispersed in structure-
less sandstone with low matrix mud content.
Strongly normally graded. Loads and flute
casts at base, but no evidence of internal
dewatering

Intraclast deficient muddy sandstone with
abundant carbonaceous material and micas
in mud-dominated matrix. Swirly, chaotic
fabric generates undulatory bed contacts.
Knobbly appearance due to presence of 10-
20 cm wide sandstone pseudonodules.
Moderately poorly indurated.

Space-stratified sandstone. Inverse to nor-
mal grading within individual stratification
sets. Overall unit is ungraded to weakly nor-
mally graded in the mean grain size fraction.
Moderately well sorted and well indurated.

Massive structureless sandstone sandstone.
Chaotic, swirly fabric created by soft-
sediment deformation and fluidization. Rela-
tive mud-poor matrix. Well indurated

Cover; assumed to be fine sandstones or
siliciclastic mudstones

G 115º

Ripple cross-laminated siltstone

Plane-parallel laminated VF siltstone grad-
ing into siliciclastic siltstone overlain by
mixed composition mudstones

Plane-parallel laminated siltstones overlain
by thick siliciclastic graded mudstones and
thinner lighter gray mixed composition mud-
stones

Micaceous partings on bedding planes of
plane parallel laminated sandstone

Silt-dominated, clay-poor, sand-bearing car-
bonaceous mudstone

Plane-parallel laminated very fine sandstone
with, rapid lateral expansion of thickness to
the east

R 116º
149º
150º

Dispersed intraclasts at the base of soft-
sediment deformed sandstone. Flame struc-
tures and wavy bedding presetn

Micaceous, carbonaceous silt-dominated
mudstone. Moderate calcareous content
indicates mixed composition

Plane-parallel laminated siltstone fining
upwards into siliciclastic mudstone

Medium gray silt-dominated, clay rich mixed
composition mudstone. No intervening thin-
bedded sandstone in ungraded mudrock
succession. Low amount of carbonaceous
material

Ripple to plane-parallel laminated coarse
siltstone in waxing event bed with sharp
lower contact. Photo

Upward coarsening silt-dominated, clay-
bearing mudstone

Wavy convolute laminations in moderately
sorted structureless sandstone

Muddy sandstone with mudstone intraclasts
concentrated at base of unit indicating rela-
tively low matrix strength. Convolute
dewatering laminations above occurring with
slight grain size increase

Micaceous, carbonaceous silt-dominated,
clay-rich mudstone. Increasing clay fraction
and carbonaceous content upwards. Lack
of thin bedded sandstone or coarser
siltstones. Low to moderate amount of car-
bonate. Gradational lower contact. Mixed
composition mudstone

Load and flute casts at base of thick sand-
stone bed

R 126º
116º

R 121º
99º

R 127º

Carbonaceous, wavy (super-critically
climbing) ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Carbonaceous, silt-dominated, clay-rich,
ungraded mixed composition mudstone. No
siltstone or thin sandstone interbeds.
Upwards increase in organic matter creating
darker gray color. Abundant 10-20 cm semi-
rounded concretions

Flute and load casts at bed base

Intraclast-deficient muddy sandstone. Matrix
contains high concentration of mud, micas,
and macerated carbonaceous material.
Swirly, chaotic fabric. Some isoclinally fold-
ed laminae. Sandstone pseudonodules

Carbonaceous, wavy (super-critically
climbing) ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Medium gray color of mixed composition
mudstone

Light gray mixed composition mudstone
Plane parallel laminated sandstone

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone

Silt-dominated siliciclastic mudstone

G

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone sharply
overlain by silt-dominated carbonaceous
mudstone (siliciclastic composition)

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone with
bioturbate base sharply overlain by dark
gray/brown normally graded carbonaceous
siltstone (siliciclastic composition)

Consolidation laminations in fine sandstone
at base. Soft-sediment deformed

~ 30% pebble-cobble mudstone intraclast-
bearing poorly sorted muddy sandstone.
Chaotic, swirly fabric. Poorly indurated

Coarser soft-sediment deformed sandstone

Dark gray silt-dominated, clay-poor, sand-
poor normally graded siliciclastic mudstone

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone. Ungrad-
ed with multiple sets. Sub-critical climb.

Silt-dominated, clay-poor mudstone. Light
gray color. Siliciclastic composition

Thin ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Faint plane-parallel laminated, normally
graded sandstone. Slightly loaded base.
Very fine carbonaceous material along lami-
nation surfaces

Silt-dominated, clay-bearing, normally grad-
ed dark gray siliciclastic mudstone

Normally graded, well sorted sandstone with
basal 8 cm of plane-parallel laminations,
middle 30 cm of strucutreless sandstone,
and a 10 cm plane-parallel laminated cap

Silt-dominated, clay-bearing, normally grad-
ed siliciclastic siltstone. 1 mm sized mica
particles are common. Formsets of ripple
cross-laminated sandstone interbedded with
mudrocks

Lighter gray, more indurated, slightly calcar-
eous silt-dominated mudstone. Interbedded
ripple cross-laminated formset sandstones

Cover; Probably dominantly mixed-
composition mudstones with subordinant
thin-bedded sandstones and siliciclastic
mudrocks

Cover; Probably dominantly mixed-
composition mudstones with subordinant
thin-bedded sandstones and siliciclastic
mudrocks

Thin, plane-parallel laminated siltstone to
normally graded siliciclastic silt-dominated
mudstone

Soft-sediment defomed (oversteepend
laminae) sandstone that pinches and swells
by ~5 cm over a few meters

Formset of ripple-cross-laminated sand-
stone
Thin-bedded normally graded siliciclsatic
siltstones

Siliciclastic mudstones

Lighter gray, more calcareous silt-dominated
mudstone

Normally graded succession of structureless
to plane-parallel, to ripple cross-laminated
(formset) sandstone. Single, isolated 10 cm
mudstone intraclast indicates some sand-
stone matrix strength (“sandy debris flow” of
Shanmugam, 1996)

Normally graded dark gray siliciclastic silt-
dominated, clay-poor mudstone overlain by
mixed composition mudstone

Normally graded siliciclastic silt-dominated
mudstone grading into mixed composition
mudstone

G

G

Structureless soft-sediment deformed or
bioturbate very fine sandstone

Soft-sediment deformed sandstone with
loaded base. Top not exposed

S

Ripple cross-laminated (sub-critical climb to
top truncated) sandstone that thickens to
the southwest

Normally graded, carbonaceous siliciclastic
silt-dominated mudstone grading into lighter
gray calcareous mixed composition mud-
stone

S
G
S

G
G

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone. Up to 4
cm thick foresets with abundant carbona-
ceous material on surfaces

Carbonaceous silt-dominated, clay-rich
mudstone. Normally graded siliciclastic
transitioning to lighter gray mixed-
composition

Hummocky cross-stratified carbonaceous
sandstone overlying plane-parallel laminat-
ed sandstone

Normally graded silt-dominated, clay-
bearing dark gray siliciclastic mudstone

G

Structureless sandstone with loaded base
grades into plane-parallel loaminations
(probably consolidation). Upwards change
to pipe and dish structures.

Normally graded siliciclastic siltstone to silt-
dominated mudstone. Moderate carbona-
ceous material and relatively dark gray color

Generally structureless sandstone with faint
horizontal laminations present laterally.

Pebble intraclast bearing (~5%) muddy
sandstone. Poorly sorted, chaotic/swirly fab-
ric with convolute laminations. Coarse tail
normal grading (intraclasts at base)

Progressively fining upwards normally grad-
ed siltstone layers with sharp bases. No
bioturbation at base indicates flow surges

Normally graded silt-dominated, clay-
bearing mudstone. Siliciclastic composition

Soft sediment deformed structureless sand-
stones. Well defined pipe structures and con-
solidation laminations

Normally graded structureless, fissile dark
gray silt-dominated mudstone

Thin ripple cross-laminated sandstone over-
lain by thin siliciclastic normally graded silt-
stone

Silt-dominated, clay-bearing carbonaceous
and calcareous mudstone (mixed
composition)

Thin ripple cross-laminated sandstone over-
lain sharply by carbonaceous/calcareous
mixed-composition mudstone

Thin, super-critically climbing ripple cross-
laminated sandstone

Dark gray siliciclastic siltstone

Light gray mixed composition mudstone
Plane parallel laminated sandstone

Darker gray clay-poor siltstone. Siliciclastic
composition. Abundant macerated carbona-
ceous material in mudstones

Plane-parallel laminated sandstones
interbedded with coarser silt-dominated,
clay-poor normally graded siliciclastic
siltstones.

Silt-dominated, clay-rich, sand-poor mixed
composition mudstone. Medium gray color

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone with
formset of ripple cross-laminated sandstone
at bed top

Silt-dominated, clay-bearing siliciclastic
mudstone

Faint mm-spaced plane-parallel laminated
sandstone. Laminae are bracketed by more
distinct, carbonaceous cm-spaced stratifica-
tion. Mean grain size shows normal grading

Poorly sorted muddy sandstone with ~20%
granule-pebble mudstone intraclasts. Mod-
erately indurated, structureless to chaotic
fabric. Coarse tail inverse grading

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone with
subcritical climb angle

S
S
G
G

Faint plane parallel laminated sandstone

Weathered very thick, amalgamated sand-
stone. No apparent sedimentary structures,
possibly faint plane-parallel or consolidation
laminations present laterally. No grading in
coarse or mean grain size populations

Poorly sorted muddy sandstone with ~20%
granule-pebble mudstone intraclasts. Cha-
otic, structureless fabric

Weathered very thick, amalgamated sand-
stone. No apparent sedimentary structures,
possibly faint plane-parallel or consolidation
laminations creating periodic bed breaks.
Normal grading in coarse or mean grain size
populations

Faint plane parallel laminated sandstone

Weathered very thick, amalgamated sand-
stone. No apparent sedimentary structures,
possibly faint plane-parallel or consolidation
laminations creating periodic bed breaks.
Generally ungraded. Sharp grain-size
increase at lower boundary indicates event
bed amalgamation

Well defined plane-parallel laminated sand-
stone. Mm spacing of laminae with silt along
laminae surfaces

~10% pebble mudstone intraclast bearing
structureless sandstone. Low matrix mud
content indicates turbulent flow erosion and
event bed amalgamation.
Lower ungraded structureless sandstone
Sandstone truncated by above event bed

Plane parallel laminated sandstone
Siliciclastic siltstone

Faintly plane-parallel laminated sandstone

Sub-critically climbing ripple cross-laminated
carbonaceous sandstone

Medium gray, silt-dominated, clay-bearing
mudstone

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone. Moder-
ately sorted, carbonaceous material along
laminae. ~5% granule mudstone intraclasts

Ripple cross-laminated formset sandstone

Carbonaceous, silt-dominated, clay-bearing
dark gray mudstone

~20-30% pebble-cobble mudstone
intraclasts in poorly sorted muddy sand-
stone. Thin intraclast deficient, parallel lami-
nated (consolidation laminations?) muddy
sandstone interbed. Abundant micas and
carbonaceous material. Dark brown color

Sub-critically climbing ripple cross-laminated
sandstone thin bed

Flute casts at base of thick sandstone

Faint mm-spaced plane-parallel laminated
very thick sandstone. Laminae are bracket-
ed by more distinct, carbonaceous cm-
spaced stratification. Mean grain size shows
normal grading. Well indurated bed

Poorly exposed medium gray to brown silici-
clastic siltstone. Slight normal grading

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone. Locally
soft-sediment deformed, but probably not
consolidation laminations

Poorly sorted muddy sandstone with ~30%
pebble-cobble angular mudstone intraclasts.
Abundant mud, micas, and carbonaceous
material in matrix

R 66º

Carbonaceous light to medium gray silici-
clastic siltstone

Small flute casts at sandstone base

Coarser siltstone beds below cover

Wavy bed top formed by super-critically
climbing ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Cover; assumed to be dominantly siliciclas-
tic mudstone

Cover; assumed to be dominantly siliciclas-
tic mudstone

Wavy sandstone bed formed by super-
critically climbing ripple cross-laminated
sandstone

Cover; assumed to be siliciclastic mudstone

Cover; assumed to be normally graded silic-
iclastic siltstone

Formset ripple cross-laminated sandstone
and graded siliciclastic siltstone event bed

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone amal-
gamated with coarser structureless sand-
stone

Dark brown/gray, carbonaceous silt-
dominated mudstone. Ungraded, well-
sorted

Mixed composition mudstone cap. Lighter
gray color and better indurated

Thin ripple cross-laminated very fine sand-
stone beds overlain by silt-dominated silici-
clastic (dark gray) normally graded mud-
stones

Light gray calcareous or mixed composition
siltstone. No significant grain size change
from below lying siliciclastic mudstone

Thick light gray calcareous or mixed compo-
sition siltstone. No significant grain size
change from below lying siliciclastic mud-
stone. Moderately indurated and weakly fis-
sile

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone overlain
by siliciclastic normally graded siltstone

Mixed composition mudstone
Siliciclastic mudstone

Thin-bedded ripple cross-laminated sand-
stones with very thin siliciclastic silt-
dominated mudstone caps and thick (up to
0.5 m) mixed composition mudrock beds
containing no intervening siliciclastic sand-
stones or siltstones

Normally graded plane-parallel laminated
sandstone thin-bed overlain by siliciclastic
mudstone

Normally graded structureless sandstone
with distinctive bed breaks. Upper 30 cm Is
more poorly sorted and contains some iso-
lated mudstone intraclasts. Somewhat dis-
tinctive horizontal banding. Moderately sort-
ed, not a lot of matrix mud. Possibly
transitional to debrite

Cover; assumed to be dominantly siliciclas-
tic or mixed composition mudstones and
possibly some thin-bedded sandstones and
coarser siltstones

Plane-parallel laminated sandstone overlain
by dark gray siliciclastic siltstone

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone overlain
by dark gray siliciclastic siltstone

Structureless sandstone with faint convolute
laminations

Deep load casts and sandstone injections
downward into mudrocks. Intraclast nests at
base record erosion into underlying
mudrock

Largely ungraded structureless sandstone
with sharp upper contact to normally graded
siliciclastic structureless siltstone

Red colored silt-dominated carbonaceous
mudstone (iron stained). Normally graded
Jaked to the eastern outcrop edge
S = 095º
D = 19º N

Convolute laminations at base grading
upwards to ripple cross-laminated sand-
stone. Capped by dark gray siliciclastic
mudstone with cm-scale vertical sandstone
injections

Mixed composition silt-dominated, clay-rich
mudstone

Coarser graded siltstones with sharp base
grading into siliciclastic silt dominated mud-
stones
Mixed composition ungraded mudstone

Well sorted plane-parallel lamianted sand-
stone with occasional granule intraclast

Silt-dominated normally graded mudstone

Siliciclastic to mixed composition mudstone
Ripple cross-laminated siltstone. Sharp,
mildly bioturbated base

Ripple cross-laminated siltstone. Sharp,
mildly bioturbated base

Siliciclastic to mixed composition mudstone.
No thin-bedded coarser siltstones or thin
fine grained laminated sandstones

Few cm-scale concretions in mixed compo-
sition mudstone

Ripple cross-laminated to plane-parallel
laminated siltstone

Ripple cross-laminated sandstone

Ungraded, mixed composition silt-
dominated, clay-rich mudstone. No thin bed-
ded siltstones or sandstones

Small grooves at base of ripple cross- to
plane-parallel laminated sandstone

Upward fining siltstone to sandstone ripple
cross-laminated sandstones interbedded
with progressively fining normally graded
siltstones. No bioturbation at bases of thin
coarser divisions. Probably reflected flow

Normally graded siliciclastic mudstone

Cover; inferred to be dominantly siliciclastic
mudstone

Light gray, moderately indurated mixed com-
position mudstone

Normally graded wavy laminated (ripple
cross-laminated?) siliciclastic siltstone

Light gray, moderately indurated mixed com-
position mudstone

Light gray, moderately indurated mixed com-
position mudstone with no interbedded
coarser siltstones or thin sandstones

Silt-dominated, clay-poor, sand-bearing car-
bonaceous mudstone

Very fine critical to sub-critically climbing rip-
ple cross-laminated sandstone overlain by
normally graded silt-dominated carbona-
ceous mudstone

Plane-parallel laminated siltstones overlain
by thick siliciclastic graded mudstones and
thinner lighter gray mixed composition mud-
stones

Normally graded siliciclastic siltstone

Light gray, moderately indurated, ungraded
mixed composition mudstone with no
interbedded coarser siltstones or thin sand-
stones

Structureless sandstone overlain sharply by
very fine plane-parallel laminated sandstone
with carbonaceous material along laminae
surfaces

Siliciclastic to mixed composition mudstone.
No thin-bedded coarser siltstones or thin
fine grained laminated sandstones

Siliciclastic to mixed composition mudstone.
No thin-bedded coarser siltstones or thin
fine grained laminated sandstones

Siliciclastic mudstone

Mixed composition mudstone

Hummocky cross-stratified sandstone with
abundant carbonaceous material along stra-
ta surfaces. Some smaller scale ripple
cross-lamination forsets are found within
larger aggradational hummock strata sets

Sandstone directly overlain by ungraded
mixed calcareous/siliciclastic silt-dominated
mudstone

Plane-parallel laminated siltstone
Siliciclastic mudstone

Inversely graded soft-sediment deformed
sandstone. Well indurated bed forms base
of major sandstone cliff in outcrop

Sharp, undulatory contact
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Sedimentological Profile 12: SRW-E (Domain 4)
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Bed 1 of SRCE-C = correlates to SRCE-B
section as well

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock, low organ-
ics

ARL SS. 10cm forsets. may be 2D-cross
stratification

Graded silt dom., clay bearing mudrock

PPL siltstone or structureless

ARL sandstone, subcritical climb,
bioturbated base

Silt dom., clay rich mudrock, moderately
light grey, possibly mixed sources

Bioturbated coarse siltstone thin beds

Silt dom., clay rich mudrock, some organic
material along clay partings, possibly
hemipelagic or mixed mudrock

PPL siltstone

ARL SS, bioturbated base

Loaded and fluted base
ARL with sharp PPL contact
Graded to PPL siltstone

Silt dom., clay rich mudrock, organic rich

Flutes and some minor horizontal
bioturbation

PPL SS to ARL top
PPL siltstone

Flat tabular base, no loads

Faint lams, structureless SS, probably dep-
ositional (no SSD)

Muddy sandstone, very low intraclast pro-
portion < 15A SS intraclast. Dishes at base.
Poorly sorted horizon, possibly dewatered
PPL

ARL cap, top truncated forsets

Silt dom., clay poor non graded mudrocks

Heavily bioturbated, horizon at and vertical
burrows are abundant

Photo = not debris flow: one with hand lens
and pencil for scale

Structureless SS. debrite-like weathering
pattern, but clean matrix without mud

Wavy stratification, probably SSD PPL

Debris flow, intraclast poor (<5%
intraclasts)

S
S

S
S

S
G
S

G

S

G

S

S

S
S

Single burrow

ARL t o wavy
silt st one

Wavy st rat if ied
silt st one

Li
nk

ed
de

br
it

e

Phot os of burrows

ARL cap, subcritical climb
SSD loaded top (clean ss)
Muddy SS., SS intraclasts <20%, relatively
low matrix mudrock proportion, very chaotic
texture.

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock

SSD relic PPL lams, contorted bedding,
doming and swelling as a result of fluid
overpressure.

Possibly wavy lams at bed top, likely SSD.

Silt dom., clay poor mudrock

SSD sandstone, possible relic cm spaced
stratification or scour and fill cross stratifi-
cation although troughs may be simply
dewatering structures

Thin silt dom., clay bearing graded
mudrock cap
ARL cap cannot access cliff face to evalu-
ate

Structureless SS, flat base, probably post
depositional fluid movement, making
concretions

PPL siltstone, graded

Cm spaced stratification w/ mm spaced
PPL interlaminations

Several cosets of ARL VFu SS.
Silt dom., clay poor mudrock

Slight undulatory contact, no bioturbation
or loads or flutes

Structureless SS w/ faint wavy lams dispersed
throughout. Probably SSD PPL.

Undulatory top. Possibly ARL

Walked towards east to cliff

Hummocky swaley bed cap HCS<SCS
pinchouts onto hummocks
Structureless or SSD

Covered at section:
- Described at cliff - could

not get accurate GS mea surement

Linked debrit e

Smoot h t o light ly
undulat ory base

concret ions

Se
e

ph
ot

o
al
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g

cl
iff

fa
ce

fo
r

a
go
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e

R 103º

S/U

S/U

S

G

S

S
G

G

G

S

S

S

S

Exposed at cliff

Flutes and some loads at base

Orphiomorpha burrows in structureless SS,
moderately to poorly sorted very clean SS.

Wavy bed cap, appears to be HCS/SCS
with moderate aggradation in hummocks,
forsets in a few HCS cosets

Silt dom., clay bearing, lightly organic
mudrock

ARL siltstone, subcritical to critical climb,
gradational top

Structureless SS grading to PPL siltstone.
ARL sandstone several ripple cosets

Structureless (probably bioturbated
siltstone) Burrows at base

PPL siltstone

PPL sandstone, wavy laminations probably
due to late stage SSD. Smooth, flat base

Silt dom., clay rich mudrock
PPL siltstone

Fluted and grooved base
Cover

More recessive, higher mud matrix horizon

Structureless SS, appears to be deposi-
tional

Ripple cross laminated bedcap, probably
not hummocky swaley XS

PPL siltstone

Sharp break between PPLand structure-
less SS
Loads and flutes at base

Especially in middle part of SS.
- Photo of this

SS, possible pipe and dish network

Soft sediment deformed structureless

Very gradationally weathered bed top,
makes appear much thinner than it actually
is

S
G
G
S

S

G

S

S
S

S

Phot o
Def init e SSD fea-
t ures at bed t op

Scour and f ill?

Jaked t o west

F 98º
92º

R 109º
120º

R 108º
99º

F 121º
110º

R 110º
90º
119º
115º

F 96º
98º

Wavy bed cap. Probably soft sed deformed PPl or struc-
tureless SS, not HCS/SCS

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock

Structureless SS, probably depositional flat
basal contact

PPL structureless siltstone
PPL siltstone
PPL top

SSD(?) structureless SS

Silt dom., clay rich mudrock, ungraded.
Some organic content including wood frags
along fissile planes

ARL SS, fully laminated with bioturbation at
the base

ARL cap wavy bedforms, may be part of
stoss side preserved
Debris flow to turbulent, tractive structures.
Variable thickness and distribution of
intraclasts, chaotic interval and tractive
structures (mostly PPL). Probably
hyperconcentrated flow deposit.

Loaded bioturbated base w/ possibly some
flutes

Wavy stratified bed top, isopachous thick-
ness of bedforms suggest SSD PPL

ARL or wavy siltstone

Silt dom., clay bearing, organic poor
mudrock

Small flutes at base

Some 3D dishes exposed in overhang

Wavy stratified top

ARL sandstone poorly expressed ripples

Tanish orange PPL or structureless silt-
stone, thin beds, gradational tops

Silt, dom., clay rich mudrock
Fluted base

S
G
S

G

S

S

S
S

S

G

S

G
S
G

S

S

G

horizont al bur-
rows at base

Lat erally looks
st ruct ureless

Poorly developed
lat erally

Moved along
road t o east

Strike =93º
Dip =20º NE

R 85º
100º

F 101º
124º
102º

high vari-
abilit y

R 56º
58º
106º

F 113º
120º

Wavy bed cap. Hummocky-swaley w/
HCS>SCS. Probably some dewatering as
some bedforms show dip beyond the angle
of repose

Structureless SS, possible evidence for
dewatering such as dishes

ARL cap top truncated to subcritical climb.
Two forsets = photo

Fluted base
Wavy siltstone (ARL) - TD

Fluted base

Complet e Bouma
(phot o)

Relic PPL, partially destroyed by SSD

Silt dom., clay poor mudrock, very light
tanish grey color, only exposed in cliff

Soft sed deformed structureless, clean SS.

Significant intraclast horizon (40%
intraclast concentration)

Predominantly mudrock intraclasts, no
foundered SS blocks, low carbenaceous
mudrocks high matrix mud content

Debris flow w/ significant intraclast popula-
tion at base.

Moderately burrowed

Probably SSD PPL, but difficult to tell;
undulatory top

Structureless SS, probably depositional
Heavily bioturbated base, ARL SS

Hummocky swaley cross strat with
HCS=SCS

Multi-diretional ripple forsets
Hummocky swaley siltstone

Silt dom., clay poor mudrock, low organic
content, some organic frags in dark grey
mudrock

Lighter grey silt dom, clay rich mudrock
lacking organic frags

PPL siltstone, sharp upper and lower con-
tact

ARL sandstone
ARL sandstone
PPL bioturbated and loaded base

ARL subcritical climb grading into Hum-
mocky swaley vfl ss and then wavy silt-
stone on top

ARL thin bedded siltstones
Bioturbated SS (bioturbation appears to be
on bed top)

ARL siltstones, subcritical climb
S=105º, D=20º NE

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock, moderate-
ly organic, no wood frags but some darker,
very fine organic material is present

Cover; assumed to be dominantly
mudrocks w/ some possible thin bedded
SS.

Ta

Tb
Tc

Td

Vert ical burrow
(phot o)

Possible ref lect ed
f low w/ pulses; proba-

bly local ref lect ions
given surge f requen-

cy

Muddier int erval

Lat erally pinches and swells

Phot o

S
S
G
S

G

G

S

G, U

S
S
S
G

S
SS
G
S
G
G
G

SG
S
G
S

G
S

F 113º, 113º, 114º
G 110º

R 132º, 132º, 132º
124º

F 119º, 115º

R 104º, 76º

R 64º, 70º, 71º
F 91º

Recessive slope-forming
Debris f low

Bench-forming clean SS

PPL Vfl SS

Cover walked laterally and trenched. Most
likely mudrock w/ thin bedded coarse silt-
stone or SS.

Silt dom., clay bearing, lightly organic bear-
ing mudrock. Medium to light gray color.

Structureless, poorly sorted SS, moderate bioturbated at
base and possibly some through going burrows.

PPL siltstones. Low amplitude, long wavelength bedforms
may indicate lower flow regime plane beds

Critically climbing ripples at bed top = photo
Burrowed SS in lower part = structureless

PPL VFl to very coarse siltstone

ARL VFl SS = subcritical climb: small part-
ing in middle, possibly coset fragment

Dark gray mudrock

ARL siltstone w/ some SSD causing
oversteepened laminae

Concretions in silt dom., clay bearing mudrock

Photo of gradational top; note color change
from tan to gray.

PPL siltstone. Gradational top and bottom.
Orange/tan color

Loads and flutes at base
Well defined, undeformed spaced strat.
SSD wavy lams at top (consolidation lams)

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock, some
organics may be present indicating likely
turbiditic source

PPL siltstone

Darker gray top w/more organic (black
material), lighter grey mudrocks under-
neath (photo). Darker gray material may be
pelagic

PPL or low amplitude ARL siltstone

Partially SSD or bioturbated AR VFl SS, significant
bioturbation at base. Ripple lams have subcritical climb.

Small loads and bioturb at base. Coarse material (CU)
fills these. Silt dom., clay rich mudrock, contains
concretions

Possibly some dish/ pipe structures

Structureless SS with wavy lams at top (possibly SSD
PPL). Very few dispersed intraclasts. Generally poorly to
moderately sorted, mud free (clean) matrix

Wavy bed cap: ARL (subcritical climb)
grading to HCS/SCS. HCS=SCS.
Shale in matrix at this horizon

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock
Strike=100º,Dip=21ºNE

Large horizont al burrows and
feeding t race or bed bot t om

Ext remely biot urbat ed base

Lat erally changes t o wavy st rat

This bed may
not exist

Phot o

Dark gray color

Light gray color

Photo

R 55º
59º

F 116º
103º

R 116º

R 104º
102º
99º

S
S
S
GS
S
S
G

S

S
G

S

G

S

S

S
G
S
S

S
G
S
G

S
S

S/U

G

G
S

S
S

S
G

S
S

S

S

S
S

Possible bioturbation at base

PPL siltstone, light bioturbation at base

Wavy bed top, looks to be hummocky-swaley, locally
steepened beyond the angle of repose
Heavily bioturbated base

Silt dom., clay bearing, low organic
mudrock

ARL crictical climb; partial preservation of stoss side and
positive trajectory of forsets

Lightly undulatory base, possibly 1-2cm
deep flutes and grooves

Debris flow. High organic content, poorly
sorted, both SS and mudrock intraclasts.
Sub-angular to sub-rounded pebble-cobble
sized. Unorganized clast distribution; <10%
intraclasts

Wavy stratified siltstone, probably ARL

Silt dom., clay rich mudrock

PPL mudstone maybe some bioturb at
base.

ARL siltstone graded top.

Cover, probably silt dom., clay bearing
mudrock

PPL lams slightly wavy, probably lower flow regime plane
beds. Wavy sharp top

ARL SS, subcritical climb, appears to have
a slightly gradational top

Jaked 5m west at bed base
Relic PPL
SSD PPL lams? Difficult to see any structures

ARL siltstones, sharp bases, gradational
tops, 3 distinctive events

Burrow in mudrock

Jaked 10m west at bed bottom

Waning

Waxing
Sed strux

Waning GS

Structureless or PPL SS. Difficult to see
sed strux due to exposure
Very thin ARL (sub critical climb) bed cap not always
exposed or present

Probably ARL

Cover: probably silt dom., clay bearing
mudrock

Intensely bioturbated ARL SS, through-
going burrows on bed top and bottom

Flat bed bottom, structureless SS.

Possible sandwich
bed (phot o)

Mudrock int raclast s
along horizon

Phot o

SS Bed 2 in SRCE
and D sect ions

progressively f iner
t hin beds may
represent f low

surges in a single
f low

Bed 3 in SRCE-C and
SRCE-D sect ions

R 52º

R 48º

F 107º, 105º
106º 113º

R 59º, 62º
54º

F 87º, 82º

ARL cap, finer grained subcritical climb
PPL at top, well defined

Cover; assumed to be mudrock dominated
possible siltstone thin beds

Poorly exposed

Muddy matrix, but still looks dominated by
turbulent flow

Wavy bed cap, no obvious ripples or
HCS/SCS

Cover, assumed to be dominantly mudrock
and thin bedde siltstones and SS.

Silt dom., clay poor mudrock

ARL SS, poorly exposed, possible bioturb
at base

Smooth base

Wavy bed cap, ARL SS grading into HCS/ SCS
ARL SS grading into HCS cross strat with
HCS=SCS. Isopachous laminae. PPL throughout
bed, moderate normal grading trend.

Silt dom., clay bearing clay rich mudrock
graded.

Thin-bedded, probably PPL SS. Difficult to
tell structures

ARL SS graded top, light bioturbation at
the top

ARL siltstone, light bioturb at base

Coarser, structureless siltstone

Structureless SS, probably bioturbated
thouroughly

Entirely Hummocky/Swaley stratified bed,
mud drapes on some consets high angle
(35º) forsets on hummocks.

L igh t grey, s i l t dom. , c lay bear
mudrock , low organ ic concen t ra -
t ion in f ine mudrocks , coarse r
s i l t s have s l igh t l y more

ARL SS; graded only 1 or 2 cosets thick.
Top truncated to subcritical climb, mostly
the latter.

S
S

G
G

G
S

G

S

G
S

G
S

S
G

Mult iple direct ions on
ripple forset s, but
none are ent irely

conf ident measure-
ment s

Wavy t o ARL silt st one

Phot o

R 66º
84º

R 77º

R 89º
79º

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock may be a
low amount of fine organic material

Severely bioturbated ARL

PPL siltstone and SS thin beds.
Generally gradational tops and bottoms

20m west
Possible reflected flow

ARL to PPL siltstones

Wavy lams, probably ARL going in and out
of plane

Reflected bed: flow reflections at least 1

Severely loaded and bioturbated base

ARL siltstone, critically climbing

Thick silt dom., clay rich mudrock cap on
top of reflected flow, a common feature
obsurved in SRCE-D flows

Thin bedded structureless siltstone, sharp
upper and lower contact

Silt dom., clay rich, darker gray mudrock

Lightly bioturbated base

Subcritically climbing ARL SS.

ARL SS. Below lying partition of silt dom.
mudrock.
PPL sandstone; laminations are lightly
undulatory

Grooves at
base = 122º

Hummocky
Swaley w/ ripple
forsets on some
hummocks

0.90
0.20
0.60

Wavy lam. siltstone

3.40
2.50

0.60

dmdm
dm

0.90
1.45
0.60

0.90
Mult iple direct ion
of ripple forset s

R 137º
46º
139º
108º
58º
57º

Bed bot t om
measurement

Bed t op mea-
surement s

R 71º

R 64º

R 70º

35m West

S
S

G
P
GG
G
G

G

S

S

S
G

G
S
G

G/U

Probably up
t o 0.5m t oo

t hick

Possible flow
reflection

Silt dom., clay bearing organic poor
mudrock. Light grey color, fissile, lack of
thin beds, possibly hemipelagic or mixed
source mudrock

Highly bioturbated, ARL silty SS.
Slightly higher clay fraction

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock, some
organic frags

PPL siltstone, sharp top and bottom con-
tact

Very thin (<1cm) siltstone w/ gradational
contacts

PPL siltstone, probably lower flow regime
PPL

ARL SS. Subcritical climb, a few critically
climbing ripples, no observed bioturbation,
but minor bioturbation is found laterally

Thins slightly to the east

Tanish-gray PPL siltstone

ARL SS, slight normal grading. Subcritical
climb on ripple forsets. A few top truncated
forsets

Fissile, light grey to medium grey, silt dom.
clay rich mudrock. Low organic concentra-
tion. Hemipelagic.

Mud partings on coset boundaries = drapes.
Well developed AR cap; does not appear to be hum-
mocks and swales; PPL, possibly in cm spaced stratified
sets defined by fracture sets.
Loaded base, possibly some flutes

Silt dom., clay bearing, organic poor
mudrock

PPL siltstone

Structureless or PPL siltstone

ARL siltstone, poorly exposed in trench

Thin bedded PPL siltstones; probably lower
stage plane bed

S
S

S
G
G

G
G

G
S

S

G

G
S

S
G

S
S

Jaked 5m west

SS pinches and swells lat erally

Flow surge?

This bed may
t hicken t o west

EastWest
10 cm
t hick

7 cm
t hick

10m15m
Far West

12 cm
t hick

Same facies dist ribut ion

Wavy bed cap
Phot o of

bed

Trenched
int erval

R 115º
113º

R 90º
69º
70º

R 92º

St ruct ureless SS
Small grooves or possibly loads at
bed bot t om

Hummocky-swaley bed cap w/
HCS=SCS (some ripple forset s in
HCS coset s) . Good normal grading
in f ramework clast s

PPL silt st one, some biot urbat ion

Clean st ruct ureless SS, no evidence
for dewat ering in lower half

Possible dishes and dewat ering
st ruct ures.

Muddy SS. High matrix mud content =
recessive slope. Some organic debris, a
few SS intraclasts and even fewer mudrock
intraclasts. Poorly exposed laterally

ARL cap; subcrit ical climb, poorly
expressed forset laminat ions

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock
int erval cont act . Well exposed and
t hickness well def ined

No ident if iable st ruct ures

ARL silt st one, biot urbat ed base suggest s inde-
pendent event , not f low surge
ARL cap seperat ed by t hin coarse
silt st one int erval = f low surge

Flat base

St ruct ureless SS, mudrock int raclast
horizon at t op

Angular int raclast
Mudrock inject ion

Locally SSD - phot o

Ent irely st ruct ureless, some faces
cont ain well expressed f rackle hinge
t ext ures

PPL SS, slight ly f iner and normally graded

Silt dom., clay rich mudrock

Cover probably silt dom., clay bear-
ing mudrock w/ possible t hin bedded
silt st one int erlams

ARL laminat ed SS. Subcrit ical climb

Very nicely expressed ARL silt st one
w/ dark grey mudrock drapes on rip-
ple forset s. Good example of a gra-
dat ional t op cont act - phot o

S

S
S

S/f lat

G

S

S

S

S

Jaked west 15m t o
bet t er exposure

R 103º
104º

R 116º
117º

G 104º Base of Bench 4a

ARL SS, subcrit ical

Light ly f lut ed, possible small elon-
gat e load cast s

Pebble sized int raclast horizon above
wavy cont act ; not t racable lat erally
St ruct ureless SS; t ies t o SRCE-D as
t hickest SS in bench 4a

St acked subcrit ically
climbing ARL

Coset drapes

2D Ripple forset s

Phot o

Undulat ory
cont act

101.5m

101.2m

base of ripples
appears t o be
t op t runcat ed

Cover; assumed t o be silt dom.,
clay bearing mudrock, possible t hin
bedded silt st ones

Flat base, no st ruct ures
Silt dom., clay poor mudrock

St ruct ureless SS, some mud cont ent
in mat rix; poor sort ing

Possible relic ARL or wavy t op.
Probably low angle HCS

No biot urb at base

SSD PPL t o ARL cap. Forset s st eepended t o
near vert ical as a result of f luid inject ions at
bed base

Cont ort ed mudrock w/ one silt st one
t hin bed; shear caused by st resses
f rom loading of overlying SS.

St ruct ureless SS, probably SSD

Light ly SSD PPL. Slight ly undulat ory
t op

Cover; assumed t o be silt dom.,
clay bearing mudrock

Silt dom., clay poor mudrock w/ one
coarser silt st one ident if ied

Silt dom., clay bearing int erval. Low
organic mat erial

S/U

G
S
G
S
G

G
S

S

S

S
S/U

No immediat e grain
size change over

horizon, but t here
is a change from

non-graded t o nor-
mal grading

Waning fow surges; probably
reflections

some places bot t om
cont act appears loaded

Loads, probably not f lut es

Poorly exposed across
outcrop

Weat hered SSD,
PPL

F 105º 105º
93º 108º

G 106º
R 124º, 114º 113º

R 80º 102º

R 104º 84º

R 113º 122º 71º

ARL VFl SS. Very low angle of forset s suggest
orient at ion of paleof low is parallel t o out crop
Silt dom., clay bearing light gray, mudrock
No visible organic mat t er

PPL silt st one, poorly sort ed w/ what
feels like some SS grains

ARL SS, biot urbat ion at base

Biot urbat ed ARL SS highly undulat ory base, rip-
ples bet t er expressed at t he base

PPL silt st one

PPL sandst one. Well developed,
unpet erbed nearly f lat laminat ions

Hummocky-swaley bed cap. Isopachous mudrock
drapes on some bedding planes. No observed
ARL sub-laminaeSheared layer f rom f luidizat ion

Silt dom., clay rich mudrock, darker gray color,
some organic mat erial. Graded

PPL or ARL silt st one
Flat base
St ruct ureless SS. Possibly dewat ered

Mudrock int raclast horizon t hat disappears
t owards and away f rom st ruct ure

ARL grading t o Hummocky-swaley bed cap w/
HCS=SCS

ARL silt st one w/ some VFl ss grains (coarsest
5%)

ARL sandst one grading int o silt st one,
mudst one part ing on middle coset
t op

Poorly exposed; t renched = silt dom., clay bear-
ing-clay rich mudrock w. no ident if iable t hin
beds. Light gray color = probably hemipelagic

Muddy SS. High mat rix mud cont ent causes
ressecive weat hering prof ile. Generally chaot ic
t ext ure w/ minimal mudrock int raclast s. Only are
cert ain SS int raclast s. Soft sed def . feat ures
also appear t o be present .

Top shows lat eral modulat ion bet ween ARL t op
and muddy SS t op.

Silt dom., clay bearing, organic mudrock
Very t hin debris f low lacking int raclast s

Part ial Bouma missing Ta, moderat ely biot urbat ed
Wavy silt st one

ARL or st ruct ureless silt st one t hin beds. Some
carbenaceous mat erial

Mudrock int raclast s <15%, highly
carbenaceous

SS int raclast s <20%

Debris f low. Plast ic deformat ion in mudrock
int raclast s. Chaot ic t ext ure

Discont inuous SSD relic ARL cap. Undulat ory
Burrows at t op are horizont al = end of event

Biot urbat ed and loaded base

St ruct ureless SS.

Probably relic ARL bedcap, dest royed by eit her
SSD or biot urb
Undulat ory planar lams showing considerable SSD

Walked be lat erally for 40m
wit hout seeing at t ribut e change

SSD PPL?
Possible sand-

wich bed or at
least ref lect e

f low

Ph
ot

os

Phot o

Trenched
int erval

Phot os

R 128º

R 125º

R 121º
122º

R 123º
123º

S
G

S
S
S
S

S\U
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S

S

S
G
S
S
G
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S
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S
G
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S
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G
G

S
S
SS
G
S

S
G

S

S\ U

S\ U

S

S

G

S

S
G

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock,
Medium gray, some carbenaceous
mat erial

PPL SS, possibly some higher angle
bedforms such as ARL

PPL silt st one

DF; muddy silt st one capped by PPL
silt st one

PPL silt st ones

Load and f lut es at base, some loads deform
below lying mudrock
Small linked debrit e

St ruct ureless SS, possibly some
dewat ering st ruct ures like dishes

Wavy t op, appears t o be a very t hin ARL cap

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock, no t hin beds
observed

St ruct ureless SS. Probably a combinat ion of dep-
osit ional and biot urbat ion
Heavily biot urbat ed base

More mat rix clay in int erval
Subcrit ically climbing ripple cap = wavy t op

Very undulat ory base at scour

Local scour in SS bed causes incorport at ion of
mudrock int raclast s. Poorly exposed lat erally, but
out crops appear t o be much t hinner

Flut e base

Int raclast s <20%

Wavy bed t op. Poorly exposed, probably ARL,
but could be HCS/SCS

Possible t hin bedded SS. Appears st ruct ureless.
Some biot urbat ion at t he base

Probably t hin bedded silt st ones and SS and
dominant ly mudrocks

Signif icant ly covered int erval at t empt ed t o
t rench t hrough. Walked lat erally

Bot t om cont act is uncert ain

St ruct ureless SS. Poorly exposed,
may be SSD feat ures

PPL silt st one. Flat base, no t ools or loads

ARL silt st one

Well def ined PPL lams

Concret ions in f ine
grained mudrocks

vert ical orphiomorpha
burrow

Walked bed
t o west

5m

Local scour; int raclast ent rained

Tract ive st ruct ures
abundant

non-t ract ive st ruc-
t ures and int raclast s

F 111º
109º

F 133º

R 62º

S

S
GS
G

S

G

S

S

St ruct ureless SS, possible dewat ering
st ruct ures t owards base, but if so
t hey are not well expressed or con-
t inuous

St ruct ureless SS

Silt dom., clay rich mudrock, low
organic mat erial lack of t hin beds,
probably upper part is pelagic. Dark
gray t o light gray color (gradat ional
change)

ARL SS, coset s are undulat ory
PPL laminat ions in VFl

PPL silt st ones

PPL grading int o ARL

ARL cap (subcrit ical climb) grades int o wavy
silt st one

Soft sed deformed PPL

Chaot ically exposed t ext ures
(part ially covered)

Wavy bed t op. Looks like ARL at
large scale. Probably st ruct ureless

Muddy silt st one
ARL
Muddy silt st one
ARL
Muddy silt st one

St ruct ureless SS

Faint lams, probably dewat ered PPL

R 90º

G
G

S
G

G
S

Cover; silt dom., clay bearing
mudrock

St ruct ureless SS, appears t o have
more biot urbat ion

ARL SS.

PPL silt st one

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock

PPL SS
St ruct ureless silt st one

PPL silt st one
St ruct ureless silt st one

Biot urbat ed base

ARL silt st one
PPL silt st one

Cover; probably dominant ly mudrocks
wit h possible coarser silt st one t hin
beds.

Complet ely covered

Biot urbat ed base (heavy) . ARL SS
grading int o silt st one

Int ervals of biot urb at ARL t op

PPL silt st one
Muddy silt st one (no mudrock int raclast s)
Pelagic mudrock and highly carbenaceous
Muddy silt st one
Flut es, grooves, and loads at base

Mont ecchio Bed (Cat t aneo and Ricci
Lucchi, 1995)
Complet ely st ruct ureless

Scour? - more likely just modern
erosional pat t ern

Phot o

R 73º
79º

F 114º
103º
106º
105º

Finer cap; st ruct ureless or PPL
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Sedimentological Profile 13: Santerno River Waterfall (Domain 4)

IG
II

IG
IG

IG
IR

IG
G

I
IG

G
G

IG
G

R

Sant erno River Wat erfall
Lower Civit ella Mb.

MG, ML, NC
06/08/2012

TD

E

G/S

L

E

MS

S/I/R
S

G

G/S

S

S

E

Supercrit ical ARL t o convolut e t o
PPL at op t o muddy DF w/ <10cm
ARL

5 SS beds 1.07m from t op

loaded base, PPL t o TDLight grey wit h mm black cap
HCS ARL 158º

R 90º

R 144º

Ref lect ed f low

Light grey silt dom., calcareous
mudst one grading up f rom muddy
silt st one underlain by muddy SS.
Muddy SS w/ pipes at t op (slurry)

Muddy SS

5cm SS formset ARL

Slope forming unit
F 120º

107º

Spaced cm PPL

PPL normally graded SS bed
- t raverse t o st ream level and up              

out crop

Subcrit ical ARL

ARL overlying silst one laminae, con-
volut e laminat ions overlying orange
SS bed

Light grey silt dom., calcareous
mudst one, poor exposure of mud-
st one

Silt st one, well cement ed

Mudst one int raclast s cm diamet er
part of muddy silt st one

Silt dom., clay bearing mudst one
Moderat e exposure, light gray color
3 cm t hick ARL SS

Flut e cast s at bed base

Convolut ed ARL

Tan-orange colored SS forms ledge
in slope

9.32 m base, 10.75m t opHm
Hm
Tm
TD
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S = 104º
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Tm
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Tm

Tm

Tm

Tm

Tm

Tm?

Tm

Lt Gray silt dom., calcareous mud-
st one

Flut e cast s
Consolidat ion laminat ions

Dishes
Cm-spacing

Dewat ered SS

PPL

Dewat ered; laminat ions
ARL SS Bench

Top covered

Light gray calcareous silt dom. mud-
st one

Flut e and load cast s at bed base
Subcrit ical ARL t o convolut e lams

Slope forming unit

VF, ws, light t an orange, 1-3 cm
t hick SS w/ darker gray mudst one
of equal t hickness int erbedded w/
light gray, calcareous silt st one dom.
mudrock

Muddy silt st one, no int raclast
(grunge facies)

Flut e cast s at bed base

Light gray calc., silt
dominat ed mudst one

Flut e cast s at base;
PPL t o ARL
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Top 06/04/2012 sect ion:16.75m

Bushes cover SS

SS t racked lat erally t o bridge

1.7m t o t op SS on W. side of
Sant erno River

Bed break, no grain size change

Mud int raclast s

Mud int raclast s
Scour in amalgama-

t ion event ;
convolut e/wavy pos-

sible rip up clast
wit h planar

bedding/laminar
wit hin scour

ARL cap

ARL
Planar laminat ions
Loading at base
Cover in river - if mud, river f illed

Laminat ed coarse silt st one
Silt st one

Convolut ed bedding, possible small
scour

Mud int raclast s
Debris f low, poorly sort ed
ARL Moderat ely sort ed
Silt y mudst one
Sandy silt st one

Rip-up clast s

Convolut ion

Mult iple scour event s

Dewat ering, pipe st ruct ure
PPL

ARL

Some convolut ion
Biot urbat ed t op, climbing ARL
No Tm

Micaceous PPL
Wavy cap
Silt st one

Burrowed
Some convolut ed bedding

PPL

Wavy/ARL cap, subcrit ical climbing
St ruct ureless sandy silt st one
St ruct ureless sandy silt st one

PPL
Bed t hinning/t hickening PPL
PPL/laminat ioned
Groove cast s, minimal loading
Mud int raclast s
PPL
Debris f low, micaceous, convolut ed

Few mud int raclast s

No t urb. (Tm) all light gray mudrock

S = 115º
D = 10º NE
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Possible small scour
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93º
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Loading at base, burrowing
Broad folding
ARL, wavy convolut ion
Clay rich silt st one
PPL

ARL

Groove cast s, burrowing
PPL

Convolut ed bedding
ARL cap
Part ially covered inferred muds

Inaccessible, poorly exposed, inferred
light gray, silt dom., clay bearing
calcareous mudst one

Wavy/ARL

St ruct ureless SS
S
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E
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Sedimentological Profile 14: Tirli Wall North (Domain 4)
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G
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R
I

IR
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R

Base SS Bench 1

Mudrock pinches t o sout h

Sand amalg. and
pinches t o sout h

R 197º

S =101º D=22º

Poorly exposed. Assumed t o be silt
dom., calcareous mudrock

Load base

PPL grading int o muddy SS.

<10% mudrock int raclast s, ext remely
gradat ional t op and bot t om

Muddy SS, some SS int raclast s near t op

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock

St ruct ureless SS, probably deposi-
t ional as no SSD st ruct ures present

PPL somewhat convolut e, creat es
slight ly wavy bed cap

Wavy bed cap of VFL t o silt -
st one probab ly Hummocky
Swaley X-st rat

Silt dom., c lay bear ing mudrock,
low organic cont ent
( carbenaceous debr is)

Thin bedded st ruct ureless
silt st ones = 2 cm t hick

Biot urbat ed base, some possib le
f lut es and grooves

St ruct ureless SS. SSD f eat ures
inc luding large pipe st ruct ures

Pebble sized int rac last hor izon
< 3 0 % int rac last s ver t ical bur rows
in mudrock.
Silt dom., c lay bear ing mudrock

Folded and cont or t ed ( sheared)
relic PPL layers

Loaded base
ARL r ipp le broad waveleng t h lams
Flut es and grooves at base
May be some f aint PPL

Dif f icult t o access probab ly
st ruct ureless

St ruct ureless t o ARL SS.

Cover assumed t o be silt dom.
mudrock

ARL ripples, subcrit ical climb
Biot urbat ed base

Silt dom., clay rich, dark grey
mudrock, graded

Silt dom., clay rich, light gray,
mudrock, probably calcareousS =106º D=22º

ARL and SSD laminat ed SS.

ARL rippled lams, subcrit ical climb

Biot urbat ed f lat base

Poorly sort ed, st ruct ureless SS.

St ruct ureless SS., possible SSD fea-
t ures such as cm scale dishes

Wavy bed cap, appears t o be
HCS/SCS wit h mud drapes on coset s

PPL, somewhat convolut ed, probably
by basal biot urbat ion

ARL wit h subcrit ical climb

Biot urbat ed base
PPL SS., t op cont act uncert ain

Cover, assumed t o be silt dom.,
mudrock based on recessive weat h-
ering prof ile

Silt dom., clay poor mudrock, no
ident if iable organic mat erial, no t hin
beds, appears t o be siliciclast ic, but
could not posit ively ident ify any
micas. No ident if iable biot urbat ion

Granule t o pebble sized chert nod-
ules (ext raclast s <5% clast s)

PPL vf l ss, light biot urbat ion at
base

PPL lams, well def ined

S
S
S
G

S

S

S

G

S

S

G

G
S

R 194º

R 156º

Top SS bench 1

PPL Silt st one

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock

ARL silt st one
ARL t hin bedded silt st one

Silt dom., clay poor mudrock, coarse
silt part icles

Muddy SS, no int raclast s
Slight ly f ining upwards light grey mudrock
Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock

Very clean, st ruct ureless SS
No evidence of dewat ering or SSD

PPL silt st one (Graded) cap

Muddy SS, no int raclast s
Wavy silt st one, mud drapes on forset s

Grooves and loads at t he base
Highly micaceous base

Int raclast horizon <10% int raclast s,
discont inuous horizon

Coarsening upwards t hen f ining upwards

St ruct ureless SS, clean mat rix, prob-
ably deposit ional wit hout SSD

Moderat ely t o poorly sort ed

ARL cap, low dip on forset s, proba-
bly highly oblique t o paleof low
direct ion

SS amalgamat es t o sout h

St ruct ureless SS, some mud in
mat rix a few randomly dispersed
int raclast s (<1%)

Top cont act is uncert ain, coarse
grained rippled cap wit h subcrit ical
climb

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock, low
organic conc., not organized

Grooves at base

S
S

S
S

S/FL

S
G

G
S

S
S

S
S

S

S

Expands slight ly t o nort h

G 121º
112º
131º
112º
126º

G 140º

G 140º

Base Sand Bench 2

Biot urbat ed Silt st one
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n

TW
A

1
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d
TW

A
2

St ruct ureless SS. Poorly sort ed espe-
cially in middle

Locally developed ARL, poorly pre-
served

Loads and f lut es at t he base

St ruct ureless SS, maybe some local-
ized scour and f ill.

St ruct ureless SS, probably SSD

St ruct ureless SS, probably not SSD

Faint PPL or consolidat ion lams.
Wavy nat ure suggest s t he lat t er

PPL silt st one t hin bed

Silt dom., clay poor, light gray
mudrock, possibly mixed calcareous

Remnant spaced st rat or poorly
expressed consolidat ion laminat ions

Chaot ic or st ruct ureless fabric, clean
mat rix (no mud) = SSD sandst one

Weakly expressed ARL
PPL w/ high silt /mica cont ent
Slight ly f iner ARL cap

Poorly exposed, laminat ed silt y SS.

Silt y laminat ed mudrock
St ruct ureless SS, possibly SSD, base
is poorly exposed, ARL t op

St ruct ureless grading int o light ly
undulat ory PPL

Silt dom., clay poor mudrock
Loads and possible SSD t ool marks at base

SSD SS, loaded on base and t op.
Possibly a few remnant PPL not
exposed lat erally.

Silt dom, clay poor mudrock, laminat ed
ARL, subcrit ical t o crit ical climb

Faint , slight ly convolut e PPL or con-
solidat ion laminat ions

St ruct ureless SS, possibly small dish-
es at t he base

Amalg. surface sheared f iner ripples
overlying st ruct ureless SS

G

S

S
S

S

S

G

S

S/U

S/U

F 114º
115º
119º

Amalg.

A few granule
size ext raclast s

at base

Flow surging or
amalg. surface

Visual t op of Bench 2

Debris f low; SS int raclast s abundant
at t op of deposit . A few (<10%)
mudrock int raclast s dispersed evenly
t hroughout . Carbenaceous debris and
micas are abundant , especially
t owards bed t op

ARL cap, poorly def ined; wavy bed
t op

Light biot urbat ion at base. Possibly
some small f lut es

Isolat ed cobble-sized mudrock
int raclast s in chaot ic (SSD) mat rix
jaked lat erally at 18.7m

ARL cap, subcrit ical climb. Biot urbat ion at
coset t op

PPL t o ARL vf l ss. sharp t op

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock,
moderat e organic cont ent , well sort -
ed

Biot urbat ed vf l SS.

ARL silt st one, high carbenaceous
mat erial

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock, low
organic mat erial (carb. debris)

Light er gray mudrock wit h lower
organic cont ent

Highly biot urbat ed vf l SS.
Biot urbat ion at t op and bot t om

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock

PPL silt st one

Silt cont ent corresponding t o slight ly
darker gray cont ent = t urb. mud

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock

Muddy silt st one, no int raclast s. Pos-
sible grunge facies

Large f lut es at base

Int raclast horizon w/ >40% int raclast s.
Pebble t o cobble sized int raclast s

Complet ely st ruct ureless SS. Proba-
bly deposit ional rat her t han SSD.

Very faint ARL lams, def inet ly t here,
subcrit ical t o t op t runcat ed

St ruct ureless grading t o silt st one. High amount
of carb. mat erial and micas at base

Flut e and grooves at base, minor biot urb

St ruct ureless SS, no evidence for
SSD

Tan, undulat ory, discont inuous lams
at bed t op, probably SSD feat ures

S/F

S/U

S
S

S
S

S
G

G
S

S
S

G

S

R 111º
117º

R 106º
121º

R 128º
110º

F 124º 124º
117º 121º
113º 119º

R 118º
110º
116º

G 108º 114º
F 112º 110º

Be
ds

et
1

8

Paleof lows indicat e t his is not a
sandwich bed, but rat her lat eral
f low amalgamat ion

< 10% mudst one int raclast s < 20% SS
int raclast s. High amount of organic mat e-
rial

Chaot ically bedded w/ some plast ic defor-
mat ion feat ures indicat ing laminar f low

Debris f low: muddy mat rix, poorly sort ed

Int raclast s generally concent rat ed t owards
t op suggest ing high mud cont ent and
signif icant mat rix st rengt h

Weakly expressed Vf l-silt ARL cap
Probably lower st age plane bed
ARL silt st one
Slight ly coarser silt dom., clay bearin

St ruct ureless

PPL coarse silt st ones, eit her lower
st age PPL or low relief ARL

ARL silt st one, biot urbat ed base subcrit ical
climb of ripples

St ruct ureless SS, moderat ely biot urbat ed
Very t hin bedded ARL silt st ones

ARL silt st ones
PPL vf l SS
Wavy t o coarse silt st one
PPL SS t op Probably a

f low surging
phenomena

Biot urbat ed base
PPL grading t o ARL silt st one

PPL silt st one

PPL grading t o ARL silt st one, minor
biot urb at base

Silt dom., clay poor mudrock
PPL silt st one
PPL silt st one
Large horizont al burrows at base

Hummocky swaley cross st rat :HCS =SCS. Wavy
laminat ions w. silt y mudrock drapes on bedforms
causing recessive weat hering prof ile
Soft sed deformed PPL, may also be
minor biot urbat ion

Silt dom., clay bearing, organic poor,
light gray (calcareous) mudrock

Wavy silt st one, gradat ional cap

Mixed source mudrock. Light gray,
but no biot urbat ion.

Wavy laminat ed ARL vf l SS.,
biot urbat ed base

PPL silt st one, well laminat ed, sharp
t op and base

Flut es, loads, and heavy biot urbat ion at t he
base. Slight ly cont ort ed mudrock due t o loading

Well expressed PPL

St ruct ureless SS

ARL cap, subcrit ical t o t op t runcat -
ed forset climb

ARL silt st one, subcrit ical climb
Silt dom., clay poor mudrock

S/U

G
S
S

S
G
S
S

G
G

S
G

S
G

S

S

S
S

S

S
S

ARL cap only
locally expresed,
undulat ory t op
of debris f low

R 135º
129º

R 106º
121º
112º

R 128º

R 115º
107º
109º
103º

R 119º

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock,
some concret ions

Muddy silt st one; High amount of micas
and cab mat erial, chaot ically bedded.

Heavily loaded base, possibly some
f lut es as well
VFl silt st one t hin bed

St ruct ureless SS, no evidence of
dewat ering st ruct ures

ARL cap separat ed by mudrock
drapes on coset boundaries

Silt dom., clay poor mudrock. Darker
gray color, micaceous. Turbidit ic ori-
gin

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock,
some organics, light er gray color,
lacks micas. Hemipelagic origin.

S

PPL silt st one
St ruct ureless, muddy silt st one

PPL silt st ones

Muddy silt st one, carb. debris, moderat e
degree of biot urbat ion

Flut es and loads at SS base
Well def ined PPL

Wavy base of cont act , possible ARL
or 2D cross st rat lams above

Wavy bedding

PPL
ARL
Wavy cap

Part ially covered silt y mudrocks

Thin silt y-sand bed. Laminat ed t hin
beds at t op

Part ially covered silt y mudrocks

Silt dominat ed, laminat ed mudrock.

ARL dominat ed SS capped by f iner
PPL w/ carbenaceous mat erial

Jaked t o sout h
30m across fault
on SS bed bot -

t om

Jaked t o sout h
30m t o road on

SS bed base

F 108º

R 145º

uncert ain

Part ially covered silt st one

Thin silt st one
Clay rich silt st one

Thin silt y SS wit h clay rich silt st one
bet ween

Clay rich silt st one

Clay bearing silt st one f ine silt t o
silt y sand beds

ARL SS at t op, part ially SSD
PPL, Grooves at base

Clay bearing silt st one. Fine silt t o
silt y sand beds

Covered

PPL sandy silt st one

Slight ly more sandy silt

Clay rich silt st one

Thinly bedded sandy silt
Clay rich silt st one
Cm scale grooves
PPL vfu cap

Silt y clay bearing mudst one

Organic rich silt st one
PPL
Silt st one
Slight ly biot urbat ed base
Scour base
Sandy t o silt y debris f low
2 decimet er long int erclast s (vf l t o silt )
PPL
ARL

Debris f low - linked debrit e

Clay rich silt st one

ARL
ARL silt st one

ARL
PPL
Silt bet ween t wo VFl sands

G 110º

G 109º

St ruct ureless SS

ARL SS cap
Clay rich silt st one
Grooves at base

St ruct ureless

PPL, progressively get t ing f iner grained

Silt st one PPL
St ruct ureles SS wit h wavy VFl cap

Muddy mat rix silt st one, very f issile
ARL wit h wavy bed cap

Silt st one
Silt st one coarsening upwards
ARL cap wit h sharp upper cnt ct

Clay bearing silt st one

PPL
Silt st one
Wavy bedded wit h PPL base
Rippled silt st one
PPL, f lut es and grooves at base
Wavy bed cap, probably subcrit ical ARL
Silt st one grading int o gray mudrock
ARL

Silt dom., clay bearing silt st one

ARL sandy silt st one
Clay bearing silt st one

Possible f lame st ruct ure and swirly t ext ure; not
clearly ripples, probably biot urbat ed

PPL at bot t om and ARL cap

PPL wit h high angle set s

St ruct ureless mudrock, f issile, moder-
at ely light gray color

PPL

ARL t op; biot urbat ed wavy bot t om

PPL t op

ARL wavy t op and bot t om

PPL
PPL

St ruct ureless

Loaded bot t om, possible ref lect ed
f low

ARL cap

G 111º
112º

G 109º
101º

G

S/U

S/U

St ruct ureless
St ruct ureless
Wavy cap
Grooved bot t om, ARL

Wavy lams @ bot t om
ARL @ t op

St ruct ureless
Wavy bot t om w/ ARL

Very f ine sandst one on t he base,
st ruct ureless t ill t he upper port ion
where bed becomes wavy

Mud-rich sandst one, wit h mud cap,
planar beds

Coarse silt st one
Mud cap
Mud-rich sandst one w/ f ine mud cap (buurowed)
Coarse silt st one, wit h ripples, w. f iner wavy cap

FL sandst one wit h f lut es on base

Relic PPL or consolidat ion lams

Fining upward median grain size

PPL, convolut ed laminat ion on bed
t op (maybe dewat ering)

G 108º

F 125º

R 130º
140º

F 120º

R 125º 130º

FL sandst one wit h grooves at base
as well as a few f lut e marks

Wavy t op, probably ARL rat her t han
HCS/SCS

Mud rich SS, PPL

Phot o [ DSCN 4727]

Grooves @ base

St ruct ureless body, chaot ic t ext ure
suggest s SSD. Lack of mud part icles
in mat rix and mudrock int raclast s
suggest t his is probably a highly
SSD event .

Mud rich SS, wavy laminat ed

Flut es @ base
Mica-rich SS

G 100º
F 105º

G 130º
125º

F 112º

Ripples not clearly visible
Discont inuous PPL

Clay bearing silt st one

PPL wavy bot t om silt st one w/ occa-
sional ARL

Mu/Cl grained dewat ering feat ures
(pipes) grooved bot t om

Wavy PPL where dewat ering st opped
t op; Sharp/u n d u la t o r y c o n t ac t w /
ab o v e d e b r i s f l o w

Poorly sort ed, dominant ly st ruct ure-
less SS w/ reworked

Dist inct wavy ARL cap

20% SS int erclast s chaot ic debris f low
t ext ure, occasional ( rare) mud int raclast s.
SS int erclast s are likely t he result of
local SSD rat her t han t ransport ed out -
sized f ramework graisn

SS int erclast s concen-
t rat ed near t op sug-
gest s dewat ering SSD

feat ure

Dominant ly st ruct ureless wit h no
evidence of SSD

Diff icult t o access. Assumed t o be
silt dominat ed, clay bearing mudrock

Dominant ly st ruct ureless

Covered. Assumed t o be silt st one

Dominant ly st ruct ureless

Dominant ly st ruct ureless/ PPL cap
and wavy ARL cap wit h some minor
SSD causing forset overst eepening

Clay bearing silt st one

G 111º
114º
112º

R 220º

G 110º
105º
95º

G 110º
107º
111º

Dominant ly st ruct ureless

St ruct ureless

St ruct ureless unt il ARL wavy t op

Clay bearing silt st one

Loaded bot t om ARL + PPL

Grooved bot t om PPL w/ wavy cap
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Sedimentological Profile 15: Tirli Wall South (Domain 4)
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Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock,
some concret ions low organic mat e-
rial. Light gray, possibly mixed
source mud.

Flut es and light biot urbat ion at base

Relic or weakly expressed PPL layer

Cover; assumed t o be mudrocks

Thin f ine ARL cap, bivergent direct ions
on ripple forset s " discont inous"

Graded silt st one t o mudrock (silt
dom., clay) No st ruct ures

Discont inous horizon
PPL at base, t ract ive low angle bed forms

Isolat ed pebble sized int raclast s
along horizon

St ruct ureless SS, possible dewat ering
st ruct ures, no clear lat erally t race-
able horizons t o dist inguish mult iple
amalgamat ed event s

Large holes weat hered in
rock; not int raclast s, but

rat her modern Tafoni

Top cont act s; uncert ain, possibly
grades int o silt y mudrock

Cover, presumed t o be silt ., domi-
nat ed clay bearing, likely Alpine
siliciclast ic mudrocks

Flut ed base, 3-7cm deep, evenly
spaced

Large modern (Holocene) Tafoni pit s

St ruct ureless SS, clean mat rix (no
mud) wit h no ident if iable SSD st ruc-
t ures

Faint wavy lams, appears t o be
some local scours. Eit her low
angle/oblique scour and f ill or
HCS/SCS

Silt y SS, some planar lams, but
probably st ruct ureless

St ruct ureless SS, no visible
dewat ering st ruct ures. Not graded,
moderat ely sort ed t hroughout wit h
Medium Lower being t he coarsest
5% of f ramework grains

Faint wavy lams, possibly consolida-
t ion lams, dishes, or SSD PPL. Poor-
ly expressed lat erally

Poorly def ined wavy bed t op, lat erally undulat ory

Graded silt st one t o silt dom., clay bearing Alpine
(dark gray) mudrock

Not well exposed

Poorly exposed, had t o t rench

Jaked 3m nort h on bed bot t om

St ruct ureless SS, does
not appear t o have SSD

feat ures

Pebble-sized int raclast s
concent rat ed t owards

base (<10%)

Poor sort ing
graded

Up t o medium
upper

F 154º
136º

R 091º

F 126º
124º
115º

Amalgamat ion surface

F 133º
135º
145º

St ruct ureless SS, cont ains numerous SSD fea-
t ures including boudinaged int raclast s and pipe
and dish st ruct ures at t he base. Int raclast s
comprise <10% volume. Muddy mat rix, possibly
a debris f low wit h st rong mat rix cohesive forces
causing f loat ing of out sized clast s.
Light ly undulat ory base

Heavily undulat ory t op cont act wit h
overst eepened ARL, probably due t o dewat ering

Loads and f lut es at SS bed base
Normally graded silt st ones t o silt dom.,
mudrocks, Alpine, probably waning deplet ive f low
surges

Moderat ely sort ed, st ruct ureless

Pipe net work deforming planar lami-
nat ions. Weakly expressed lat erally

ARL forms wavy bed t op, forset s poin in mult i-
ple direct ions suggest ing complex bedform
geomet ries possibly caused by ref lect ed f lows in
a single pulse

Light ly undulat ory, sharp cont act
ARL SS wit h well def ined lamsMixed calcareous siliciclast ic mudrock

St ruct ureless SS, locally has some
planar lams, but for t he most part
appears deposit ionally st ruct ureless

Sheared layer w/ R and R' shears in
it , not cont inuous lat erally

Low angle bedforms, probably ARL
Finer grained low angle bedforms

Mult iple scour surfaces across face
wit h coarser SS grains in depression,
wavy lams dispersed t hroughout .
Probably cm-spaced st rat if icat ion w/
local scour and f ill. Not well
exposed lat erally

Cover, probably silt dom., t urbidit ic
mudrocks (no light gray weat hering
mud chips)

Silt dom., clay bearing organic rich mudrock,
dark gray color suggest s t urbidit ic origin

Chaot ic fabric and abundant organic mat erial in
mat rix. Very coarse grains of micas

St ruct ureless, possibly SSD PPL, smoot h weat her-
ing prof ile, probably some silt in mat rix, but not
enough t o cause f low t ransformat ion t o debris
f low

Silt dom., clay poor, sand poor, organic rich
mudrock. Signif icant ly f iner ARL bed cap,
subcrit ical climb.

Small pebble-sized int raclast s sheared along scal-
loped-shaped scour horizon. Moderat ely cont inu-
ous lat erally

PPL silt st one, some carbenaceous mat erial is
present in laminae-set s

Cobble t o boulder sized t afoni
(modern weat hering feat ure)

Dominant ly st ruct ureless SS, poorly
developed t ract ive st ruct ures are
low angle dedforms

Scalloped-shaped cut , no grain size change
across surface, some laminae appear t o onlap,
probably not amalgamat ion surface, but result of
int ernal high energy bore

S

G

S
G
S

G

S

S

S
G
G
S
G
S

S/U

G/U
S/U

Very t hick SS bed
forms visual t op
of SS bench 2

Cont act lat erally
pinches and swells
eit her as result of

local erosion or
loading

SSD lams, probably
not HCS/SCS

F 124º
126º
133º

R 54º
R 73º
R 116 104º

Ref lect ed f low?

S = 108º D 28º SW @ 18.5m
Laminat ions at t op
St ruct ureless SS

Possible PPL at base

Silt y int erclast s in VFu SS
Wavy base, PPL cap
Wavy ARL sandy silt st one
Undulat ory base

Debris f low w/ convolut e Td/t
VF sand int erclast s probably SSD

Silt dom., clay rich silt st one
Wavy base of SS bed

St ruct ureless, somewhat chaot ic
weat hering prof ile

Convolut e
Wavy bedding, possibly SSD
ARL cap
Wavy ARL sandy sit lst one
Silt dom., clay rich silt st one, possibly calcareous
Wavy Silt st one

Quit e a few concret ions
Clay-rich silt st one
PPL wit h wavy base
Wavy cap
Clay rich silt st one
Wavy base
PPL
Silt st one
St ruct ureless silt st one
Silt st one
Grooves at base, wavy PPL at base
St ruct ureless sandy silt st one

Silt st one

Wavy base sandy silt st one
Wavy cap f low, calcareous silt

Mudst ., coaly debris on bedding plane, calcare-
ous

Hard t o dist inguish Tm f rom
Hm - Silt dom., clay bearing

Wavy base
PPL, lower part disrupt ed ARL

Burrowed t op, st ruct ures dest royed by
biot urbat ion

Fining upwards
Clay bearing silt st one.
Flut es and grooves at base
Silt y int raclast horizon 10-20cm

f lat mudst .

St ruct ureless SS

Slight wavy int erval

Slight wavy int erval

St ruct ureless SS

St ruct ureless SS

Tm

Tt

Hm

Tt

Hm

Hm

Tt

E

S/E

G

E

Burrowed bases

F 101º 125º 130º
112º 135º 136º
104º 132º

R 065º

St ruct ureless SS cap

Wavy laminat ed base

Muddy sandst one, pebble-sized int raclast s
(>10%) concent rat ed near base indicat ing
weak cohesive st rengt h of f low

Clay-rich mudst one
Light gray silt dom., mudrock
PPL, well def ined, not conslidat ion lams

Ts

Wavy break, possible amalgamat ion surface due
t o signif icant grain size increase above surface,
looks t o be sheared t op-t runcat ed ARL

PPL

G 130º

St ruct ureless SS

PPL

Silt y int erclast s

Debrit e; silt y sandst one wit h out sized pebble SS
int erclast s t hat may have formed from int ernal
f low dewat ering or may be diagenet ic feat ure

Back coaly mat t er >10% mica, Poorly sort ed
Wavy cap

Silt st one wit h t hinnly bedded sandy
silt st ones

Wavy
Wavy base
PPL cap
Sandy silt st one
Wavy VFl

PPL cap., ARL base
ARL
PPL
Clay rich silt st one
Wavy base, ARL
PPL
PPL
Clay rich silt st one
Slight ly more organic rich silt st one

Clay rich silt st one
PPL
Clay rich silt st one
Small f lut es/grooves at base

PPL, somewhat wavy

PPL VFu

Silt st one

Silt st one

Mud-rich sandy silt st one

PPL

PPL
Flut es and grooves at base

St ruct ureless SS

Convolut ed in areas

PPL

Sl
op

e
fo

rm
in

g
U

ni
t

G 128º
126º
124º
127º
126º
121º

No different iat ion
bet ween Tm and

Hm mudst one.
Mixed sediment a-

t ion event grouped
from base sand-

st one t o mudst one
t op

B
ed

se
t1

8

Chaot ic, no t ract ive bed forms pre-
served, probably SSD

Possibly Td at Ht e (green)

Poor exposure; No int raclast s. Massive, chaot ic
st ruct ure wit h irregular weat hering. Slight ly
muddy mat rix

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock;
Slight ly calcareous

Hbm

FC base (red) E

Ts

Tt /Ts faint discont inuous lams. Prob-
ably cm spaced st rat if icat ion

Possible spaced-st rat if icat ion, t o
some degree poorly formed or post -
deposit ionally SSD

Tt

Occasional convolut ion possibly f rom
dewat ering previously deposit ed PPL

Heavily disseminat ed carbenaceous
mat erial at bed t op. Wavy lam cap
wit h aggradat ional hummocks. No
discernable unidirect ional ARL

Lit t le t o no clay; highly micaceous,
moderat ely f issile silt st one; no
apparent color change; Hbm

Ts/Tt - faint discont iunous lams
FC = G bot t om Erosional (Tt )

Tt - PPL

Irregular weat hering
PPL

The number " 30" is spray-paint ed
on t he rocks here could correspond
t o bed in Cat t aneo and Ricci Lucchi,
1995

PPL

Possible dewat ering

Wavy PPL convolut e laminat ions

Very carbenaceous @ t op

No apparent burrowing or color
change, but not f low surge based
on Hm mudrock composit ion

Hbm - Hbm silt st one
Micaceous; increasing clay cont ent
upward

Top SS Bench

Bench Top

Slope forming unit

F 125º
120º
115º

F 125º
115º
122º

G 125º
133º

Tt PPL possible dewat ering st ruct ures
causing convolut ion of laminat ions

Wavy PPL

Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock,
t ransit ions gradat ionally in color indi-
cat ing possible boundary bet ween
Tm and Hm

Burrowed base, undulat ory
Silt dom., clay bearing mudrock
VFl t hin sand
PPL
ARL

Silt st one

VFL sandy silt

Silt st one
VFl sandy silt - possible ARL
Muddy clay bearing silt st one
Loading at base VFl sand, burrows at base
Silt st one
Flut es and grooves at bed base
Wavy PPL
Convolut e lams, bed t raced lat erally
PPL 2 cm cap
Bed t raced 50m t o NW

Jaked lat erally 50m NW

Part ially covered slope inferred silt
dom., Light gray calcareous mud-
st one

S = 110º
D = 27º NE

PPL

Very t hin Vf SS. Well sort ed,
int erbedded w/ light gray silt -bearing,
clay bearing mudrock

Dewat ered convolut e above consoli-
dat ion laminat ions

F 128º

S

S

Burrowed bed t op
Consolidat ion laminat ions

Convolut e t an SS

Very poorly sort ed; Skolit hos and
planolit es t race fossils. Gradat ional
change from orange t o gray

Burrowed muddy SS.

Light gray, silt dominat ed mudst one;
burrowed

Silt dom., clay poor mudrock
Thick wavy t o ARL and light gray
Thinly int erbedded SS (>5cm t hick)

Base sediment at ion unit

Top Bench

Muddy SS; slope former but part of
same sediment at ion as resist ant
clean SS below. Convolut e at t op;
t hin bedded dewat ered ARL t op

Light gray muddy silt st one

Consolidat ion laminat ions at base

Top bench wavy t op; possible ARL
at t op. Cm spaced PPL w/ wavy
laminat ion in middle

Convolut e lams t o NW

Wavy laminat ed t o convolut e

Light gray, silt dom., calcareous
mudst one. Poorly exposed slope
forming unit

Wavy laminat ions at t op. 10cm SS
2 part s convolut e at t op

Thinly int erbedded SS and light gray
silt dom., calcareous mudst one.
Slope forming unit

Wavy laminat ions in 1 cm beds

Millimet er t hick SS layer. PPL or low
angle ARL

B

S

S
S

S

S

Ts

TD

HM

TM

TS

Tt c

57.1m in sect ion
t o SW, 30 cm dif-

ference

Very t hinly int erbedded SS and light
gray calcareous silt dom., mudst one.
Slight variat ion in gray color but Tm
not obvious in slope-forming unit

Light gray silt dom., calcareous
mudst one wit h some micaceous
grains. No dif ference in mudst one
t ypes indicat es source mixing.

Tb - Tc PPL t o ARL

Flut es at base. Consolidat ion laminat ions
t o convolut e SS wit h wavy t op

PPL

Wavy laminat ions in t op 10cm.
Recessive cap. Top resist ant bench

Light gray silt dom., calcareous
mudst one

Base SS. Jaked lat erally t o NW 25m

S

S

S

G

F 140º
142º
135º

F 120º
130º

Jaked t o NW 25m

SS Bed 3

SS Bed 2

SS Bed 1

73.5 t op SS +10cm
Consolidat ion t o convolut e laminat ions

Convolut e laminat ions

Light Gray t an SS at t op

Slope-forming wavy laminat ions.
Wavy lams w/ possible ARL

Light gray calcareous, silt dom.,
clay bearing mudst one wit h very
t hin SS int erbeds of 1-2cm in t hick-
ness.

Wavy laminat ions

Slope forming unit . Moderat ely good
exposure

Well expressed f lut es at bed base

Formset s cont ain iron st aining

3, <5cm-t hick SS beds t hinning
upwards

Part ially covered at base

Convolut e laminat ions
Consolidat ion laminat ions at base.
Bed t raced 50m t o NW

Convolut e 2/3 consolidat ion lamina-
t ions 1/3; 20cm t hick

E

S

S
G

80.76 SS t op. 79.5 SS base t ra-
verse t o NW

1-3cm orange t an SS common
formset ARl t o int erlaminat ions

ARL

Slope forming unit

Light gray silt dom., clay bearing
mudst one

Formset ARL mixed must one

Decimet er scale banding in light
gray calcareous silt dom., clay bear-
ing mudst one. Sediment at ion event s
dif f icult t o def ine, but probably at
least 50% mixed source Tm

Flut es on base

Wavy laminat ions at SS t op

Light gray silt dom. mudst one

Flut es

Convolut e coarse t ail normal grading
in surging unst eady f low

Tripart it e division; coarse st ruct ure-
less t o banded middle convolut e t op
Wavy laminat ed

Convolut e above consolidat ion lami-
nat ions
88.76 = base SS t op sect ion

90.42 t op SS. 91.5 = base grass,
t op SS

S

S/E

S/E

Sl
op

e
fo

rm
in

g
un

it

Base Sand Bench 3

Biot urbat ed and/or convolut e lams.

Flut e cast s, discont inuous consolida-
t ion laminat ions at base
Light gray silt dom., mudst one, 20
cm t hick

Wavy laminat ed resist ant band.
Possible int raclast s
Convolut e laminat ions, possible bur-
rowing at bed t op

Slope forming SS. Poorly exposed,
wavy lams. Capped by <10cm t hick
silt dom., mudst one. Micaceous
mat rix-rich SS wit h VC clast s.
Approximat ely 10% micas.
Base grass covered slope. Inferred
wavy laminat ed VF SS.

92.7m Base t hick-bedded SS

Banded
Consolidat ion laminat ions t o convo-
lut e slope forming SS
Top of sect ion measured on 5/6/2012

Slope-forming
Poorly sort ed, micaceous SS wit h VC SS grains
Possible burrowing. Maf ics/plant ?

Burrows?
PS, ML dominat ed GS; 5 cm band

Poorly sort ed SS. VC GS (quart z
f rags) . Slope former

Dewat ered, Poorly sort ed SS

Biot urbat ed SS (high int ensit y)
Cm bands of PS SS
Silt st one int erlaminat ion
Irregular t op cont act
FL SS bracket ed by silt st one inerlams
Wavy laminat ions
Silt st one int erlaminat ion
ARL

20cm light gray silt dom. mudst one

Wavy t o convolut e laminat ions. Moderat ely t o
poorly sort ed SS wit h possible consolidat ion lam-
inat ions at t he base

Flut e cast s at base

Consolidat ion laminat ions
Moderat ely t o poorly sort ed SS

Light gray silt st one
Grassy slope-forming SS. Covered slope

Covered cont act

Part ially covered slope. Inferred silt
dominat ed mudst one. Major lat erally
cont inuous recessive slope above
major SS bench

Possible convolut e above consolidat ion lamina-
t ions

E/U

IR
IR

A

E

IR

E?

Moderat ely t o well sort ed SS

TD
TB

TD

TD

T+C

TD

TD/T+S

TB

TS

Hm

Top SS Bench 3
Amalgamat ed SS

clif f t o NW

92m Rock
Sample

Slope forming
sandst one

Slope forming
sandst one

Slope forming
sandst one

Slope forming
sandst one

90.58

Light gray, calcareous silt st one.
Covered SS, ARL t o convolut e

Light gray silt dominat ed mudst one

Consolidat ion laminat ions

Wavy laminat ed SS. Sharp GS break

Formset ARL SS beds t hin upwards

Light gray, silt dominat ed mudst one

Faint consolidat ion laminat ions at
base; discont inuous

Slight ly more clay-rich mudrock. Maybe
good for Gigapan. Look for pink f lagging
Possible burrowing in upper half or dewa-
t ering. Cm banding likely biot urbat ed
micaceous SS w/ sharp GS break

Grove marks on bed base

Cm spaced PPL

SSD consolidat ion laminat ions

Convolut e laminat ions

Mudst one f illed burrows at SS t op

1-2 cm coarse grain SS bed

Light gray, silt dominat ed mudst one
w/ 1-3 cm SS

105.45m: S=107º
D=27º NE

Broad dish st ruct ures; dewat ered

Cm-banding t o t hin convolut e t op

Grain size break; VC bed cap
Subcrit ical climbing ARL in 3cm set s

Flut e/groove marks at base SS

Consolidat ion laminat ions
Very clay-rich mudst one. Possible phot o

S/E

S
S
S
S

S

S

E

S
S
S

S

E

Ts

Convolut e wavy t hin beds
Relict convolut ion st ruct ures

Consolidat ion laminat ions

Wavy laminat ions grading t o ARL

Part ially covered recessive muddy
sandst one slope. Cannot locat e lat -
erally

Flut e marks at base

Light gray silt dominat ed mudst one.
Loaded ARL at bed t op

Convolut ion laminat ions

Formset ARL

Flut es
Convolut e/folded laminat ions

PPL; possibly cm spaced
Flut es at bed base

Horizont al t racks and t rails forming
heavily biot urbat ed bed t op

TS

TM

HM

S

S

E

E

S/E
E

B

Moderat ely sort ed

Poorly Sort ed

Moderat ely - well sort ed

Slope
forming

SS

F 140º
135º

R 140º

DH

Light gray silt dominat ed mudst one
wit h v. t hin SS int erbeds, formset
ARL, low amplit ude st raight crest ed
ripple form wit h burrowed t ops

Flut e marks. Shallow and widely spaced`

Consolidat ion laminat ions

Plat es - dewat ering

Poorly dewat ered wavy lams

Burrowed mud lined
Wavy laminat ions, possible burrowed t op
Light gray silt dominat ed mudst one
Flut e cast s at bed base

Faint consolidat ion laminat ions at base

Plat e-like (wide) dish st ruct ures

Burrowed t op?

Light gray silt dom. mudst one

Slope forming SS
Thin wavy laminat ions in SS
Possible burrows near SS t op
Part ially covered silt y mudst one

Convolut e/dewat ered SS

Burrowed t op

ARL: opposed forset s = low densit y
ref lect ed f low

HCS

Covered slope; inferred silt y mud-
st one

SS bed t op. PPL. VF bed t op

E

B

B
E

S

B

E

Slope
forming

SS

R 120º

F 138º
136º
134º

Burrowed or dewat ered

Burrowed bed near t op
Wavy laminat ions at bed t op
PPL

ARL t o convolut e laminat ions

ARL

St ruct ureless

Discont inuous ARL

St ruct ureless or weakly expressed,
t hin PPL

PPL

ARL

ARL t o HCS

ARL
ARL

Wavy st rat if icat ion. Groove and f lut e
cast s at base
Wavy laminat ions

Slope forming SS
Wavy PPL

135.50; 20cm ARL

135.75; base SS; 1.3 m t hick bur-
rowed mudrock. Most ly vert ical bur-
rowsS = 135º

D = 20º NE

145.2
Top sec-
t ion jaked
by Rose

ARL

PPL

St art Nat es sect ion (GS and jaking
only for t hickness calibrat ion)

Silt dom., clay beargin,
Light gray calcareous

mudst one, SAMPLE
Site

Sample TWB 66.3m

bld cob pebble Gr VC C M F VF silt clay
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Sedimentological Profile 16: Visignano MTD Near Brasile (Domain 4)
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S = 105º
D = 36º , 40º

Calcareous silt -dominat ed mudst one

Some t hin, discont inuous Alpine silt st ones

Mud int raclast s ( inject ions) in st ruct ureless
sandst ones

Boudinage fabric in sandst one spanning sever-
al met ers

10 cm Alpine mud, indist inct cont act s; phot o

Faint ripple cross-laminat ions wit hin sand-
bearing silt st one

Plane-parallel laminat ed t o wavy ripple cross-
laminat ed sandst one overlain by calcareous
(possibly mixed composit ion) mudst one

0.5m t hick sect ion of Alpine silt st one and
int erbedded t hin ( ripple cross-laminat ed)
sandst ones

Fining upwards bed of st ruct ureless t o sub-
crit ically climbing ripple cross-laminat ed sand-
st one

Trough cross-st rat if ied VFU sandst one; phot o

Mica-rich f ine t o very f ine st ruct ureless sand-
st one

Alpine mudst one inject ion wit hin t ight isoclinal
fold

GPS = VSSR

Light gray silt st one, folded sandst one above
river. Bed = 10 cm t hick

Dark gray silt st one wit h few cm laminat ed
sandst ones. Boundinage fabric (boudins up t o
20 cm)

2 cm micaceous ripple cross-laminat ed(?)
sandst one

Dark gray silt st one wit h st ringers of mica-
ceous sandst one wit h carbonaceous mat erial

Dark gray mudst one wit h few light er gray
very f ine laminat ed sandst ones

Light gray calcareous silt st one

Calcareous sandst one, t ight ly folded wit h
wavelengt h ~10 cm

Slight ly calcareous silt st one, light er gray color

Light gray micaceous sandst one, low amount
of carbonaceous mat erial

Calcareous sandst ones in t wo 3 cm beds
Calcareous silt st one

Light gray carbonaceous/ micaceous sand-
st one wit h moderat e mud mat rix cont ent

Two 3 cm calcareous sandst one beds

Carbonaceous/ micaceous laminat ed sand-
st one beds. Grade int o calcareous silt st ones

Micaceous st ruct ureless sandst one (sof t -
sediment deformed?)

Light gray silt st one
Micaceous st ruct ureless sandst one

Ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one wit h graded
siliciclast ic mudst one caps. Part of fold limb

Dark gray micaceous (siliciclast ic) silt st one
wit h t an ~5-10cm t hick ripple cross-laminat ed
sandst ones folded wit hin. Sandst ones are lat -
erally discont inuous due t o boudinage fabric

Calcareous ripple cross-laminat ed(?) sand-
st ones and silt st ones

Light gray ungraded calcareous silt st ones

Few calcareous t hin sandst ones ( faint ly ripple
cross-laminat ed) int erbedded wit h t hick cal-
careous silt st ones

Micaceous silt st one, breaks int o dark brown,
slight ly calcareous pieces

Micaceous (siliciclast ic)planar laminat ed sand-
st one grading int o laminat ed silt st one

Calcareous silt st one wit h int erbedded, discon-
t inuous very f ine laminat ed sandst one t hin-
beds

Micaceous st ruct ureless sandst one. Irregular
bed shape indicat es likely sof t -sediment
deformat ion

Calcareous mudst one wit h int erbedded t hin
laminat ed(?) sandst one beds
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Cleavage faces form rounded pseudo-folds in
calcareous mudrock. Tight (short wavelengt h,
high amplit ude) isoclinal folding in mudrocks.
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ceous mat erial and calcareous mud in mat rix

Silt -dominat ed, clay bearing calcareous mud-
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Calcareous silt -dominat ed, clay-rich mudst one
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mat rix. Moderat ely biot urbat ed
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Calcareous sand-poor silt st one
Darker gray silt st one, but st ill calcareous
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Plane-parallel t o ripple cross-laminat ed SS
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Ripple cross-laminat ed sandst one grading int o
calcareous mudrock wit h dist inct cleavage
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st one wit h higher carbonaceous cont ent
(~5%)
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Discont inuous lat erally
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m t hick sandst one bed. Overst eepened cross-
laminae indicat e sof t -sediment deformat ion
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Mapped Facies Colors Explanation
High energy intraclast or stratified facies
groups (1, 2) comprising basal parts of thick
event beds or along erosive surfaces between
beds. Often discontinuous.

Thick to thin sandstone beds dominated by fine
grained laminated sandstones with thin to thick mud-
stone bed caps. Mudstone at top is dominantly silici-
clastic.

Increasing
Hydraulic

Energy

Thick sandstone beds dominated by structure-
less sandstone facies groups (3). Often amal-
gamated or with thin mudstone caps.

Thick sandstone beds with at least 30% muddy
sandstone facies (Group 5). Includes surround-
ing facies groups in bed (3, 4, 7).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where siliciclas-
tic mudrocks are greater in abundance calcareous or
mixed-composition mudrocks. Minor amount of thin
laminated or muddy sandstones (<40 cm).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where calcare-
ous or mixed-composition mudrocks are greater in
abundance than siliciclastic mudrocks. Minor amount
of thin-bedded laminated sandstones (<40 cm).
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Interpreted (Mapped) Photopanel 1: Albignano Roadcut (Domain 1)
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325 m

High energy intraclast or stratified facies
groups (1, 2) comprising basal parts of thick
event beds or along erosive surfaces between
beds. Often discontinuous.

Thick to thin sandstone beds dominated by fine
grained laminated sandstones with thin to thick mud-
stone bed caps. Mudstone at top is dominantly silici-
clastic.

Thick sandstone beds dominated by structure-
less sandstone facies groups (3). Often amal-
gamated or with thin mudstone caps.

Thick sandstone beds with at least 30% muddy
sandstone facies (Group 5). Includes surround-
ing facies groups in bed (3, 4, 7).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where siliciclas-
tic mudrocks are greater in abundance calcareous or
mixed-composition mudrocks. Minor amount of thin
laminated or muddy sandstones (<40 cm).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where calcare-
ous or mixed-composition mudrocks are greater in
abundance than siliciclastic mudrocks. Minor amount
of thin-bedded laminated sandstones (<40 cm).
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Mapped Facies Colors Explanation
High energy intraclast or stratified facies
groups (1, 2) comprising basal parts of thick
event beds or along erosive surfaces between
beds. Often discontinuous.

Thick to thin sandstone beds dominated by fine
grained laminated sandstones with thin to thick mud-
stone bed caps. Mudstone at top is dominantly silici-
clastic.

Thick sandstone beds dominated by structure-
less sandstone facies groups (3). Often amal-
gamated or with thin mudstone caps.

Thick sandstone beds with at least 30% muddy
sandstone facies (Group 5). Includes surround-
ing facies groups in bed (3, 4, 7).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where siliciclas-
tic mudrocks are greater in abundance calcareous or
mixed-composition mudrocks. Minor amount of thin
laminated or muddy sandstones (<40 cm).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where calcare-
ous or mixed-composition mudrocks are greater in
abundance than siliciclastic mudrocks. Minor amount
of thin-bedded laminated sandstones (<40 cm).
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Non-Interpreted Photopanel of Deep-Water Strata of the Civitella Mb. at the Santerno River Wall
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Non-Interpreted Photopanel of the Civitella Mb. along the Northern Tirli Wall

Tirli Cliff

Landslide Block

Mapped Facies Colors Explanation
High energy intraclast or stratified facies
groups (1, 2) comprising basal parts of thick
event beds or along erosive surfaces between
beds. Often discontinuous.

Thick to thin sandstone beds dominated by fine
grained laminated sandstones with thin to thick mud-
stone bed caps. Mudstone at top is dominantly silici-
clastic.

Thick sandstone beds dominated by structure-
less sandstone facies groups (3). Often amal-
gamated or with thin mudstone caps.

Thick sandstone beds with at least 30% muddy
sandstone facies (Group 5). Includes surround-
ing facies groups in bed (3, 4, 7).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where siliciclas-
tic mudrocks are greater in abundance calcareous or
mixed-composition mudrocks. Minor amount of thin
laminated or muddy sandstones (<40 cm).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where calcare-
ous or mixed-composition mudrocks are greater in
abundance than siliciclastic mudrocks. Minor amount
of thin-bedded laminated sandstones (<40 cm).
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Non-Interpreted Photopanel of the Civitella Mb. along the Southern Tirli Wall

?

Mapped Facies Colors Explanation
High energy intraclast or stratified facies
groups (1, 2) comprising basal parts of thick
event beds or along erosive surfaces between
beds. Often discontinuous.

Thick to thin sandstone beds dominated by fine
grained laminated sandstones with thin to thick mud-
stone bed caps. Mudstone at top is dominantly silici-
clastic.

Thick sandstone beds dominated by structure-
less sandstone facies groups (3). Often amal-
gamated or with thin mudstone caps.

Thick sandstone beds with at least 30% muddy
sandstone facies (Group 5). Includes surround-
ing facies groups in bed (3, 4, 7).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where siliciclas-
tic mudrocks are greater in abundance calcareous or
mixed-composition mudrocks. Minor amount of thin
laminated or muddy sandstones (<40 cm).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where calcare-
ous or mixed-composition mudrocks are greater in
abundance than siliciclastic mudrocks. Minor amount
of thin-bedded laminated sandstones (<40 cm).
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Mapped Facies Colors Explanation

High energy intraclast or stratified facies
groups (1, 2) comprising basal parts of thick
event beds or along erosive surfaces between
beds. Often discontinuous.

Thick to thin sandstone beds dominated by fine
grained laminated sandstones with thin to thick mud-
stone bed caps. Mudstone at top is dominantly silici-
clastic.

Thick sandstone beds dominated by structure-
less sandstone facies groups (3). Often amal-
gamated or with thin mudstone caps.

Thick sandstone beds with at least 30% muddy
sandstone facies (Group 5). Includes surround-
ing facies groups in bed (3, 4, 7).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where siliciclas-
tic mudrocks are greater in abundance calcareous or
mixed-composition mudrocks. Minor amount of thin
laminated or muddy sandstones (<40 cm).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where calcare-
ous or mixed-composition mudrocks are greater in
abundance than siliciclastic mudrocks. Minor amount
of thin-bedded laminated sandstones (<40 cm).
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Interpreted (Mapped) Photopanel 12: Visignano MTD at the Santerno River near Brasile (Domain 4)
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Fine sandstones dominated by plane-parallel
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Lithologies and meso-scale deformation in the Visignano Mass-Transport Deposit
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High energy intraclast or stratified facies
groups (1, 2) comprising basal parts of thick
event beds or along erosive surfaces between
beds. Often discontinuous.

Thick to thin sandstone beds dominated by fine
grained laminated sandstones with thin to thick mud-
stone bed caps. Mudstone at top is dominantly silici-
clastic.

Thick sandstone beds dominated by structure-
less sandstone facies groups (3). Often amal-
gamated or with thin mudstone caps.

Thick sandstone beds with at least 30% muddy
sandstone facies (Group 5). Includes surround-
ing facies groups in bed (3, 4, 7).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where siliciclas-
tic mudrocks are greater in abundance calcareous or
mixed-composition mudrocks. Minor amount of thin
laminated or muddy sandstones (<40 cm).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where calcare-
ous or mixed-composition mudrocks are greater in
abundance than siliciclastic mudrocks. Minor amount
of thin-bedded laminated sandstones (<40 cm).

Mapped Facies Colors Explanation

I
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IV

V

VI-i

Mapped Facies of the Coniale Cliff Stratigraphic Cross-Section (Domain 1)
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High energy intraclast or stratified facies
groups (1, 2) comprising basal parts of thick
event beds or along erosive surfaces between
beds. Often discontinuous.

Thick to thin sandstone beds dominated by fine
grained laminated sandstones with thin to thick mud-
stone bed caps. Mudstone at top is dominantly silici-
clastic.

Thick sandstone beds dominated by structure-
less sandstone facies groups (3). Often amal-
gamated or with thin mudstone caps.

Thick sandstone beds with at least 30% muddy
sandstone facies (Group 5). Includes surround-
ing facies groups in bed (3, 4, 7).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where siliciclas-
tic mudrocks are greater in abundance calcareous or
mixed-composition mudrocks. Minor amount of thin
laminated or muddy sandstones (<40 cm).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where calcare-
ous or mixed-composition mudrocks are greater in
abundance than siliciclastic mudrocks. Minor amount
of thin-bedded laminated sandstones (<40 cm).

Mapped Facies Colors Explanation

I

II

III

IV

V

VI-i

Cross-Section Orientation
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High energy intraclast or stratified facies
groups (1, 2) comprising basal parts of thick
event beds or along erosive surfaces between
beds. Often discontinuous.

Thick to thin sandstone beds dominated by fine
grained laminated sandstones with thin to thick mud-
stone bed caps. Mudstone at top is dominantly silici-
clastic.

Thick sandstone beds dominated by structure-
less sandstone facies groups (3). Often amal-
gamated or with thin mudstone caps.

Thick sandstone beds with at least 30% muddy
sandstone facies (Group 5). Includes surround-
ing facies groups in bed (3, 4, 7).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where siliciclas-
tic mudrocks are greater in abundance calcareous or
mixed-composition mudrocks. Minor amount of thin
laminated or muddy sandstones (<40 cm).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where calcare-
ous or mixed-composition mudrocks are greater in
abundance than siliciclastic mudrocks. Minor amount
of thin-bedded laminated sandstones (<40 cm).

Mapped Facies Colors Explanation

I

II

III

IV

V

VI-ii

Map Location and Profile Projection
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Initiation Phase (I)
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Figure 40
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Correlated inter-
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High energy intraclast or stratified facies
groups (1, 2) comprising basal parts of thick
event beds or along erosive surfaces between
beds. Often discontinuous.

Thick to thin sandstone beds dominated by fine
grained laminated sandstones with thin to thick mud-
stone bed caps. Mudstone at top is dominantly silici-
clastic.

Thick sandstone beds dominated by structure-
less sandstone facies groups (3). Often amal-
gamated or with thin mudstone caps.

Thick sandstone beds with at least 30% muddy
sandstone facies (Group 5). Includes surround-
ing facies groups in bed (3, 4, 7).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where siliciclas-
tic mudrocks are greater in abundance calcareous or
mixed-composition mudrocks. Minor amount of thin
laminated or muddy sandstones (<40 cm).

Mudrock-dominated (<50%) interval where calcare-
ous or mixed-composition mudrocks are greater in
abundance than siliciclastic mudrocks. Minor amount
of thin-bedded laminated sandstones (<40 cm).

Mapped Facies Colors Explanation

I

II

III

IV

V

VI-ii

SRW-E SRW-B TWSTWN Section 18 (Cattaneo &
Ricci Lucchi, 1995)
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G Low Order
Symbol Cycle Hierarchy

GG Intermediate Order

GGI High Order
GGII Very High Order

Stratigraphic Cycles Explanation

Initiation Phase (I)
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Time-
Space
Domai

n

Section Name
(Map Symbol)

Section
Meter

Paleocurr
ent

Indicator
Type

Trend
(Resto
red)

Plunge
(Restor

ed)

Sedimentary
Body

Very Low
Order
Phase

Low-
Order
Phase

Intermedi
ate-Order

Phase

High-
Order
Phase

Very High-
Order
Phase

Source

1 AR 0.75 Ripple 125 0 NAL - I II IIG - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 2.8 Ripple 125 0 NAL - I II IIG - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 6.7 Flute 130 0 NAL - I II IIR - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 11.1 Ripple 106 0 NAL - I IG IGI - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 11.5 Ripple 98 0 NAL - I IG IGI - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 12 Ripple 115 0 NAL - I IG IGI - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 12.2 Flute 97 0 NAL - I IG IGI - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 12.95 Ripple 98 0 NAL - I IG IGI - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 14 Flute 127 0 TBD - I IG IGI - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 15 Ripple 100 0 TBD - I IG IGI - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 15.7 Groove 135 0 PAL - I IG IGG - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 15.7 Groove 140 0 PAL - I IG IGG - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 15.7 Groove 142 0 PAL - I IG IGG - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 19.6 Flute 125 0 NAL - I IG IGG - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 19.6 Flute 135 0 NAL - I IG IGG - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 19.6 Flute 145 0 NAL - I IG IGG - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 20.4 Flute 135 0 NAL - I IG IGG - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 20.4 Flute 138 0 NAL - I IG IGG - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 22 Groove 136 0 NAL - I IG IGG - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 28.1 Flute 98 0 NAL - I IG IGG - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 29.15 Flute 88 0 NAL - I IG IGG - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 29.15 Flute 76 0 NAL - I IG IGG - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 32.1 Groove 98 0 TBD - I IG IGR - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 32.1 Groove 111 0 TBD - I IG IGR - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 34.95 Flute 94 0 TBD - I IG IGR - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 47.1 Flute 122 0 TBD - I IG IGR - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 47.1 Flute 125 0 TBD - I IG IGR - Atwood Thesis
1 AR 51.8 Groove 116 0 TBD - I IR IRI - Atwood Thesis

Appendix D Paleocurrent Data
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1 CCB 7.9 Flute 120 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Amy and Talling
(2006)

1 CCB 7.9 Flute 100 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Amy and Talling
(2006)

1 CCB 10.1 Flute 115 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Talling et al. (2004)
1 CCB 10.1 Flute 115 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Talling et al. (2004)
1 CCB 10.1 Flute 105 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Talling et al. (2004)
1 CCB 11.4 Flute 105 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Talling et al. (2004)
1 CCB 11.4 Flute 105 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Talling et al. (2004)
1 CCB 12.1 Flute 105 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Talling et al. (2004)
1 CCB 12.1 Flute 105 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Talling et al. (2004)
1 CCB 12.1 Flute 105 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Talling et al. (2004)
1 CCB 12.1 Flute 105 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Talling et al. (2004)
1 CCB 12.1 Flute 119 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Talling et al. (2012)
1 CCB 12.1 Flute 122 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Talling et al. (2012)
1 CCB 12.1 Flute 118 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Talling et al. (2012)
1 CCB 13.1 Flute 106 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Talling et al. (2004)
1 CCB 13.1 Flute 115 0 NAL - G GR GRI - Talling et al. (2004)
1 WCC 2.05 Flute 150 0 NAL - G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
1 WCC 6.65 Flute 157 0 PAL - G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
1 WCC 21.7 Flute 150 0 TBD - G GI GIR - Atwood Thesis
1 WCC 28.7 Groove 151 0 TBD - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 330 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 330 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 330 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 330 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 310 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 310 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 310 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 310 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 310 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 40 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 40 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 5 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 5 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
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3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 5 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 5 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 3.2 Ripple 5 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 10.1 Ripple 287 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 10.4 Ripple 118 0 TBD - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 12.7 Ripple 64 0 TBD - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 13 Flute 124 0 PAL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 13 Flute 124 0 PAL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 13 Flute 124 0 PAL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 13 Flute 124 0 PAL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 13 Flute 124 0 PAL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 13.7 Flute 116 0 PAL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 13.7 Flute 149 0 PAL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 13.7 Groove 127 0 PAL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 13.7 Groove 144 0 PAL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
3 BSQ 19.3 Ripple 230 0 AL - G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW A 12.5 Flute 96 0 PAL G I II III IIII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW A 12.5 Flute 104 0 PAL G I II III IIII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW A 12.5 Flute 87 0 PAL G I II III IIII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW A 12.9 Flute 85 0 PAL G I II III IIII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW A 12.9 Flute 95 0 PAL G I II III IIII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW A 12.9 Groove 60 0 PAL G I II III IIII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW A 12.9 Flute 90 0 PAL G I II III IIII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW A 12.9 Groove 110 0 PAL G I II III IIII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW A 12.9 Groove 108 0 PAL G I II III IIII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 25.5 Ripple 310 0 PAL G I II III IIIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 25.5 Ripple 140 0 PAL G I II III IIIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 25.7 Ripple 30 0 PAL G I II III IIIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 25.7 Ripple 60 0 PAL G I II III IIIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 26.6 Ripple 130 0 PAL G I II III IIIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 26.6 Ripple 130 0 PAL G I II III IIIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 30.0 Flute 140 0 TBD G I II IIG IIGI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 30.0 Flute 130 0 TBD G I II IIG IIGI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 30.0 Flute 160 0 TBD G I II IIG IIGI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 30.0 Flute 170 0 TBD G I II IIG IIGI Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW B 32.8 Flute 100 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 32.8 Flute 137 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 32.8 Flute 117 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 32.8 Flute 170 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 32.8 Groove 125 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 32.8 Groove 90 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 32.8 Groove 90 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 36.3 Ripple 80 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 36.3 Ripple 90 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 36.3 Ripple 60 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 36.3 Ripple 40 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 36.9 Flute 135 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 36.9 Flute 140 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 36.9 Flute 133 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 39.7 Ripple 117 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 39.7 Ripple 123 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 39.7 Ripple 151 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 39.7 Ripple 143 0 NAL G I II IIG IIGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 45.2 Flute 110 0 NAL G I II IIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 45.2 Flute 110 0 NAL G I II IIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 45.2 Flute 115 0 NAL G I II IIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 46.7 Flute 140 0 NAL G I II IIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 46.7 Flute 35 0 NAL G I II IIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 47.5 Ripple 178 0 NAL G I II IIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 47.5 Ripple 125 0 NAL G I II IIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 47.5 Ripple 55 0 NAL G I II IIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 47.5 Ripple 245 0 NAL G I II IIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 52.3 Groove 115 0 NAL G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 52.3 Groove 110 0 NAL G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 52.3 Groove 120 0 NAL G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 52.3 Groove 120 0 NAL G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 52.3 Groove 125 0 NAL G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 56.0 Ripple 136 0 NAL G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 56.0 Ripple 140 0 NAL G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 56.0 Ripple 120 0 NAL G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW B 56.9 Groove 111 0 TBW G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 56.9 Groove 75 0 TBW G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 56.9 Flute 65 0 TBW G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 64.2 Ripple 95 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 64.2 Ripple 40 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 64.2 Ripple 15 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 64.2 Ripple 85 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 65.5 Flute 105 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 65.5 Flute 110 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 65.5 Flute 112 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 67.7 Ripple 95 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 68.9 Ripple 110 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 68.9 Ripple 95 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 68.9 Ripple 105 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 69.5 Flute 108 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 69.5 Flute 115 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 70.2 Ripple 117 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 70.2 Ripple 111 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 70.2 Ripple 118 0 PAL G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 70.9 Ripple 128 0 TBD G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 70.9 Ripple 124 0 TBD G I IG IGI IGIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 73.3 Ripple 115 0 TBD G I IG IGI IGIR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 73.3 Ripple 110 0 TBD G I IG IGI IGIR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 91.8 Flute 111 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 91.8 Flute 120 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 91.8 Flute 130 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 91.8 Flute 123 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 93.5 CPL 108 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 93.5 CPL 123 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 94.4 Ripple 170 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 94.6 Flute 107 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 94.6 Flute 104 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 94.6 Flute 110 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 94.6 Flute 106 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 96.4 CPL 105 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW B 102.8 Flute 117 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 102.8 Flute 117 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 102.8 Flute 117 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 102.8 Flute 117 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 102.8 Flute 115 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 102.8 Flute 115 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 102.8 Flute 115 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 102.8 Flute 115 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 102.8 Flute 115 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 102.8 Flute 115 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 102.8 Flute 118 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 102.8 Flute 120 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 104.1 Ripple 180 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 104.1 Ripple 160 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 105.9 Flute 111 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 105.9 Flute 110 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 105.9 Flute 124 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 105.9 Flute 104 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 105.9 Flute 104 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 105.9 Flute 116 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 136.3 Flute 120 0 NAL G I IR IRG IRGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 136.3 Flute 121 0 NAL G I IR IRG IRGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 136.3 Flute 111 0 NAL G I IR IRG IRGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 138.3 Groove 82 0 NAL G I IR IRG IRGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 138.3 Groove 74 0 NAL G I IR IRG IRGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW B 138.3 Groove 78 0 NAL G I IR IRG IRGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 9.0 Ripple 110 0 NAL G I IR IRG IRGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 9.5 Ripple 140 0 NAL G I IR IRG IRGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 18.7 Ripple 126 0 TBW G G GI GII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 18.7 Ripple 116 0 TBW G G GI GII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 19.1 Ripple 121 0 TBW G G GI GII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 19.1 Ripple 99 0 TBW G G GI GII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 22.0 Ripple 127 0 TBW G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 37.2 Ripple 85 0 AL G G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 37.2 Ripple 90 0 AL G G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW C 50.2 Flute 100 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 50.2 Flute 90 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 50.2 Flute 95 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 50.2 Flute 80 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 52.1 Ripple 50 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 52.6 Ripple 95 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 52.6 Ripple 95 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 52.7 Flute 89 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 53.6 Ripple 141 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 54.2 Flute 125 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 54.2 Flute 130 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 56.0 Ripple 100 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 56.1 Flute 80 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 61.3 Ripple 65 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 62.9 Ripple 113 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 64.9 Flute 140 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 66.9 Flute 100 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 67.0 Flute 88 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 67.8 Ripple 90 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 67.8 Ripple 95 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 68.0 Flute 105 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 68.0 Flute 105 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 74.2 Ripple 130 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 74.4 Ripple 120 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 74.6 Flute 105 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 75.2 Ripple 106 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 90.6 Ripple 66 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 90.7 Flute 109 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 90.7 Groove 121 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 92.4 Ripple 109 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 93.9 Ripple 101 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 96.2 Ripple 113 0 TBD G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 97.6 Ripple 132 0 TBD G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 103.8 Ripple 136 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 104.2 Ripple 132 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW C 104.2 Ripple 119 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 104.3 Flute 125 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 104.4 Ripple 126 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 104.6 Ripple 90 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 106.4 Ripple 116 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 106.4 Ripple 149 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 106.4 Ripple 150 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW C 121.6 Groove 115 0 PAL G R RI RIG RIGI Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bed 11
West 0.4 Groove 117 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bed 15
West 0.1 Flute 105 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bed 15
West 0.8 CPL 106 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bed 15
West 0.8 CPL 110 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bed 16
East 0.0 Ripple 111 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bed 16
East 0.4 Groove 105 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bed 16
East 0.4 Flute 105 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bed 16
East 0.4 Flute 105 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bed 16
West 0.4 Flute 99 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
13 West 1.5 Ripple 100 0 PAL G G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW C Bedset
13 West 1.5 Ripple 105 0 PAL G G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
13 West 1.6 Flute 96 0 PAL G G GG GGG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
13 West 1.6 Flute 89 0 PAL G G GG GGG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
13 West 7.2 Flute 103 0 PAL G G GG GGG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
13 West 7.2 Flute 106 0 PAL G G GG GGG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
17 West 5.9 Ripple 98 0 TBW G I IR IRG IRGR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
17 West 5.9 Ripple 106 0 TBW G I IR IRG IRGR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
9 East 0.6 Ripple 116 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
9 East 0.8 Flute 105 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
9 East 0.8 Flute 113 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
9 East 0.8 Flute 113 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
9 East 1.5 Ripple 111 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
9 East 1.5 Ripple 107 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
9 East 1.5 Ripple 116 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW C Bedset
9 East 1.6 Flute 106 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
9 East 1.6 Flute 103 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
9 East 1.6 Flute 112 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
9 West 0.8 Flute 117 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
9 West 0.8 Groove 115 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Bedset
9 West 0.8 Groove 110 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Top of
Sand Bench 2 7.6 Ripple 120 0 TBW G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Top of
Sand Bench 2 7.6 Ripple 120 0 TBW G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Top of
Sand Bench 2 9.2 Flute 117 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis

4 SRW C Top of
Sand Bench 2 9.2 Flute 117 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D 3.5 Flute 116 0 AL G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 3.5 Flute 99 0 AL G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 3.5 Flute 131 0 AL G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 3.5 Flute 109 0 AL G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 10.2 Ripple 105 0 TBW G I IG IGR IGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 10.2 Ripple 110 0 TBW G I IG IGR IGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 22.7 Ripple 87 0 TBD G I IR IRI IRIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 23.5 Groove 101 0 TBD G I IR IRI IRIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 23.5 Groove 71 0 TBD G I IR IRI IRIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 24.4 Ripple 94 0 TBD G I IR IRI IRIG Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW D 24.4 Ripple 53 0 TBD G I IR IRI IRIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 36.8 Ripple 134 0 NAL G I IR IRG IRGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 36.8 Ripple 80 0 NAL G I IR IRG IRGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 44.5 Ripple 102 0 TBW G I IR IRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 46.4 Ripple 129 0 TBW G I IR IRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 54.2 Ripple 131 0 TBD G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 54.2 Ripple 115 0 TBD G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 54.5 Ripple 129 0 TBD G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 54.5 Ripple 122 0 TBD G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 54.5 Ripple 135 0 TBD G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 56.0 Ripple 104 0 TBD G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 56.0 Ripple 100 0 TBD G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 60.3 Flute 85 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 60.3 Flute 94 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 60.3 Flute 96 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 62.0 Ripple 107 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 62.0 Ripple 95 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 72.9 Groove 104 0 AL G G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 72.9 Groove 105 0 AL G G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 87.3 Ripple 110 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 90.3 Ripple 103 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 93.3 Flute 97 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 93.3 Flute 97 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 93.3 Flute 105 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 93.3 Flute 107 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 95.2 Ripple 67 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 95.2 Ripple 106 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 106.1 Ripple 202 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 106.8 Flute 88 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 106.8 Flute 104 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 106.8 Flute 112 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 106.8 Flute 113 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 107.6 Ripple 71 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 107.6 Ripple 98 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 107.8 Flute 108 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW D 107.8 Flute 94 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 110.7 Ripple 120 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 114.5 Ripple 124 0 TBW G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 114.5 Ripple 104 0 TBW G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 114.5 Ripple 118 0 TBW G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 119.6 Ripple 129 0 TBW G G GR GRI GRII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 121.0 Ripple 110 0 TBW G G GR GRI GRII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 126.0 Ripple 118 0 TBW G G GR GRI GRIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 126.0 Ripple 85 0 TBW G G GR GRI GRIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 129.1 Ripple 115 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 130.9 Ripple 111 0 TBD G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 132.0 Ripple 101 0 TBD G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 132.7 Ripple 101 0 TBD G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 133.1 Ripple 86 0 TBD G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 133.2 Flute 115 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 134.4 Ripple 143 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 135.9 Ripple 116 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 135.9 Ripple 115 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 139.6 Ripple 89 0 TBD G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 139.6 Ripple 95 0 TBD G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 139.6 Ripple 125 0 TBD G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 142.7 Ripple 133 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 142.7 Ripple 144 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 146.5 Ripple 101 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 146.5 Ripple 120 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 146.6 Groove 114 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 146.6 Groove 116 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 147.3 Ripple 120 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 147.3 Ripple 121 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 147.5 Ripple 53 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 147.5 Ripple 160 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 147.5 Ripple 167 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 149.5 Flute 110 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 149.5 Flute 95 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 150.0 Ripple 67 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW D 152.9 Ripple 83 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 152.9 Ripple 89 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 153.4 Flute 102 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 153.4 Groove 114 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 153.4 Groove 103 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 153.4 Groove 109 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 153.6 Ripple 69 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 153.6 Ripple 69 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 153.6 Ripple 52 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 153.8 Ripple 119 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 153.8 Ripple 84 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 155.2 Ripple 135 0 TBW G R RI RII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 155.2 Ripple 100 0 TBW G R RI RII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 157.5 Ripple 99 0 TBW G R RI RII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 158.5 Ripple 101 0 TBW G R RI RII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 158.5 Ripple 102 0 TBW G R RI RII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 160.5 Ripple 93 0 TBW G R RI RII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 160.5 Ripple 92 0 TBW G R RI RII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 160.5 Ripple 109 0 TBW G R RI RII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 163.2 Flute 110 0 TBW G R RI RIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 163.2 Flute 109 0 TBW G R RI RIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 163.2 Flute 104 0 TBW G R RI RIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 163.2 Flute 86 0 TBW G R RI RIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 163.7 Ripple 41 0 TBW G R RI RIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 163.7 Ripple 99 0 TBW G R RI RIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 163.7 Ripple 119 0 TBW G R RI RIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 163.7 Ripple 81 0 TBW G R RI RIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 163.7 Ripple 80 0 TBW G R RI RIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 164.5 Flute 81 0 NAL G R RI RIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 164.5 Flute 95 0 NAL G R RI RIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 164.5 Flute 102 0 NAL G R RI RIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 164.5 Flute 96 0 NAL G R RI RIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 164.5 Flute 114 0 NAL G R RI RIG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 175.9 Ripple 102 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 176.1 Ripple 101 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGR Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW D 180.6 Ripple 131 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 180.8 Ripple 97 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 182.3 Ripple 97 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 182.3 Ripple 107 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 183.2 Ripple 109 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 185.5 Ripple 95 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 185.5 Ripple 92 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 185.5 Ripple 97 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 185.5 Ripple 80 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 185.5 Ripple 95 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 185.9 Ripple 111 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 189.8 Flute 105 0 NAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 189.8 Flute 94 0 NAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 189.8 Flute 94 0 NAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 191.3 Flute 102 0 NAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 192.3 Ripple 101 0 NAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 193.1 Flute 92 0 NAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 193.1 Flute 98 0 NAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 212.8 Ripple 79 0 TBW G R RG RGR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 212.8 Ripple 46 0 TBW G R RG RGR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 212.8 Ripple 96 0 TBW G R RG RGR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 218.5 Flute 101 0 AL G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 218.5 Flute 105 0 AL G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 218.5 Flute 119 0 AL G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 218.5 Flute 100 0 AL G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 218.5 Flute 106 0 AL G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 218.5 Flute 109 0 AL G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 224.0 Ripple 116 0 TBW G R RR RRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 225.6 Ripple 115 0 TBW G R RR RRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 226.4 Ripple 115 0 TBW G R RR RRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 231.6 Ripple 100 0 TBW G R RR RRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 234.5 Flute 106 0 TBW G R RR RRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 236.0 Ripple 36 0 TBW G R RR RRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 236.0 Ripple 64 0 TBW G R RR RRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 236.0 Ripple 100 0 TBW G R RR RRR - Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW D 236.5 Flute 88 0 TBW G R RR RRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 236.5 Groove 97 0 TBW G R RR RRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 240.9 Flute 116 0 TBW R I II III IIII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 240.9 Groove 120 0 TBW R I II III IIII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 242.5 Ripple 106 0 TBW R I II III IIII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 242.5 Ripple 106 0 TBW R I II III IIII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 242.5 Ripple 105 0 TBW R I II III IIII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 249.0 Flute 110 0 NAL R I II III IIIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 249.0 Flute 110 0 NAL R I II III IIIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 250.4 Flute 110 0 NAL R I II III IIIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW D 250.4 Flute 106 0 NAL R I II III IIIG Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bed 5
East 0.3 Flute 116 0 NAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bed 5
East 0.3 Flute 111 0 NAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bed 6
East 0.3 Groove 106 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bed 6
East 0.3 Groove 114 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bed 6
East 0.7 Ripple 25 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bed 6
East 0.7 Ripple 95 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bed 6
East 0.7 Ripple 90 0 TBW G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bed A
East 0.8 Ripple 74 0 TBW G R RR RRR - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
18 East 0.6 Flute 124 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW D Bedset
18 East 0.6 Flute 125 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
18 East 0.6 Flute 113 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
18 East 0.6 Groove 120 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
18 East 2.5 Flute 124 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
18 East 2.5 Groove 118 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
18 East 2.5 Groove 114 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
2 East 0.3 Flute 98 0 PAL G R RG RGG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
2 East 0.3 Flute 95 0 PAL G R RG RGG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
2 East 0.3 Flute 105 0 PAL G R RG RGG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
4 East 1.2 Flute 110 0 PAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
4 East 1.2 Flute 90 0 PAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
4 East 1.2 Flute 100 0 PAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
4 East 2.5 Flute 93 0 PAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
4 East 2.5 Flute 92 0 PAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW D Bedset
4 East 4.1 Flute 108 0 PAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
4 East 4.1 Flute 104 0 PAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
4 East 4.1 Flute 104 0 PAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
4 East 4.8 Ripple 110 0 PAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
4 East 4.8 Ripple 106 0 PAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
4 East 4.8 Ripple 102 0 PAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
7 East 0.4 Groove 116 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
7 East 0.4 Groove 110 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
7 East 0.4 Groove 110 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
7 East 1.7 Flute 100 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
7 East 3.5 Groove 108 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
7 East 3.5 Groove 105 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
9 East 0.0 Ripple 104 0 TBW G G GR GRI GRIG Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
9 East 3.6 Ripple 96 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIR Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW D Bedset
9 East 4.1 Flute 106 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
9 East 4.1 Flute 102 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIR Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
9 East 7.5 Groove 110 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
9 East 8.0 Ripple 79 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
9 East 8.2 Flute 111 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW D Bedset
9 East 8.2 Flute 107 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis

4
SRW D

Montecchio Bed
East

0.4 Flute 120 0 AL G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis

4
SRW D

Montecchio Bed
East

0.4 Flute 114 0 AL G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis

4
SRW D

Montecchio Bed
East

0.4 Flute 115 0 AL G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis

4 SRW E 13.7 Ripple 103 0 PAL G G GG GGG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 19.7 Flute 98 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 19.7 Flute 92 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 21.2 Ripple 109 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 21.2 Ripple 120 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 21.5 Ripple 108 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 21.5 Ripple 99 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 23.8 Flute 121 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 23.8 Flute 110 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 24.6 Ripple 110 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 25.4 Flute 96 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 25.4 Flute 98 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 30.2 Ripple 85 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW E 33.8 Flute 101 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 33.8 Flute 124 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 33.8 Flute 102 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 35.2 Ripple 56 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 35.2 Ripple 58 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 35.2 Ripple 106 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 35.9 Flute 113 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 35.9 Flute 113 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 35.9 Flute 114 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 35.9 Flute 113 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 35.9 Flute 120 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 35.9 Groove 110 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 36.5 Ripple 132 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 36.5 Ripple 132 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 36.5 Ripple 132 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 36.5 Ripple 124 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 36.7 Flute 119 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 36.7 Flute 115 0 NAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 41.9 Ripple 104 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 43.5 Ripple 64 0 TBW G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 43.5 Ripple 70 0 TBW G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 43.5 Ripple 71 0 TBW G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 43.6 Flute 91 0 TBW G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 47.7 Ripple 55 0 TBW G G GR GRI GRII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 47.7 Ripple 59 0 TBW G G GR GRI GRII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 49.4 Flute 116 0 TBW G G GR GRI GRII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 49.4 Flute 103 0 TBW G G GR GRI GRII Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 51.7 Ripple 116 0 TBD G G GR GRI GRIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 53.3 Ripple 104 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 53.3 Ripple 102 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 53.3 Ripple 98 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 54.1 Ripple 52 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 55.4 Ripple 48 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 56.0 Flute 107 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 56.0 Flute 105 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIR Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW E 56.0 Flute 106 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 56.0 Flute 113 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 56.9 Ripple 59 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 56.9 Ripple 62 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 56.9 Ripple 54 0 NAL G G GR GRI GRIR Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 60.3 Flute 87 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 60.3 Flute 82 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 63.6 Ripple 66 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 63.6 Ripple 84 0 NAL G G GR GRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 66.1 Ripple 77 0 TBD G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 74.2 Ripple 137 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 74.3 Groove 122 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 74.3 Groove 123 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 74.3 Groove 122 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 74.6 Ripple 46 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 74.6 Ripple 139 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 74.6 Ripple 108 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 74.6 Ripple 58 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 74.6 Ripple 57 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 79.4 Ripple 71 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 80.0 Ripple 64 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 80.7 Ripple 70 0 TBW G G GR GRR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 82.6 Ripple 113 0 TBW G R RI RII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 82.6 Ripple 115 0 TBW G R RI RII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 85.7 Ripple 90 0 TBW G R RI RII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 85.7 Ripple 69 0 TBW G R RI RII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 85.7 Ripple 70 0 TBW G R RI RII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 87.3 Ripple 92 0 TBD G R RI RII - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 90.1 Groove 104 0 TBD G R RI RIG RIGI Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 96.2 Ripple 116 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 96.2 Ripple 117 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 98.9 Ripple 103 0 TBD G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 98.9 Ripple 104 0 TBD G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 99.2 Ripple 124 0 TBD G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 99.2 Ripple 114 0 TBD G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
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4 SRW E 99.2 Ripple 113 0 TBD G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 99.4 Groove 106 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 99.4 Flute 105 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 99.4 Flute 105 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 99.4 Flute 93 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 99.4 Flute 108 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 101.4 Ripple 80 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 101.4 Ripple 102 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 101.5 Ripple 104 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 101.5 Ripple 84 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 101.7 Ripple 113 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 101.7 Ripple 122 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 101.7 Ripple 71 0 NAL G R RI RIG RIGG Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 108.6 Ripple 128 0 TBD G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 109.0 Ripple 125 0 TBD G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 111. 1 Ripple 121 0 TBD G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 111. 1 Ripple 122 0 TBD G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 111. 8 Ripple 123 0 TBD G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 111. 8 Ripple 123 0 TBD G R RI RIR - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 119.4 Flute 111 0 NAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 119.4 Flute 109 0 NAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 120.4 Flute 133 0 NAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 121.7 Ripple 62 0 NAL G R RG RGI - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 129.3 Ripple 90 0 NAL G R RG RGG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 148.2 Ripple 73 0 TBD G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 148.2 Ripple 79 0 TBD G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 149.0 Flute 114 0 AL G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 149.0 Flute 103 0 AL G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 149.0 Flute 106 0 AL G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SRW E 149.0 Flute 105 0 AL G R RR RRG - Atwood Thesis
4 SW 0.0 Ripple 144 0 TBD G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
4 SW 0.2 Ripple 90 0 TBD G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
4 SW 2.4 Flute 120 0 NAL G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
4 SW 2.4 Flute 107 0 NAL G I IG IGI IGII Atwood Thesis
4 SW 20.5 Ripple 114 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
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4 SW 20.5 Ripple 116 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 22.1 Flute 107 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 22.1 Flute 110 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 22.1 Flute 116 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 23.0 Groove 104 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 23.0 Groove 120 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 23.0 Groove 97 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 23.0 Groove 75 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 23.0 Groove 98 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 23.0 Groove 97 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 23.0 Groove 100 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 23.0 Groove 98 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 23.0 Groove 104 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 24.5 Groove 78 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 24.5 Groove 76 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 24.5 Groove 75 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 24.5 Groove 93 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 24.5 Groove 89 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 24.5 Groove 104 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 SW 26.2 Groove 97 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 SW 27.3 Ripple 107 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 SW 27.8 Ripple 98 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 SW 28.0 Groove 90 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 SW 28.0 Groove 97 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 SW 28.0 Groove 93 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 8.3 Ripple 197 0 TBD G I IG IGI IGIR Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 9.0 Ripple 156 0 TBD G I IG IGI IGIR Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 9.2 Ripple 194 0 TBD G I IG IGI IGIR Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 22.8 Groove 121 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 22.8 Groove 112 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 22.8 Groove 131 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 22.8 Groove 112 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 22.8 Groove 126 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 24.5 Groove 140 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 26.9 Groove 140 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
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4 TWN 28.3 Flute 114 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 28.3 Flute 115 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 28.3 Flute 119 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 38.1 Ripple 106 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 38.1 Ripple 121 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 38.3 Ripple 111 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 38.3 Ripple 117 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 39.6 Ripple 128 0 TBD G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 39.6 Ripple 110 0 TBD G I IG IGG IGGR Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 41.9 Flute 124 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 41.9 Flute 124 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 41.9 Flute 117 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 41.9 Flute 121 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 41.9 Flute 113 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 41.9 Flute 116 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 43.8 Ripple 118 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 43.8 Ripple 110 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 43.8 Ripple 116 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 44.2 Groove 108 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 44.2 Groove 114 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 44.2 Flute 112 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 44.2 Flute 110 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 46.7 Ripple 135 0 TBD G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 46.7 Ripple 129 0 TBD G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 47.3 Ripple 106 0 TBD G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 47.3 Ripple 121 0 TBD G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 47.3 Ripple 112 0 TBD G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 51.7 Ripple 128 0 TBW G I IR IRI IRII Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 53.2 Ripple 115 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRII Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 53.2 Ripple 107 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRII Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 53.2 Ripple 109 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRII Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 53.2 Ripple 103 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRII Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 53.7 Ripple 119 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRII Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 54.1 Ripple 145 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRII Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 55.2 Flute 108 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRIG Atwood Thesis
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4 TWN 65.2 Groove 110 0 TBW G I IR IRI IRIR Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 68.5 Groove 109 0 TBW G I IR IRG IRGI Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 73.0 Groove 111 0 NAL G I IR IRG IRGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 73.0 Groove 112 0 NAL G I IR IRG IRGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 75.9 Groove 109 0 TBW G I IR IRG IRGR Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 75.9 Groove 101 0 TBW G I IR IRG IRGR Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 81.6 Groove 108 0 TBW G G GI GII - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 83.0 Flute 125 0 TBW G G GI GII - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 85.0 Ripple 130 0 TBD G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 85.0 Ripple 140 0 TBD G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 85.4 Ripple 125 0 TBD G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 85.4 Ripple 130 0 TBD G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 85.6 Flute 120 0 TBD G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 90.3 Groove 100 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 90.3 Flute 105 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 93.0 Groove 130 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 93.0 Groove 125 0 NAL G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 98.9 Flute 112 0 TBD G G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 100.6 Groove 111 0 AL G G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 100.6 Groove 114 0 AL G G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 100.6 Groove 112 0 AL G G GG GGI - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 107.8 Ripple 220 0 AL G G GG GGG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 108.2 Groove 110 0 AL G G GG GGG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 108.2 Groove 105 0 AL G G GG GGG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 108.2 Groove 95 0 AL G G GG GGG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 114.3 Groove 110 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 114.3 Groove 107 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 TWN 114.3 Groove 111 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRI Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 0.8 Flute 154 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGI Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 0.8 Flute 136 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGI Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 1.4 Ripple 91 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGI Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 1.9 Flute 126 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 1.9 Flute 124 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 1.9 Flute 115 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 5.2 Flute 133 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
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4 TWS 5.2 Flute 135 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 5.2 Flute 145 0 PAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 10.4 Flute 124 0 NAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 10.4 Flute 126 0 NAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 10.4 Flute 133 0 NAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 11.6 Ripple 73 0 NAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 11.6 Ripple 54 0 NAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 11.9 Ripple 116 0 NAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 11.9 Ripple 104 0 NAL G I IG IGG IGGG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 24.1 Ripple 65 0 TBW G I IG IGR IGRI Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 24.8 Flute 101 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 24.8 Flute 125 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 24.8 Flute 130 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 24.8 Flute 112 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 24.8 Flute 135 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 24.8 Flute 136 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 24.8 Flute 104 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 24.8 Flute 132 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 28.0 Groove 130 0 PAL G I IG IGR IGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 35.3 Groove 128 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRII Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 35.3 Groove 126 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRII Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 35.3 Groove 124 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRII Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 35.3 Groove 127 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRII Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 35.3 Groove 126 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRII Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 35.3 Groove 121 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRII Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 38.0 Flute 125 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRIG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 38.0 Flute 120 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRIG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 38.0 Flute 115 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRIG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 41.7 Flute 125 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRIG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 41.7 Flute 115 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRIG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 41.7 Flute 122 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRIG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 41.7 Groove 125 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRIG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 41.7 Groove 133 0 NAL G I IR IRI IRIG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 48.0 Flute 128 0 TBW G I IR IRI IRIR Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 67.9 Flute 140 0 TBW G G GI GII - Atwood Thesis
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4 TWS 67.9 Flute 142 0 TBW G G GI GII - Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 67.9 Flute 135 0 TBW G G GI GII - Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 71.7 Flute 120 0 TBW G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 71.7 Flute 130 0 TBW G G GI GIG - Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 116.1 Flute 140 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 116.1 Flute 135 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 116.8 Ripple 140 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRG Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 118.8 Flute 138 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 118.8 Flute 136 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 118.8 Flute 134 0 PAL G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
4 TWS 125.3 Ripple 120 0 TBD G G GG GGR GGRR Atwood Thesis
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Outcrop Measured
Trend

Measured
Plunge

Fold Vergence
Azimuth

Surrounding
Strata Strike

Surrounding
Strata Dip

Corrected
Trend

Corrected
Plunge

Visignano MTD on Santerno
River Near Brasile 44 83 NA 306 60 32 23

Visignano MTD on Santerno
River Near Brasile 28 49 NA 306 60 209 11

Visignano MTD on Santerno
River Near Brasile 16 51 NA 306 60 201 8

Visignano MTD on Santerno
River Near Brasile 27 86 NA 306 60 30 26

Visignano MTD on Santerno
River Near Brasile 18 47 NA 306 60 202 12

Visignano MTD on Santerno
River Near Brasile 27 79 NA 306 60 29 19

Visignano MTD on Santerno
River Near Brasile 1 35 NA 306 60 185 20

Visignano MTD on Santerno
River Near Brasile 315 16 NA 306 60 141 4

Visignano MTD on Santerno
River Near Brasile 310 29 NA 306 60 330 6

Visignano MTD on Santerno
River Near Brasile 319 16 NA 306 60 143 8

Visignano MTD near
Scalacchio 28 26 304 306 60 208 34

Visignano MTD near
Scalacchio 184 19 340 306 60 139 64

Visignano MTD near
Scalacchio 192 25 90 306 60 133 73

Visignano MTD near
Scalacchio 132 5 60 306 60 122 13

Visignano MTD near
Scalacchio 128 9 33 306 60 116 11

Visignano MTD near
Scalacchio 160 43 171 306 60 88 48

Visignano MTD near
Scalacchio 161 53 142 306 60 73 48

Appendix E: Visignano MTD Fold Axes Measurements in the SanternoRiverValley
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LARGE FORMAT GEOLOGIC MAP OF STUDY AREA 
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